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 Preface     

  Trace analysis is an important topic that impacts various areas ranging from 
environmental monitoring to national security, food safety, clinical diagnosis, and 
forensic investigation. The need for sensitive and robust determinations in these 
areas has driven a rapid development of novel nanomaterials as well as new 
methodologies with which to implement them. Unfortunately, essential details of 
these new nanomaterials and approaches for their use have largely remained in 
wide - ranging journals and specialized compilations. Our goal for this book has 
been to provide an introduction to these new methods and materials in one source 
and thereby encourage the development of new, cross - disciplinary ideas among 
scientists from many different fi elds. Accordingly, this book includes a broad 
cross - section of nanomaterial - based methodologies and applications. Selected 
topics are reviewed in 14 chapters and organized in three sections. 

 Section I (Chapters  1  –  5 ) is dedicated to  “ Biological and Chemical Analysis. ”  The 
performance of biosensors and bioassays has been aided by the rapid development 
of nanotechnology and the application of various nanomaterials. Chapters  1  and 
 2  are focused on photoactive nanomaterials. Chapter  1  summarizes recent advances 
of photoswitchable nanoprobes that feature changes in fl uorescence and magneti-
zation. Contributions of these nanoprobes to super - resolution fl uorescence 
imaging and acquisition of quantitative information of biological targets are 
reviewed. Semiconductor  quantum dot s ( QD s) have attracted considerable atten-
tion in the fi elds of chemistry and biology over the past decade. Based on these 
recent advances, Chapter  2  reviews the fundamental properties, characteristic 
advantages, and synthetic methods for various semiconductor QDs. Several 
successful analytical applications of QDs in the fi eld of chemistry and biology are 
discussed. 

 Chapters  3  and  4  emphasize nanomaterials - based electrochemical biosensors 
and bioassays. The enormous signal enhancement associated with the use of 
nanomaterial labels and the formation of nanomaterial – biomolecule complexes 
provides the basis for ultrasensitive electrochemical detection of disease - related 
gene or protein markers, biothreat agents, or infectious agents. Chapter  3  dis-
cusses various nanomaterials for bioanalysis, including nanoparticles, nanowires, 
nanotubes, and nanocarriers. The surface - dependent electron transport properties 
of nanomaterials are often used to develop chemical and biological sensors for 
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trace analysis. Specifi cally, physical and/or chemical sorption of analytes on a 
nanomaterial surface may affect the rates of electron transport through a nano-
material assembly, resulting in detectable change in its electronic conductivity. In 
Chapter  4 , the authors review chemical and biological sensing applications based 
on electron transport through nanoparticle assemblies. 

 In addition to nanomaterials, nanodevices based on fl uidics have reduced sig-
nifi cantly the time and costs involved in chemical/biochemical experimentation. 
They have also permitted the study of several physical/chemical/biological systems 
at a fundamentally higher level. In Chapter  5 , the authors describe applications of 
micro -  and nanofl uidic technology to the trace analysis of biological samples with 
a focus on assays involving nucleic acids, proteins/peptides, and biological cells. 

 Section II (Chapters  6  –  10 ) is dedicated to  “ Environmental Analysis. ”  Nano-
materials have shown great potential for improving the detection and extraction 
of trace contaminants in the environment, but they may themselves pose an envi-
ronmental hazard if released. Chapter  6  focuses on the analysis of water contami-
nated with endocrine - disrupting chemicals by the use of  molecularly imprinted 
polymer s ( MIP s). This chapter gives an overview of signifi cant achievements to 
improve the performance of MIPs in solid - phase extraction using particles during 
the last two years. Chapter  7  reviews current research on trace detection and 
quantifi cation of nitrated and peroxide - based high explosives with various tech-
niques involving nanomaterials. In particular, sensors based on electrochemistry, 
fl uorescence, microcantilevers, and metal oxide semiconductive nanoparticles are 
discussed. 

 Hazardous metals are another important class of environmental pollutants. The 
authors of Chapter  8  survey the use of nanostructured materials for the selective 
collection of trace - level metals from aqueous systems. It has been shown that, 
when correctly constructed, these nanomaterials are superior sorbents and can be 
used to enhance trace level analysis. In addition to newly developed nanomaterials, 
some traditional nanomaterials, such as TiO 2 , have demonstrated new applications 
for trace detection, particularly in environmental analysis. Several TiO 2  - based 
nanostructures important in analysis applications are introduced in Chapter  9 , 
including colloidal and mesoporous TiO 2  nanoparticles, TiO 2  nanotubes, TiO 2  -
 based hybrids, and TiO 2  nanofi lms. Also described are sample pretreatment and 
analyte preconcentration methods based on the strong adsorption of organic and 
inorganic species onto TiO 2  nanomaterials. 

 In Chapter  10  the authors bring an interesting perspective to the use of  engi-
neered nanoparticle s ( ENP s). Not only are recent advances in the use of ENPs for 
environmental sensing described, but the environmental fate and toxicity of ENPs 
are also discussed. 

 Section III (Chapters  11  –  14 ) is dedicated to  “ Advanced Methods and Materials. ”  
Here the development of new nanomaterials and new methods for trace analysis 
are discussed. In Chapter  11 , a wide variety of analytical methods employing 
electrodes modifi ed with nanoparticles are summarized. Chapter  12  focuses on 
the analysis of single molecules or single events using nanoelectrodes and com-
bined optical and electrochemical methods. 
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 Chapters  13  and  14  focus on the development and application of several new 
nanomaterials. Membranes derived from  block copolymer s ( BCP s) and containing 
arrays of cylindrical nanoscale pores are described in Chapter  13 . Recent achieve-
ments indicate that BCP - derived nanoporous monoliths are promising materials 
to develop highly effi cient separation membranes for biomolecules and detection 
devices with high selectivity and sensitivity. Chapter  14  introduces  gold nanorod s 
( AuNR s) and a broad range of applications that transcend the now - familiar gold 
nanoparticle. The methods of synthesis and unique physicochemical characteris-
tics of AuNRs are described in detail and their most recent uses in trace analysis 
are discussed. 

 We hope that you fi nd this book useful during your research and that it proves 
helpful in developing new avenues for trace analysis. We certainly look forward to 
receiving your feedback. Finally, and most especially, we wish to thank each of the 
contributors to this book. Without their dedication and expertise, this work would 
never have been possible. 

   Grand Forks, USA ,  January 2010   David T. Pierce 

  Julia Xiaojun Zhao 
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  1 
Photoswitchable Nanoprobes for Biological 
Imaging Applications    
  Zhiyuan     Tian   ,    Wuwei     Wu   , and    Alexander D.Q.     Li   

        1.1 
Introduction 

 Fluorescence imaging is widely used to study biological processes because it pro-
vides abundant information non - invasively regarding various biological mecha-
nisms. The diffraction limit, however, restricts the best resolution of conventional 
fl uorescence imaging techniques to a level two of orders of magnitude coarser 
than nano - sized molecules, leaving many intracellular organelles and molecular 
structures unresolvable. For example, fl uorescent probes under conventional fl uo-
rescence microscope cannot be localized to accuracy better than 250   nm because 
of the diffraction limit barrier. Most biological targets such as RNA, DNA, and 
proteins form nanometer scale structures in cells, thus higher resolution beyond 
the diffraction limit of ca. 250   nm is essential to detect and monitor biological 
mechanisms at the single - molecule level. 

 Far - fi eld fl uorescence microscopy techniques with increased spatial resolution 
have the potential to convert microscopy into nanoscopy and thus enable near -
 molecular scale spatial resolution  [1, 2] . Specifi cally, several super - resolution far -
 fi eld fl uorescence imaging techniques with 20 to 30   nm lateral and 50 to 60   nm axial 
imaging resolutions have been developed to circumvent the diffraction limit. These 
techniques include  stimulated emission depletion  ( STED ) microscopy  [3 – 6]  and 
 reversible saturable optically linear fl uorescent transitions  ( RESOLFT ) mic roscopy 
 [7 – 9] ,  stochastic optical reconstruction  ( STORM ) microscopy  [10 – 12] ,  photo activated 
localization ( PALM ) microscopy  [13 – 17] ,  photoactuated uni molecular logical switch-
ing attained reconstruction  ( PULSAR ) microscopy  [18]  , and other methods using 
similar principles  [19] . Each of these techniques share a common underlying 
principle: images with high - resolution are obtained based on the switching of 
the fl uorescent probes between two distinctively different fl uorescent states, either 
fl uorescent  “ ON ”  and  “ OFF ”  states or two fl uorescent states with distinct color. In 
other words, the fl uorescent probes employed must be actively modulated (usually 
via photoswitching or photoactivation) in time to ensure that only an optically resolv-
able subset of fl uorophores is activated at any time in a diffraction - limited region, 
thereby allowing their localization with high accuracy. From this viewpoint, the 
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development of fl uorescence microscopy with ultrahigh spatial resolution depends, 
to a great extent, on the construction of photoswitchable fl uorescent probes. 

 In addition to the contribution to super - resolution imaging, a dual - color photo-
switchable fl uorescent probe can highlight the biological target from its back-
ground despite the presence of autofl uorescence in the target matrix  [20, 21] . 
Besides photoswitching, high emission intensity of the fl uorescent probe is also 
highly desirable. For example, both PULSAR and STORM rely on the detection of 
a single fl uorescent probe and the location of fl uorescent probe with high accuracy. 
The total number of photons that one fl uorophore site can emit before photob-
leaching is an important photophysical parameter and ultimately determines the 
spatial resolution of the obtained fl uorescence image. With single - molecule fl uoro-
phores as labeling reagents, rapid photobleaching and limited emission intensity 
per labeled site greatly hinder further improvement in imaging resolution. With 
fl uorescent nanoparticles as labeling reagents, the overall fl uorescence signal 
output from individual nanoparticle is proportional to the product of fl uorescence 
effi ciency and loading density of the encapsulated dyes. Because a large number 
of fl uorophores is encapsulated inside a single nanoparticle, nanoparticles produce 
strong emission when properly excited  [22, 23] . Newly developed photoswitchable 
fl uorescent nanoparticles are expected to overcome limits of single - molecule fl uor-
ophores and therefore contribute to the further development of fl uorescence 
imaging. 

 Several types of photoswitchable nanoprobes, including inorganic semicon-
ductor nanoparticles, metal/metal oxide nanoparticles, polymeric nanoparticles, 
vesicle - like probes, and cloned photoactivatable proteins have been developed to 
date for various applications. Among them, nanoprobes with photoswitchable 
fl uorescence  [24 – 41]  and magnetization  [42 – 49]  have drawn considerable attention 
for their important applications in biological fl uorescence imaging and magnetic 
resonance imaging. Hence, in this chapter we outline the major classes of pho-
toswitchable nanoprobes developed recently with an emphasis on fl uorescent and 
magnetic nanoparticles and their roles in biological imaging. Although other 
photoswitchable features are also interesting, such as photoswitchable conduct-
ance  [50 – 53]  and surface wettability  [54] , we limit our scope to photoswitchable 
nanoprobes for biological applications.  

   1.2 
Photoswitchable Fluorescent Nanoprobes 

 Among various stimuli - responsive signaling modes, fl uorescence emission is 
promising, not only because fl uorescence signals can be readily and sensitively 
detected but also because they have many identifying characteristics for monitor-
ing, such as signal intensity, wavelength (color), and lifetime. When combined 
with novel types of fl uorescence microscopy, photoswitchable fl uorescent nano-
probes have contributed signifi cantly to super - high resolution fl uorescence 
imaging. For the different types of photoswitchable fl uorescent nanoprobes 
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developed to date, light - induced isomerization of fl uorophores plays a key role. 
Additionally, fl uorescence quenching based on  F ö rster resonance energy transfer  
( FRET ) is also involved in some cases. In this section, we outline different types 
of nanoprobes with photoswitchable fl uorescence and discuss the mechanism 
involved in the photoswitching. 

   1.2.1 
Single - Color (On - Off) Fluorescent Nanoprobes 

 A typical single - color type of photoswitchable fl uorescent nanoprobe adopts either 
a fl uorescent (on) or a non - fl uorescent (off) state. It may be selectively and revers-
ibly transferred between these two states by irradiation with appropriate wave-
lengths of light. In this case, fl uorescence signal intensity, rather than wavelength, 
is the key parameter being modulated. 

   1.2.1.1    Fluorescence Modulation of Semiconductor Nanocrystals 
 Semiconductor nanocrystals ( quantum dot s,  QD s) display unique photophysical 
features as their size approaches the nanoscale  [55, 56] , making them attractive 
candidates in diverse biological imaging and sensing applications  [57] . Because of 
their intrinsic properties, QDs themselves do not possess photoswitching ability, 
which restricts their application in ultrahigh resolution biological imaging. Thus, 
photochromism must be integrated into QDs to empower such functionality of 
fl uorescence photoswitching. 

 By attaching photochromic spiropyran moieties to the surfaces of QDs, Li and 
coworkers have developed QDs - based hybrid nanoparticles with photoswitchable 
fl uorescence emission  [25] . As demonstrated in Figure  1.1 a, spiropyran moieties 
were anchored on the surface of a core – shell CdSe/ZnS QDs via a thiol – metal 
linkage. As a photochromic material, colorless  spiropyran  ( SP ) undergoes photo -
 induced ring - opening reactions upon ultraviolet irradiation and consequently 
yields isomeric  merocyanine  ( MC ) forms that have a strong visible absorption 
band in the range 500 – 600   nm. This band arises from the extended  π  - conjugation 
that develops between the indolene and the pyran rings following rupture of the 
C(spiro) – O bond. Back - conversion from the MC form of the dye into the SP forms 
occurs thermally and is accelerated by visible light illumination. As shown in 
Figure  1.1 b, these hybrid nanoparticles exhibited reversible photochromism that 
was very similar to that of unbound spiropyran dyes.   

 In these nanoparticles, the QDs acted as the dominant emitters as well as the 
FRET donor while neither the SP nor MC forms emitted light strongly. Exposure 
to UV light catalyzed the reversible photoconversion of the photochromic moiety 
from the colorless SP form into the colored MC form, which functioned as the 
FRET acceptor. When the photochromic moiety was in its SP form, green fl uores-
cence (546   nm) from the nanocrystals was observed, showing the fl uorescence 
 “ ON ”  state. When the photochromic moiety was transferred to its isomeric 
merocyanine using ultraviolet irradiation, fl uorescence from the nanocrystals was 
seriously quenched by the MC form of the dye owing to a good overlap of the 
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     Figure 1.1     (a) Quantum dot with anchored 
spiropyrans on its surface showing a 
fl uorescence photoswitching function; 
(b) photochromism of 6   nm CdSe/ZnS 
core – shell nanocrystals at 2.6    ×    10  − 7    M 
concentration with a SP/NC ratio of 105 
under alternating cycles of fi ltered UV and 
visible illumination; (c) photoswitchable 
fl uorescence emission at 546   nm with 
alternating cycles of UV and visible light 

(squares and lines); the size of core – shell 
CdSe/ZnS QDs is 5   nm, the QDs con-
centration is 3.5    ×    10  − 7    M, and the SP/NC 
ratio is 150. Overlay: six cuvettes showing 
the response time at 1   s intervals for 
conversion from the spiro into the mero 
form under 365 - nm UV illumination. 
 Reproduced with permission from Reference 
 [25] . Copyright 2005 American Chemical 
Society.   

absorption band of the MC form and the fl uorescence emission band of the nanoc-
rystals. This quenching produced the fl uorescence  “ OFF ”  state. A FRET process 
was involved in the light - induce fl uorescence switching, with QDs acting as the 
donor and the MC form of the dye as the acceptor (fl uorescence quencher). 
Because the light - induced conversion between the spiro form and the merocya-
nine form is reversible, the conversion between the  “ ON ”  and  “ OFF ”  states was 
therefore reversible (Figure  1.1 c). 

 Similar fl uorescence photoswitching systems have also been developed in other 
groups. Medintz and coworkers have constructed such composite photoswitchable 
fl uorescent nanoparticles by attaching spiropyran - labeled  maltose binding pro-
tein s ( MBP ) to the surface of individual QDs  [26, 27] . In Jares - Erijman ’ s group, a 
biotinylated diheteroarylethene derivative was bound to the surfaces of QDs 
bearing conjugated streptavidin and, thus, composite nanoparticles with pho-
toswitchable fl uorescence features were constructed  [28, 29] . In addition, a dithi-
olane anchoring group was used in Raymo ’ s group  [30] ; and thermal and 
Cu(I) - mediated  “ click ”  reactions were employed in Binder ’ s group  [31]  to attach 
photochromic spiropyran to the surfaces of QDs with the purpose of constructing 
photoswitchable fl uorescent composite nanoparticles. A FRET process was 
involved in the fl uorescence photoswitching performance of these systems.  

   1.2.1.2    Isomerization of Photochromic Spiropyrans 
 FRET - based fl uorescence photoswitchable systems typically require two chromo-
phores: a fl uorescence donor and a fl uorescence acceptor. The emission band of 
the former must overlap with the absorption band of the latter  [58 – 61] . Addition-
ally, the donor and acceptor must approach to each other within the F ö rster 
distance. However, these stringent requirements can be circumvented if a single 
dye can carry out fl uorescence switching. 

 Recently, Li and coworkers have constructed a fl uorescence photoswitchable 
particulate system using a single chromophore, spiropyran, as the photoactive 
unit  [32] . Hydrophobic – hydrophilic core – shell nanoparticles were fi rst pre-
pared by a modifi ed microemulsion copolymerization. This method used  N  - 
isopropylacrylamide and styrene as the primary monomeric units, minor amounts 
of divinylbenzene as the crosslinker, and 5 - (1,3 - dihydro - 3,3 - dimethyl - 6 - nitrospiro
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[2 H  - 1 - benzopyran - 2,2 ′  - 2 H ] - indole)ethyl acrylate (SP) as the photoactive unit 
(Figure  1.2 a).   

 Notably, neither the SP nor MC form of the photochromic dye fl uoresces appre-
ciably in water, although the MC form possesses weak fl uorescence in polar 
organic solvents and within self - assembled fi lms. However, in the hydrophobic 
cavities of water - soluble polymeric nanoparticles, the MC form fl uoresced strongly 
in the red region 600 – 750   nm. The quantum yield of the MC form was found to 
be 0.24 by using a Rhodamine B standard. Merocyanine residing in a hydrophobic 
nanoparticle was found to fl uoresce at least 200 times more strongly than in 
aqueous solution. The nanoparticle microphase environment was responsible for 
the enhancement of fl uorescence intensity, with several factors involved. The 
fl uorophores confi ned within the hydrophobic cavities were isolated from non-
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     Figure 1.2     (a) Approach to constructing 
hydrophilic – hydrophobic core – shell 
nanoparticles with spiropyran moieties in 
the hydrophobic cavity of the nanoparticle; 
(b) nanoparticles with embedded spiropyrans 
show fl uorescence photoswitching; 
(c) fl uorescence photoswitching of 68 - nm 
photochromic nanoparticle under 420 - nm 
excitation, using alternating UV and visible 
irradiation; (d) fl uorescence imaging of 
optically switchable nanoparticles in a single 
HEK - 293 cell. Red fl uorescence (bright spots) 
of mero - particles is elicited with a 10 - s UV 

light pulse, followed by fl uorescence 
imaging using 488 - nm excitation and a liquid 
N 2  - cooled CCD detector. The fl uorescence is 
slowly switched off by visible 488 - nm light, 
and the bright spots fade with increasing 
exposure time (top panel with time labels). 
Application of a second 10 - s UV pulse 
regenerates the red fl uorescence (lower panel 
with time labels), which again fades under 
488 - nm illumination with identical kinetics. 
 Reproduced with permission from Reference 
 [32] . Copyright 2006 American Chemical 
Society.   
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radiative decay pathways or electron - transfer pathways generated by collisions 
with solution components. Additionally, molecules trapped in the polymer 
environment had restricted conformational fl exibility, which minimized nonradia-
tive relaxation through internal motions. 

 The fl uorescence photoswitching features were generated by light - induced for-
mation and rupture of the spiro bond (Figure  1.2 b). Upon irradiation with UV - blue 
light, SP molecules within nanoparticles were converted into the MC forms while 
the back conversion from the MC forms into SP forms was accomplished through 
lower - energy irradiation (  λ      >    450   nm). Specifi cally, the SP forms were not fl uores-
cent while the MC forms emitted strong red fl uorescence. Thus, reversible ON/
OFF fl uorescence photoswitching of the polymeric nanoparticles was achieved 
by alternating illumination with UV and visible light. Additionally, the pho-
toswitching displayed better reversibility than other systems, including the one 
in which spiropyran molecules were covalently attached on the surfaces of QDs 
(Figure  1.2 c). Covalent attachment by polymerization more effectively isolated 
individual spiropyran molecules within the nanoparticles and thereby minimized 
bimolecular degradative reactions. The photoswitchable fl uorescent nanoparticles 
were also tested in living cell for  in vivo  optical imaging (Figure  1.2 d). The results 
demonstrated that fl uorophores residing in the hydrophobic core of the nano-
particle were largely unquenched by components of the biological milieu and 
displayed reversible, less - fatigued fl uorescence photoswitching features. Since 
Li and coworkers ’  studies on photoswitchable fl uorescent nanoparticles prepared 
via microemulsion copolymerization strategy, similar strategies have been 
employed in the groups of Zeng  [33] , Tong  [34] , Kawaguchi  [35] , Zhang  [36]  and 
Liu  [37] , and similar particulate systems with photoswitching fl uorescence features 
were developed. For instance, spiropyran - linked methacrylate monomers were 
copolymerized with other monomers into polymeric nanoparticles with pho-
toswitchable fl uorescence in Zeng ’ s group via one - step mini - emulsion polymeriza-
tion approach; and enhanced photoreversibility, photostability, and relatively fast 
photoresponsive characteristics of the as - prepared photoswitchable nanoparticles 
were confi rmed  [33] .  

   1.2.1.3    Isomerization of Photochromic Diarylethenes 
 As classical photochromic compounds, diarylethene derivatives have drawn con-
siderable attention due to their thermal stability and excellent fatigue resistance 
 [62 – 66] . Recently, Yi and coworkers have developed vesicle - like nanostructures 
with photoswitchable fl uorescence features between two distinct states  [38] . The 
photoactive unit developed was an amphiphilic photochromic diarylethene mole-
cule with hydrophobic and hydrophilic chains at two ends of a rigid diarylethene 
core (Figure  1.3 a).   

 Unlike spiropyran, UV light irradiation induced diarylethene ring - closing rather 
than ring opening. Moreover, UV light converted the diarylethene derivatives from 
their fl uorescence ON - state into an OFF - state, whereas the spiropyran switched in 
opposite fashion. These vesicle - like nanostructures dispersed in aqueous solution 
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and remained unchanged for more than a month in a certain concentration range. 
The vesicle - like nanostructures displayed a classical photochromic behavior that 
resulted in fl uorescence ON/OFF switching. Upon irradiation with 365   nm light, 
the colorless diarylethene moiety was converted from an open structure into closed 
structure, resulting in fl uorescence quenching and an accompanying fl uorescence 
OFF state. Under visible light irradiation, the colored diarylethene moiety 
was completely converted into the open isomer with recovered fl uorescence. The 
fl uorescence photoswitching feature of this vesicle - like nanostructure was also 
confi rmed in a biological system using confocal laser scanning microscopy. 
As shown in Figure  1.3 b, all cells after incubated with the aqueous solution 
of vesicles were switched between fl uorescence ON and OFF states upon alternat-
ing irradiation of 405 and 633   nm light. Additionally, photoswitching of the 
vesicles in cells displayed excellent reversibility and stability. As shown in Figure 
 1.3 c, no apparent  “ fatigue ”  effect or photobleaching were detected after many 
photoswitching cycles. 

 For the aforementioned photoswitchable particulate system, the photochromic 
diarylethene component is the only photoactive unit and functions as both the 
photochromophore and the fl uorophore simultaneously. Specifi cally, the open 
structure of the diarylethene component represents the fl uorescence ON state 
while the closed structure corresponds to the fl uorescence OFF state. Unlike such 
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     Figure 1.3     (a) Photochromism of an 
amphiphilic diarylethene; (b)  confocal laser 
scanning microscopy  ( CLSM ) image (above) 
and the overlay image (bottom) of KB living 
cells incubated with the open isomer of the 
diarylethene for 20   min at 25    ° C: (1) in 
original state, (2) irradiated by 405 - nm light 
(2   mW) for a single cell, (3) all cells, and 
(4) recovered by 633 - nm light (0.7   mW) 

(  λ   ex    =   633   nm, 0.15   mW); (c) fl uorescence 
switching of fi xed KB cells by alternating 
UV (405   nm, 2   mW, 10   s/time) and visible 
(633   nm, 0.7   mW, 20   min/time) light 
illumination. Inset: images of one cycle. 
 Reproduced with permission from Reference 
 [38] . Copyright 2008 American Chemical 
Society.   
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systems, another type of diarylethene - based photoswitchable particulate system 
has also been developed with a FRET mechanism involved. For instance, Bossi 
and coworkers have developed photoswitchable fl uorescent silica nanoparticles 
with Rhodamine dye as the fl uorophore and diarylethene as the photochromic 
quencher  [39] . Upon light - driven isomerization of diarylethene and the controlled 
FRET between Rhodamine dye and the closed status of the diarylethene moiety, 
the fl uorescence of Rhodamine dye was modulated and fl uorescence ON/OFF 
photoswitching was achieved. Similar composite photoswitchable fl uorescent 
nanoparticles with perylene derivative as fl uorophore and diarylethene derivative 
as photochromophore have also been developed in Liu ’ s group  [37] .  

   1.2.1.4    Structural Conversion of a Photoswitchable Protein 
 The discovery of  green fl uorescent protein  ( GFP ) and subsequent developments 
have provided revolutionary and indispensable research tools for molecular biology 
and cell biology  [67 – 81] . Fluorescent proteins can be easily fused to any protein of 
interest, enabling real - time monitoring of biochemical processes in living cells, 
including protein expression, localization, and movement. As an emerging new 
class of fl uorescent proteins,  reversible switchable fl uorescent protein s ( RSFP s) 
have attracted widespread interest owing to their potential usage in diverse fi elds, 
such as data storage,  in vivo  study of protein behavior, and high - resolution optical 
imaging  [82 – 88] . 

 Dronpa is a GFP - like, monomeric RSFP with favorable switching properties and 
a remarkable fl uorescence quantum yield of 0.85. At equilibrium, Dronpa is in its 
fl uorescence ON - state, fl uorescing bright green light with an emission maximum 
at 518   nm. Illumination with intense light of 488   nm converts Dronpa into its 
fl uorescence OFF - state while subsequent minimal irradiation with 400 - nm light 
drives Dronpa back into its on - state and restores fl uorescence. Miyawaki and 
coworkers have successfully used Dronpa as a powerful tool to analyze the 
regulation of fast protein dynamics  [73] . Excellent photochromic behavior of 
Dronpa in fi xed cells was confi rmed by using 490 - nm light to inactivate the 
protein fl uorescence and 400 - nm light to recover it. Additionally, high reversibility 
and stability of Dronpa were observed, with 75% of the fl uorescence intensity 
retained even after 100 photocycles. To obtain insight into the underlying molecu-
lar mechanism of Dronpa ’ s photochromic behavior, Jakobs and coworkers gener-
ated Dronpa crystals and analyzed the structure by X - ray crystallography  [89 – 91] . 
As shown in Figure  1.4 a, a truncated diamond - shaped crystal of Dronpa reversibly 
switched between fl uorescent and non - fl uorescent states while alternating between 
blue (488   nm) and UV (405   nm) irradiation. This light - induced fl uorescence 
switching was repeated over 20 cycles and  ∼ 2% photobleaching per cycle was 
observed (Figure  1.4 c). From the crystal structure, a folded structure of Dronpa 
was deduced, which closely resembled to that of GFP and related fl uorescent 
proteins.   

 RSFP studies so far indicate that the primary event responsible for photoswitch-
ing is a light - induced cis – trans isomerization of the chromophore. The well 
ordered and relatively planar  cis -  conformation of the chromophore represents the 
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fl uorescence ON - state. Conversely, the chromophore in the fl uorescence off - state 
adopts a trans - conformation    –    a more twisted and partially disordered conforma-
tion likely to favor non - irradiative decay of the exited chromophore  [89 – 91] . When 
Dronpa is in its fl uorescence ON - state, the key chromophore is formed from the 
Cys - 62 - Tyr - 63 - Gly - 64 (CYG) tripeptide that resides in the  “  β  - can ”  cavity with a cis -
 conformation. In sharp contrast, the OFF - state adopts a trans - conformation in 
which four more residues (Arg - 66, Ser - 142, Val - 157, and His - 193) close to the 
chromophore have changed their position relative to the ON - state structure (Figure 
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     Figure 1.4     Reversible photoswitching of 
Dronpa protein crystals: (a) fl uorescence 
images of a Dronpa crystal in the fl uorescent 
(upper) and non - fl uorescent (lower) form 
and (b) bright - fi eld image of the same crystal 
(scale bar: 50    µ m). (c) Fluorescence of the 
Dronpa protein crystal recorded over 20 
switching cycles using the same intensities 
as in (a). Each repeated excitation sequence 
consists of 16.5 - min blue light illumination 
followed by 4   s of blue and UV light. 
(d) Detailed comparison of the chromophores 
and important environment in their vicinities. 
The chromophores and residues are shown 

as sticks, color - coded by atom type (on - state 
carbon, green; off - state carbon, light blue; 
oxygen, red; nitrogen, blue; sulfur, yellow). 
Water molecules are displayed as blue 
spheres. Hydrogen bonds that disappear in 
the opposite state are indicated by green 
and blue dotted lines, respectively. (e) Model 
for reversible photoswitching in Dronpa, 
connecting light - induced intramolecular 
changes with different protonation states 
of the chromophore.  Reproduced with 
permission from Reference  [91] . 
Copyright 2007 National Academy 
Sciences USA.   
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 1.4 d). Protonation – deprotonation may also play a key role in the fl uorescence 
switching of Dronpa (Figure  1.4 e). At equilibrium, the CYG chromophore is pre-
dominantly deprotonated due to the cis cavity environment and is therefore fl uo-
rescent. This deprotonated form exhibits a strong absorption peak at 503   nm with 
negligible absorption at 390   nm, enabling blue light - induced cis - to - trans isomeri-
zation of the chromophore. However, in its trans - conformation, the chromophore 
is predominantly protonated due to the infl uence of the cavity and therefore non -
 fl uorescent. Such loss of fl uorescence upon protonation originates from a more 
twisted and partially disordered conformation, which likely opens further channels 
for nonradiative decay. As a concurrent result, protonation of the  trans  - CYG also 
changes the absorption spectrum of the protein and a strong absorption peak in 
UV region is observed. Apparently, such a change in absorption provides an 
opportunity to convert the fl uorescence OFF - state back into the initial ON - state 
using UV light irradiation.   

   1.2.2 
Dual - Color Fluorescence Nanoprobes 

 In contrast to single - color photoswitchable fl uorescent nanoprobes, dual - color 
photoswitchable fl uorescent nanoprobes alternately emit two distinct fl uorescence 
colors. Irradiation with a specifi c wavelength can switch one fl uorescence color to 
the other and vice versa. For biological fl uorescence imaging, cell autofl uorescence 
can mask signals from the labeled targets, making it diffi cult to distinguish the 
labeled targets from the background. Because cell autofl uorescence has a broad 
spectrum from blue to red, one may prefer the obvious advantage of dual - color 
photoswitchable fl uorescent nanoprobes over single - color photoswitchable fl uo-
rescent nanoprobes. The former can provide two - channel imaging that helps to 
unambiguously confi rm the site of interest from a false - positive signal originating 
from an interfering fl uorophore within the biological sample. 

   1.2.2.1    Green to Red Fluorescence Conversion with Proteins 
 Several fl uorescent proteins based on GFP have been developed, providing biolo-
gists with fl uorescent markers having many different emission hues. As GFP 
homologues, a family of proteins isolated from nonbioluminescent  Anthozoa  has 
attracted considerable attention because its emissions in the red spectral range 
 [92 – 96] . In particular, a fl uorescent protein isolated from the scleractinian coral 
 Trachyphyllia geoffroyi , named Kaede, in Miyawaki ’ group  [68, 76, 97] , and another 
fl uorescent protein cloned from the scleractinian coral  Lobophyllia hemprichii , 
named EosFP, in Nienhaus ’  group  [75] , were found to be distinctly different from 
most mutants of GFP. Instead of enabling fl uorescence emission by photoactiva-
tion, Kaede and EosFP can be irreversibly converted from green -  into red - emitting 
forms by near - UV irradiation, making them particularly useful for tracking and 
localization experiments in living cells. 

 EosFp and Kaede were cloned from different coral species; the sequence of the 
former is closest to that of the latter, with 84% identical residues. EosFP was found 
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to emit bright green fl uorescence with maximum wavelength at 516   nm and a 
quantum yield of 0.7, but changed effi ciently to a bright and stable red fl uores-
cence with peak at 581   nm and a quantum yield of 0.55 upon irradiation with 
near - UV light around 390   nm. Spectral analysis indicated that this green - to - red 
photoconversion was caused by structural change. For both EosFP and Kaede, a 
light - induced dissociation of the peptide backbone accompanied by an excited - state 
proton transfer is believed to be involved in the green - to - red photoconversion. 
Figure  1.5 a displays a confocal image of wild - type EosFP molecules immobilized 
on an albumin surface with excitation of 4 -  µ W 488 - nm light. While this imaged 
showed mainly green spots, irradiation with 400 - nm light and excitation with 488 -
 nm light turned most spots to red (Figure  1.5 b). Timed analysis by single - molecule 
spectroscopy indicated that a single EosFP contains four subunits, showing 
four - step decay because of sequential bleaching of the fl uorophore (Figure  1.5 c). 
Additionally, a time trace taken with 400 - nm irradiation revealed extensive switch-
ing between green and red emission (Figure  1.5 d). Whenever the red emission 
turned on, the green emission essentially switched off, indicating effi cient 
interconversion.   

 These photoswitchable fl uorescent proteins have been actively tested in live cells 
as biological markers when fused to targeted proteins. For example, two fusion 
proteins, mNotch - 1 - IC - EosFP and RBP - 2N - d2EosFP, have been prepared using 
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     Figure 1.5     (a) Confocal scan image of EosFP 
immobilized on a BSA surface (488 - nm 
excitation); (b) confocal scan image of EosFP 
immobilized on a BSA surface (488 - nm 
excitation) after an additional 400 - nm 
irradiation; (c) fl uorescence emission traces 
from an individual EosFP tetramer (488 - nm 
excitation) showing sequential bleaching of 
the four subunits; (d) an additional EosFP 
tetramer (488 - nm excitation plus 400 - nm 
irradiation) showing green - to - red switching 
and sequential bleaching; (e) the fusion 

protein of EsoFP with the intracellular domain 
of mouse Notch - 1 protein, localized in the 
nuclei of stably transfected HEK 293 cells, 
is converted from green into red under 
microscope; (f ) tracking of movement of the 
fusion protein of EosFP with the recombina-
tion signal - binding protein in the nucleus by 
localized photoconversion, observed after 
0.5 - s irradiation with 400 - nm light (1    µ W) in 
the single - molecule setup.  Reproduced with 
permission from Reference  [75] . Copyright 
2004 National Academy of Sciences, USA.   
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the intracellular domain of mouse Notch - 1 protein and the recombination signal -
 binding protein, respectively. Figure  1.5 e shows the photoconversion of a stable 
HEK 293 cell line expressing mNotch1 - IC - EosFP fusion protein with 400 - nm light 
as irradiation source. The red fl uorescence intensity increased with time at the 
expense of the green fl uorescence; the green fl uorescence was completely con-
verted into the red one within 20 s. Figure  1.5 f displays the fl uorescence of RBP -
 2N - d2EosFP in the nucleus of a HEK 293 cell. Upon irradiation with tightly 
focused 400 - nm light for 0.5 s, local green - to - red photoconversion was clearly 
observed with micrometer - sized scale. Additionally, after irradiation for 12   min the 
red fl uorescence was found evenly distributed throughout the nucleus, which 
confi rmed the presence of EosFP labeled proteins.  

   1.2.2.2     FRET  - Based Fluorescence Photoswitching 
 Reversibility is particularly desirable for dual - color fl uorescent nanoprobes in 
biological labeling applications. However, the dual - color fl uorescent proteins 
developed so far, such as Kaede and EosFP, can only be photoconverted from one 
color into another in an irreversible manner, which is an impediment to accurate 
detection. Recently, Li and coworkers have developed new nanoprobes that can be 
repeatedly and stably photoswitched between green and red fl uorescence  [40] . 
These novel nanoparticles were constructed by covalently encapsulating  perylene 
diimide  ( PDI ) and photochromic spiropyrans (SP) in the hydrophobic core of 
core – shell polymeric nanoparticles using a microemulsion copolymerization 
(Figure  1.6 a). In a hydrophobic environment, PDI has a high fl uorescence quantum 
yield of 0.9 associated with a strong green emission with maximum wavelength 
at 535   nm and a strong overtone at 575   nm. As a photochromic species, SP under-
goes photo - induced ring - opening reactions upon ultraviolet irradiation and conse-
quently yields its isomeric merocyanine (MC) form. The MC form has a strong 
visible absorption with a maximum around 588   nm. This absorption perfectly 
matches the emission band of the PDI dye. Again, neither SP nor its MC form 
fl uoresces appreciably in water, although the mero form possesses weak fl uores-
cence in polar organic solvents and within self - assembled fi lms. However, in the 
hydrophobic cavities of water - soluble nanoparticles, the MC form acquires a 
strong red fl uorescence with a quantum yield of 0.18, estimated by comparison to 
a Rhodamine B standard. When the photochromic moiety is in its SP form, bright 
green fl uorescence from the PDI is observed. When the photochromic moiety is 
transferred to its isomeric MC form using ultraviolet irradiation, a typical FRET 
process occurs between the matched PDI excited - state and MC ground - state. 
Accordingly, green fl uorescence of PDI is strongly quenched while MC receives 
energy transferred from excited - state PDI species and fl uoresces a vivid red. Upon 
illumination with visible light, the MC form of the photochromic dye is converted 
back into the SP form, which is no longer able to quench the PDI fl uorescence. 
In this situation, the PDI dye can only function as the fl uorescent acceptor, not 
the donor. Therefore, the green fl uorescence of PDI is recovered.   

 Because the photochromic reaction of spiropyran is a reversible process, 
photoswitching between green and red fl uorescence in these nanoparticles was 
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reversible (Figure  1.6 b). In addition to desired dual - color photoswitching pro-
perties, these nanoprobes displayed perfect photochemical stability with no notice-
able fatigue or photobleaching after several photoswitching cycles. The hydrophobic 
core of core – shell structured nanoparticle provided a protective hydrophobic nano -
 environment for the chromophores and signifi cantly depressed bimolecular deg-
radative reactions. Time - resolved fl uorescence photoswitching was also observed 
at the single nanoparticle level (Figure  1.6 c). 

 Being water - soluble, these nanoparticles can be delivered into living cells 
and they show no apparent cytotoxicity during the cell - imaging experiment. The 
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     Figure 1.6     (a) Reversible photoswitching of 
dual - color fl uorescent nanoparticles based on 
FRET, with embedded perylene diimide (PDI) 
as donor and spiropyran (SP) as acceptor; 
(b) fl uorescence switching between red and 
green was achieved upon alternating UV and 
visible illumination followed by fl uorescence 
measurement with 420 - nm excitation 
(UV light illumination period is 2   min, and 
visible light illumination period is 20   min); 
(c) fl uorescence spectra obtained upon 
488 - nm excitation of a single polymer 
nanoparticle after pre - illumination of the 

same sample with a UV lamp for 2   min; 
(d) dual - color photoswitchable fl uorescent 
nanoparticles were transported into HEK - 293 
cells using liposomes as delivery vehicles; 
these internalized polymer nanoparticles 
can be selectively highlighted with either 
green or red fl uorescence. A short UV pulse 
switches the highlighted green spots (left) 
to vivid red fl uorescence (right), while visible 
light reverses the process.  Reproduced 
with permission from Reference  [40] . 
Copyright 2007 American Chemical 
Society.   
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fl uorescence photoswitching and the photoswitching reversibility of the nanopar-
ticles remained intact in living cells. Figure  1.6 d displays a typical fl uorescence 
image of the nanoparticles residing in HEK 293 cells. Because these fl uorescent 
nanoparticles can be selectively highlighted with either green -  or red - fl uorescence, 
they should prove to be useful nanoprobes in biological systems that exhibit 
high background autofl uorescence or possess fl uorophores that interfere with 
one - color detection. 

 Most of the FRET - based photoswitchable fl uorescent nanoparticles developed 
so far are fl uorescence ON/OFF photoswitching type with the photochromic moie-
ties merely acting as the controlled energy quencher to quench the fl uorescence 
from the fl uorophores within the nanoparticles  [25 – 31, 34 – 37, 39] . In contrast, the 
photochromic spiropyran moiety within the nanoparticles developed in Li ’ s group 
 [40]  acted as energy acceptor to quench the fl uorescence of the energy donor and 
subsequently emitted distinct red - fl uorescence. As a result, dual - color reversible 
photoswitching fl uorescence features were achieved, making such a system unique.  

   1.2.2.3    Photoswitchable Nanoparticles Based on a Single Dye 
 As introduced in last section, FRET provides one avenue for dual - color fl uores-
cence photoswitching. However, FRET itself has a limited range of distances over 
which it is sensitive and it depends on several variables, including molecular 
orientation, dielectric constant, spectral overlap, and excited - state lifetime  [98, 99] . 
From this viewpoint, new strategies for photoswitchable nanoprobes are needed 
to effectively circumvent the stringent requirements of FRET. 

 As an extension to the FRET - based dual - color photoswitchable fl uorescent 
nanoprobes, a series of single - chromophore fl uorescent nanoparticles have been 
developed recently in Li ’ s group  [41] . These novel nanoparticles were constructed 
by a microemulsion copolymerization with various photochromic spiropyran 
derivatives as photoactive units (Figure  1.7 a). In a typical protocol, major mono-
mers acrylamide (A),  styrene  ( ST ), and  butyl acrylate  ( BA ) were polymerized 
with minor functional monomers, including optically switchable spiropyran 
derivatives, crosslinker  divinylbenzene  ( DVB ), and surface - decorating water -
 soluble  acrylic acid  ( AA ). These nanoprobes contained only one type of dye 
molecule. Yet, a single photoswitchable fl uorophore alternately emitted two 
distinct colors and thus no FRET was needed. Substituted groups played a key 
role in determining the dual fl uorescence emissions of the polymeric nanoparti-
cles. Light - induced is merization of MSP (5 ′  - methoxy - 3 ′ ,3 ′  - dimethyl - 6 - nitro - 1 ′  - (4 -
 vinylbenzyl) spiro[chromene - 2,2 ′  - indoline]) nanoparticles  , for example, resulted in 
a dual - color fl uorescence photoswitching between green (530   nm) and red (665   nm) 
fl uorescence; while MCSP (5 ′  - methoxy - 3 ′ ,3 ′  - dimethyl - 6 - cyano - 1 ′  - (4 - vinylbenzyl) 
spiro[chromene - 2,2 ′  - indoline]) nanoparticles showed a dual - color fl uorescence 
photoswitching between blue (470   nm) and red (665   nm) color. The fl uorescence 
spectra in Figure  1.7 b demonstrate that the fl uorescence switching of MSP 
nanoparticles was from nearly pure red color to pure green with a conspicuous 
fl uorescence isosbestic point, suggesting the fl uorescence switching was based 
on a clean one - to - one photochemical conversion. In MSP nanoparticles, the red 
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     Figure 1.7     (a) Chemical structures illustrate 
the spiro -  and mero - forms of the fl uorescent 
dyes. (b) Fluorescence spectra evolution 
of MSP nanoparticles that were pre -
 photoswitched to the mero - form using 
365 - nm illumination (  λ   ex    =   488   nm). (c) Pulse 
sequences that elicited the dual fl uorescence 
color switching used three colors. (d) The 
pulse sequences in (c) generate red (665   nm) -  
and green (530   nm) - fl uorescence oscillation. 
Symbols represent data and modulation 
fi tting yields oscillation frequency and phase 
difference up to the fourth harmonic. 
(e) Live - cell imaging uses MSP nanoparticles: 
nanoparticles only adhere to the cells when 

the monomer A and BA are out of balance, 
but undergo no endocytosis. The overlay 
images confi rm the signals are from 
nanoparticles, not interference. (f ) Functional-
ized by HMGA1a protein, MCSP - nanoparticles 
also bind to live cells and undergo endocyto-
sis. The most intensive red - fl uorescence spot 
(arrow) is unveiled to be a false positive 
because its signal cannot be corroborated in 
the blue channel. (g) When A monomer was 
removed from the nanoparticle formula, live 
cells readily endocytose the resulting 
MSP - nanoparticles.  Reproduced with 
permission from Reference  [41] . Copyright 
2009 American Chemical Society.   

fl uorescence exponentially decreased while the green fl uorescence exponentially 
increased and both processes followed fi rst - order kinetics. A stimulated sequence 
of green -  and red - fl uorescence from MSP nanoparticles is plotted against time in 
Figure  1.7 c. Fitting of these modulated fl uorescence intensity, using a series of 
periodic sine functions up to the fourth harmonic, revealed that the red and green 
fl uorescence were synchronized at the same frequency with an almost 180 °  phase 
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shift (Figure  1.7 d). This anti - phase synchronization indicated that the spiro - mero 
inter - conversion occurred near simultaneously with either no intermediate or 
extremely short - lived intermediates.   

 In biomedical imaging, the nanoprobes must interact specifi cally with the target 
(e.g., disease tissue) but should have minimal non - specifi c interactions with their 
surrounding environment (e.g., normal tissue). Li and coworkers found that the 
copolymer sequence and composition effectively controlled non - specifi c inter-
actions of single - chromophore fl uorescent nanoparticles with live cells  [41] . For 
example, the ST - to - BA monomer ratio exerted an obvious infl uence on how MSP 
nanoparticles adhered to HeLa cells (Figure  1.7 e). In particular, MSP nanoparticles 
without BA or A monomer bound signifi cantly to HeLa cell membranes and their 
fl uorescence brightened the HeLa cell contour. In sharp contrast, MSP nanopar-
ticles containing balanced A and BA co - monomers hardly bound to HeLa cells. 
Interestingly, MSP nanoparticles with specifi c composition could  “ distinguish ”  
normal HEK 293 cells from cancer (HeLa) cells. 

 An additional benefi t of these dual - color nanoparticles was their strong fl uores-
cence emission for bioimaging. Typically, the MSP nanoparticles fl uoresced nearly 
38 - times brighter than the organic dye fl uorescein. Dual - color photoswitchable 
fl uorescent nanoparticles may simultaneously enable two - channel fl uorescence 
imaging and therefore unambiguously distinguish nanoparticles from interfering 
emitters that fl uoresce the same color. In the case of MCSP nanoparticles, for 
example, only those image pixels that registered both blue and red fl uorescence 
represented probe signals from MCSP - nanoparticles. Other emitters were either 
from interference or cell auto fl uorescence. As shown in Figure  1.7 f, for example, 
the bright red - fl uorescence region indicated by the arrow had no blue counterpart 
and therefore must have been from interfering cell autofl uorescence even though 
its intensity dominated the image. It was also found that MSP nanoparticles pre-
pared without the A monomer not only induce non - specifi c binding to cell mem-
branes but also triggered endocytosis. Although the mechanism for this interesting 
action is still unknown, it was found that those endocytic cargoes containing MSP 
nanoparticles could not mature into late endosomes or lysosomes, even after 16 
h from their entry (Figure  1.7 g).   

   1.2.3 
Photoswitchable Fluorescent Nanoparticles for Bioimaging 

 An important application of photoswitchable fl uorescent nanoparticles is to 
explore biological events and mechanisms at the nanoscale level. Taking advantage 
of the photoswitching features of newly developed fl uorescent probes, far - fi eld 
fl uorescence microscopy techniques have been able to achieve images with resolu-
tion down to tens of nanometers    –    far beyond the diffraction limit of conventional 
microscopy techniques. 

 Recently, Li and coworkers have demonstrated that photoswitchable fl uorescent 
nanoparticles containing spiropyran can be used as powerful biological markers 
for photo - actuated unimolecular logical switching attained reconstruction 
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(PULSAR) microscopy, through which cellular organelles in fi xed cells can be 
imaged down to 10 – 40   nm  [18] . The fl uorescent nanoprobes employed for PULSAR 
imaging were core – shell polymeric nanoparticles with photochromic spiropyran 
covalently embedded in the hydrophobic core. Such nanoparticles can be revers-
ibly switched between fl uorescence ON -  and OFF - states by alternating irradiation 
of UV (365   nm) and visible light (577   nm) (Figure  1.8 a and b). PULSAR imaging 
consisted of thousands of single molecule images, with each image divulging a 
limited number of photoswitchable molecules that were under fl uorescence 
control. Fitting the location of every molecule in each image frame and sub-
sequently summing all the fi tted single molecule locations fi nally yielded the 
reconstructed high - resolution microscopic image. Figure  1.8 c compares tradi-
tional fl uorescence microscopy images to corresponding high - resolution PULSAR 
images. While traditional fl uorescence microscopy could not resolve four 70 - nm 
nanoparticles arranged in a row, PULSAR microscopy clearly resolved the four 
juxtaposed nanoparticles. Figure  1.8 d displays a sub - cellular area of interest in a 
fi xed HeLa cell in which most nanoparticles resided in lysosomes and the fl uores-
cence of the lysosomes apparently intensifi ed. After the merocyanine emission of 
the nanoparticles was switched off and most interfering fl uorophores were pho-
tobleached through illumination of 532 - nm light, PULSAR microscopy was used 
to sequentially deliver a short low - power UV pulse to activate some merocyanine 
red - fl uorescence and a 532 - nm beam to image the newly switched - on nanoparti-
cles. By repeating this pulse and probe pattern over many cycles, hundreds of 
activation events were accumulated and a fi nal high - resolution image was recon-
structed (Figure  1.8 e). Conventional wide fi eld optical microscopy cannot resolve 
individual nanoparticles within a lysosome because the organelle size is smaller 
than the diffraction limit. The PULSAR microscope, however, can resolve the fi ne 
structures of nanoparticles inside a single organelle. As shown in Figure  1.8 e, the 
bright spots were not spherical, suggesting multiple nanoparticles residing in a 
single lysosome. Closer examination of a selected bright spot reveals that there 
were at least two particles residing in the single lysosome (Figure  1.8 f ). Further-
more, three parallel lines drawn along the elongated direction of the spot revealed 
the profi les of fl uorescence intensity of these two bright features. Figure  1.8 g defi -
nitely resolved these two bright features and yielded a measured peak - to - peak 
distance of 50, 55, and 70   nm, respectively. Fitting the intensity profi le (blue line) 
yielded the projected center - to - center distance of 69   nm between these two bright 
features. These data unambiguously confi rmed the ability of PULSAR microscopy 
to resolve cellular organelles down to the nanoscale. As another example, van 
Bossi and coworkers have demonstrated that photoswitchable fl uorescent silica 
nanoparticles played the key role in the super - resolution fl uorescence imaging by 
combining with the reversible saturable optical fl uorescence transitions (RESOLFT) 
 [39] . Signifi cantly improved fl uorescence imaging resolution when compared to 
conventional confocal microscopy was obtained. Admittedly, effi cient photoswitch-
able nanoprobes played crucial roles in such super - resolution fl uorescence imaging 
methods. To summarize the crucial roles that photoswitchable probes played, 
Heilemann and Sauer  et al.  have proposed to unify all subdiffraction - resolution 
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     Figure 1.8     (a) Photochemical conversion 
between spiropyran (spiro - form) and 
merocyanine (mero - form) occurs within a 
single particle (upper); (b) optical absorption 
(left and bottom axes) of spiro -  (black) and 
mero - form (blue) and fl uorescence spectra 
(bottom and right axes) of the spiro -  (green) 
and mero - form (red) plotted against 
wavelength; (c) using 70 - nm nanoparticle to 
compare conventional fl uorescent microscopy 
(upper) and PULSAR microscopy (bottom) 
reveals the resolution difference in the 
nanoparticle patterns; (d) conventional 
wide - fi eld fl uorescence imaging reveals that 

most of the nanostructures of interest consist 
of photoswitchable nanoparticles; (e) the 
PULSAR image of these SP nanoparticles 
produces much higher resolution, separating 
fuzzy clusters shown in (d) into distinct bright 
spots; (f ) zooming - in on one bright spot in 
(e) divulges resolved two overlapping spots, 
corresponding to at least two nanoparticles; 
(g) lines drawn along the two overlapping 
spots reveal the fl uorescence intensity profi le 
and yield a center - to - center distance of 69   nm. 
 Reproduced with permission from Reference 
 [18] . Copyright 2008 American Chemical 
Society.   
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fl uorescence microscopy imaging techniques with photoswitching microscopy 
 [100] .   

 So far, most investigations focus on using photoswitchable fl uorescent probes 
and various microscopy techniques to carry out revolutionary roles in super - 
resolution fl uorescence imaging  [100 – 103] . Using a specifi c photoswitchable 
fl uorescent probe, that is, Alexa 746 labeled antibodies, van de Linde  et al.  have 
demonstrated the possibility of unraveling quantitative information of biological 
targets in small cellular organelles. Specifi cally, quantitative information about the 
number and distribution of proteins in the inner membrane of mitochondria were 
obtained  [104] . Furthermore, photoswitching - induced double fl uorescence modu-
lation, as demonstrated in the case of particulate system developed by Li  et al.   [40] , 
revealed the interactive nature between the fl uorescent donor and acceptor. Such 
photoswitching - based secondary fl uorescence modulation intrinsically enables a 
new detection technique. Specifi cally, controlled light - pulse sequences can be 
employed to induce the correlated synchronized oscillation between the donor 
and acceptor, thus separating the information - rich signals from non - oscillating 
(zero - frequency) noises. It is expected that such a mechanism will work as the 
rationale for photoswitching - based quantitative and even trace analysis methods 
in the future.   

   1.3 
Photoswitchable Magnetic Nanoparticles 

   1.3.1 
Nanoparticles with Photoswitchable Magnetization 

 One of important applications of magnetic nanoparticles is highly sensitive and 
target - specifi c  magnetic resonance imaging  ( MRI ) of various biological systems, 
including tumor detection, cell traffi cking, and angiogenesis  [105 – 111] . MRI is 
essentially proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy performed spatially 
on tissue. Because proton densities can be very similar, a major limitation of MRI 
has been its inability to distinguish soft tissue types, such as healthy parts of the 
liver from diseased lesions. Inspired by the revolutionary role of photoswitchable 
fl uorescent nanoparticles in super - high resolution fl uorescence imaging, the 
development of magnetic nanoparticles with photoswitchable magnetism might 
circumvent these MRI imaging problems by strengthening the MRI signal at 
desired locations. 

 Einaga and coworkers have developed recently several types of nanoparticles 
with photoswitchable magnetization properties  [43 – 47] . Photoswitchable magnetic 
composite nanoparticles were constructed with azobenzene - derivatized ligands 
coated on the surface of magnetic nanoparticles. In all cases of magnetization 
photoswitching, reversible photoisomerization of azobenzene chromophores 
was involved. The photoisomerization of the azo moieties led to a geometrically 
confi ned structural change, as well as changes in the dipole moment and the 
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electrostatic fi eld around the core magnetic nanoparticles. As a result, the mag-
netization response of the composite nanoparticles could be reversibly switched 
by alternating UV and visible light illumination. Figure  1.9 a displays the structure 
of the composite nanoparticles and the mechanism for the magnetization pho-
toswitching. Among three components, a  γ  - Fe 2 O 3  particle core provided magneti-
zation, the azo compound provided photochromic activity, and  n  - octylamine acted 
as a spacer. Photoisomerization of azobenzene derivatives does not occur in the 
solid state, because photoisomerization (especially for the trans - to - cis isomeriza-
tion) is usually accompanied by an increase in molecular volume. For the com-
posite  γ  - Fe 2 O 3 /azo nanoparticles, suffi cient free volume was guaranteed by spacing 
the azo moieties with  n  - octylamine and the reversible photoisomerization was 
therefore allowed to take place even in the solid state. Figure  1.9 b shows periodic 
switching of absorbance by alternating UV and visible light illumination, which 
indicated light - induced isomerization of azo derivatives. This result also confi rmed 
the key role of the  n  - octylamine spacer in allowing for the photoisomerization of 
azo moieties on the nanoparticle surface. The magnetization curve of the com-
posite nanoparticles measured in the fi eld - cooled state displayed a small hysteresis 
loop remanence (5.67   emu   g  − 1 ) and coercivity (300   G) (Figure  1.9 c). This means 

     Figure 1.9     (a) Scheme showing the com-
position of  γ  - Fe 2 O 3 /azo composite nano-
particles and the proposed mechanism for 
magnetization photoswitching; (b) changes 
in absorbance at 360   nm by alternating 
illumination with UV and visible light; 
(c) magnetization versus applied magnetic 

fi eld [inset: magnifi ed region (1 G   =   10  − 4    T)]; 
(d) changes in the magnetization of nano-
particles induced by alternating illumination 
with UV and visible light at 5   K with an external 
magnetic fi eld of 10   G.  Reproduced with 
permission from Reference  [46] . Copyright 
2006 The Chemical Society of Japan.   
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that the superparamagnetic transition was hindered below the blocking tempera-
ture ( T  B ). Figure  1.9 d demonstrates the infl uence of photo - illumination on the 
magnetic properties of the composite nanoparticles, revealing reversibly pho-
toswitchable magnetization. UV light increased magnetization and visible light 
decreased magnetization. These cycles could be repeated a few times with no 
apparent fatigue effect. Moreover, switching of the magnetic properties at room 
temperature was confi rmed by ESP spectra and  57 Fe M ö ssbauer spectra. It was 
proposed that photoisomerization of the surface azo moieties caused the electro-
static fi eld around the  γ  - Fe 2 O 3  nanoparticles to change and consequently altered 
the local magnetic fi elds and moments.    

   1.3.2 
Magnetic Nanoparticles with Photoswitchable Fluorescence 

 Multifunctionalized nanoparticles have great potential as probes for detecting 
specifi c targets in complicated biological systems, including living cells. For 
example, combining magnetism and fl uorescence in a single nanoparticle pro-
vides capabilities that cannot be achieved by using conventional nanoparticles with 
a single function  [112 – 116] . For this reason, fl uorescent magnetic nanoparticles 
have the potential to signifi cantly improve diagnosis. 

 Recently, a type of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle with photoswitch-
able fl uorescence was developed by Lee and coworkers  [49] . As shown in Figure 
 1.10 a, iron oxide nanoparticles stabilized by oleic acid were used as core of the 
composite nanoparticles. Sulfur - oxidized diarylethene derivatives were then 
attached to their surfaces in the presence of Pluronic copolymer F127, PEO 99  -
 PPO 67  - PEO 99 . Because the hydrophobic PPO segment was anchored around Fe 3 O 4  
while the hydrophilic PEO segment extended into the aqueous phase, composite 
nanostructures with good colloidal stability were obtained. The diarylethene deriv-
atives were typical photochromic compounds that undergo photocyclization reac-
tion upon UV irradiation (resulting in a highly fl uorescent closed - ring isomer) and 
revert back into the non - fl uorescent open - ring isomer upon visible light irradia-
tion. A dramatic enhancement in the fl uorescence of the composite nanoparticle 
suspension was observed by 312 - nm light illumination, resulting in a fl uorescent 
isomer with fl uorescence quantum yield of 0.12. Additionally, light - induced 
isomerization reaction in the composite nanoparticles could be repeated for at least 
six cycles without obvious fatigue effects or photobleaching (Figure  1.10 b).   

 Another important feature of these composite nanoparticles was their magnetic 
properties. Specifi cally, reversible magnetization and demagnetization of these 
nanoparticles were confi rmed during the measurement of fi eld - dependent mag-
netization at 300   K, indicating their superparamagnetic behavior. The scheme in 
Figure  1.10 c depicts the reversible fl uorescence on - off switching induced by alter-
nating illumination of UV and visible light, as well as the reversible fl occulation 
and dispersion process of the composite nanoparticles controlled by the applica-
tion of an external magnetic fi eld in aqueous media. As shown in Figure  1.10 d, a 
small magnet was able to drive the nanoparticles along the magnetic gradient and 
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nearly all the nanoparticles were concentrated close to the magnet. Conversely, 
shaking effectively dispersed the concentrated nanoparticles back to suspension. 
Undoubtedly, such a unique combination of superparamagnetic feature and 
photoswitchable fl uorescence will make these multifunctional nanoparticles a 
useful tool in detection, separation, and imaging.   

   1.4 
Future Perspectives 

 Photoswitchable nanoprobes, as well as most of the applications using these mate-
rials, are still in an early stage of technical development and many issues need to 
be addressed before such nanoprobes can reach full potential in practical biomedi-
cal and clinical diagnosis applications. In our opinion, future efforts should 
address several key issues. First, nanoprobes with smaller size are more suitable 
for labeling and detection of subcellular components, making intracellular meas-
urements, or tagging a particular protein or a group of proteins in an assembly. 
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     Figure 1.10     (a) Preparation and photoisomeri-
zation of the composite nanoparticles; (b) 
modulation of the fl uorescence signal of 
composite nanoparticles in aqueous 
suspension, monitored at 505   nm with 
excitation at 410   nm, upon alternative 
illumination with UV at 312   nm (solid line) 
and visible light at 420   nm (dotted line); 
(c) scheme to show the on - off fl uorescence 
switching and reversible fl occulation and 
dispersion of composite nanoparticles; 
(d) photographs of the aqueous suspension 

of composite nanoparticles display that 
dark suspension under 365 - nm excitation is 
converted into bright fl uorescent state at 
312 - nm illumination. After 312 - nm UV 
illumination for 20   min (middle), a small 
magnet pulled the particles for 12   h to the side 
of the vessel (right). Shaking and subsequent 
illumination with visible light at 420   nm for 
40   min returned the appearance sample to that 
near the initial stage.  Reproduced with 
permission from Reference  [49] . Copyright 
2008 The Royal Society of Chemistry.   
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Thus, new synthetic methods that can generate small probes are critically needed. 
Second, UV illumination is usually applied to photoswitch current nanoprobes. 
However, this approach can be detrimental for biological applications since long -
 term exposure to UV radiation induces phototoxicity in living systems. If low -
 energy sources such as near - IR light can be used for photoswitching irradiation, 
the phototoxicity to biological systems will be minimized. The introduction of 
energy - donating fl uorophores with two - photon absorption might provide such an 
opportunity while avoiding UV irradiation  [117] . Third, biological probes need to 
be developed that enhance detection accuracy, minimize nonspecifi c binding, and 
improve the binding kinetics and affi nities of nanoprobes toward target molecules. 
Total elimination of nonspecifi c binding is probably unrealistic, especially when 
the nanoparticles are used in biological milieu. However, further efforts are 
needed to develop nanoprobes with  “ smart ”  surfaces that are highly specifi c to 
target tissue and interact minimally with the surrounding normal tissue. Specifi -
cally, optimization of the composition and sequence of the surface structure of the 
nanoparticle can enable such a  “ smart ”  nanoparticle with minimal nonspecifi c 
binding  [41] . Finally, photoswitchable nanoprobes are expected to play important 
roles in high - resolution fl uorescence imaging and quantitative bioanalysis.  
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  2 
Applications of Semiconductor Quantum Dots 
in Chemical and Biological Analysis  
  Xingguang     Su  and    Qiang     Ma   

        2.1
 Introduction 

 Colloidal  quantum dot s ( QD s) have become the most explored nanomaterials  [1]  
since the 1990s. QDs, sometimes referred to as three - dimensional  “ artifi cial 
atoms, ”  are nano - structured materials with typical dimensions ranging from 1 to 
10   nm. QDs are composed of a hundreds or thousands of atoms consisting of 
elements from group II – VI (e.g., CdSe, CdTe), III – V (e.g., GaN, InAs) or IV – VI 
(e.g., PbSe, PbS)  [2, 3] . Usually, an inorganic shell (e.g., ZnS) is used to make 
core – shell QDs. In addition, surfactant molecules (e.g., trioctylphosphine oxide, 
mercaptopropionic acid) commonly surround QDs to improve their solubility 
in applications  [4] . Because of their unique nanostructure, QDs are also termed 
colloidal  nanoparticle s ( NP s), fl uorescent semiconductor  nanocrystal s ( NC s), and 
zero - dimensional materials. 

 QDs have several unique optical, chemical, and electronic features. Their most 
fascinating characteristic is the ability to change optical properties based on QD 
size. When the size of a QD is close to the exciton Bohr radius, quantum confi ne-
ment effects become evident  [5, 6] . In contrast to natural atoms and bulk materials, 
the size - dependent electronic states of QDs provide modifi ed photophysical prop-
erties, including high quantum yields, size tunable emission profi les, and narrow 
spectral bands  [7, 8] . 

 The unique electronic and optical features of QDs have been utilized in nano-
electronics, solar cells, photocatalysis, sensing, and biological applications  [9 – 22] . 
This chapter reviews methods for synthesis of QDs, the photophysical properties 
of semiconductor QDs, and the latest applications of QDs in chemical and bio-
chemical analysis.  
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   2.2
 History 

 As far back as ancient Roman times, people found uses for the brilliant color of 
colloidal Au nanoparticles. Inspired by the preparation of potable Au by Paracel-
sus, Michael Faraday fi rst introduced the classical synthesis of pure colloidal nano-
particles (called  “ activated gold ” ) in 1857  [23] . In 1982, Ekimov and Onuschenko 
 [24]  reported the fi rst controlled synthesis of semiconductor crystals (CuCl) at the 
nanometer size by heating supersaturated solutions of copper and chlorine 
compounds. The nano - crystalline copper chlorides were initially called quantum 
droplets and later were given other names, including nanoparticles, nanocrystals, 
nanocrystallites, and QDs. A synthesis for high - quality, monodisperse QDs was 
developed by Bawendi ’ s group in 1993  [25] . Three key publications appeared in 
1996 and 1997, by Bawendi and coworkers  [26, 27] , Hines and Guyot - Sionnest 
 [28] , for synthesis of core – shell QDs. 

 After pioneering work in the 1980s and the development of effective syntheses 
in the 1990s, intense research activities were focused on fundamental study of the 
material and photophysical properties of QDs  [4, 7, 26, 29, 30] . However, there 
were no reports on the application of QDs until the end of the 1990s. In 1998, two 
breakthrough papers were simultaneously published in  Science  by the Alivisatos 
and Nie groups  [31, 32] . Both groups demonstrated that highly luminescent QDs 
can be made water soluble and biocompatible by surface modifi cation and biocon-
jugation. Recently, many practical applications of QDs have emerged in chemistry 
and biology fi elds  [33 – 37] .  

   2.3
 Classifi cations 

 The most common colloidal QDs are formed from groups II (Zn and Cd) and VI 
(Se, S, and Te). Fewer QDs consist of elements from groups III – V or IV – VI. 
Considerable efforts have been devoted to the development of core – shell com-
posite QDs and ternary QDs to improve their properties. Table  2.1  lists typical 
semiconductor QDs with their crystal structures and band gap energies (i.e., 
energy differences between their respective valence and conduction bands).   

   2.3.1 
 II – VI  Quantum Dots 

 The II – VI type QDs are the largest group of quantum dots. Monodisperse CdX 
QDs (X   =   sulfur, selenium, tellurium) have become the prototypical semiconduc-
tor QDs. The lattice parameter of CdS QDs is about 4.136    Å , whereas those of 
CdSe and CdTe QDs are about 4.3 and 6.5    Å , respectively. The corresponding 
densities of CdS, CdSe, CdTe QDs are 4820, 5810, and 5870   kg m  − 3 , respectively. 
Compared to other types of QDs, CdX nanoparticles have relatively uniform size 
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and shape, sharp absorption profi les, and perfect emission features at room 
temperature  [43] . More detailed optical characteristics of these and other QDs are 
presented in Section  2.4.2 . 

 ZnX QDs (X   =   oxygen, sulfur, selenium, tellurium) have provided particular 
advantages for medical applications because zinc has lower intrinsic toxicity and 
better biocompatibility than other heavy metals (e.g., Cd, Hg). The lattice param-
eters of ZnS, ZnSe, and ZnTe QDs are about 5.41, 5.67, and 6.10    Å , respectively, 
while the corresponding densities are 4090, 5266, and 5636   kg · m  − 3 , respectively. 

 Because of environmental concerns and synthetic diffi culty, limited work has 
been performed with mercury chalcogenide QDs (HgX, X   =   sulfur, selenium, tel-
lurium). However, notably, Hg is a good candidate for making colloidal QDs. Bulk 
HgTe has an inverted band structure and thus an effectively negative band gap of 
around  − 0.15   eV at 295   K  [25] . Quantum confi nement in HgTe quantum dots should 
increase their effective bandgap and give rise to  near - infrared  ( NIR ) emission.  

   2.3.2 
 III – V  Quantum Dots 

 III – V QDs have played a crucial role in the development of optoelectronic devices 
 [44] . In this group, InAs and GaAs QDs have been the most intensively studied 

  Table 2.1    Chemical formula, crystal structure, band gap, and type of quantum dots  [38 – 42] . 

   Quantum dots     Crystal structure     Band gap,  E  gap  (eV)     Type  

  ZnO    Hexagonal    3.35    II – VI  
  ZnS    Wurtzite    3.61    II – VI  
  ZnSe    Zinc blende    2.69    II – VI  
  ZnTe    Zinc blende    2.28    II – VI  
  CdS    Wurtzite    2.53    II – VI  
  CdSe    Wurtzite    1.74    II – VI  
  CdTe    Zinc blende    1.50    II – VI  
  HgS    Zinc blende    0.50    II – VI  
  HgSe    Zinc blende    0.30    II – VI  
  HgTe    Zinc blende    0.14    II – VI  
  GaN    Wurtzite    3.44    III – V  
  GaP    Zinc blende    2.27    III – V  
  GaAs    Zinc blende    1.43    III – V  
  GaSb    Zinc blende    0.75    III – V  
  InN    Wurtzite    0.8    III – V  
  InP    Zinc blende    1.35    III – V  
  InAs    Zinc blende    0.35    III – V  
  InSb    Zinc blende    0.23    III – V  
  PbS    Sodium chloride    0.37    IV – VI  
  PbSe    Sodium chloride    0.28    IV – VI  
  PbTe    Sodium chloride    0.29    IV – VI  
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due to their potential applications. The photoluminescence or electrolumines-
cence from highly emissive and stable InAs/GaAs (InSb, GaSb) QDs can be 
observed in the near - infrared (NIR) or even middle - infrared wavelengths  [45 – 52] . 
NIR emitters are important for  in vivo  biomedical imaging. A NIR signal can 
penetrate deeply into tissue and background autofl uorescence is generally low in 
this spectral range. For instance, high - quality InAs QDs are among the best 
candidates for quantum - dot emitters in the NIR window (700 – 1400   nm) when 
compared to II – VI (e.g., ZnSe, covering near - UV, purple, and blue), III – V (e.g., 
InP QDs, covering blue to deep red), and IV – VI QDs  [52] . 

 Nitride - based semiconductor QDs (YN, Y   =   Ga, In, and InGa) have emerged as 
highly promising QDs for applications involving blue and ultraviolet wavelengths. 
Heterostructural hexagonal nitride QDs lack inversion symmetry and exhibit 
piezoelectric effects  [53]  due to their spontaneous polarization under strain. 
Conversely, nitride QDs with wurtzite structure have a unique axis, which 
allows spontaneous polarization even in the absence of strain. Hexagonal III – V 
nitride QDs also have other important polarization - related properties that make 
them stand apart from standard zinc blende III – V semiconductors  [53] .  

   2.3.3 
 IV – VI  Quantum Dots 

 Compared to II – VI and III – V QDs, IV – VI semiconductor QDs (PbX, X   =   S, Se, 
Te) have attracted less attentions. However, this group of QDs provides unique 
access to the limit of strong quantum confi nement. Both electrons and holes of 
lead - salt QDs are individually and strongly confi ned. The excitation Bohr radius 
of PbS QDs is 18   nm  [54] , while that PbSe QDs is an outstanding 46   nm    –    
a value eight times larger than that of CdSe QDs  [55] . As a consequence, there is 
a small fraction of atoms at the surface at the same carrier confi nement 
regime of lead - salt QDs. The absorption edges of lead chalcogenide QDs can be 
size - tuned in the NIR region (e.g., PbS QDs cover the 0.5 – 2.5    µ m wavelength 
region), which offers important advantages for telecommunication and solar 
cells  [3, 56] .  

   2.3.4
 Core – Shell Quantum Dots 

 Modifi cation of QDs with a shell of a second semiconductor has resulted in 
improved performance. Such colloidal core – shell QDs contain more than two 
semiconductor materials, having a well - defi ned, onion - like structure. Their basic 
optical properties are controlled by the core nanocrystals and the shell provides a 
physical barrier between the optically active core and the surrounding medium. 
Core – shell or core – multiple shell QDs consisting of II – VI, IV – VI, or III – V 
semiconductor materials have been reported  [20, 57, 58] . Core – shell QDs can be 
categorized as type - I, reverse type - I, and type - II based on the different band gaps 
of their constituent materials. 
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 In type - I core – shell QDs, the band gap of the shell material is larger than that 
of the core, making it is possible to confi ne electrons and holes generated in the 
core. CdSe/ZnS is a type - I core – shell QD combination. The primary purpose of 
the ZnS shell is passivation of the core surface. Accompanied with ZnS shell 
growth on CdSe QDs, peaks in the UV/Vis absorption spectrum and luminescence 
spectrum of the CdSe core are redshifted (5 – 10   nm) due to a partial leakage of the 
exciton into the shell. In reverse type - I core – shell QDs, the band gap of the shell 
material is smaller than that of the core. With this confi guration, generated holes 
and electrons are at least partially delocalized or completely confi ned in the shell 
and the emission wavelength can be tuned by changing the thickness of the shell 
 [59 – 61] . For example, when a CdSe shell (narrow band gap) is grown on a ZnSe 
QD core (wider band gap) a signifi cant redshift of the fl uorescence peak can be 
observed to increase with CdSe shell thickness. 

 In type - II core – shell QDs, a staggered band alignment leads to a smaller 
effective band gap than any individual core or shell material. The staggered band 
alignment can induce a spatial separation of holes and the electrons generated in 
different regions of the core – shell structure  [62 – 65] . Type - II core – shell QDs (e.g., 
CdTe/CdSe) have been developed as NIR - active materials. Owing to their stag-
gered band alignments, the photoluminescence decay times of type - II core – shell 
QDs are longer than those of type - I.  

   2.3.5
 Alloyed Quantum Dots 

 When the structures of the core – shell QDs are signifi cantly mismatched, the 
formation of structural dislocations can degrade optical properties. To avoid this, 
a new strategy of alloying is being used to produce highly luminescent and stable 
QDs. The interface strain of alloyed QDs accumulates dramatically with increasing 
shell thickness. A rapid alloying process occurs at temperatures above the  “ alloying 
point. ”  These highly luminescent alloyed QDs (e.g., ternary QDs such as 
Zn  x  Cd 1 −    x  Se, or doped QDs such ZnSe:Mn) have several advantages, such as larger 
particle size, higher crystallinity, hardened lattice structure, lower interdiffusion, 
and spatial compositional fl uctuation. The alloying process has been proven to be 
a practical method for making various high - quality QDs  [66 – 69] .   

   2.4 
Characteristics 

 During the formation QDs, inorganic atoms fi rst nucleate as highly symmetrical 
cluster compounds that eventually expand into a nanocrystalline core. Sometimes 
a shell of another combination of inorganic atoms is then grown on the initial 
core. After growth, QDs are passivated and stabilized by an organic ligand layer 
that confers solubility and prevents agglomeration (Figure  2.1 ). As a consequence 
of these structures, QDs demonstrate several altered characteristics compared to 
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their bulk constituents. The altered electronic and optical properties of QDs are 
discussed in this section.   

   2.4.1
 Electronic Properties 

 If QDs absorb energy greater than the band gap of their semiconductor 
constituent(s), electrons can be promoted to a  conduction band  ( CB ), leaving a 
hole in a  valence band  ( VB ) of the material. Depending on the energy gaps and 
relative positions of these electronic levels, different types of QDs show different 
properties and can be chosen for particular applications (including photodetectors, 
solar cells, and photon sources). Figure  2.2  illustrates the band gap energies and 
relative electronic energy levels of the twelve mostly used QDs  [3] .   

 The band gap energy of QDs is closely associated with quantum confi nement 
 [2, 24, 70, 71] . Quantum confi nement plays a key role in the size - dependent 
absorption and emission of light by semiconductor QDs. To characterize the 
effects of this confi nement, Brus has applied a particle in a sphere model (approxi-
mation to the bulk Wannier Hamiltonian) to develop a relation between size and 
the electronic band gap energy in QDs  [29, 70] . According to the approximation, 
the lowest eigenvalue in a quantum confi ned system is given by Equation  (2.1) :

   E E R m m e Rg
eff

g e h smaller terms= + × +( ) − +2�2 2 22 1 1 1 8π ε.     (2.1)  

where 

   R  is the QD radius,  
   E  g  is the bulk band gap energy,  
    Eg

eff  is the effective bandgap energy,  
   e  is the elementary charge,  

     Figure 2.1     Schematic diagram of the 
structure of core – shell QDs. Each QD 
consists of an inorganic cadmium core with 
a thick shell and an organic ligand layer to 

improve the potential applicability to different 
situations.  Reprinted with permission from 
Reference  [59] . Copyright 2007 Royal Society 
of Chemistry.   
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   ε  is the bulk dielectric constant,  
   m  e  and  m  h  are the effective masses of the electrons and holes, respectively,  
    ħ     =    h /2  π   ( h  is Planck ’ s constant).    

 The most evident effect of quantum confi nement from this relationship is an 
increase in the effective band gap energy with a decrease in QD size. This means 
that as the size ( R 2  ) decreases, shorter emission wavelengths are expected. This 
quantum confi nement phenomenon is borne out in experiments, such as the 
blue - shift observed for fl uorescence wavelength when the dimensions of CdS QDs 
approach the exciton Bohr radius. To estimate the band gap energy, an effective 
mass model is commonly used  [29] . Band gap energies can be estimated ade-
quately from the fi rst two terms in Equation  (2.1) :

   E E Rg
eff

g= + 2�2 22π µ     (2.2)  

where   µ   is the effective reduced mass. 
 The mean size of QDs can be calculated by the Debye – Scherrer formula  [72] :

   D = 0 9. cosλ β θx     (2.3)  

where 

   D  is the diameter of the nanocluster,  
    λ   X  is the wavelength of the incident X - rays,  
    β   is the full - width at half - maximum,  
    θ   is the diffraction angle.    
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     Figure 2.2     Electronic energy levels of selected semiconductor QDs.  E  CB  is the energy of the 
conduction band;  E  VB  is the energy of the valence band.  
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 The empirical fi tting functions for cadmium chalcogenides QDs have been 
reported  [41]  as follows:

   Cds ex ex ex: . . . .D = ×( ) − ×( ) + −−9 8127 10 1 7147 10 1 0064 194 847 3 3 2λ λ λ     (2.4)  

   

CdSe ex ex

e

: . .
.

D = ×( ) − ×( )
+ ×( )

− −

−

1 6122 10 2 6575 10
1 6242 10

9 4 6 3

3

λ λ
λ xx ex

2 0 4277 41 57− +. .λ     (2.5)  

   CdTe ex ex ex: . . .D = − ×( ) + ×( ) − ×− − −6 6521 10 1 9557 10 9 2352 108 3 4 2 2λ λ λ ++ 13 29.
    (2.6)   

 In Equations  (2.4 – 2.6) ,  D  (nm) is the size of QDs, and   λ   ex  is the wavelength of the 
fi rst excitonic absorption peak of the corresponding QDs.  

   2.4.2 
Unique Optical Properties 

 Quantum confi nement effects give QDs unique optical properties that include a 
wide excitation spectrum, a narrow and tunable emission spectrum, high photo-
stability, and a long excited - state lifetime. These properties offer distinct advan-
tages over the corresponding properties of molecular fl uorophores (organic dyes, 
fl uorescent proteins, and lanthanide chelates)  [73, 74] . First, the emission spectra 
of QDs can be tuned across a wide range of wavelengths  [26, 75, 76, 77] . This 
allows for the systematic design of QDs that can emit different colors. Their broad 
excitation spectrum also permits simultaneous excitation of these different QDs 
by using the same source wavelength. In contrast, excitation spectra of conven-
tional molecular fl uorophores are narrow and several organic dyes can only be 
excited by distinctly different wavelengths  [73, 78, 79] . Second, the full - width at 
half - maximum of most QD emission bands is typically 20   nm, although band-
widths as narrow as 12.7 – 16.9   nm have been reported  [80] . Such narrow emission 
profi les reduce spectral overlap and enable simultaneous discrimination of QDs 
designed to emit different colors  [81] . Third, the large difference between the 
excitation and emission wavelengths of QDs (Stokes shift  > 100   nm) enables the 
collection of a more complete emission spectra, which can be used to optimize 
detection sensitivity (Figure  2.3 ).   

 Figure  2.4  demonstrates that QDs can be designed to fl uoresce at various precise 
wavelengths    –    from the  ultraviolet  ( UV ) to the  infrared  ( IR )    –    by changing the size 
and composition of the semiconductors in a relatively simple manner  [82] . With 
their characteristics of good photostability and long excited - state lifetime (30 – 100 
ns compared to  < 5 ns for organic dyes at room temperature), QDs typically exhibit 
higher fl uorescence quantum yields. For instance, the fl uorescence intensity of a 
single CdSe QD is roughly 20 times that of a Rhodamine molecule and 100 – 10   000 
times that of standard organic dyes  [4, 32, 83] . Unlike organic fl uorophores, which 
bleach after only a few minutes of exposure to irradiation, QDs can withstand 
hours of exposure while maintaining a high level of brightness and photobleach-
ing threshold  [100, 101] . Based on these characteristics, QDs offer new opportuni-
ties in analysis through improved detection selectivity and sensitivity.     
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     Figure 2.3     Optical properties of quantum 
dots. (a) The excitation spectrum of QDs is 
very broad, whereas that of Rhodamine is 
narrow; the emission spectrum is narrower 
for QDs than for Rhodamine; (b) as the QD 
core increases in size the emission shifts to 

the red end of the spectrum. The combined 
sizes of the core – shell QDs are in the range 
of commonly used fl uorescent proteins such 
as  green fl uorescent protein  ( GFP ) and 
DsRed.  Reprinted with permission from 
Reference  [81] . Copyright 2004 Elsevier.   

     Figure 2.4     Photographs of size - dependent CdTe QDs under UV light.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [82] . Copyright 2009 Elsevier.     
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   2.5 
Synthesis and Surface Chemistry 

 Synthetic approaches play a critical role in the applications of QDs since different 
synthetic methods can alter fundamentally the properties of QDs. Top - down 
techniques, such as lithography - based synthesis, have been widely used since 
the 1980s for the preparation of QDs from appropriate bulk substrates  [84] . 
However, poor optical properties resulting from crystal defects and poor reproduc-
ibility have rendered such QDs unsuitable for advanced applications. The intro-
duction of a bottom - up colloidal synthesis by Bawendi  [25]  was a real breakthrough 
for the development of QDs with consistent properties and toward specifi c 
applications. In such wet chemical methods, Cd - chalcogenide QDs can be 
formed more simply by crystallization and from more available precursors. 
This is why CdSe and CdTe QDs are most familiar to chemists and nanomaterial 
researchers. Another landmark in the development of wet chemical routes 
was the use CdO as precursor instead of Cd(CH 3 ) 2 ; a method introduced by 
Peng ’ s group  [36] . Compared to CdO, dimethyl cadmium is toxic, explosive, and 
expensive. 

 More recent syntheses have been focused on organometallic  [87]  and aqueous 
 [88]  approaches. The synthetic conditions for these routes, such as precursor rea-
gents, temperature, and chelating ligands, have been well studied  [25, 85, 86] . 

   2.5.1
 Organometallic Approaches 

 Syntheses of high quality colloidal QDs have been mostly carried out by organo-
metallic approaches. A synthesis starts from organometallic precursors in an 
organic solvent and proceeds by simple nanocrystal - growth processes. Pyrolysis of 
organometallic precursors provides hydrophobically capped QDs with a single 
crystalline structure and well - controlled size and size distribution (ca. 1.2 – 11.5   nm) 
 [89, 90] . For example, organometallic precursors of cadmium can be formed from 
dimethylcadmium, cadmium oxide, or cadmium acetate. Under vigorous stirring 
under vacuum and 300    ° C, organometallic precursors of cadmium are rapidly 
injected into selenium in the organic solvent (trioctylphosphine oxide or trioctyl-
phosphine). Then the mixture is heated to ca. 250 – 360    ° C under an Ar atmosphere. 
After the nucleation of QDs, the reaction temperature is decreased to ca. 200 –
 300    ° C. The injection temperature and growth temperature can decide the size 
of QDs. 

 Different sized QDs can be separated by size - selective purifi cation with a mixture 
1 - butanol and methanol. Specifi cally, purifi ed QDs are dispersed in anhydrous 
1 - butanol to form an optically clear solution. When methanol is added dropwise 
and with stirring, opalescence appears in the clear solution and separation of the 
fl occulate produces a precipitate enriched with the largest crystallites. Dispersion 
of the precipitate in 1 - butanol and size - selective precipitation with methanol 
can be repeated. Size - selective precipitations have been carried out with various 
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solvent – non - solvent pairs, including pyridine – hexane and chloroform – methanol. 
Better reproducibility, improved quantum confi nement, and high photolumines-
cence quantum effi ciencies ( > 50%) for the isolated QDs are the main advantages 
of this method.  

   2.5.2 
Aqueous Phase Colloidal Synthesis 

 In contrast to organometallic approaches, the direct synthesis of size - controlled 
and highly luminescent QDs in aqueous solution is less harmful from the 
standpoint of reagent toxicity and environmental concern. It is also suitable for 
large - scale production. The preparation of aqueous - compatible CdTe QDs is pre-
sented briefl y. For precursor preparation, CdCl 2  is dissolved in water and then 
stabilizing agents such as mercapto - alcohols (e.g., 2 - mercaptoethanol or 1 - 
thioglicerol) and mercapto - acids (e.g., thioglycolic acid or thiolactic acid) are added 
while stirring  [91] . The nitrogen - saturated precursor solution is then adjusted to 
pH 9.0 by aqueous NaOH. Freshly prepared and oxygen - free sodium hydrogen 
telluride (NaHTe), produced by the reaction of sodium borohydride (NaBH 4 ) with 
tellurium powder, is added to the precursor solution with vigorous stirring 
and the resultant solution is refl uxed at 100    ° C to control the dimension of 
CdTe nanocrystals. QDs prepared in this manner have excellent water - solubility, 
stability, and biological compatibility  [92, 93] .  

   2.5.3 
Modifi cation of Surface Chemistry 

 Surface modifi cation is often an indispensable step in QD synthesis. Surface 
alteration of QDs can change their physicochemical properties and yield higher 
luminescence quantum yields  [94] , improved physical stability  [95] , stronger 
interactions with target analytes  [96] , and more effi cient chemical and bioconju-
gate reactions. There are two major modes of surface modifi cation: direct and 
post - synthesis  [97] . Direct synthesis modifi cation involves capping the QD core 
with a shell of an inorganic semiconductor during the synthesis process in order 
to remove surface defects (i.e., surface passivation), as described in Section  2.3.4 . 
The post - synthesis approach involves the exchange of various hydrophobic or 
hydrophilic ligands (e.g., silica  [98 – 101]  or polymer coatings  [102, 103] ) on the QD 
for specifi c surface groups. The ligand - exchange process serves to passivate the 
QD surface and add functionality. For most hydrophobic QDs, it is necessary to 
complete a hydrophobic/hydrophilic phase transfer using surface modifi cation 
techniques in order to prepare them for use in water. For instance, trioctylphos-
phine oxide capped QDs can be transferred to water by exchanging the TOPO 
molecules for other ligands that have groups capable of binding to the QDs surface 
(e.g., thiols, phosphines, carboxylic acids) as well as a hydrophilic head - group (e.g., 
hydroxyl)  [40] . Choice of the right capping layer can lead to better QD morphology 
in the desired application.   
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   2.6 
Trace Analysis Using Quantum Dots 

 The optical properties of QDs depend strongly on the nature of surface states as 
well as chemical/physical environment  [4] . Because trap states can be fi lled or 
energetically moved closer to the band edges by some chemical reactions, the 
emission spectrum of certain QDs is easily changed by activation. In recent years, 
great attention has been paid to applications of QDs as probes for inorganic ions, 
organic compounds, and biological molecules. These applications offer advantages 
in sensitivity, multiplexing, speed, and cost. In this section, we discuss a series of 
analytical methods based on QDs in chemistry and biology. 

   2.6.1 
Determinations Based on Direct Fluorescence Response 

 Several reports have focused on the development of QDs - based probes for metal 
ions and organic compounds. The direct fl uorescence response of QDs to trace 
analytes can be divided into systems that demonstrate either fl uorescence enhance-
ment or quenching. The fl uorescence enhancement is generally attributed to 
passivation of surface trap sites. For example, when Zn and Mn ions are added 
into solutions of CdS or ZnS QDs  [104, 105] , a photoluminescence - activation effect 
is induced that enhances the QD luminescence. Lai and coworkers have modifi ed 
CdS QDs with bismuthiol II potassium salt as a fl uorescence probe for silver ion 
 [106] . The bismuthiol II has a great affi nity for  “ soft ”  metal ions such as silver 
ions, due to a complex structure and reactive functional groups containing N 
and S donor atoms. Under optimum conditions, the fl uorescence intensity of CdS 
QDs was proportional to silver ion concentration from 0.01 to 5.0    µ mol · l  − 1  with a 
detection limit of 1.6   nmol · l  − 1 . 

 Compared to fl uorescence enhancement, the quenching mechanisms of QDs 
are more varied and include inner fi lter effects, non - radiative recombination 
pathways, electron - transfer processes, and ion - binding interactions. The most 
studied metal cations in QDs quenching measurements are Hg(II)  [108 – 110] , 
Cu(II)  [111 – 115] , and Ag(I)  [116, 117] . For example, the luminescence - deactivation 
of peptide - coated CdS QDs has been reported for optical sensing of Cu(II) and 
Ag(I)  [107] . Based on fl uorescence - quenching measurements, many divalent metal 
cations (e.g., copper, calcium, magnesium, manganese, nickel, and cadmium) 
 [113, 118]  and some anions (e.g., iodide  [119]  or cyanide  [120] ) have been investi-
gated. However, major problems with the fl uorescence - quenching of QDs are the 
lack of selectivity and divergence of mechanism. 

 Many research groups have proposed different mechanisms to explain the fl uo-
rescence quenching of QDs. A mechanism by which Cu(II) quenches the fl uores-
cence of CdS QDs has been proposed by Isarov and Chrysochoos  [121] . They 
demonstrated that a Cu  x  S ( x    =   1, 2) precipitate or isolated Cu(I) on the surface of 
CdS QDs quenched the fl uorescence of CdS QDs. A mechanism focused on 
binding interactions between QDs and Cu(II) has been proposed as well  [112] . 
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  Table 2.2    Direct luminescence determinations of some analytes using quantum dots 
 [16, 113 – 115, 117 – 120, 123 – 127] . 

   Analyte     QDs used     Measuring 
fl uorescence signal  

   Detection 
limit  

  Ag(I)    Mercaptopropionic acid - capped 
CdSe QDs  

  Quenching    70   nM  

  Ag(I)    L - cysteine - capped CdS QDs    Enhancement    5.0   nM  

  Zn(II)    Thioglycerol - capped CdS QDs    Quenching    0.8   mM  

  Cu(II)    3 - Mercaptopropionic acid -
 capped CdTe QDs  

  Quenching    0.19   ng   ml  − 1   

  Cu(II)    Aminophenol - capped CdS QDs    Quenching    0.5    µ M  

  Cu(II)    Polyphosphate - capped CdS QDs    Quenching    0.1   mM  

  Cu(II)    2 - Mercaptoethane sulfonic 
acid - capped CdSe QDs  

  Quenching    0.5    µ M  

  Cu(II)    BSA - capped CdSe/ZnS QDs    Quenching    10   nM  

  CN  −      2 - Mercaptoethane sulfonic 
acid - capped CdSe QDs  

  Quenching    1.1    µ M  

  Spirolactone    TOPO - capped CdSe QDs    Quenching    0.2    µ g   ml  − 1   

  Tiopronin    Mercaptoacetic acid - capped 
CdTe QDs  

  Quenching    0.15    µ g   ml  − 1   

  Lysozyme    Mercaptodecanoic acid - capped 
CdSe QDs  

  Quenching    0.115    µ g   ml  − 1   

  Anthracene    Cyclodextrin - capped QDs    Enhancement    16   nM  

   p  - Nitrophenol    Cyclodextrin - capped QDs    Quenching    7.9   nM  

  1 - Naphthol    Cyclodextrin - capped QDs    Quenching    4.8   nM  

Chen  et al.   [108]    have reported that an electron - transfer process between capping 
ligands and Hg(II) quenched the fl uorescence of QDs. Cai  et al.   [109]  have dem-
onstrated a quenching effect caused by size - quantized HgS particles at the QD 
surface. 

 Analytical applications based on QDs have also been used for analysis of organic 
compounds. Li  et al.  have developed a new strategy for the effi cient recognition 
and determination of fenamithion and acetamiprid in aqueous solution using the 
cooperation of  p  - sulfonato - calixarene via the fl uorescence response of CdTe QDs. 
In this approach, the free CdTe QDs showed remarkable selectivity and sensitivity 
to acetamiprid and fenamithion  [122] . Table  2.2  summarizes some of the trace 
detection methods that have been developed by using the direct fl uorescence 
response of QDs  [16, 113 – 115, 117 – 120, 123 – 127] .    
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     Figure 2.5     Schematic representation of the 
QD - MBP - dye nano - assembly. The FRET 
signal is measured for these complexes as a 
function of both degree of spectral overlap 
and fraction of dye - labeled proteins in the QD 

conjugate. The total number of proteins 
immobilized on each QD surface is ca. 15. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [136] . Copyright 2005 American Chemical 
Society.   

   2.6.2 
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer ( FRET ) Analysis Using  QD s 

 Fluorescence energy transfer will occur from a donor QD to an acceptor QD if the 
distance between the particles is smaller than the F ö rster radius. This process is 
known as  fl uorescence resonance energy transfer  ( FRET )  [128] . It is manifested 
by a reduction in the donor ’ s emission and excited state lifetime, and an increase 
in the acceptor ’ s emission intensity. Several studies have confi rmed that FRET 
strategies based on QDs are effective for determining the concentration of biologi-
cal molecules  [129] , measuring protein conformational changes  [130] , monitoring 
protein interactions  [131] , assaying enzyme activity  [132] , and performing immu-
noassays  [133] . 

 QDs provide narrow emission profi les, resistance to photobleaching, and an 
ability to conjugate several acceptor dyes. As such, they are better donors than 
organic fl uorophores for FRET - based applications. One example is the biosensing 
of maltose  [134] . Using a FRET scheme, several active dyes were able to reach the 
modifi ed QD surface (Figure  2.5 ).  Maltose binding protein  ( MBP ) appended with 
an oligohistidine tail and labeled with an acceptor dye (Cy3) was immobilized on 
the nanocrystals via a noncovalent self - assembly scheme. Results showed that 
substantial acceptor signals were measured upon conjugate formation, indicating 
effi cient nonradiative exciton transfer between QD donors and dye - labeled protein 
acceptors. It was also observed that conjugation to the QDs did not affect the 
properties of the biomolecules. With increasing number of MBP - Cy3 attached to 
a given population of QDs, or with increasing spectral overlap for a given acceptor 
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dye, a progressive and substantial enhancement in energy transfer effi ciency was 
observed.   

 QDs have also been used as donors in FRET - based systems for the detection 
of proteases, adenosine triphosphate, glucose, and metal ions  [135 – 142] . Goldman 
 et al.  have used FRET - based QDs for specifi c detection of the explosive  2,4,6 - 
trinitrotoluene  ( TNT ) in aqueous solution  [143] . The FRET system consisted of 
anti - TNT specifi c antibody fragments attached to a hydrophilic QD and dye - labeled 
TNT, which can quenched the QD photoluminescence via FRET. Within the range 
of examined TNT concentrations (9.8   ng · ml  − 1  to 10    µ g · ml  − 1 ), the lowest value that 
produced a measurable signal was 20   ng · ml  − 1 . As reported, the distance between 
the QD center and the TNB - BHQ - 10 (Black Hole Quencher - 10) was 72    Å  and fi ve 
of its residues were in close contact with the QD (Figure  2.6 ).   

 A few studies have demonstrated the use of QDs as acceptors  [144, 145] , such 
as the formation of a  bovine serum albumin  ( BSA ) - IgG immunocomplex that 
induced FRET between the two different QDs  [133] . In this work, the BSA antigen 
was conjugated to red - emitting CdTe QDs and green - emitting QDs were attached 
to the corresponding anti - BSA antibody (IgG). When FRET occurred, luminescence 
of the green - emitting QDs (donors) was quenched while emission of the red -
 emitting QDs (acceptors) was enhanced (Figure  2.7 ). Luminescence of the donor 
recovered when the immunocomplex was exposed to an unlabeled antigen, thus 
demonstrating that competitive FRET inhibition can be used for immunoassay.    

   2.6.3 
Room - Temperature Phosphorescence Detection 

  Room - temperature phosphorescence  ( RTP ) can be a very useful signal for sensing 
applications. The triplet excited state that leads to phosphorescence provides better 

     Figure 2.6     Structural model showing TNB - BHQ - 10 bound by TNB2 - 45 conjugated to a QD. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference  [145] . Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.   
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     Figure 2.7     FRET between the two different QDs.  Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [133] . Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.   

discrimination between excitation and emission wavelengths and longer emission 
lifetimes that helps to avoid interference from the short lived autofl uorescence and 
scattering light  [146, 147] . However, similar luminescence responses between 
analyte and coexisting substances have limited applications of RTP. 

 Recently, quantum dots have attracted considerable attention in the develop-
ment of novel RTP sensors. The RTP of QDs has allowed detection in biological 
fl uids without interference from autofl uorescence and light scattering of matrixes. 
For example, Yan  et al.  have reported a new type of RTP sensor based on Mn - doped 
ZnS QDs that improved selectivity for detecting enoxacin in urine after oral inges-
tion  [148] . The sensor response was due to quenching of the QD phosphorescence 
emission by interaction with enoxacin (Figure  2.8 ). In another example, trace 
 pentachlorophenol  ( PCP ) in water was chosen as a target analyte to illustrate the 
effi ciency of QD - based RTP for environmental sensing  [149] . The analytical results 
for river water samples showed good sensitivity (1.1 – 3.9    µ M PCP) and acceptable 
quantitative recovery ranging from 93% to 106%.    

   2.6.4
 Near - Infrared Detection Using  QD s 

 With the great progress made in developing QD labels, interest in near - infrared 
(NIR) detection for bioanalytical applications has been growing. Detection in the 
NIR region (wavelengths  > 650   nm) can avoid interference from biological media 
such as tissue autofl uorescence and light scattering. However, fewer NIR applica-
tions have been developed because of the limited availability of suitable NIR - active 
materials. Since QDs can be prepared with photoluminescence ranging from 
visible to near - infrared wavelengths (Figure  2.9 ), these materials are fi nding wider 
applications.   

 Although most NIR applications of QDs have focused on imaging, QDs have 
also been explored for NIR detection. Addition of thiol amino acids to CdTe/CdSe 
QDs was found to enhance NIR fl uorescence by reducing most of the Se(IV) and 
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     Figure 2.8     Enoxacin concentration - dependent room - temperature phosphorescence (RTP) 
emission of the synthesized water - soluble Mn - doped ZnS QDs.  Reprinted with permission 
from Reference  [150] . Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.     
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     Figure 2.9     Photoluminescence spanning from the red to the NIR (650 – 975   nm) of QDs. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference  [68] . Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.   

Te(IV) sites on the QD surface and passivating illumination - induced traps  [150] . 
As a result, the photoactivated NIR CdTe/CdSe QDs offered good sensitivity and 
selectivity for detecting cysteine (Cys), homocysteine (Hcy), and glutathione (GSH) 
as targets in the presence of interferences. These NIR QDs demonstrated good 
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recovery for the analytes (90 – 109%) spiked into human urine, plasma, and cell 
extracts as well as low detection limits: 131, 26, and 20   nM for Cys, Hcy, and GSH, 
respectively. 

 In another example, Xia  et al.  have reported a simple and rapid method for 
Cu(II) determination using NIR emitting type - II CdTe/CdSe QDs  [92] . These QDs 
were successfully synthesized with high stability and moderate fl uorescence 
quantum yields (10 – 20%) in aqueous media. There are few reports for NIR 
fl uorescence sensing of Cu(II) ions using organic fl uorescent probes. However, 
NIR fl uorescence of the core – shell QDs was markedly quenched by Cu(II), thus 
enabling quantitative determination to a detection limit for Cu(II) of 2.0    ×    10  − 8    
mol · l  − 1 . Physiologically important cations (e.g., Zn, Ca 2+ , Na + , and K + ) had no 
effect on the fl uorescence and therefore posed no interference.  

   2.6.5 
Rayleigh Light Scattering ( RLS ) Analysis 

  Rayleigh light scattering  ( RLS ) is a new and attractive method for the analysis of 
micro - amounts of biomacromolecules. When the wavelength of incident light is 
close to the molecular absorption band of a chromophore, a special elastic 
scattering can occur as resonance RLS. This technique can be used to accurately 
detect aggregates at the molecular level, since larger aggregates enhance the scat-
tering signal. This approach has improved the simplicity, speed, and sensitivity in 
analysis  [151] . 

 QDs are used in RLS analysis as fresh functional particles. For example, the 
nonspecifi c interaction between mercaptoacetic acid modifi ed CdSe/ZnS QDs and 
human immunoglobulin G (IgG) has been investigated by monitoring RLS inten-
sity during conjugation between the QDs and IgG  [152] . Figure  2.10  shows typical 
RLS spectra of the QDs, IgG, and the bioconjugated QDs. The magnitude of the 
RLS signal confi rmed an increased number of QDs conjugated to IgG. The average 
aggregate size in solution increased quickly and fi nally surpassed the wavelength 
of the maximum absorption of QDs (the upper limit for RLS). It was noted that 
the total RLS intensity probably includes not only Rayleigh scattering of free 
QDs, free IgG, and small size QDs – IgG conjugates but also non - RLS of large - size 
QDs – IgG conjugates.    

   2.6.6
 Chemiluminescence Analysis 

  Chemiluminescence  ( CL ) analysis has the advantages of wide linear range, simple 
instrumentation, and no background interference. Li  et al.  have observed, by  fl ow -
 injection analysis  ( FIA ), the effect of CdTe QDs on CL emitted from the reaction 
of cerium(IV) with sulfi te  [153] . Great enhancement of CL was found with addition 
of CdTe QDs to the cerium(IV) – sulfi te system. The possible enhancement mecha-
nism was an effi cient CL resonance energy transfer between chemiluminescence 
donors (  SO*

2 ) and luminescent quantum - dots as acceptors. The proposed CL 
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system may be used to achieve the simultaneous detection of numerous com-
pounds or proteins. 

  Electrochemiluminescence  ( ECL ) is a special form of chemiluminescence. It has 
become an important and valuable detection method in analytical chemistry 
because of its low cost, wide range of analytes, excellent selectivity, and high sen-
sitivity  [154] . Many chemiluminescent reagents can be applied in ECL reactions. 
The fi rst ECL of Si QDs was observed by Bard and coworkers in 2002  [155] . 
Coupled with the electrochemiluminescence emission of QDs, ECL analytical 
techniques for several analytes have been rapidly developed, including oxidase 
substrates, hydrogen peroxide, thiol compounds, proteins, dopamine, and amines 
 [156 – 163] . These studies have resulted in the development of new QDs - ECL emit-
ters and sensors. 

 ECL has been employed for the analytical detection of catechol derivatives using 
mercaptopropionic acid - capped CdTe QDs, which gave anodic ECL behavior at an 
 indium tin oxide  ( ITO ) electrode. Dissolved oxygen and the surface of the semi-
conductors play important roles in the ECL process, which form QDs with elec-
tron - injected radical anions (QD  −  ). The electron – hole recombination of radical - anion 
and radical - cation QDs gives rise to excited QDs, leading to ECL emission that can 
be quenched by adding electrooxidation products of catechol derivatives. ECL -
 energy transfer from the excited QDs to the analyte was proposed as the quenching 
mechanism. The detection limits obtained for dopamine and ladrenalin were 50 
and 20   nM, respectively  [162] . 

 A novel method for the determination of H 2 O 2  has been developed, based on 
the enhancement of light emission from thiol - capped CdTe QDs by H 2 O 2  at a 

     Figure 2.10     Rayleigh light scattering (RLS) spectra of QDs, human IgG, and the bioconjuga-
tion.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [152] . Copyright 2009 Elsevier.   
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negative electrode potential  [164] . A proposed mechanism for the ECL was the 
reaction between electrogenerated reduced species and co - reactants to produce 
excited states. The QDs produced higher sensitivity for the determination of H 2 O 2  
(between 2.0    ×    10  − 7  and 1.0    ×    10  − 5    mol · l  − 1 ) with a detection limit of 6.0    ×    10  − 8    mol · l  − 1 . 
Notably, the ECL spectrum of the CdTe QDs exhibited a peak around 620   nm, 
which was substantially redshifted from the photoluminescence spectrum (Figure 
 2.11 ). This suggested that surface states play an important role in this ECL process. 
In another example, a novel method was described for ECL detection of nitrite. 
The results indicated that the ECL emission arose from a redox process with QDs 
core and that sulfi te acted as a co - reactant. The quenched ECL emission was used 
to analyze trace nitrite with a wide linear range (1 – 500    µ M) and low detection limit 
of 0.1    µ M  [165] .    

   2.6.7
 Electrochemical Analysis 

 Electrochemical applications offer a great advantage in trace analysis because 
analytes can be measured easily without addition of mediators. Direct electro-
chemical reactions based on QDs have been reported in many applications. The 
amperometric response of QDs with good biocompatibility and conductivity has 
been observed  [166] . The combination of QDs with a cancer marker or DNA as 
electrode modifi ers and signal amplifi ers has presented a novel platform for the 
determination of trace amounts of biomolecules  [167 – 169] . Ho ’ s group have 
employed CdS QDs as electroactive tags for electrochemical assays of the cancer 
marker  carcinoembryonic antigen  ( CEA ) in standards and human urine samples 
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     Figure 2.11     Electrochemiluminescence 
(ECL) and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of 
CdTe QDs. (a) PL spectrum (emission peak 
position: around 577   nm); (b) ECL spectrum 

(peak position: around 620   nm).  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [164] . 
Copyright 2007 Elsevier.   
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 [170] . A screen - printed graphite electrode modifi ed with carbon nanoparticles and 
poly(ethylene imine) was covered with anti - CEA antibodies. CdS QDs were used 
as biotracers and the carbon nanoparticles amplifi ed the electrochemical signals, 
which improved the sensitivity and detection limit for CEA. The results indicated 
that calibration was linear in the range 0.032 – 10   ng · ml  − 1  CEA and the detection 
limit was 32   pg · ml  − 1 . This strategy can be further developed for in - home care 
and self - diagnostics. For example, Li  et al.  have fabricated hybrid materials with 
thioglycolic acid - stabilized CdTe QDs assembled in the mesopores of amino -
 functionalized cellular foam silicate  [171] . This material exhibited excellent 
biocompatibility and a large surface area. When myoglobin was immobilized on 
the QDs, the hybrid materials not only enhanced direct electron - transfer but also 
exhibited better electrocatalytic performance to H 2 O 2  with better sensitivity and 
wider linear range (Figure  2.12 ).    

   2.6.8 
Chemosensors and Biosensors 

 QDs have frequently been used for making chemical and biological sensors 
with improved sensitivity, selectivity, and reliability. For example, Wang  et al.  
have developed a sensitive and selective chemical sensor to detect biothiols based 
on the recovered fl uorescence intensity of a QDs – Hg(II) system  [172] . As described 
above, Hg(II) can signifi cantly quench the fl uorescence of QDs. Owing to its strong 
affi nity for biothiols such as glutathione(GSH) and cysteine(Cys), Hg(II) forms 
a Hg(II) – S bond rather than quenching the fl uorescence of the QDs. Therefore, 
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     Figure 2.12     Cyclic voltammograms of MCFs (mesopores cellular foam silicate)/GC 
(a), myoglobin - MCFs/GC (b), and myoglobin - QDs - MCFs/GC (c) electrodes.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [171] . Copyright 2007 Elsevier.   
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recovered fl uorescence intensity was observed with increasing amounts of bio-
thiols. A good linear relationship was obtained from 0.6 to 20.0    µ M for GSH and 
from 2.0 to 20.0    µ M for Cys, with detection limits of 0.1 and 0.6    µ M, respectively. 

 In another example of a chemosensor, a sensing fi lm has been designed for 
selective detection of paraoxon by the layer - by - layer technique  [126] . Water - soluble 
CdSe QDs were incorporated together with  organophosphorus hydrolase  ( OPH ) 
in a thin fi lm. An interaction of paraoxon with the OPH in the sensing fi lm induced 
changes in the QDs photoluminescence emission. This fi lm was proposed 
for developing a biosensor to detect paraoxon, with detection limits as low as 
10   nM  [126] . 

 In some biosensors, the unique optical properties of QDs have been combined 
with the selective catalytic function of an enzyme for detection of organic com-
pounds. For example, phenolic compounds and hydrogen peroxide quenched QD 
luminescence under  horseradish peroxidase  ( HRP ) - catalyzed oxidation by enzy-
matic catalysis  [173] . Relatively low detection limits at 10  − 7    mol · l  − 1  levels were 
reported for phenolic compounds. Furthermore, it was found that quinone inter-
mediates quenched the QD luminescence more effi ciently, with quenching ele-
vated to more than 100 - fold. 

 In other biosensors, the electrochemical or ECL behavior of QDs has been used. 
Liu  et al.  have constructed a QD - bioconjugate sensing platform based on electro-
chemical measurements  [174]   . A glassy carbon electrode was modifi ed with CdTe 
QDs, glucose oxidase, and carbon nanotubes for detection of glucose. A pair of 
well - defi ned, quasi - reversible redox peaks was obtained with the modifi ed elec-
trode due to direct electron transfer with glucose oxidase. With a high sensitivity 
of 1.018    µ A · mM  − 1 , the biosensor displayed a linear response up to 0.7   mM of 
glucose. Zhu  et al.  have described an ECL immunosensor based on CdSe quantum 
dots for the detection of human prealbumin (PAB)  [161] . ECL was used to detect 
formation of the immunocomplex by its blocking of K 2 S 2 O 8  to the surface of the 
CdSe QD - electrode, which resulted in a decrease of ECL intensity. PAB concentra-
tion could be reliably determined in the range 5.0    ×    10  − 10  to 1.0    ×    10  − 6    g · ml  − 1  and 
a detection limit of 1.0    ×    10  − 11    g · ml  − 1  was established. 

 Taking advantage of single - molecule detection and FRET, Johnson has devel-
oped a single - QD - based biosensor  [175] . With aptamers on the surface, QDs were 
able recognize cocaine through both signal - off and signal - on modes (Figure  2.13 ).    

   2.6.9 
 “ Nano - On - Micro ”  Assay 

 To enable multiplex assays and reduce detection limits, Yoon ’ s group have conju-
gated quantum dots onto microspheres  [176] . Yoon named this confi guration 
 “ nano - on - micro ”  or  “ NOM ”  in 2007. Two types of QD - microsphere combinations 
were used. One batch of microspheres was coated with 655   nm emission QDs and 
mouse IgG. Another batch was coated with 605   nm emission bovine serum 
albumin (Figure  2.14 ). Beside the  “ micro ”  spheres, a  “ micro ”  chip reading device 
was developed using optical fi bers for signal collection. Two different antibodies 
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were detected simultaneously with the NOM detection protocol, with detection 
limits as low as 50   ng · ml  − 1  (330   pM).   

 In a similar example, Nie ’ s group has used a swelling procedure to tag polysty-
rene microbeads with QDs  [79] . Incorporating multicolor QDs in microspheres 
with precisely controlled ratios resulted in QD - encoded microbeads with a certain 
spectroscopic signature, named a  “ bar code. ”  In theory,  n  intensity levels with  m  
colors of QDs can theoretically generate [ n m    − 1] unique codes beads. The highly 
emissive and photostable QD - tagged microbeads were proven to be useful in DNA 
hybridization experiments. 

 In the two previous examples, more than two types of QDs and microspheres 
were used for multiplex assay of a complex mixture. Although QDs have several 
advantages at the nanometer dimension, the NOM strategy can improve the per-
formance of QDs (e.g., toxicity) and enhance other characteristics. For example, if 
a micro - material (e.g., microspheres) is integrated with molecular recognition and 
detection elements (e.g., QDs) it could be considered a micro -  “ chemical lab ” . 
Furthermore, when the micro - lab is used with a microfl uidic device or microchip, 
it may be considered a  “ lab on chip. ”  

 Recently, many NOM assays have been reported, such as the development of an 
acetylcholinesterase biosensor based on CdTe QDs/gold nanoparticles modifi ed 
with chitosan microspheres at the interface  [177] . Xu  et al.  have described a rapid 
and ultrasensitive detection method using a microfl uidic chip for analyzing  7 - 
aminoclonazepam  ( 7 - ACZP ) residues in human urine. The whole procedure 
included a microfl uidic chip - based immunoassay with  laser - induced fl uorescence  
( LIF ) detection, control software, and water - soluble denatured bovine serum albu-
min - coated CdTe QDs. Under optimal conditions, the assay could be completed 
within 5   min with a detection limit 0.021   ng · ml  − 1  for 7 - ACZP. Compared with 
ELISA, this detection technique was ultrasensitive and linear regression analysis 
showed a good correlation. Furthermore, the results were confi rmed by high -
 performance liquid chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) 
 [178] . Conceivably, the NOM strategy has the capacity for simultaneous detection 
of a multitude of trace analytes with minimal sample processing and handling. 
This performance has been demonstrated by using fl ow cytometric assay technol-
ogy based on QDs - encoded beads  [179]  and multicolor quantum dot - encoded 
microspheres for the detection of biomolecules  [180] .   

   2.7 
Summary 

 Advancements in understanding the electronic and optical properties of QDs as 
well as new strategies for synthesizing QDs have accelerated their use in trace 
analysis. Precise control over the surface structure and composition of QDs 
has allowed the successful detection of many different types of analytes, ranging 
from metal ions and organic molecules to biological systems. QDs are also particu-
larly fl exible platforms for analysis because of their many avenues for signaling. 
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Fluorescence, phosphorescence, near - infrared, Rayleigh light scattering, and 
chemiluminescence are now common optical methods used with QDs. In addi-
tion, the fl exible compositional characteristics of QDs have also allowed their use 
for electrochemical and ECL detection. It is remarkable that most of the develop-
ment in QD - based analysis has only occurred within past 10 years. Yet with 
continued development of new synthetic strategies it can be expected that quantum 
dots will fi nd a wider range of applications in the near future.  
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Nanomaterial - Based Electrochemical Biosensors and Bioassays  
  Guodong     Liu   ,    Xun     Mao   ,    Anant     Gurung   ,    Meenu     Baloda   ,    Yuehe     Lin   , and    Yuqing     He     

        3.1 
Introduction 

 A biosensor is a device that combines a biological component (layer of DNA, 
antibody, receptor, or enzyme) with a detector component (transducer). The trans-
duction unit is usually electrochemical, optical, magnetic, piezoelectric, or calori-
metric in nature  [1] . Electrochemical devices have shown great promise for genetic 
and protein testing and are ideally suited for shrinking the physical size and cost 
of DNA and protein diagnostics  [2, 3] . Typically, electrochemical biosensors are 
classifi ed as either affi nity -  or catalytic - based, depending on their different modes 
of molecular recognition. Most catalytic - based biosensors are enzyme biosensors, 
in which an enzyme is immobilized on the electrochemical transducer surface and 
the enzymatic products are monitored by measuring the oxidation or reduction 
current. Affi nity - based biosensors use a specifi c biological recognition event to 
trigger an electrochemical response; the recognition elements are usually antibod-
ies, nucleic acids (DNA or RNA), or hormone receptors. In this chapter we focus 
on the affi nity - based electrochemical biosensors and bioassays. 

 Figure  3.1  presents the basic principles for electrochemical sensing of DNA 
hybridization and immunoreaction events. To construct such an electrochemical 
biosensor, a single - stranded DNA probe or antibody is immobilized on the elec-
trode surface to form a recognition layer. DNA hybridization events (or antibody –
 antigen immunoreactions) allow attachment of signal - generating labels (enzyme, 
metal ions, electroactive molecules, nanomaterials) to the electrode surface, which 
can be measured directly or indirectly. The change in electrical or electrochemical 
signal (current, potential, capacitance, or resistance) resulting from this attach-
ment is then related to the concentration of target analyte(s) in the tested sample.   

 Electrochemical detection of DNA hybridization is mainly based on differences 
in the electrochemical behavior of the labels in the absence and presence of target 
DNA. Generally, there are four different analytical techniques used for electro-
chemical detection of DNA hybridization: (i) oxidation of electroactive DNA bases 
such as guanine and/or adenine, (ii) enzymatically amplifi ed oxidation or reduc-
tion of an enzyme substrate, (iii) oxidation or reduction of an indicator, which 
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selectively intercalates with  double - stranded DNA  ( dsDNA ), and (iv) oxidation or 
reduction of the captured labels. Electrochemical detection of immunoreactions 
events can be divided into labeled and label - free methods and can include homog-
enous or heterogeneous immunoassays. Heterogeneous immunoassays can be 
competitive or non - competitive. In a competitive immunoassay, the antigen in the 
unknown sample competes with labeled antigen to bind with antibodies. The 
amount of labeled antigen bound to the antibody site is then measured. In this 
method, the response will be inversely proportional to the concentration of antigen 
in the unknown sample. The greater the response, the less antigen in the unknown 
was available to compete with the labeled antigen. In non - competitive immu-
noassays, also referred to as the  “ sandwich assay, ”  antigen in the unknown is 
bound to the antibody site, and then labeled antibody is bound to the antigen 
through the second immunoreaction. The amount of labeled antibody on the 
site is then measured. Unlike the competitive method, the results of the non -
 competitive method will be directly proportional to the concentration of the 
antigen. The labeled - antibody will not bind if the antigen is not present in the 
unknown sample. Because homogeneous assays do not require this step, these 
methods are typically faster and easier to perform. 

 Generally, the sensitivity of label - based electrochemical biosensors and bioassays 
is higher than that of label - free counterparts. In the traditional electrochemical 
biosensor and bioassays, electroactive molecules, metal ions, and enzymes 
(horseradish peroxidase and alkaline phosphatase) have been used as labels to 
enhance sensitivity. Enzyme - linked electrochemical bioassays and biosensors have 
attracted considerable interest because of catalytic amplifi cation; the resulting 
enzymatic products are easily detected by various electrochemical techniques. 

 With the rapid development of nanoscience and nanotechnology, nanomateri-
als, including  nanoparticle s ( NP s), nanotubes, and nanowires, have been intro-
duced into the fi elds of electrochemical biosensors and bioassays. The unique 
properties of nano - scale materials offer excellent prospects for designing highly -
 sensitive and selective biosensing of DNA and protein molecules. The creation of 
such desired nanomaterials for specifi c sensing applications greatly benefi ts from 
the ability to vary the size, composition, and shape of the materials, and hence 
tailoring their physical properties. These nanomaterials offer elegant approaches 
for interfacing DNA hybridization events or immunoreactions with electrochemi-
cal signal transduction, for dramatically amplifying the resulting electrical 
response, and for designing novel coding strategies  [4 – 8] . 

SIGNAL Transducer

Ab Immuno.
reaction

ssDNA DNA hybrid.
SAMPLE

     Figure 3.1     Schematic representation of affi nity biosensors.  
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 Several excellent reviews have been published on nanomaterial based fl uores-
cence, electrochemical, and piezoelectric bioassays in the past few years  [4 – 14] . 
Focusing on the most recent developments, the present chapter highlights 
important contributions toward highly sensitive electrochemical biosensors and 
bioassays for detection of DNA and proteins. Versatile nanomaterials, such as 
metal NPs, semiconductor NPs, silica NPs, apoferritin nanovehicles, nanowires, 
nanorods,  carbon nanotube s ( CNT s) and liposomes, are described in detail.  

   3.2 
Nanomaterial Labels Used in Electrochemical Biosensors and Bioassays 

 Many types of nanomaterials, including metal NPs (gold, silver, platinum), semi-
conductor NPs (CdS, ZnS, PbS), enzyme - loaded carbon nanotubes (CNTs), 
nanowires, apoferritin nanovehicles, liposomes, and silica NPs, have been used in 
electrochemical biosensors and bioassays. The applications of nanomaterials can 
be classifi ed into two categories according to their functions: (i) nanomaterial -
 based electrochemical transducers and (ii) biomolecule – nanomaterial conjugates 
(based on DNA probes or antibodies) as labels. Nanomaterials are typically used 
to modify or construct electrochemical transducers to improve their electron -
 transfer characteristics or enhance the immobilization and capture effi ciency of 
DNA or antibody probes on the transducer surface. Biomolecule – nanomaterial 
labels are usually designed in a manner that provides signifi cant signal amplifi ca-
tion compared to traditional enzyme and redox probe labels. 

 This section focuses on both classes of nanomaterial applications    –    transducers 
and labels. Its organization is principally based on the types of nanomaterials cur-
rently being employed in biosensors and bioassays. For each particular type of 
nanomaterial, examples are presented that show the latest contexts in which the 
material is being used for both DNA and immunochemical determinations. 

   3.2.1 
Metal Nanoparticles 

 Metal nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted extensive interest in versatile fi elds, 
especially in electrochemical biosensors and bioassays. The unique stripping vol-
tammetric characteristics of metal ions (high sensitivity and simultaneous detec-
tion of multiple metal components) offer an elegant approach to use these metal 
NPs as labels. The analytical performances of electrochemical bioassay have been 
enhanced dramatically by using metal NP labels, such as gold, silver, and platinum 
NPs. The detection limits of DNA and proteins have been lowered by 1 to 3 orders. 
Applications of metal NP labels include (i) generating electrochemical signals by 
stripping analysis of the dissolved metals, (ii) causing conductivity changes 
of electrochemical system, (iii) electrocatalysis and catalysis deposition, and (iv) 
modifying the electrode surface to construct more sensitive electrochemical trans-
ducers. This fl exibility in signal generation is a distinct advantage of metal NPs 
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over other nanomaterials. Such metal NPs - based electrochemical devices are 
expected to have a major impact upon clinical diagnostics, environmental monitor-
ing, security surveillance, and food safety. 

   3.2.1.1    Metal  NP  Labels for Electrochemical Detection of  DNA  

  Gold  NP s     The use of Au NPs (also called colloidal gold) as an electrochemical 
label for voltammetric monitoring of DNA hybridization was pioneered by several 
groups  [15 – 17] . Authier  et al.  have reported an electrochemical DNA detection 
approach based on Au - NP tags for the sensitive quantifi cation of an amplifi ed 
406 - base pair  human cytomegalovirus DNA  sequence ( HCMV DNA )  [15] . Figure 
 3.2  presents the typical procedure. The assay relies on (i) the hybridization of the 
single - stranded target HCMV DNA with an oligonucleotide - modifi ed Au - NP 
probes, (ii) followed by the release of the gold anchored on the hybrids by oxidative 
metal dissolution, and (iii) the indirect determination of the solubilized Au III  ions 
by anodic stripping voltammetry at a  sandwich - type screen - printed microband 
electrode  ( SPMBE ). Owing to the enhancement of the Au III  mass transfer by non-
linear diffusion during the electrodeposition step, the SPMBE allows sensitive 
determination of Au III  in a small volume of quiescent solution. The combination 
of sensitive Au III  determination at a SPMBE with the large number of Au III  released 
from each Au - NP probe allows detection of as low as 5   pM of the amplifi ed HCMV 
DNA fragment.   

 Wang ’ s group have demonstrated electrical detection of DNA hybridization, 
which used magnetic microbeads and was based on electrochemical stripping 
detection of the colloidal gold tags  [16] . In this work, hybridization of a biotin -
 functionalized target DNA to magnetic bead - linked oligonucleotide probes was 
followed by binding of the streptavidin - coated Au NPs to the captured DNA, dis-
solution of the nanometer - sized Au - NP tag, and potentiometric stripping measure-
ments of the dissolved metal tag at single - use thick - fi lm carbon electrodes. The 
sensitivity was enhanced by precipitating silver on the captured Au - NP tags 
and electrochemical stripping analysis of the dissolved silver ions  [18] . Picomolar 
and sub - nanomolar levels of target DNA were thus detected. The sensitivity of 
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     Figure 3.2     Schematic representation of the Au nanoparticle - based electrochemical detection 
of HCMV - amplifi ed DNA.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [15] . Copyright 2001 
American Chemical Society.   
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Au - NP - based electrochemical detection of DNA was further improved by using 
polymeric beads carrying numerous Au - NP tags  [19] . The Au NP - tagged polysty-
rene beads were prepared by binding biotinylated Au NPs to streptavidin - coated 
polystyrene spheres. This use of carrier - sphere amplifi cation platforms was com-
bined with catalytic enlargement of the multiple Au - NP tags and an ultrasensitive 
electrochemical stripping detection of the dissolved Au - NP tags. The result was 
detection of DNA targets down to 300 atmol    –    an outstanding capability that holds 
great promise for ultrasensitive detection of other biorecognition events. A similar 
protocol has been employed by Cai  et al.  to develop an electrochemical DNA bio-
sensor using a chitosan - modifi ed glassy carbon electrode and Au - NP tags  [17] . The 
biosensor was able to detect synthesized 32 - base complementary oligonucleotides 
at concentrations down to 1   nM. After silver enhancement, the sensitivity of the 
biosensor was improved by approximately two orders of magnitude and a detection 
limit of 50   pM was obtained for complementary oligonucleotides  [20] . 

 To avoid dissolution of the captured Au - NP tags, Pumera  et al.  have reported a 
magnetically - triggered method for detection of DNA hybridization based on direct 
electrochemical detection of Au quantum dot tracers  [21] . The process was based 
on binding target DNA (called DNA 1) with Au67 quantum dot in a 1   :   1 ratio, 
followed by a genomagnetic hybridization assay between Au67 - DNA1 and com-
plementary probe DNA (called DNA 2) marked paramagnetic beads.  Differential 
pulse voltammetry  ( DPV ) was used for direct voltammetric detection of the result-
ing Au67 quantum dot - DNA1/DNA2 - paramagnetic bead conjugate on a magnetic 
graphite - epoxy composite electrode. The characterization, optimization, and 
advantages of the direct electrochemical detection assay for target DNA were 
studied in detail. 

 Au NPs have also been used as a tag for electrochemical detection of  single -
 nucleotide polymorphism s ( SNP s) by Kerman  et al.  [22] . They described a method 
to discriminate and code all possible SNP combinations. SNPs were coded by 
monitoring changes in the electrochemical signal of the monobase - modifi ed Au 
NPs. In this report, monobase - modifi ed Au NPs showed not only the presence of 
a SNP, but also identifi ed which bases were involved within the pair. In particular, 
identifi cation of a transversion SNP, which contains a couple of the same pyrimi-
dine or purine bases, was greatly simplifi ed. To further demonstrate effi cacy of 
the method, a model study was performed using a synthetic 21 - base DNA probe 
related to  tumor necrosis factor  ( TNF -  α  ) along with all of its possible mutant 
combinations.  

  Silver  NP s     Compared with Au - NP tags, Ag NPs require relatively mild conditions 
for dissolution and the resulting silver(I) ions show excellent electrochemical strip-
ping characteristics. For these reasons, Ag NPs have also been used as tags for 
sensitive electrochemical DNA detection schemes. For example, Cai  et al.   [23]  
have reported an electrochemical DNA biosensor based on Ag - NP tags. After DNA 
hybridization reactions, the Ag NPs were captured on the electrode surface. 
Concentrated HNO 3  was chosen to dissolve the Ag - NP tags with an effi ciency of 
96%, and the aqueous Ag +  ions were indirectly determined by  anodic stripping 
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voltammetry  ( ASV ) at a microelectrode. The detection limit of the biosensor was 
0.5   pM. Fu  et al.  have reported a simple and sensitive electrochemical DNA biosen-
sor based on  in situ  DNA amplifi cation with nanosilver and  horseradish peroxide  
( HRP )  [24] . A thiolated  single - stranded DNA  ( ssDNA ) oligomer was initially 
immobilized on a gold electrode. With a competitive format, hybridization was 
carried out by immersing the DNA biosensor into a stirred solution containing 
different concentrations of the complementary ssDNA and constant concentration 
of nanosilver - labeled ssDNA, and then further binding with HRP. The amount of 
HRP adsorbed on the probe surface decreased with the amount of target ssDNA 
in the sample. The hybridization was monitored by differential pulse voltammetry 
(DPV) of the H 2 O 2  produced by the adsorbed HRP. The reduction current from 
the enzyme - generated product was related to the number of target ssDNA mole-
cules in the sample. A detection limit of 15   pmol   l  − 1  for target ssDNA was obtained 
with the electrochemical DNA biosensor. The approach discriminated effectively 
complementary from non - complementary DNA sequence, suggesting that the 
similar enzyme - labeled DNA assay method holds great promises for sensitive 
electrochemical biosensors. 

 More recently, another amplifi ed detection of target DNA has been reported by 
Hwang  et al . (Figure  3.3 )  [25] . In this method, the target DNA and a biotinylated 
DNA probe were allowed to hybridize with a capture DNA probe tethered to a gold 
electrode. Neutravidin - conjugated  alkaline phosphatase  ( ALP ) was then allowed to 
conjugate with the biotin of the detection probe and convert the redox - inactive 
substrate of ALP,  p  - aminophenyl phosphate, into  p  - aminophenol, a reducing 
agent. The latter, in turn, reduced silver ions in solution, leading to deposition of 
silver onto the electrode surface and DNA backbone. Anodic stripping of the 
enzymatically derived silver provided a measure of target oligomer hybridization. 
This process, named biometallization, leads to a great signal enhancement due to 
the accumulation of metallic silver by an enzymatically generated product and, 
thus, to electrochemical amplifi cation of the bioaffi nity reaction. This process is 
highly sensitive, detecting as little as 100   aM of DNA, or 10   zmol of DNA in 100    µ L 
sample solution.   

 Somasundrum  et al.   [26]  have reported a method to prepare polyelectrolyte shells 
containing Ag NPs and to use these capsules as labels for highly sensitive electro-
chemical detection. The shells were prepared using layer - by - layer self - assembly on 
ca 500   nm diameter templates, after which the templates were dissolved. The shells 
could be opened and closed by adjusting the solution pH. This process was utilized 
to encapsulate Ag NPs, chiefl y by adsorption to the inner walls of the capsules. 
Based on spectrophotometry,  transmission electron microscopy  ( TEM ), and vol-
tammetric measurements, the highest loading achieved was approximately 78 Ag 
NPs per capsule. The Ag - loaded capsules were used via biotin – avidin binding as 
labels for the detection of DNA hybridization. Following acid dissolution of the 
captured labels, the released Ag +  was determined by ASV. In one demonstration, 
a 30 - mer sequence specifi c to  Escherichia coli  was measured with a detection limit 
of  ∼ 25   fM using DNA - modifi ed screen - printed electrodes. This level corresponded 
to the detection of 4.6   fg DNA ( ∼ 3    ×    10 5  molecules) in the 20    µ L analyte sample. 
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In a demonstration of the method ’ s selectivity, a 200   fM target containing a single 
base mismatch gave a signifi cantly lower response ( < 74%) than 200   fM of a com-
plementary target DNA; while 60   pM of a non - complementary target gave a neg-
ligible response.  
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     Figure 3.3     Stepwise assembly of a 
sandwich - type DNA sensing electrode 
based on enzymatic silver deposition. 
(a) Formation of mixed SAM on the Au 
electrode; (b) hybridization with target; 
(c) hybridization with biotinylated detection 

probe; (d) association with avidin - alkaline 
phosphatase and reduction of silver ion by 
p - AP; (e) dissolution of silver during anodic 
stripping voltammetry.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [25] . Copyright 
2005 American Chemical Society.   
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  Platinum  NP s     Pt NPs are widely used as electrocatalysts for the oxygen reduction 
reaction in fuel cells due to their high electrocatalytic activity. However, applica-
tions of Pt NPs in electrochemical biosensors and bioassays have received little 
attention because of diffi culty in dissolving these NPs. Nevertheless, the excellent 
electrocatalytic activity offers another avenue to develop highly sensitive electro-
chemical bioassay approaches. As reported recently  [27] , nucleic acid - functional-
ized Pt NPs can act as catalytic labels for the amplifi ed electrochemical detection 
of DNA hybridization and aptamer/protein recognition. Hybridization of the 
nucleic acid - modifi ed Pt - NPs with a sensing nucleic acid/analyte DNA complex 
associated with an electrode enabled the detection of the DNA by the Pt NP elec-
trocatalyzed reduction of H 2 O 2  (sensitivity limit, 1    ×    10  − 11    M). Similarly, the associa-
tion of aptamer - functionalized Pt - NPs to a thrombin aptamer/thrombin complex 
associated with an electrode allowed detection of thrombin with a sensitivity limit 
corresponding to 1    ×    10  − 9    M. Liang  et al.  have used hollow Pt nanospheres as 
electrocatalyst for conductometric immunoassay of interleukin - 6 (IL - 6) in human 
serum  [28] . In this case, the hollow Pt nanospheres with an average diameter of 
20   nm were prepared. The authors demonstrated that the catalytic effi ciency of the 
hollow Pt nanospheres was 100 - fold greater than that of solid Pt nanospheres. 
Using hollow Pt - nanospheres modifi ed anti - IL - 6 as  in situ  amplifi ed probes, a 
sandwich - type conductivity conductometric immunoassay was performed on two 
parallel electrodes. The detection principle was based on the changes between the 
two parallel electrodes caused by biochemical reactions in solution before and after 
antigen – antibody interaction. The results indicated that the method could distin-
guish IL - 6 ranging from 15 to 350   pg   ml  − 1  with a relatively low detection limit of 
8   pg   ml  − 1  at a signal - to - noise ratio of 3.  

  Modifi cation of Electrochemical Transducers with Metal  NP s     Metallic NPs have not 
only been used as labels for sensitive electrochemical detection of DNA, but have 
also been used to construct electrochemical transducers with enhanced perfor-
mance. For example, the ability of gold nanoparticles to provide a stable platform 
for immobilization of biomolecules without degrading their bioactivity is a major 
advantage in the design of effective biosensors. This is illustrated in the develop-
ment of DNA biosensors, where immobilization of stable and highly dense single -
 stranded DNA (ssDNA) monolayers on electrodes is a key aspect. Gold NP fi lms 
provide a suitable means for ssDNA immobilization. In a typical example, self -
 assembly of Au NPs onto a gold electrode resulted in easier attachment of an 
oligonucleotide with a mercaptohexyl group at the 5 ′  - phosphate end and, there-
fore, in an increased capacity for nucleic acid quantifi cation. The ssDNA surface 
density on the colloidal Au - modifi ed gold electrode was 1.0    ×    10 14  molecules cm  − 2 , 
ca ten - times higher than on a bare gold electrode  [29] .   

   3.2.1.2    Metal  NP  Labels for Electrochemical Immunoassays and Immunosensors 
 Applications of metallic NPs in immunoassays date back to the early 1970s when 
5 – 50   nm colloidal gold particles were fi rst used as electron - dense probes in elec-
tron microscopy and thus enabled sensitive, high - resolution immunocytochemistry 
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 [30] . As recently as a decade ago, it was demonstrated that colloidal gold labels, 
when involved in an immunoassay, can be sensitively detected by electrochemical 
methods after oxidative release of Au III  ions. Costa - Garcia ’ s group demonstrated 
the monitoring of streptavidin – biotin interactions down to the 2.5   nM streptavidin 
level with adsorptive voltammetric measurements of the colloidal gold tags at a 
carbon - paste electrode  [31] . In a related case of the same period, Dequaire  et al.  
reported a sensitive electrochemical immunoassay based on a colloidal gold label 
that was indirectly determined by anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) at a single -
 use  screen - printed electrode  ( SPE ) after oxidative gold metal dissolution in an 
acidic solution  [32] . The method was evaluated for a non - competitive heterogene-
ous immunoassay of an  immunoglobulin G  ( IgG ), and a concentration as low as 
3    ×    10  − 12    M was determined. This performance was competitive with a colorimetric 
 enzyme - linked immunosorbent assay  ( ELISA ) or with immunoassays based on 
fl uorescent europium - chelated labels. More recently, Liu  et al.  have developed an 
electrochemical magnetic immunosensor that was able to avoid the acid - dissolution 
step and was based on magnetic beads and gold nanoparticle labels  [33] . The 
captured Au - NP labels on the immunosensor surface were directly quantifi ed by 
square wave voltammetric analysis. A detection limit of 0.02    µ g   ml  − 1  of IgG was 
obtained under optimum experimental conditions. 

 As described with DNA detection schemes, the nanoparticle - promoted precipita-
tion of sliver on Au - NP labels has also been used to amplify the transduction of 
antibody – antigen biorecognition events  [34 – 37] . Chu  et al.  have reported an elec-
trochemical immunoassay based on the deposition of silver on colloidal gold 
labels. In this case, the deposited silver was indirectly determined by ASV at a 
glassy - carbon electrode after its dissolution in an acidic solution  [34] . A similar 
potentiometric immunosensor based on gold nanoparticle labels and an ion -
 selective microelectrode has been reported by Chumbimuni - Torres  et al.   [35] . 

 Silver - enhanced Au - NP labels have also been used to develop conductive immu-
nosensors. For example, Velev and Kaler have reported a conductive immunosen-
sor using antibody - functionalized latex spheres and a microelectrode gap  [36] . A 
sandwich immunoassay was used to bind a secondary Au - NP - labeled antibody on 
the latex spheres that were located in the gap. Catalytic deposition of a silver layer 
bridged the two electrodes and formed conductive paths across interdigitated 
electrodes. The new paths led to a measurable conductive signal and enabled the 
ultrasensitive detection of human IgG down to the 0.2   pM level. The method holds 
promise for creating miniaturized on - chip protein arrays. 

 Recently, Mao  et al.  have presented a new method based on cyclic accumulation 
of Au NPs for detecting human immunoglobulin G (IgG) by ASV  [37] . The 
dissociation reaction between dethiobiotin and avidin in the presence of biotin 
provided an effi cient approach for the cyclic accumulation of Au NPs. These NPs 
were then used for the fi nal analytical quantifi cation after an acid dissolution. The 
anodic peak current increased gradually with the increasing accumulation cycles. 
Five cycles of accumulation were suffi cient for the assay. The low background of 
the method was a distinct advantage, providing determination of at least 0.1   g   ml  − 1  
human IgG. Liao  et al.  have reported an amplifi ed electrochemical immunoassay 
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by autocatalytic deposition of Au from Au 3+  onto the Au - NP labels  [38] . The 
enlarged Au - NP labels were monitored by  square wave voltammetry  ( SWV ) after 
an acid dissolution step. The concentration of  rabbit immunoglobulin G  ( RIgG ) 
analyte was proportional to the SWV signal. The detection limit of this method 
was 0.25   pg   ml  − 1  (1.6   fM), which was three orders of magnitude lower than 
that obtained by a conventional immunoassay using the same Au - NP labels. 
Recently, Das  et al.  reported an ultrasensitive electrochemical immunosensor 
using the Au - NP labels as electrocatalyts  [39] . In this case, the Au - NP labels were 
attached to the immunosensor surface (indium tin oxide as substrate electrode) 
by sandwich immunoreaction. Signal amplifi cation was achieved by catalytic 
reduction of   p  - nitrophenol  ( p - NP ) to   p  - aminophenol  ( p - AP ) and chemical reduc-
tion of   p  - quinone - imine  ( p - QI ) to AP by NaBH 4 . This dual amplifi cation gave a 
1   fg   ml  − 1  detection limit and an outstanding ten - order linear range, from 1   fg   ml  − 1  
to 10    µ g   ml  − 1 . 

 Yuan  et al.  have reported recently a new signal amplifi cation strategy based on 
 thionine  ( TH ) - doped magnetic gold nanospheres as labels. The method showed 
promise to improve the determination of  carcinoembryonic antigen  ( CEA )  [40] . 
This electrochemical immunoassay system was designed around a  carbon fi ber 
microelectrode  ( CFME ) covered with a well - ordered anti - CEA/protein A/nanogold 
architecture. A reverse micelle method was used to prepare the magnetic gold 
nanospheres, which were subsequently tethered to HRP - bound anti - CEA as a 
secondary antibody. These labeled bionanospheres were then used in a sandwich -
 type protocol in which H 2 O 2  generated by HRP was reduced at the electrode. 
Under optimized conditions, the linear range of the immunoassay without 
HRP as enhancer was 1.2 – 125   ng   ml  − 1  CEA. With HRP, the assay sensitivity 
was enhanced signifi cantly and the linear range was extended from 0.01 to 
160   ng   ml  − 1  CEA.   

   3.2.2 
Semiconductor Nanoparticles 

 Owing to their unique, size - dependent fl uorescence properties, semiconductor 
( quantum dot ,  QD ) nanoparticles have generated considerable interest in the area 
of optical bioanalysis  [41 – 45] . However, the intrinsic redox properties of the metals 
in these nanoparticles (CdS, PbS, and ZnS) and prospects for their sensitive elec-
trochemical stripping analysis have led to their use as labels for electrochemical 
biosensing and bioassay of DNA and proteins. 

   3.2.2.1     QD  Labels for Electrochemical Detection of  DNA  
 Wang  et al.  have reported electrochemical detection of DNA hybridization by using 
cadmium sulfi de (CdS) NP tracers and electrochemical stripping measurements 
of cadmium  [46] . A NP - promoted cadmium precipitation was used to enlarge the 
NP tag and thus amplify the stripping DNA hybridization signal. In addition to 
measurements of the dissolved cadmium(II) ion, the authors demonstrated solid -
 state measurements following a  “ magnetic ”  collection of the magnetic bead/DNA 
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hybrid/CdS tracer onto a thick - fi lm electrode transducer. This protocol combined 
the amplifi cation features of NP/polynucleotides assemblies and highly sensitive 
potentiometric stripping detection of cadmium with an effective magnetic isola-
tion of the duplex. The low detection limit (100   fmol) was achieved with good 
reproducibility (RSD   =   6%). 

 Analogous electrochemical DNA biosensors using CdS  [47]  and lead sulfi de 
(PbS)  [48]  semiconductor NPs have been constructed and the detection protocol 
has been multiplexed. This application relies on the use of different inorganic -
 colloid nanocrystal tracers (Figure  3.4 ), whose metal components yield well -
 resolved stripping voltammetric signals for corresponding DNA targets  [49] . Three 
encoding NPs (ZnS, CdS, and PbS) have thus been used to differentiate the signals 
of three distinct DNA targets by combining sandwich hybridization with stripping 
voltammetry of the dissolved heavy metal components. The corresponding metal 
ions yielded well - resolved stripping peaks at  − 1.12   V (Zn),  − 0.68   V (Cd), and  − 0.53   V 
(Pb) that corresponded to particular DNA targets. Because the height of each peak 
refl ected the concentration of the corresponding DNA target, the method provided 
a convenient approach for multiplex electrochemical detection.   

 The multiplex method has been extended to detect unknown SNPs by using 
monobase - modifi ed semiconductor NPs  [50] . In this application, each mutation 
site of a duplex DNA strand immobilized on a magnetic bead surface captured a 
different nanocrystal – mononucleotide conjugate by base pairing. The diverse 
population of inorganic nanocrystal tags attached to the DNA strand refl ected a 
distinct chemical fi ngerprint and yielded a distinct voltammetric signature for 
all of the eight unknown SNPs. For this purpose, ZnS, CdS, PbS, and CuS NPs 
were linked (using phosphoramidite chemistry through a cysteamine linker) to 
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     Figure 3.4     Multi - target electrical DNA 
detection protocol based on different 
inorganic colloid nanocrystal tracers: 
(a) introduction of DNA probe - modifi ed 
magnetic beads; (b) hybridization with the 

DNA targets; (c) second hybridization with 
the QD - labeled probes; (d) dissolution of 
QDs and electrochemical detection.  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [49] . 
Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.   
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adenosine, cytidine, guanosine, and thymidine mononucleotides, respectively. 
Sequential introduction of the monobase - conjugated nanocrystals to the hybrid -
 coated magnetic - bead solution led to their specifi c binding to different comple-
mentary mismatched sites as well as to previously linked conjugates. Each mutation 
captured a different proportion of nanocrystal – mononucleotide conjugates, thus 
enabling bioelectronic coding of all eight possible single - base mismatches in a 
single voltammetric run.  

   3.2.2.2     QD  Labels for Electrochemical Immunoassay 
 The concept of applying QDs for electrochemical immunoassay was fi rst demon-
strated by Liu  et al.   [51] . A multiplex electrochemical immunoassay protocol was 
developed for the simultaneous measurements of multiple protein targets based 
on the use of different semiconductor nanoparticle tracers (CdS, ZnS, and PbS). 
A carbamate linkage was used to conjugate the hydroxyl - terminated semiconduc-
tor nanoparticles with the secondary antibodies and a sandwich protocol was used 
to link the nanocrystal tags and magnetic beads modifi ed with primary antibodies. 
Each biorecognition event yielded a distinct voltammetric peak whose position and 
size refl ected the identity and concentration, respectively, of the corresponding 
antigen. The multiprotein detection capability was enhanced by amplifi cation 
afforded by electrochemical stripping transduction (to yield fmol detection 
limits) and by effi cient magnetic separation (to minimize nonspecifi c adsorption 
effects). The concept was demonstrated for a simultaneous immunoassay of 2 - 
microglobulin, IgG, bovine serum albumin, and C - reactive protein in connection 
with ZnS, CdS, PbS, and CuS colloidal crystals, respectively. Wu  et al.  have 
reported a similar approach using commercial QD (ZnS@CdS) labels for electro-
chemical immunoassay of a cancer - related protein biomarker, interleukin - 1 α  (IL -
 1 α )  [52] . The concentration of IL - 1 α  was determined by electrochemical stripping 
analysis of the cadmium component of the captured QD labels after an acid dis-
solution step. The voltammetric response was highly linear over the range 0.5 –
 50   ng   ml  − 1  IL - 1 α , and the limit of detection was estimated to be 0.3   ng   ml  − 1  (18   pM). 

 Hansen  et al.  have reported using a QD/aptamer - based ultrasensitive electro-
chemical biosensor to detect multiple protein targets  [53] . The method was based 
on a simple single - step displacement assay. This involved co - immobilization of 
several thiolated aptamers, along with binding of the corresponding QD tagged 
proteins on a gold surface, addition of the protein sample, and quantifi cation of 
the displacement through electrochemical detection of the remaining nanocrys-
tals. Such electronic transduction of aptamer – protein interactions is extremely 
attractive for meeting the low power, size, and cost requirements of decentralized 
diagnostic systems. Unlike two - step sandwich assays used in QD - based electro-
chemical immunoassays, the new aptamer biosensor protocol relies on a single -
 step displacement protocol. This biosensor allows sample assays with target 
concentrations that are three to four orders of magnitude lower, corresponding to 
a detection limit of 20   ng   l  − 1  (0.5   pM) or 54.5 amol (2   pg) in a 100    µ L sample. 

 QDs have also been used as labels for potentiometric immunoassays. Thurer 
 et al.   [54]  reported the potentiometric bioanalysis of proteins in a microtiter plate 
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format with semiconductor nanocrystal labels. After sandwich immunoreaction 
on the microtiter plate, the captured CdSe QDs were found to be easily dissolved/
oxidized in minutes with hydrogen peroxide. The released Cd 2+  ions were 
measured by Cd 2+  - selective micropipette electrodes. The potentiometric protein 
immunoassay exhibited a log – linear response ranging from 0.15 to 4.0   pmol of 
IgG, with a detection limit of  < 10   fmol in the 150    µ L sample wells. 

 A versatile immunosensor using CdTe quantum dots as electrochemical and 
fl uorescent labels has been developed recently by Zhu  et al.  for sensitive detection 
of protein  [55] . This sandwich - type sensor was fabricated on an indium tin oxide 
chip covered with a well - ordered gold nanoparticle monolayer. Gel imaging 
systems were used successfully to develop a novel highly - effi cient optical immu-
noassay, which could perform simultaneous detection of samples with a series of 
different concentrations of a target analyte. Similarly, analysis by stripping voltam-
metry yielded a linear range that was between 0.1 and 500   ng   ml  − 1 . The assay 
sensitivity could be further increased to 0.005   ng   ml  − 1  with a linear range from 
0.005 to 100   ng   ml  − 1  by stripping voltammetric analysis. 

 Other nanomaterials have also been combined with QDs to design electrochemi-
cal immunoassays. For example, Ho  et al.  have developed a sensitive system for 
the detection of a protein tumor marker, carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), that 
was based on a screen - printed graphite electrode modifi ed with  carbon nanopar-
ticle s ( CNP s), poly(ethylene imine), and anti - CEA antibodies  [56] . The signal 
amplifi cation strategy used CdS nanocrystals as biotracers and CNPs to enhance 
electron transfer with the electrode and thereby improve both the sensitivity and 
detection limit for CEA. The calibration curve for CEA concentration was linear 
in the range 0.032 – 10   ng   ml  − 1  and the detection limit was 32   pg   ml  − 1  (equivalent to 
160   fg in a 5    µ L sample). This method was precise and sensitive for determining 
urinary CEA    –    a better marker than serum CEA for the early detection of urothelial 
carcinoma.   

   3.2.3 
Carbon Nanotubes 

 Since their discovery in 1991  [57] , carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted con-
siderable attention in the fi eld of electroanalytical chemistry. The high surface 
area, hollow geometry, and the special mechanical properties of these nanomateri-
als combined with their electronic conductivity and ability to promote electron -
 transfer reactions have provided new avenues to design sensors for biomolecules 
and inorganic compounds  [58 – 64] . Compared to traditional carbon - based electro-
chemical transducers, CNT - based electrochemical transducers offer more sensi-
tive platforms for electrochemical detection of nucleic acids and proteins. 

 Most early work focused on the use of CNT - based electrochemical transducers 
for the sensitive detection of nucleic acids and proteins by directly measuring the 
electrochemistry of nucleic acids and proteins. For example, Erdem  et al.  have 
reported a  pencil graphite electrode  ( PGE ) modifi ed with CNTs used for the detec-
tion of nucleic acids and DNA hybridization based on the voltammetric signal of 
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guanine  [65] . The performance of this inexpensive pencil electrode modifi ed with 
CNTs was favorable compared to CNT - modifi ed glassy carbon electrodes and 
resulted in more sensitive and reproducible determinations of nucleic acids. Li 
 et al.  have demonstrated a new  electrochemical  ( EC ) platform based on a CNT 
nanoelectrode array for ultrasensitive detection of DNA  [66] . The use of aligned 
multiwall CNTs provided a new bottom - up scheme for fabricating reliable nano-
electrode arrays. These workers studied the EC characteristics of CNT nano-
electrode arrays with both bulk and immobilized redox species. Combining 
such a nanoelectrode platform with mediation of guanine oxidation (using 
tris(2,2 ′  - bipyridine)ruthenium(II), [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ ), a detection limit lower than a 
few attomoles of the oligonucleotide targets was achieved. The sensitivity was 
further improved down to thousands of target DNAs after method optimization. 
Rusling ’ s group has reported a CNT  “ forest ”  amperometric immunosensor 
platform with multi - labeled secondary antibody – CNT bioconjugates for highly -
 sensitive detection of a cancer biomarker in serum and tissue lysates  [67] . Greatly 
enhanced sensitivity was attained by using bioconjugates featuring HRP labels 
and secondary antibodies (Ab 2 ) linked to CNTs at a high HRP/Ab 2  ratio. This 
approach provided a detection limit of 4   pg   ml  − 1  (100   amol   ml  − 1 ) for  prostate - specifi c 
antigen  ( PSA ) in 10    µ L of undiluted calf serum, a mass detection limit of 40   fg. 

 CNTs have also been used as labels for extremely sensitive electrochemical detec-
tion of DNA and proteins. In this capacity, CNTs have been used as a carrier to 
load large numbers of tracers, usually enzymes, for monitoring bioaffi nity reac-
tions. For example, Wang  et al.  have explored CNTs as labels for ultrasensitive 
electrochemical detection of DNA and proteins  [68] . Enzyme tracers (ALP) were 
attached to the functionalized CNT surface in the presence of coupling reagents 
(EDC and NHS (N - hydroxysulfosuccinimide)  ). An average coverage of around 9600 
enzyme molecules per CNT (1    µ m length) was obtained. These heavily enzyme -
 loaded CNT labels were used for the magnetic bead - based electrochemical detection 
of DNA, resulting in an extremely low detection limit of around 1   fg   ml  − 1  
(54   aM)    –    about 820 copies or 1.3   zmol in the 25    µ L sample. The authors showed a 
100 - fold enhancement in the electrochemical signal resulted from the enzyme - CNT 
label when compared to a system consisting of a single - enzyme label. Further signal 
amplifi cation was produced by using  layer - by - layer  ( LBL ) self - assembly to coat 
multiple enzyme layers on the CNT tag  [69] . The electrostatic LBL self - assembling 
enzymes onto CNT carriers maximized the ratio of enzyme tags per binding 
event to offer the greatest amplifi cation factor reported to date and allow detection 
of as few as 80 copies (5.4   aM) of DNA and 2000 protein molecules (67   aM). 

 Another effective method for enhancing the electrical detection of DNA hybridi-
zation with CNTs was also demonstrated by loading a large number of CdS nano-
particles on the CNT surface  [70] . Monolayer - protected CdS NPs were anchored 
to acetone - activated CNTs by hydrophobic interactions. SEM images indicated that 
the CdS NPs were attached along the CNT sidewall, with a loading of around 500 
particles per CNT. In this case, dual hybridization (i.e., sandwich assay) was 
performed on a streptavidin - modifi ed 96 - well microplate. Analysis was performed 
after hybridization by ultrasensitive stripping voltammetric detection of the 
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dissolved CdS. A substantial (500 - fold) lowering of the detection limit was obtained 
compared to conventional single particle stripping hybridization assays, refl ecting 
the high CdS loading on the CNT carrier. Even a large (250 - fold) excess of non -
 complementary oligonucleotides had a minimal effect on the response. Such use 
of CNTs as carriers for multiple electrochemical tags offers great promise for 
ultrasensitive detection of other biorecognition events.  

   3.2.4 
Apoferritin Nanovehicles 

 Apoferritin has been used as a template to prepare various nanoparticles  [71 – 78]  
and the applications of these nanoparticles for electrochemical bioassay have been 
explored extensively  [79 – 85] . Apoferritin consists of a spherical protein shell, 
around 12.5   nm in diameter, composed of 24 subunits surrounding an aqueous 
cavity with a diameter of about 8   nm. The shell can accommodate around 4500 
iron atoms  [71] . The protein cage of apoferritin can be disassociated into 24 subu-
nits at low pH (2.0) and reconstituted in a high pH (8.5) environment. The struc-
tural properties of apoferritin have been used to synthesize size - restricted 
bioinorganic nanocomposites  [71 – 78] . Small molecules, complexes, and metal 
ions, such as neutral red, the gadolinium complex (GdHPDO3A), and the uranium 
ion, have also been captured in the cavities of apoferritin for magnetic resonance 
imaging, uranium neutron - captured therapy, etc. 

 These unique properties have been used to load apoferritin with electrochemi-
cally - active labels for bioassays  [79 – 83] . Two types of apoferritin nanoparticle labels 
have been developed: redox probe - loaded and metallic phosphate - loaded (Figure 
 3.5 ). The preparation of hexacyanoferrate(III) - loaded apoferritin is illustrated in 
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     Figure 3.5     (a) Preparation of K 3 Fe(CN) 6  -
 loaded apoferritin nanoparticle labels and 
(b) apoferritin template synthesis of a metallic 

phosphate nanoparticle tag.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [80] . Copyright 
2007 American Chemical Society.   
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Figure  3.5 a  [79] . Briefl y, apoferritin was dissociated into subunits at pH 2 and then 
reconstituted at pH 8.5, thereby trapping hexacyanoferrate(III) in solution within 
its interior. Around 150 hexacyanoferrate(III) ions were loaded into an apoferritin. 
Inspired by the use of semiconductor nanoparticle labels in other electrochemical 
bioassays, Liu  et al.  developed a simple and facile synthesis based on an apoferritin 
template to prepare uniform - size, metal phosphate nanoparticle labels for a highly 
sensitive electrochemical bioassay (Figure  3.5 b)  [80] . The new metallic phosphate 
nanoparticle tags are easier to prepare and to functionalize than semiconductor 
nanoparticle tags. Releasing metal components from the nanoparticles was also 
more convenient. Release could be performed under the mild condition of a pH 
4.6 acetate buffer, rather than the strong acid solution (1   M HNO 3 ) needed to dis-
solve semiconductor nanoparticle tags.   

 Applications of electroactive apoferritin nanoparticles in electrochemical bio-
assays have typically involved these nanoparticles as labels, which are prepared by 
conjugating DNA or antibody to the apoferritin protein cage. Such use of apofer-
ritin nano - vehicles offers convenient loading and release of the markers by mild 
pH control instead of harsher conditions (e.g., strong nitric acid for dissolution 
of QDs) and avoids the complicated synthesis of semiconductor nanoparticle. 
For example, Liu  et al.  have reported a sensitive electrochemical DNA detection 
bioassay based on hexacyanoferrate(III) - loaded apoferritin tags  [79] . An amino -
 modifi ed DNA probe was conjugated with the  marker - loaded apoferritin 
nanoparticle  ( MLANP ) surface by using the coupling reagent  1 - ethyl - 3 - 
(dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide  ( EDC ) hydrochloride . The biofunctionalized 
apoferritin NP was thus used as a label for electrochemical DNA detection in 
connection with a  magnetic bead  ( MB ) - based sandwich hybridization assay. The 
detection limit was estimated to be 3   ng   L  − 1  (460   fM, based on S/N = 3) with a 
60   min hybridization time. This limit corresponded to 150   fg (23 amol) of DNA in 
the 50    µ L hybridization solution. 

 Metallic phosphate - loaded apoferritin NPs have also been used as labels for 
electrochemical quantifi cation of SNPs  [80] . A cadmium phosphate - loaded apofer-
ritin NP probe, which was modifi ed with nucleotides complementary to the mutant 
site, formed duplex DNA in the presence of DNA polymerase. Subsequent elec-
trochemical stripping analysis of the cadmium component provided a means to 
quantify the concentration of mutant DNA. The method was sensitive enough to 
detect 21.5   amol of mutant DNA, which would enable the quantitative analysis of 
nucleic acids without polymerase chain reaction preamplifi cation. 

 Applications of these apoferritin nanoparticles have also been demonstrated in 
electrochemical immunoassays. In one example, hexacyanoferrate - loaded apofer-
ritin was modifi ed with biotin and used as a label for a magnetic bead - based 
sandwich immunoassay of IgG  [82] . Square - wave voltammetry was used to 
measure the released hexacyanoferrate tracers from the captured nanoparticle 
labels. A detection limit of 0.08   ng   ml  − 1  (0.52   pM) was obtained with a 60   min 
immunoreaction time. This detection limit corresponded to 26 amol of IgG in the 
50    µ L sample solution. In another case, metal phosphate - loaded apoferritin nano-
particles were used as a label for the electrochemical immunoassay of tumor 
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necrosis factor  α  (TNF -  α ), a protein biomarker, with a detection limit of 2   pg   ml  − 1  
(77   fM) or 2.33    ×    10 6  TNF -  α  biomarker molecules (3.9 amol) in a 50    µ l sample. 
This was a signifi cantly lower detection limit than that obtained with a semicon-
ductor NP tag  [83] . The ability to simultaneously measure multiple proteins in a 
single assay was also demonstrated by detecting TNF -  α  and  macrophage chemo-
tactic protein - 1  ( MCP - 1 ) protein biomarkers with cadmium phosphate and lead 
phosphate nanoparticle tags  [83] . In addition to the preparation of single - metal -
 component metal phosphate nanoparticle tags, multiple metal phosphate loaded 
apoferritin nanoparticle tags were also prepared by the apoferritin template  [80] . 
By incorporating different predetermined levels of multiple metal ions, such com-
positionally encoded nanoparticles can lead to a large number of recognizable 
voltammetric signatures and hence to a reliable, simultaneous detection of a larger 
number of protein biomarkers. The apoferritin template synthesis of the encoded 
nanoparticles provides a simpler, faster approach to prepare electrochemical nano-
particle labels for diverse bio - applications.  

   3.2.5 
Liposomes 

 Liposomes are vesicles composed of lipids, with their hydrophobic chains forming 
a bilayer wall and their polar head - groups oriented towards the extravesicular solu-
tion and the inner cavity  [84] . The size of liposomes varies, ranging from nanom-
eters to several micrometers, depending on the synthesis conditions  [85] . Owing 
to their high surface area, large internal volume, and capability to conjugate with 
various biorecognition elements, liposomes have been widely used as bioassay 
labels. Their role has been to encapsulate enzymes, fl uorescent dyes, electrochemi-
cal and chemiluminescent markers, DNA, RNA, ions, and radioactive isotopes  [85, 
86] . Applications of liposomes in immunoassays have been reviewed by different 
research groups  [84 – 86] . 

 The use of liposomes in electrochemical bioassays has enabled highly sensitive 
detection of DNA  [87, 88] . One study employed biotinylated - HRP - functionalized 
liposomes as probes for the two - step amplifi cation of antigen – antibody inter-
actions and the detection of DNA  [89] . The amplifi ed detection of DNA was 
reported by the application of oligonucleotide - functionalized redox enzymes that 
acted as bioelectrocatalytic probes for the formation of the double - stranded DNA 
complex. Alternatively, the DNA detection was reported by the use of dendritic 
oligonucleotides as a branched sensing interface for the target DNA. Specifi c anti - 
double - stranded DNA antibodies or proteins were used as specifi c biomolecular 
amplifying probes and allowed to bind to oligonucleotide – DNA assemblies 
immobilized on the electronic transducers. The selective association of enzymes 
with the double - stranded oligonucleotide – DNA assembly and subsequent bio-
catalyzed precipitation of an insoluble product on the transducers was used as 
an amplifi cation path for the oligonucleotide – DNA recognition event. Charged 
oligonucleotide - functionalized liposomes or biotin - labeled liposomes were used 
for the den dritic amplifi cation of oligonucleotide – DNA binding events. Control 
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of surface properties of the electronic transducers by the liposome micro-
membranes enabled amplifi cation of the DNA sensing events that yielded a 
detection limit of 6.5    ×    10  − 13    M. 

 Applications of liposomes as labels in electrochemical immunoassay and immu-
nosensors have also been explored. Figure  3.6  displays the typical liposome label -
 based electrochemical immunoassay. Most of the early work in this area was based 
on ion - encapsulated liposome labels and ion - selective electrodes for serum protein 
analysis  [90 – 92] . For example, D ’ Orazio and Rechnitz used  trimethylphenylam-
monium ion  ( TMPA +  ) - loaded sheep red - blood - cell ghosts (which acted in the same 
capacity as liposomes) to quantitate the complement enzymes present in serum 
samples by using a TMPA +  ion selective electrode  [90] . They were later able to 
adapt this technique to indirectly detect antibodies in bovine serum albumin. 
Similarly, Shiba  et al.  have demonstrated the potentiometric determination of 
 tetrapentylammonium ion  ( TPA +  ) with a TPA +  ion - selective electrode upon com-
plement disruption of the TPA +  - loaded liposomes  [92]   ;. Shiba  et al.  fi rst used 
potassium ion - loaded liposomes and a potassium ion - selective electrode for moni-
toring the complement - mediated immune lysis reaction  [92] . Liposomes encapsu-
lating electroactive molecules, such as ferrocyanide and ascorbic acid, have also 
been used as labels for electrochemical immunoassay  [93, 94] . Kannuck has 
reported hexacyanoferrate(II) - encapsulated liposome for selective and sensitive 
(0.1   nM) determination of immuno - agents in serum matrices  [93] . Ferrocyanide 
was encapsulated in the cavity of liposomes at concentrations of approximately 
104 molecules per liposome. The hexacyanoferrate(II) ions were released from 
within the liposome by either addition of surfactant or complement lysis of the 
membrane and were monitored by differential - pulse voltammetry on a polymer 
modifi ed electrode. Liposomes encapsulating ascorbic acid have been used in a 
competitive assay for the pesticide atrazine using both lateral and horizontal fl ow 
formats and amperometric detection following Triton X - 100 - induced lysis  [94] . 
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     Figure 3.6     Schematic of an electrochemical 
immunoassay based on markers loaded with 
liposome labels: (a) immunocapturing 
liposome labels; (b) lysis to release the 

markers; (c) electrochemical detection. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference  [7] . 
Copyright 2007 Elsevier.   
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The signal response was 1 – 3   min, and the detection limit in tap water was below 
1    µ g   l  − 1 . Lee  et al.  have reported a disposable liposome immunosensor for theo-
phylline that combined an immunochromatographic membrane and a thick - fi lm 
electrode  [95] . An anti - theophylline antibody was immobilized in an antibody 
competition zone, and hexacyanoferrate(II) - loaded liposomes were immobilized 
in a signal generation zone. When a theophylline sample solution was applied to 
the immunosensor    –    pre - loaded with theophylline – melittin conjugate in a sample 
loading zone    –    the theophylline and theophylline – melittin conjugate migrated 
through the anti - theophylline antibody zone where competitive binding occurred. 
Unbound theophylline – melittin conjugate migrated further into the signal 
generation zone where it disrupted the liposomes to release the electroactive 
hexacyanoferrate(II). These species were then detected amperometrically. The 
detection limit for this immunosensor was 5    µ g   ml  − 1 , which enabled it to monitor 
theophylline over a clinically relevant range of 10 – 20    µ g   ml  − 1 . Additional benefi ts 
were the one - step assay and analysis time of only 20   min.   

 Liposome - encapsulated enzymes, such as HRP, have also been used as labels 
to develop sensitive electrochemical immunosensors. For example, Haga  et al . 
have reported a liposome immunosensor for the detection of theophylline  [96] . 
The immunosensor was composed of a Clark - type oxygen electrode and HRP 
encapsulated liposomes. Sample theophylline and theophylline - tagged liposomes 
competed for antibody sites. Binding to the antibody caused activation of the 
complement, which lysed the liposomes and resulted in the release of the entrapped 
horseradish peroxidase. The released HRP catalyzed the conversion of NADH into 
NAD + , thereby depleting oxygen which was monitored. The authors reported 
a detection limit for theophylline of 0.72   ng   ml  − 1 .  

   3.2.6 
Silica Nanoparticles 

 Silica nanoparticles have many advantages for use in the development of labels, 
carriers, and vehicles for various applications. Some of these advantages include 
ease of fabrication and functionalization as well as high stability in various envi-
ronments. Silica nanoparticles have been used successfully in bioimaging, optical 
bioassays, drug delivery, diagnosis, and therapeutic applications  [97] . Silica nano-
particles have been employed as labels in electrochemical biosensors and bioassays 
by doping electroactive components into the silica nanoparticles during synthesis. 
For example, Zhu  et al.  have reported a new and sensitive electrochemical DNA 
hybridization detection protocol based on the voltammetric detection of tris(2,2 ′  -
 bipyridine)cobalt(III) ([Co(bpy) 3 ] 3+ ) - doped inside silica nanoparticles that were 
used as the oligonucleotide (ODN) labeling tag  [98] . Although it is not possible to 
directly link electroactive [Co(bpy) 3 ] 3+  with DNA, it can be doped into the silica 
nanoparticles, which can then be linked to probe DNA with trimethoxysilylpro-
pyldiethylenetriamine (DETA) and glutaraldehyde reagents. The silica - NP DNA 
probe was used to hybridize with target DNA immobilized on the surface of a 
glassy carbon electrode. Only the  complementary DNA  sequence ( cDNA ) could 
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form a double - stranded DNA complex (dsDNA) with the probe labeled with 
[Co(bpy) 3 ] 3+  and give an obvious electrochemical response. A three - base mismatch 
sequence and non - complementary sequence had a negligible response. Owing to 
the large number of [Co(bpy) 3 ] 3+  ions doped inside the silica nanoparticles of the 
DNA probe, the assay showed a high sensitivity and allowed the detection of target 
oligonucleotides at levels as low as 2.0    ×    10  − 10    mol   l  − 1 . 

 Wang  et al.  have developed an  “ electroactive ”  silica nanoparticle in which 
poly(guanine) (poly[G]) was used to functionalize silica nanoparticles. These 
workers demonstrated that the poly[G] - functionalized silica NPs could serve as 
a biological label for a sensitive electrochemical immunoassay  [99, 100] . The 
 “ electroactive ”  silica nanoparticle labels were prepared by covalently binding 
poly[G] and avidin to the silica NP surface using the conventional peptide coupling 
reagents EDC and NHS. It was found that there were approximately 60 strands of 
poly[G] 20  per silica nanoparticle. Accordingly, the average surface coverage of 
poly[G] 20  on a silica surface was determined to be 8.5    ×    10 12  molecules cm  − 2 . With 
such a high concentration of guanine sites, the functionalized silica NPs could 
be used as a label for an amplifi ed electrochemical immunoassay. Figure  3.7  shows 
the principles of this electrochemical immunoassay  [99] . After a complete 
sandwich immunoassay, a solution of [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+  was added and the catalytic 
current resulting from guanine oxidation was measured. This current is propor-
tional to the amount of guanine near the electrode, which in turn depended on 
the con centration of target analyte in the original sample. The application was 
fi rst demonstrated by using IgG as a model protein  [99] . It was found that 
the current was proportional to the logarithm of IgG concentration. The limit of 
detection for this immunosensor [based on a signal - to - noise ratio (S/N) of 3] was 
estimated to be about 0.2   ng   ml  − 1  (about 1.3   pM), which corresponded to about 
39 amol of mouse IgG in a 30    µ l sample solution. The same electroactive silica 
nanoparticle label was also used to detect a protein biomarker, TNF -  α   [100] . 
After optimizing the experimental parameters (e.g., concentration of [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ , 
incubation time of TNF -  α , etc.), the detection limit for TNF -  α  was found to be 
5.0    ×    10  − 11    g   ml  − 1  (2.0   pM), which corresponded to 60 amol of TNF -  α  in a 30    µ l of 
sample.   

 Another strategy for electrochemical bioassay based on silica nanoparticle labels 
is to use horseradish peroxidase (HRP) - functionalized silica nanoparticles as a 
label  [101] . The enzyme - functionalized silica nanoparticles were fabricated by 
co - immobilization of HRP and   α  - fetoprotein antibody  ( anti - AFP , the  secondary 
antibody ,  Ab2 ), a model protein, onto the surface of SiO 2  nanoparticles using   γ  - glyc
idoxypropyltrimethoxysilane  ( GPMS ) as the linkage. Through sandwich - type 
immunoreactions with AFP, the enzyme - functionalized silica nanoparticle labels 
were brought close to the surface of gold substrates, as confi rmed by  scanning 
electron microscopy  ( SEM ) images. Enhanced detection sensitivity was achieved 
where the large surface area of SiO 2  nanoparticle carriers increased the amount 
of HRP bound per sandwich immunoreaction. Electrochemical and chemilumi-
nescence measurements showed 29.5 -  and 61 - fold increases in detection 
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signals for AFP, respectively, in comparison with a traditional sandwich immu-
noassay. An improved particle synthesis using a  “ seed - particle growth ”  route 
yielded particles of narrow size distribution. This characteristic allowed consistent 
loading of HRP and anti - AFP on each microsphere and ensured subsequent 
immunosensing possessed of high sensitivity and reproducibility.  

   3.2.7 
Nanowires and Nanorods 

 One - dimensional nanostructures, such as nanorods and nanowires, have recently 
attracted attention due to their potential applications in various novel nano-
devices  [102 – 104] . Considerable effort has been spent on the synthesis of these 
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     Figure 3.7     (a) Schematic of the procedure 
for preparation of poly[G] -  and avidin - 
functionalized silica NP conjugate and 
(b) schematic of the procedure and principle 

for electrochemical immunoassay based on 
poly[G] - functionalized silica NPs.  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [100] . 
Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.   
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nano structures. The applications of nanowires and nanorods for the bioassay of 
DNA and proteins have been explored  [105 – 107] . In one example, Wang  et al.  have 
reported solid state electrochemical detection of DNA hybridization based on 
indium nanorods modifi ed with probe DNA  [108] . The cylindrical indium nano-
rods were prepared by a template - directed electrochemical synthesis that involved 
the plating of indium into the pores of a host membrane. The linear relationship 
between the charge passed during the preparation and the resulting particle size 
allowed tailoring of the electrical DNA assay towards higher sensitivity. The result-
ing micrometer - long rods thus offered a much lower detection limit (250   zmol) 
than common bioassays that used spherical nanoparticle tags. 

 In another example, multi - segment CdTe - Au - CdTe nanowires were synthesized 
using electrochemical deposition into porous alumina templates  [109] . After func-
tionalization with thiol - ended ssDNA receptors, the nanowires were immobilized 
on a  fi eld - effect transistor  ( FET ) platform to perform ultrasensitive detection of 
biomolecules based on modulation of nanowire conductance. Adding ssDNA 
molecules, which hybridized with complementary receptors at the nanowire 
surface, signifi cantly changed the nanowire conductance and enabled quantitative 
detection of target DNA molecules. 

 Rather than sensing the simultaneous conductance changes of many nanowires, 
recent efforts have been directed toward building sensors around single nanowires. 
An example is the single nanowire biosensors developed by Mulchandani  et al.  
 [110] .  Polypyrrole  ( Ppy ) nanowires were fi rst synthesized by electrochemical 
polymerization using an alumina template. The single nanowire chemoresistive 
sensor device was then assembled using AC dielectrophoretic alignment followed 
by maskless anchoring to a pair of gold electrodes separated by 3    µ m. To establish 
an effi cient, covalent method for bio - functionalization of the polymer nanowire, 
glutaraldehyde and EDC chemistries were compared. EDC was found to be the 
most effective chemistry and was used to surface - functionalize a single Ppy 
nanowire with cancer antigen (CA 125) antibody. The resulting nano - immunosen-
sor for CA125 biomarker had excellent sensitivity with a low detection limit of 
1   U   ml  − 1  and a dynamic range up to 1000   U   ml  − 1  in 10   mM phosphate buffer.   

   3.3 
Nanomaterial - Based Electrochemical Devices for Point - of - Care Diagnosis 

 The studies described above demonstrate the benefi ts of using bioconjugated 
nanomaterials for the amplifi ed electrochemical transduction of DNA hybridiza-
tion events and immunoreactions. They also indicate the broad potential that these 
technologies may have for the detection of pathogens, genetic mutations, and 
targets of pharmacogenomic and industrial interest (e.g., transgenic crops) in the 
near future. Meanwhile, electrochemical methods based on nanomaterials provide 
a wide variety of relatively simple, accurate and inexpensive senor designs for 
diagnostic applications. Such methodologies have demonstrated very low detection 
limits when the electroactive components or analytes are delivered effi ciently to 
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the electrode surface and the heterogeneous hybridization reactions proceed with 
reasonable yields. 

 However, in the case of DNA detection, most of these established methods 
cannot function well without prior PCR amplifi cation of the sample or they suffer 
from matrix affects when clinical samples such as blood, plasma, and urea are 
employed. The ultimate challenge is to apply these technologies in point - of - care 
and clinical diagnosis. This prospect was fi rst demonstrated using semiconductor 
nanoparticle labels for electrochemical protein assays  [111, 112] . In the fi rst report, 
a disposable diagnosis device was developed that integrated the immunochroma-
tographic strip technique with an electrochemical immunoassay using quantum 
dots (CdS@ZnS) as labels  [111] . The device coupled the speed and low cost of the 
conventional immunochromatographic strip test and the high sensitivity of the 
nanoparticle - based electrochemical immunoassay. A sandwich immunoreaction 
was performed on the immunochromatographic strip and captured QD labels on 
the test zone were determined by highly sensitive stripping voltammetry with a 
disposable screen - printed electrode (Figure  3.8 ). The new device, coupled with a 
portable electrochemical analyzer, shows great promise for in - fi eld and point - of -
 care quantitative testing of disease - related protein biomarkers. For instance, the 
response of the optimized device was highly linear over the range 0.1 – 10   ng   ml  − 1  
IgG and the detection limit was 30   pg   ml  − 1  with a 7 - min immunoreaction time or 
10   pg   ml  − 1  with a 20 - min immunoreaction time.   

 Recently, our group have developed a multiplex electrochemical immunoassay 
based on the use of gold nanoparticle (Au - NP) probes and  immunochromato-
graphic strip s ( IS s)  [113] . The approach takes advantage of the speed and low 
cost of the conventional IS tests and the high sensitivities of nanoparticle - based 
electrochemical immunoassays.  Rabbit IgG  ( R - IgG ) and  human IgM  ( H - IgM ) 

     Figure 3.8     Schematic of the immunochromatographic electrochemical biosensor: (A) a test 
strip, (B) a cover, (C) a bottom, and (D) a screen - printed electrode.  Reprinted with permission 
from Reference  [112] . Copyright 2008 Elsevier.   
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were used as model targets for demonstration. The Au - NP based sandwich immu-
noreactions were performed on the IS, and the captured gold nanoparticle labels 
in the test zones were determined by highly sensitive stripping voltammetric 
measurement of the dissolved gold(III) ions with a carbon paste electrode. The 
detection limits were 1.0 and 1.5   ng   ml  − 1  for R - IgG and H - IgM, respectively, with 
a linear range of 2.5 – 250   ng   ml  − 1 . The total assay time was around 25   min. Such a 
multiplex electrochemical immunoassay could allow simultaneous, parallel detec-
tion of numerous proteins and it is expected to open up new opportunities for 
protein diagnostics and biosecurity. 

 For point - of - care examination, nanowire - based conductometric detection has 
also been employed in immunochromatographic testing  [114] . While gold NPs are 
widely used labels for antibodies to produce colorimetric signals, this tracer does 
not produce suitable inter - particle electric conduction due to the presence of 
protein barriers against electron transfer (e.g., immunoglobulins and blocking 
agents). To overcome this problem, the authors introduced a conducting polymer, 
polyaniline. The polymer acted as a conductivity - modulating agent on the gold 
surface once an antibody specifi c to human albumin, used as model analyte, was 
immobilized. This novel modifi cation amplifi ed the conductance signal 4.7 times 
compared with the plain gold and the signal was also 2.3 - fold higher than a pho-
tometric system under the same analytical conditions.  

   3.4 
Conclusions 

 Electrochemical methods based on nanomaterials provide a wide variety of simple, 
accurate, and inexpensive senor designs for bioassay applications. The enormous 
signal enhancement associated with the use of nanomaterial labels and with the 
formation of nanomaterial – biomolecule complexes provides the basis for ultrasen-
sitive electrochemical detection of disease - related gene or protein markers, 
biothreat agents, or infectious agents. The sensitivities and detection limits of 
these nanomaterial - based electrochemical biosensors and bioassay are comparable 
(or better than) with that of traditional bioassays, such as ELISA and PCR. 
The remarkable sensitivity of the new nanomaterial - label - based sensing protocols 
opens up the possibility for detecting disease markers, biothreat agents, or 
infectious agents that cannot be measured by conventional methods. However, 
the challenges for current research are to determine (i) how well nanomaterial -
 based electrochemical biosensors and bioassays will work with clinical samples, 
such as blood and plasma, (ii) whether large - scale multiplex detection is feasible, 
and (iii) whether this technology can be applied to point - of - care and clinical 
diagnosis. It is expected that coupling advanced nanomaterial - based electro-
chemical biosensors and bioassays with other major technological advances, 
such as lateral - fl ow, test - strip technology and electronics technology, will result 
in powerful, easy - to - use, hand - held devices for fast, sensitive, and low - cost 
biodetection.  
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  4 
Chemical and Biological Sensing by Electron Transport 
in Nanomaterials  
  Jai - Pil     Choi   

        4.1 
Introduction 

 Nanotechnology is an emerging, interdisciplinary fi eld of both science and engi-
neering that combines areas of physics, chemistry, biology, and material science. 
This technology allows scientists and engineers to design, fabricate, characterize, 
manipulate, and utilize materials that have well - defi ned structural features on the 
nanometer scale (1 – 100   nm). At this scale, the physical and chemical properties 
of materials, so - called nanomaterials, can be different from those of bulk or of 
atoms/molecules having the same chemical composition. For example, when gold 
(Au) forms clusters consisting of 25 atoms (ca. 1.1   nm diameter), discrete molecu-
lar electronic states are developed, producing a  HOMO – LUMO  ( highest occupied 
molecular orbital – lowest unoccupied molecular orbital ) energy gap of 1.3   eV. In 
bulk Au, however, discrete electronic states merge into continuous bands, and no 
energy gap exists between an occupied conduction band and unoccupied valence 
band. This is a well - known example of the quantum - size effect and its physical or 
chemical effects are profound  [1, 2] . 

 Recently a wide variety of nanomaterials have been developed by synthetic 
methods that can reliably control both size and structure. The range of structure 
includes nanorods, nanowires, nanotubes, and nanoclusters, which encompasses 
nanoparticles, nanocrystals, and quantum dots. These nanomaterials are useful 
for developing chemical and/or biological sensors because of their high surface -
 to - volume ratio and varied surface - dependent properties. Their large surface 
area per unit volume is an important factor in miniaturizing devices as well as 
increasing the performance and throughput of sensors. Their surface - dependent 
properties can be utilized to develop indirect sensing methods, whereby a 
change in a surface property induced by an analyte can be converted into a 
suitable response signal. In contrast, direct sensing methods are based on 
the intrinsic properties (e.g., spectroscopic, thermal, electrochemical) of the 
analyte. It is well known that the indirect approach dramatically expands the 
range of potential analytes and usually improves analytical performance, such as 
detection limit. 
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 Trace analysis typically means a process that can ultimately quantity or detect a 
few  parts per million  ( ppm ) of analyte in a sample  [3, 4] . Chemical or biological 
sensors designed for trace analysis should ideally have high sensitivity, low detec-
tion limit, a wide dynamic range, high selectivity, short response time, good 
reversibility, and long - term stability. In practice, however, it is diffi cult to develop 
a sensor to satisfy all of these features, with selectivity and reversibility being the 
most diffi cult features to balance. A compromise usually results because high 
selectivity requires strong interactions between the sensing material and the 
analyte, while high reversibility requires the opposite  [5] . 

 Like many other fi elds of scientifi c research, many developments in chemical 
and biological sensors based on electron transport are to be found at the micro -  
and nano - interface. In these sensors, nanomaterials should be supported on a 
suitable platform, which often provides additional functionalities, such as sample 
delivery and signal collection. Such platforms are typically designed in micrometer 
dimensions, and this is another important reason for miniaturization besides 
portability. Therefore, the capability of assembling nanomaterials is even more 
important to precisely control nanomaterial architecture and component mini-
aturization. Unlike optical spectroscopic sensors, sensors based on electron trans-
port have great advantages in miniaturization and cost. These sensors do not 
require bulky optical components, light sources, or detectors to capture a response. 
Nowadays, a wide variety of micro -  and microarray electrodes and battery - powered 
minipotentiostats are commercially available at relatively low costs. Recent 
developments in integrated circuit and lithographic techniques allow further mini-
aturization of electron transport - based sensors. Another advantage is that these 
sensors rarely suffer from the high background signals frequently observed in 
fl uorescence - based optical spectroscopic sensors. 

 In this chapter we fi rst discuss fundamental electron transport mechanisms for 
solid - state and solution - borne nanomaterials to understand the conceptual working 
principles of chemical and biological sensors based on electron transport. Then 
we review the current trends of electron - transport - based sensors for trace analysis, 
and draw out the motivation for future development and improvement of electron -
 transport - based sensing with nanomaterials.  

   4.2 
Electron Transport through Metal Nanoparticles 

 In general, metal nanoparticles consist of a nanometer - sized core of metal atoms 
and surface - protecting ligands (in most cases as a monolayer), which protect the 
metal cores against aggregation and decomposition. The ligands are mostly 
organic molecules such as  n  - alkane -  or aryl thiols, disulfi des, amines, phosphines, 
phosphine oxides, etc. Because the metal cores are surrounded by this organic 
dielectric medium they can accumulate electrons and holes and thereby behave 
like capacitors with an extremely small capacitance ( ∼ 10  − 18    F). In the next 
three subsections, we discuss the coulomb blockade effect, voltammetry of metal 
nanoparticles, and electron transport through nanoparticle assemblies to provide 
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some basics and a better understanding of electron transport properties of metal 
nanoparticles. 

   4.2.1 
Coulomb Blockade Effect and Single Electron Transfer 

 The coulomb blockade effect  [6 – 11]  occurs when the capacitance of a mesoscopic 
system (e.g., a nanoparticle) is so small that the energy needed to add charge 
(either an electron or hole) exceeds the available thermal energy. Under this con-
dition, charge cannot be transported through the system at zero bias due to abnor-
mal resistance of the tunnel junctions. For a small spherical particle of capacitance 
( C ), the charging energy ( E  c ) at low temperature can be expressed as follows  [12] :

   C d= 2 0πεε     (4.1)  

   E
e

C

e

d
c = =

2 2

02 4πεε
    (4.2)  

where 

   e  is the elementary charge,  
   ε  is the dielectric permittivity,  
   ε  0  is the dielectric permittivity of free space,  
   d  is the diameter of a spherical particle.    

 To inject or remove a single charge, the thermal energy  k  B  T  (where  k  B    =   the 
Boltzmann constant and  T    =   absolute temperature) should be larger than  E  c . For 
example, if a metal nanoparticle has a diameter of 10   nm and is protected by an 
organic monolayer of  ε    =   3, the  E  c  of this nanoparticle is anticipated to be 
7.69    ×    10  − 21    J (48   meV). By this model, a temperature of ca. 285    ° C would be needed 
to transport charge through the monolayer junction of this nanoparticle at 
zero bias. 

 When an external voltage (bias) is applied across the mesoscopic system, the 
charging energy can be lowered by the amount  |  V  bias  |     >     e /2 C . The process can be 
observed from  scanning tunneling microscopy  ( STM ) experiments (Figure  4.1 a). 
A plot of applied voltage versus measured current shows discrete steps, called a 
coulomb staircase  [13 – 19] , arising from the incremental increase in tunneling 
current with greater applied voltage. Here the nanoparticle core has double tun-
neling junctions, and it is expected that the tunneling current fl ows at critical 
voltage bias ( V  c )  [13] :

   V
Ze

C C
Q

e
c O= + ( ) +( )1

2
    (4.3)  

where 

   Z  is the integral nanoparticle charge,  
   e  is the elementary charge,  
   C  is the capacitance,  
   Q  O  is a fraction associated with STM tip – substrate work function differences.      
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 Each increment in current represents a single electron - transfer event. If  C  is 
independent of the bias voltage, therefore, coulomb blockades should occur con-
secutively at a regular voltage - bias spacing ( ∆  V  c ):

   ∆V
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e Z e
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e e
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2
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   4.2.2 
Voltammetry of Metal Nanoparticles in Solutions 

 The advent of new techniques to stabilize and purify nanoparticles allows voltam-
metric measurements of nanoparticles directly from the solution. Murray  [19]  
has defi ned three voltammetric regimes of nanoparticles, based on the ranges of 
core size: bulk - continuum, quantized double layer charging, and molecules - like 
voltammetry. 
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     Figure 4.1     (a) Au STM tip addressing a 
single cluster adsorbed on an Au - on - mica 
substrate (inset) and Coulomb staircase 
 I  –  V  curve at 83   K; potential is tip – substrate 
bias; equivalent circuit of the double tunnel 
junction gives capacitances  C  upper    =   0.59   aF 
and  C  lower    =   0.48   aF; (b) voltammetry (CV   — , 
100   mV   s  − 1 ; DPV — ,  * s are current peaks, 

20   mV   s  − 1 , 25   mV pulse, top and bottom are 
negative and positive scans, respectively) 
of a 0.1   mM 28   kDa cluster solution in 2   :   1 
toluene – acetonitrile/0.05   M H 4 NClO 4  at 
a 7.9    ×    10  − 3    cm 2  Pt electrode, 298   K, with an 
Ag wire pseudo - reference electrode.  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [13] . 
Copyright 1997 American Chemical Society.   
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 The bulk continuum voltammetric behavior can be observed on large nano-
particles, whose diameters are larger than 3 – 4   nm. If the double - layer capacitance 
of an individual nanoparticle ( C  CLU ) is larger than 6.2 aF (aF   =   10  − 18    F) at 25    °  
( k  B  T    =   25.7   meV), successive one - electron charging processes occur continuously 
in voltammetry. Therefore, no voltammetric peaks (or steps) of current are shown 
in the voltammogram. Instead the smooth, gradual changes in current (double 
layer capacitive charging current of nanoparticles) are a function of the electrode 
potential. This capacitive charging current is controlled by mass transport of 
nanoparticles, and differs from the double - layer charging current of the working 
electrode. 

  Quantized double - layer  ( QDL ) charging behaviors are observed in small nano-
particles of less than  ∼ 2   nm diameter. In addition, the double - layer capacitance of 
a nanoparticle should be less than 6 aF in order to observe QDL charging at room 
temperature. Successive single - electron charging processes occur stepwise, and 
the constant potential spacing ( ∆  V    =    e / C  CLU ) between successive charging events 
is developed. The earliest example of QDL charging voltammetry of nanoparticles 
was reported by Murray  et al.   [13] . In their  differential pulse voltammetry  ( DPV ) 
experiments, QDL charging of 28   kDa alkane - thiolate - protected Au nanoparticles 
(1.64   nm diameter) was observed with a nearly constant potential spacing between 
the current peaks (Figure  4.1 b). This potential spacing was very similar to that 
observed in the STM  i  –  V  curve, indicating that the nanoparticle core is charging 
at the electrolyte solution/nanoparticle/working electrode junctions. 

 Molecule - like properties of metal nanoparticles appear when the core consists 
of a few tens of metal atoms. The nanoparticle core size is typically smaller than 
those showing QDL double layer charging behavior. In this size regime, nano-
particles exhibit discrete electronic states owing to less dense electronic coupling 
than in their bulk counterparts. H ä kkinen  et al.  have investigated the electronic 
structure of Au 38 (SCH 3 ) 24  nanoparticles via density - functional calculations  [20] . 
They reported that the densities of states of Au 38 (SCH 3 ) 24  present a threefold 
degenerate  highest occupied molecular orbital  ( HOMO ) state and a set of 18 empty 
states, leaving the HOMO – LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) gap 
as 0.9   eV, which agrees with the experimentally measured value of 5 - kD Au nano-
particles  [18] . 

 The voltammetric wave shapes of molecule - like nanoparticles differ from those 
of QDL charging, in that the formal potentials of molecule - like nanoparticles are 
not evenly spaced. Emergence of a HOMO – LUMO energy gap is attributed to 
a widened formal potential spacing ( ∆  E  +/ −  ) between the fi rst one - electron loss 
and the fi rst one - electron gain of nanoparticle. Au 25 (SC2Ph) 18  (where SC2Ph   =   
phenylethanethiolate) is a well - known example of molecule - like nanoparticles  [21] . 
As shown in Figure  4.2 ,  ∆  E  +/ −   is 1.62   V as the electrochemical energy gap. By 
considering the potential spacing of the doublet peaks as charging energy ( w ), 
 ∆  E  HOMO – LUMO  (=    ∆  E  +/ −      −     w ) is estimated as 1.33   eV. The optical HOMO – LUMO gap 
energy is estimated from the electronic absorption band edge, giving 1.33   eV, in 
good agreement with  ∆  E  HOMO – LUMO . Because of variations in charging energy, 
however, such good agreement is not always seen.   
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  ∆  E  +/ −   and the HOMO – LUMO gap energy (both electrochemical and optical) 
depend on the size of a nanoparticle as a consequence of quantum confi nement 
effect  [23, 24] . 

 This effect could be observed within the group of molecule - like Au nanoparti-
cles: Au 13   [22] , Au 25   [21, 25, 26] , Au 38   [27] , Au 55   [28] , and Au 75   [29] . As shown in 
Figure  4.3   [19] , both electrochemical gap and HOMO – LUMO gap energies increase 
with decreasing the core size. The emergence of discrete electronic states (mole-
cule - like properties) is anticipated to be found between Au 75  and Au 140 , and has 
been detected experimentally at Au 75   [29] . Further increase in the core size 
than Au 75  induces a decrease in electrochemical energy gaps (mainly caused by 
QDL charging) and disappearance of HOMO – LUMO gaps. This category includes 
Au 140   [27, 31]  and Au 225   [30] . Nanoparticles larger than Au 225  show bulk - continuum 
voltammetry. Based on these results, the transition between metal - like and 
molecule - like properties in Au nanoparticles would be found in the size regime 
of Au 75  to Au 225 .    

(a)

(b)

(c)

1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 –0.5 –1.0 –1.5 –2.0 –2.5

Potential (V vs. AgQRE)

     Figure 4.2     (a) 25    ° C and (b)  − 70    ° C 
differential pulse voltammograms at 
0.02   V   s  − 1 , and (c)  − 70    ° C cyclic voltammogram 
(0.1   V   s  − 1 ) of Au 25 (PhC2S) 18  (corrected from 
Au 38 (PhC2S) 24  in Reference  [22] ) in 0.1   M 
Bu 4 NPF 6  in degassed CH 2 Cl 2  at a 0.4   mm 
diameter Pt working,  Ag wire quasi - reference  

( AgQRE ), and Pt wire counter electrode. 
Arrows indicate solution rest potentials, 
and  *  indicates wave for incompletely 
removed O 2 , which varied from experiment to 
experiment.  Reprinted with permission from 
Reference  [21] . Copyright 2004 American 
Chemical Society.   
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   4.2.3 
Electron Transport through Metal Nanoparticle Assemblies 

 Electron transport through assemblies of metal nanoparticles can be used to 
develop sensors  [32]  and electronic devices with nanoscale features  [33] . Nanopar-
ticle assemblies are generally prepared as solid - state fi lms having one - , two - , or 
three - dimensional structures. These fi lms are usually prepared by drop - casting, 
spin - coating, Langmuir methods, crosslinking precipitation, or stepwise self -
 assembly. These preparative methods have been well reviewed  [34 – 44] . In general, 
crosslinking precipitation and stepwise self - assembly methods produce more 
stable assemblies because the nanoparticles are held together by strong covalent, 
coordinative, or ionic bonds  [44, 45] . With drop - casting, spin - coating, and Lang-
muir methods, the nanoparticles are only help together by relatively weak van der 
Waals and dispersion forces. 

 Electron hopping between nanoparticles is likely to be the main form of electron 
transport through a nanoparticle fi lm. For suffi ciently small nanoparticles, elec-
tron hopping in a solid - state fi lm is considered as single - electron exchanges 
between neighboring donor and acceptor nanoparticles. The hopping transport 
reaction can be written as in Equation  (4.5) :

METALLIC,
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     Figure 4.3     Summary of electrochemical 
behavior by nanoparticle core size, showing 
estimated energy gaps (HOMO – LUMO gaps) 
and electrochemical energy gaps (i.e., the 
spacing between the fi rst oxidation peak and 
the fi rst reduction current peak for the native 
nanoparticle).  Data for electrochemical energy 
gaps are as follows: for Au  x  ,  x    =   225 from 

Reference  [30] ;  x    =   140 from References 
 [27, 31] ;  x    =   75 from Reference  [29] ;  x    =   55 
from Reference  [28]  and estimate from 
HOMO – LUMO datum;  x    =   38 from 
Reference  [27] ;  x    =   25 from Reference  [21] ; 
 x    =   13 from Reference  [22] . Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [19] . 
Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.   
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   NP NP  NP NPEX
x
Z

y
Z k

x
Z

y
Z+  → ++ +1 1     (4.5)   

 Here,  k  EX  is the bimolecular self - exchange rate constant (M  − 1 s  − 1 ), NP denotes an 
individual nanoparticle,  x  and  y  represent neighbor lattice sites, and  Z  is the charge 
number. The electron hopping reaction in Equation  (4.5)  is expected to occur by 
electron tunneling  [46 – 55]  between neighboring nanoparticle cores with surface -
 protecting ligands serving as an electron tunneling medium and a kind of solvent 
shell. To better understand this reaction, the role of charge carrier populations 
(i.e., NP 0  and NP 1+ ) and  k  EX  must be considered. It should be expected that the rate 
of electron hopping ( k  EX ) is related to the measured electronic conductivity (  σ   EL ) 
of the nanoparticle fi lm; a faster rate resulting in higher conductivity. Therefore, 
  σ   EL  becomes highest when equal amounts of NP  Z   and NP  Z   +1  are contained in the 
nanoparticle assembly (second - order reaction)  [56, 57] . If metal nanoparticles show 
QDL or molecule - like charging behavior, it is possible to quantify the populations 
of charge carriers in the solid state nanoparticle assembly. By comparing the rest 
potential ( E  R ) of a nanoparticle solution with the formal potential ( E  °  ′ ) of each 
charging event, the relative amount ratio of mixed - valent charge carriers can be 
estimated from:

   E E
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 The ratio [NP  Z+   1 ]/[NP  Z  ] can be controlled by bulk electrolysis or reducing (or oxidiz-
ing) agents. This ratio should be retained in the nanoparticle assembly as long as 
the charged nanoparticles are stable in the solid state. Controlling [NP  Z+   1 ]/[NP  Z  ] 
may be one way to control the performance factors of electron transport - based 
sensors (e.g., detection limit, dynamic range, selectivity, and sensitivity), because 
they are strongly dependent on conductivity. 

 Conductivity also has an exponential relation with tunneling distance and 
temperature as shown in Equation  (4.7)   [56, 58] :

   σ σ βEL Al T l E RT, exp exp( ) = −[ ] −[ ]0     (4.7)  

where 

   l  is the tunneling distance,  
    β   is the corresponding electronic coupling term,  
   E  A  is the activation energy of conductivity.    

 The pre - exponential term,   σ   0 e  −    l β   , is the equivalent of an infi nite - temperature elec-
tronic conductivity. Murray  et al.   [56]  have measured the electronic conductivities 
of the fi lms of Au nanoparticles stabilized by different thiolate ligands,  − S(CH 2 )  n  CH 3  
( n    =   4 – 16). An exponential relation between   σ   EL  and  l  was observed, and ca 0.8    Å   − 1  
for   β   was obtained at 30    ° C. A defi nitive relationship between  k  EX  and   σ   EL  can be 
estimated on the basis of the usual (although approximate) cubic lattice model of 
fi lm structure  [56, 57, 59] :

   k
RT

F Z ZEX
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NP NP
=

[ ][ ]− +
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10 3 2 2 1

σ
δ

    (4.8)  
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where  R  is the gas constant and  F  is the Faraday constant. The nanoparticle center -
 to - center distance (  δ  ) can be estimated by:

   δ π= +( ) = ⋅ ( )−
2 2

0 7

10
4
3

33
r l C Ncore app FILM A

.
    (4.9)  

where 

   r  core  is the nanoparticle core radius,  
   l  app  is the apparent surface - protecting ligand length,  
   C  FILM  is the fi lm concentration,  
   N  A  is Avogadro ’ s number,    

 and the hexagonal packing fi ll factor is assumed to be 0.7. 
 Especially in 3D fi lms, any hypothetical lattice model (i.e., face - centered cubic 

or hexagonal close packed model) is inadequate to account for a fi lm structure 
exactly. Therefore, some uncertainties are expected from the use of Equations  (4.8)  
and  (4.9) .   

   4.3 
Sensing Applications Based on Electron Transport in Nanoparticle Assemblies 

 Measurements of the electronic conductivities of nanoparticle assemblies not 
contacted by electrolyte solutions can be utilized for applications in chemical and 
biological sensors. The electron transport properties of nanoparticle assemblies, 
reviewed in Section  4.2.3 , are affected by nanoparticle size, electron hopping dis-
tance, dielectric properties of surface - protecting ligands, the local thermal mobility 
of a nanoparticle, etc.  [56, 57, 59, 60] . Moreover, nanoparticles have a higher 
surface area - to - volume ratio than the corresponding bulk materials. A large surface 
area within a small volume may provide advantages in miniaturization of sensor 
device and increasing sensitivity, because most sensing reactions occur on the 
surface of sensing materials. These make nanoparticles potentially useful sensing 
materials. In this section we discuss the usage of nanoparticles for sensors and 
their working principles. 

   4.3.1 
Chemical Sensors 

 Charge transport in nanoparticle assemblies can be utilized for chemical analysis 
in the form of a chemiresistor. These devices use electron or hole transport as a 
transduction principle, whereby electrical conductivity is changed by the presence 
of an analyte species and these changes can be correlated to the amount of analyte. 
Generally, chemiresistors consist of a thin fi lm of sensing material, such as inor-
ganic  [61, 62] , organic  [63] , and polymeric compounds  [64 – 67] , deposited on a pair 
of electrodes. Chemiresistors are typically used to detect vapors or gases but are 
not limited to these types of analytes. 
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   4.3.1.1    Sensors Based on Metal Nanoparticle Films 
 The fi rst example of a nanoparticle - based chemiresistor was reported by Wohltjen 
 et al.   [68] . Their chemiresistor was fabricated with a thin fi lm of Au nanoparticles 
(2   nm diameter) protected by a monolayer of octanethiols. The sensor allowed fast, 
reversible detection of organic (toluene, tetrachloroethylene, and 1 - propanol) and 
water vapors (Figure  4.4 ).   

 Vapor sorption by the nanoparticle fi lm affected electron tunneling between 
nanoparticle cores and electron hopping along the atoms of the octanethiol ligand, 
so that a large effect on the measured current appeared. With toluene vapor, a fast 
and large response was observed, compared with other vapors, and detection was 
possible within the range 2.7 – 11   000   ppmv. 
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     Figure 4.4     Vapor response isotherms of 
the Au   :   C8(1   :   1) MIME sensor to toluene, 
 tetrachloroethylene  ( TCE ), 1 - propanol, and 
water based on 15    ° C vapor pressures. Inset: 

toluene response down to a 2.7   ppmv vapor 
concentration.  Reprinted with permission 
from Reference  [68] . Copyright 1998 American 
Chemical Society.   
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 Further development of this sensor used chemical functionality on the surface 
protecting ligands to increase the selectivity of vapor - sorption. Evans  et al.   [69]  have 
examined the vapor - sensing capabilities of fi lms prepared with Au nanoparticles 
whose surfaces were protected by  p  - substituted phenylthiols (HS – C 6 H 4  – X, 
X   =    - OH,  - COOH,  - NH 2 , and  - CH 3 ). Characteristics of the functional group, X, 
were important for controlling the relative strength of inter - particle interactions 
and vapor sorption at the fi lm interface. Zhong  et al.   [70]  have investigated vapor 
sorption with different types of nanoparticle fi lms in which nanoparticle cores 
were linked together by covalent or hydrogen bonding. They observed similar 
effects of the surface - protecting ligands and also determined that vapor sorption 
at the fi lm depends on the nanoparticle core size. 

 Although many groups have observed changes in the conductivity of chemiresis-
tors due to vapor sorption, this effect was not clearly understood. Some studies of 
unlinked fi lms indicate a decrease in electron - hopping conductivity upon vapor 
sorption  [71 – 73] , while others demonstrate either an increase or a decrease depend-
ing on the particular analyte  [68, 69, 74] . Generally, unlinked fi lms of large nano-
particles (3 – 8   nm diameter) do not show an increase in conductivity as analyte 
vapors are sorbed. Films made from linked nanoparticles rather uniformly display 
a decrease in conductivity upon vapor sorption  [70, 75 – 78]  that does not depend 
on nanoparticle size. It was commonly accepted in these studies that decreasing 
conductivity was most likely caused by increased tunneling distance between 
nanoparticles brought on by fi lm swelling. However, there was no generally 
accepted explanation for increases in conductivity. One possibility put forward was 
that the dielectric permittivity of the surface protecting ligands may be affected by 
vapor sorption and thereby the increase conductivity  [69, 74] . However, no experi-
mental evidence was provided. 

 Recently Murray and coworkers have reported the effect of CO 2  and organic 
vapor sorption on the electron - hopping conductivity of fi lms of linked and unlinked 
small nanoparticles ( ∼ 1.1   nm diameter)  [60] . This report provided a better under-
standing of how conductivity in small nanoparticle fi lms may increase with vapor 
sorption. When vapor or gas is sorbed, swelling of the fi lm increases the electron 
tunneling distance (core edge - to - edge distance) and decreases the fi lm conductiv-
ity. At the same time, however, local short - range thermal motions of the unlinked 
nanoparticle cores are enhanced. If these oscillating motions have a suffi cient 
amplitude and frequency to shorten the separation between neighboring nanopar-
ticle cores, electron transport can become accelerated even though the average 
electron tunneling distance has increased. Note that local thermal mobility implies 
both physical displacement of the nanoparticle core, altering the instantaneous 
electron tunneling distance, and associated thermal fl uctuation of the intervening 
surface - protecting ligand shell. In contrast, local thermal motions are suppressed 
in linked fi lms, leaving only the effect of increased electron tunneling distance to 
decrease conductivity. 

 While ligand functional groups can help increase the selectivity of nanoparticle 
chemiresistor fi lms, the effect is somewhat limited. Another approach is to 
combine nanoparticle chemiresistor fi lms with a separation method such as  gas 
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chromatography  ( GC ). Zellers and coworkers  [71, 79 – 81]  have demonstrated that 
chemiresistors can be employed as a detection method for gas chromatography 
(GC). A dual - chemiresistor array with two different Au nanoparticle fi lms ( n -  
octanethiolated and benzeneethanethiolated Au nanoparticles) was housed in a 
60 -  µ L detector cell  [71] . As shown in Figure  4.5 , this GC detector exhibited good 
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     Figure 4.5     (a) Butyl acetate response profi les 
and (b) calibration curves for chemiresistors 
coated with C8Au (top) and BC2Au (bottom), 
where C8   =   octanethiolate and BC2   =   benz-
eneethanethiolate; (c) GC detector traces 
from (i) FID, (ii) BC2Au CR, and (iii) C8Au 
CR for an eleven - vapor mixture: 1   =   ethanol, 

2   =   acetone, 3   =   2 - butanone, 4   =   isooctane, 
5   =   trichloroethylene, 6   =   1,4 - dioxane, 
7   =   toluene, 8   =   perchloroethylene, 9   =    n  - butyl 
acetate, 10   =   chlorobenzene, and 11   =    
m  - xylene.  Adapted and reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [71] . Copyright 
2002 American Chemical Society.   
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peak shapes and highly reproducible response. The response was fast and linear 
with concentrations of 11 organic vapors: ethanol, acetone, 2 - butanone, isooctane, 
trichloroethylene, 1,4 - dioxane, toluene, perchloroethylene,  n  - butyl acetate, chlo-
robenzene, and  m  - xylene. Limits of detection varied from 0.1 to 24   ppmv depend-
ing on vapor and vapor pressures. The nanoparticle - chemiresistor detector was 
also compared with a conventional  fl ame ionization detector  ( FID ) (Figure  4.5 c). 
The chromatographic peaks recorded from the nanoparticle - chemiresistor array 
detector were somewhat broader than those from the FID due to (i) a larger 
dead volume in the chemiresistor array cell, (ii) the low temperature of the 
chemiresistor array, causing increased possibility of nonspecifi c adsorption, and 
(iii) the fi nite vapor sorption/desorption kinetics of the chemiresistor array 
coatings. However, like FID, the peak resolution and retention times are still 
reasonable and interpretable.    

   4.3.1.2    Sensors Based on Semiconducting Oxide Nanoparticles 
 Semiconducting oxide nanoparticles, such as SnO 2 , WO 3 , ZnO, and In 2 O 3 , are also 
useful sensing materials to fabricate gas sensitive chemiresistors. Most of these 
sensors have been developed with n - type metal oxides because the mobility of 
holes in p - type oxides is much less than the mobility of electrons in n - type oxides. 
For example, the hole mobility in bulk NiO (a p - type oxide) is ca 0.2   cm 2    V  − 1    s  − 1   [82] , 
whereas electron mobility in bulk SnO 2  (an n - type oxide) is ca 160   cm 2    V  − 1    s  − 1   [82] . 

 As illustrated in Figure  4.6 , gas sensing by these by these chemiresistors includes 
two main functions: recognition of a target gas through a gas – solid interaction, 
which induces an electronic change of the oxide surface (receptor function), and 
transduction of the surface change into an electrical signal (transducer function) 
 [82] . These main functions can be strongly infl uenced by the type of semiconduct-
ing oxide, the presence of functionalized surface modifi ers, and the size/structure 
of nanoparticles themselves.   

 Yamazoe  et al.   [82 – 84]  have reported that the size of semiconducting oxide 
nanoclusters affect the sensitivity of gas sensors. Sensors for H 2  and CO were 
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     Figure 4.6     Receptor and transducer functions of the semiconductor gas sensor.  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [82] . Copyright 2003 Springer.   
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prepared using SnO 2  clusters of various sizes (5 – 32   nm diameter)  [83] . Sensitivity 
in this work was defi ned as the ratio of electrical resistance ( R  a ) measured in air 
to that ( R  s ) in the gas sample. Sensors made with smaller clusters ( < 10   nm in 
diameter) showed a steep increase in sensitivity for both H 2  and CO as the size of 
the oxide nanocluster was decreased down to 5   nm. For larger nanoclusters 
( > 10   nm), the sensitivity was almost independent of size (Figure  4.7 ). This effect 
of cluster size on sensitivity has been well studied for other semiconducting 
oxide - based gas sensors  [85, 86] .   

 While electron transport is inherent to signal transduction in n - type semicon-
ductor oxide chemiresistors, the mechanism of this transport is fundamentally 
different from metal nanoparticle assemblies. The adsorption of gas induces an 
electron - depleted space - charge layer on the SnO 2  cluster and electron transport 
occurs through this layer. If the cluster size is at least two times larger than the 
thickness ( L ) of the electron - depleted space - charge layer, the cluster boundary 
potential (double Schottky barrier) for electron transfer is virtually constant. There-
fore, the sensor resistance becomes independent of the cluster size, resulting in 
almost no changes in sensitivity in this size regime. When the cluster size is 
smaller than 2 L , the sensor resistance is affected not only by the resistance at 
cluster boundary contacts but also by the resistance of a bulk cluster itself. Because 
charge carrier densities at both surface and bulk cluster decrease with decreasing 
cluster size, the sensor resistance increases, leading to higher sensitivity. 

 The sensitivity of semiconducting oxide - based sensors can be signifi cantly 
affected by surface dopants  [82, 85, 87 – 90] , which are different from the n -  or 
p - type dopants used to modify bulk semiconductors. Here doping means the addi-
tion of catalytically active sites to the surface of the base sensing material. Surface 
doping may enhance sensor performance by increasing sensitivity and selectivity 
to the target gas and decreasing response time. In addition, surface doping may 
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     Figure 4.7     Correlation between gas sensitivity at 300    ° C and SnO 2  crystallite size of pure and 
doped SnO 2  elements.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [83] . Copyright 1991 
Elsevier.   
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improve the thermal and long - term stability of the sensors. Yamazoe  et al.  have 
demonstrated  [83]  the effect with sensors fabricated from ca. 19   nm SnO 2  clusters 
doped with Al 2 O 3  (1 wt%) (Figure  4.7 ). Compared with sensors fabricated with 
undoped and Sb 2 O 5  - doped SnO 2 , the Al 2 O 3  - doped sensors showed at least fi ve -
 times higher sensitivity for 800   ppmv H 2 . Such improvement may have resulted 
from increased thickness of the electron - depleted space - charge layer ( L ). The 
authors suggested that  L  would increase by a factor of 30 with Al 2 O 3  - doping, while 
Sb 2 O 5  - doping would decrease  L   [82, 83] . 

 Another important factor that affects the sensitivity of semiconducting oxide -
 based gas sensors is the microstructure of the sensing layer, such as fi lm thickness 
and porosity. The diffusion rate of target gas to the sensor surface and the rate of 
space - charge formation both control the response and the recovery time of these 
sensors. Therefore, a thin fi lm layer with high porosity is desired to achieve high 
sensitivity and short response time  [91, 92] . Yamazoe  et al.  have reported the effect 
fi lm thickness on H 2  and H 2 S sensitivity by studying thin fi lms of monodispersed 
SnO 2  clusters (6 – 16   nm in diameter). Sensitivity was greatly improved by decreas-
ing fi lm thickness and increasing the cluster size  [93, 94] . In thin fi lms, the larger 
cluster size provided higher porosity, causing faster diffusion of target gas. Another 
way to increase the diffusion rates of target gases is to use one - dimensional nanos-
tructures (e.g., nanowires, nanorods, nanofi bers, or nanotubes)  [95 – 97] .   

   4.3.2 
Biosensors 

 Biosensors rely on highly specifi c recognition processes to detect target analytes. 
A suitable biosensor platform should facilitate the formation of a probe – target 
complex that results in a usable signal for electronic readout. In this regard, 
nanoparticle - based chemiresistors have proven to be particularly suitable plat-
forms. They are extremely sensitive (10  − 15  to 10  − 21  mole range) and well suited to 
multiple - target detection with different nanoparticles  [98] . Surface modifi cation of 
nanoparticles with molecular monolayers or thin fi lms can introduce functional 
units that serve as recognition sites to detect biomolecules  [99] . In this section we 
discuss mainly immunosensors and DNA biosensors based on electron transport 
in DNA – nanoparticle assemblies. 

 Velev and Kaler reported pioneering work  [100]  for a miniaturized immunosen-
sor based on the catalytic property of Au nanoparticles to deposit other of metals 
on their surface. Figure  4.8  shows their experimental confi guration. Latex micro-
spheres with adsorbed Protein A were collected in a small gap (7 – 15    µ m) between 
two gold electrodes. Protein A provided a recognition site for specifi c binding of 
the human immunoglobulin (IgG) and subsequent incubation with Au nanopar-
ticles (5   nm in diameter) conjugated to goat antihuman IgG allowed recognition 
of any captured IgG. The Au nanoparticles were then allowed to deposit silver, 
which made the electrode gap more conductive. This method allowed the analysis 
of human IgG with a detection limit of ca 2    ×    10  − 13    M. Note that this detection 
limit was estimated from the amount of sample used (not adsorbed amount).   
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     Figure 4.8     Schematic of the sensing 
mechanism of a miniaturized immunosensor 
to detect goat antihuman immunoglobulins. 
The sensing procedure proceeds from top 
to bottom. IgG denotes human immuno-

globulins, and Anti - IgG denotes goat 
antihuman immunoglobulins.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [100] . Copyright 
1999 American Chemical Society.   
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 A similar approach, shown in Figure  4.9 a, has been developed by Mirkin and 
coworkers  [101]  for DNA analysis. In this case a small array of microelectrodes 
with 20    µ m gaps was constructed on a Si wafer (1    µ m - SiO 2  coating) and capture 
oligonucleotide strands were immobilized on the substrate (SiO 2 ) between the 
gaps (Figure  4.9 c). Using a three - component sandwich assay, 27 - base oligonucle-
otide target strands were hybridized with the capture strands and subsequently 
with oligonucleotide probe strands tagged with a Au nanoparticle (Figure  4.9 b). 
In the presence of Ag + , the captured Au nanoparticles facilitated hydroquinone -
 mediated reduction of Ag +  and the deposited silver lowered the resistance between 
the electrodes. Target DNA was detected at concentrations as low as 5    ×    10  − 13  M 
using this method. In addition, a high mutation selectivity of ca 100   000   :   1 was 
achieved by an unusual hybridization behavior that was dependent on electrolyte 
concentration. When the array was washed with 0.3   M phosphate - buffered saline 
(pH 7) after DNA - hybridization, the complementary capture strands decreased the 
resistance (500     Ω  ) between electrodes, but the one - base mismatched capture 
strands increased resistance (200   M Ω ). These results suggest that highly sensitive 
DNA analysis may be achieved without polymerase chain reaction or comparable 
target - amplifi cation.   

 Immobilizing DNA strands on the nanoparticle surface can change the electrical 
properties of nanoparticles, because of changes to electron hopping paths and the 
dielectric permittivity of the surface - protecting layer. Using this concept, Chen and 
coworkers have developed a nanoparticle fi lm that manifested a signifi cant differ-
ence in electrical conductance between immobilized  single - stranded  ( ss ) and 
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     Figure 4.9     (a) Scheme showing concept 
behind electrical detection of DNA; 
(b) sequences of capture, target, and probe 
DNA strands; (c) optical microscope images 
of the electrodes used in a typical detection 
experiment. The spot in the electrode gap in 

the high - magnifi cation image is food dye 
spotted by a robotic arrayer (GMS 417 
Microarrayer, Genetic Microsystems, Woburn, 
MA).  Reprinted with permission from 
Reference  [101] . Copyright 2002 American 
Association for the Advancement of Science.   
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 double - stranded  ( ds ) DNAs  [102] . This DNA biosensor was fabricated with multi-
layer Au nanoparticles connected together with 1,6 - hexanedithiol and decorated 
with a ss probe DNA oligonucleotide (5 ′  - SH - A10 - GTGTGGCAAAGATGTC-
CAATCGATTGG - 3 ′ ). In the presence of the complementary single - stranded oli-
gonucleotide (3 ′  - CACACCGTTTCTACAGGTTAGCTAACG - 5 ′ ) a specifi c binding 
reaction occurred and double - stranded DNA segments were formed on the nano-
particle surfaces. As shown in Figure  4.10 , a signifi cant difference in conductance 
(current per unit voltage) was measured, depending on the surface states of Au 
nanoparticles: no DNA - immobilized (bare m - AuNPs), probe DNA - immobilized 
(m - AuNPs with ssDNA), and probe/target - immobilized (m - AuNPs with dsDNA) 
surface. The conductance change was clearly measurable at a concentration of 
1    ×    10  − 13    M of target DNA, which suggests that the direct, electrical detection of 
ssDNA is possible without any current enhancement agents, such as Ag.     

   4.4 
Concluding Remarks 

 Chemical and biological sensors that use nanomaterials are attractive for many 
applications because the properties of nanomaterials    –    unlike their bulk counter 
parts    –    are tunable and surface dependent. It is usually easier to miniaturize chemi-
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     Figure 4.10     Measured  I  –  V  curves of 
m - AuNPs at a scan rate of 10   mV   s  − 1 . 
Compared with the s - AuNPs cases, the 
denser AuNP spots in m - AuNPs lead to 
much higher current responses. In addition, 

DNA strands contribute to electron tunneling 
signifi cantly in these confi gurations. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [102] . Copyright 2006 American Institute 
of Physics.   
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cal and biological sensors using nanomaterials because of their inherently high 
surface - to - volume ratio. Progress in reliably modifying nanoparticles with molecu-
lar and biomolecular ligands suggests that chemical and biological sensors be 
tailored by functionalizing their surfaces. For example, functionalization of a 
nanoparticle surface with predesigned receptor moieties can be used to improve 
sensor sensitivity and selectivity. 

 The sensor applications of functionalized nanoparticles based on electron trans-
port have rested so far on the collective properties of the nanoparticle assemblies 
associated with a conductive surface (e.g., electrodes). In these sensors, the inter-
action between analytes and functionalized nanoparticles perturb the overall con-
ductivity of a nanoparticle assembly. Almost all electron - transport - based sensors 
have been developed with this principle. However, another possible approach is 
to utilize the quantized voltammetric properties of small - sized nanoparticles 
suspended in solution. As described in Section  4.2.2 , voltammetric peak potential 
spacing ( ∆  V  ) is strongly affected by the surface dielectric medium (ligand shell) 
of the nanoparticles. Surface interactions with analytes may induce changes in the 
surface dielectric, resulting in changes in nanoparticle capacitance and  ∆  V . This 
approach may allow sample detection in the solution phase and  in situ  detection 
of biomolecules. 

 Presently, the use of single functionalized nanoparticles for electronic sensing 
is a challenge for the future development of sensors. Compared with sensors 
prepared with nanoparticle assemblies, a single nanoparticle sensing device may 
provide extremely sensitive measurements, with the hope of supersensitive 
sensors. As discussed in Section  4.2.1 , a single nanoparticle has two electron -
 tunneling junctions (inset of Figure  4.1 a) and electron transport (tunneling 
current) is completely governed by capacitance of these two junctions. This single 
nanoparticle capacitance is in the range of  ∼ 10  − 18    F  [18] , and can change greatly in 
the presence of analytes. While such a supersensitive device may be prototyped by 
using an STM platform, construction is still problematic with more conventional 
electronic design methods. 

 While the basic transduction principles employed in chemical and biological 
sensors are now well established and have remained unchanged over the years, 
there have been signifi cant recent advances in both sensing materials and strate-
gies for performance enhancement. For the development of high performance, 
rapid response, and long lasting sensors, future advancements should be directed 
to understanding of nanomaterial chemistry and physical behavior more deeply 
and to developing new techniques that will afford further miniaturization, low 
power - consumption, and multiplex detection in a single device.  
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  5 
Micro -  and Nanofl uidic Systems for Trace Analysis of 
Biological Samples  
  Debashis     Dutta   

        5.1 
Introduction 

 Over the past few decades, developments in micro -  and nanoscale science/
technology have signifi cantly advanced our ability to analyze biological samples, 
such as, nucleic acids, proteins, and biological cells, both faster as well as with 
greater accuracy. For example, simple miniaturization of analysis columns has 
allowed signifi cant improvements in the effi ciency of DNA and protein separa-
tions due to fast heat and mass transfer in the system  [1] . In addition, our ability 
to confi ne these molecules within micro - /nanofabricated structures today permits 
us to work with smaller sample volumes that in turn have reduced the cost of such 
analyses. Most importantly, however, these developments have opened doors to 
new experimental paradigms that were inaccessible earlier by allowing us to probe 
biological samples at the single molecule and/or cell level  [2, 3] . 

 One platform where many of these benefi ts of miniaturization have been dem-
onstrated already is micro -  and nanofl uidics  [4 – 7] . A microfl uidic device typically 
consists of a network of micrometer - scale channels (microchannels) connecting 
different circular wells created on a glass or a plastic [e.g., poly(methyl methacr-
ylate) or poly(dimethylsiloxane)] plate. Depending on the choice for the substrate 
material, these devices are produced using fabrication techniques borrowed from 
the semiconductor or the plastic industry  [8, 9] . While chemical and biological 
analyses are performed with such devices by appropriately moving fl uid and 
analyte samples through the closed conduits, the circular wells in these systems 
act as control ports for guiding the transport processes. In addition, the architec-
ture of micro - /nanofl uidic devices also allows easier automation and integration 
of multiple analysis procedures, e.g. sample preparation, reaction, sample pre -
 concentration, and separation, on a single unit. Such automation and integration 
not only minimizes the number of manual sample handling steps, improving 
the accuracy and the reproducibility of the assays, but at the same time reduces 
operator exposure to potential biohazardous materials. Finally, because these 
devices can be manufactured using inexpensive methods, they can be customized 
for a specifi c biological assay in a time and cost - effective way. 
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 In this chapter we present a detailed review on the emergence of micro -  and 
nanofl uidic devices for trace analysis of biological samples since their conception 
about two decades ago. The material presented here has been organized in three 
major sections depending on the type of biological sample under consideration. 
While the fi rst two sections focus on the use of micro - /nanofl uidic systems 
for analyzing nucleic acids and proteins, respectively, the fi nal one discusses 
scientifi c developments on the application of fl uidic microchips for probing 
biological cells.  

   5.2 
Nucleic Acid Analysis 

 The experimental steps that are often essential in the trace analysis of nucleic 
acid samples are DNA extraction and purifi cation,  polymerase chain reaction  
( PCR ), and DNA detection based either on hybridization or separation methods. 
We begin this section by reviewing the advances in miniaturization of PCR 
devices followed by describing the application of micro - /nanofl uidic technology 
to enhance DNA hybridization and separation processes. Finally, a brief discuss-
ion is presented on the development of novel technologies that can allow fast 
and inexpensive analyses of DNA samples with resolution down to a single 
base - pair. 

   5.2.1 
Miniaturization of  PCR  Devices 

 Miniaturization of PCR devices is often desirable due to its potential to shorten 
amplifi cation times, increase sample throughputs, and minimize human/world -
 to - PCR intervention and contamination  [10] . To this end, there has been a signifi -
cant effort towards miniaturizing this amplifi cation technique on the microfl uidic 
platform. To date, PCR microfl uidics has been developed mainly in four formats: 
chamber stationary PCR, fl ow - through PCR, thermal convection - driven PCR, and 
droplet - based PCR. 

 Chamber stationary PCR devices work very similarly to conventional PCR 
systems, where the PCR solution is kept stationary and the temperature of the 
PCR reaction chamber is cycled between three different values  [11, 12] . After 
completion of the PCR reaction, the amplifi cation products are recovered from 
the chamber for off - line or on - line detection. The chamber stationary PCR format 
can be implemented on a microchip in either single or multiple chambers. While 
single chamber micro - PCR devices offer better thermal control, their throughput 
is often limited. As a result, many sequential PCR experiments need to be 
performed in these systems for amplifying multiple DNA samples, which increases 
the analysis time. Moreover, sample contamination due to carry - over from 
experiment to experiment tends to deteriorate the performance of single chamber 
PCR units. 
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 To improve PCR throughput, as well as reduce the labor required in PCR assays 
(e.g., in cleaning PCR chambers), multi - chamber stationary PCR been explored 
on a single microchip  [13, 14] . In these systems, however, special care must be 
taken in the thermal design of the chamber array to acquire temperature uniform-
ity between chambers. Without a careful design to assure temperature uniformity 
and the elimination of any possible differences in amplifi cation, the repeatability, 
sensitivity, effi ciency, and specifi city of PCR amplifi cation across the different 
chambers may be compromised. 

 Another important confi guration of PCR microfl uidics that is ingeniously real-
ized with a  “ time – space conversion ”  concept is fl ow - through PCR. Instead of being 
stationary in a chamber, the PCR solution in this case is continuously and repeat-
edly fl own through three different temperature zones necessary for the amplifi ca-
tion process. The attractive features of this type of PCR microfl uidics include rapid 
heat transfer and high thermal cycling, allowing for total run times of the order 
of minutes. In addition, this design has a low possibility of cross - contamination 
between samples, allowing for very specifi c amplifi cation and a high potential for 
further development of integrated PCR devices by incorporating several other 
functionalities. A signifi cant limitation of this approach, however, is the fi xed 
number of PCR cycles that is dictated by the channel layout in the system. 

 To date, fl ow - through PCR microfl uidics has been implemented using two main 
designs. The fi rst involves a serpentine channel layout passing repeatedly through 
three temperature zones to realize the DNA denaturation, annealing, and exten-
sion steps  [15] . One attractive feature of this arrangement is the smooth tempera-
ture gradient that is established on a monolithic chip, without the need of a forced 
cooling process. A drawback of this architecture is that the melted single - stranded 
DNA sample can hybridize with the template strands or their complementary 
fragments when passing through the extension zone, resulting in decreased ampli-
fi cation effi ciency. To circumvent this problem, a novel  “ circular ”  arrangement 
of the three temperature zones has been exploited to realize the sequence of 
DNA denaturation, annealing, and extension  [16] . For this set - up to work well, 
however, a proper insulation of the thermal zones is often crucial  [17] . A spiral 
channel confi guration has also been proposed for fl ow - through PCR with a circular 
arrangement of the three temperature zones, allowing for a compact footprint and 
requirement of minimal number of heaters for temperature control  [18, 19] . 

 The third format of microchip PCR, convection - driven PCR microfl uidics, 
although only in its infancy, has been demonstrated by multiple research groups 
to be capable of rapid DNA amplifi cation. Rayleigh – B é nard convection, for 
example, has been exploited by Krishnan  et al . to perform PCR amplifi cation inside 
a 35 -  µ L cylindrical cavity  [20] . The temperature cycling in this design was achieved 
as the fl ow continuously shuttled fl uid vertically between the two temperature 
zones for annealing/extension (Figure  5.1 a, top, 61.8    ° C) and denaturation (Figure 
 5.1 a, bottom, 97.8    ° C). A laminar convection PCR device was subsequently designed 
by Braun  et al . in which the PCR solution was heated in the center of the chamber 
by an infrared source  [21] . Braun and coworkers ’  design not only simplifi ed the 
fabrication of the PCR chamber over Krishnan  et al . ’ s device but also allowed for 
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faster temperature cycling as it did not require heating and cooling of the chamber 
walls and fi ttings in each cycle. In a different study, Wheeler  et al . have reported 
a closed PCR microfl uidic heating pipe with a  “ 0 ”  shape where the fl uid was heated 
on one side (94.8    ° C) and cooled on the other (57.8    ° C)  [22] . The PCR solution in 
this design was placed in a polypropylene thin bag sandwiched between two circuit 
boards. One desirable feature of this architecture was that the entire fl uid passed 
through both the temperature zones, avoiding any dead volumes not being ampli-
fi ed. However, the non - uniform velocity distribution of the fl uid fl ow in this device 
resulted in uneven convection times, leading to variability in amplifi cation times 
within the same volume.   

 The most recently developed format of microchip PCR, droplet - based PCR 
microfl uidics, relies on the thermo - cycling of nanoliter sized droplets containing 
the PCR solution to realize amplifi cation of DNA samples. The smaller reaction 
volume in this format allows for faster and more effi cient thermo - cycling, further 
reducing the amplifi cation time in the PCR process. Moreover, because the 
amplifi ed DNA sample in this design is contained within a smaller volume of 
liquid, greater detection sensitivity is accomplished. Droplet - based PCR has 
been demonstrated on the microfl uidic platform in aqueous droplets dispersed 
in an immiscible oil - phase. While initial studies relied on moving the PCR 
droplets through different temperature zones  [23 – 26] , a more recent study 
has demonstrated temperature cycling of the droplets in this technique using 
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a non - contact heating source  [27] . Because the latter method does not require the 
droplets to be moved through different temperature zones, it has the potential to 
signifi cantly reduce cross - contamination between the different droplets as well as 
allow for realization of higher throughputs.  

   5.2.2 
Integration of  PCR  with Separation,  DNA  Hybridization, and Sample Preparation 

 The integration of the PCR technique with  capillary electrophoresis  ( CE ) or  capil-
lary gel electrophoresis  ( CGE ) combines the advantages of fast DNA amplifi cation 
and subsequent separation/detection on microfl uidic devices without manual 
sample transfer  [28] . Moreover, simple scaling laws suggest an increase in the 
effi ciency of the DNA separations with miniaturization of the separation system, 
which tends to reduce the overall DNA analysis time. In addition, higher through-
puts can be realized on these integrated devices through parallel DNA amplifi ca-
tion  [29]  or multiplex DNA amplifi cation  [30]  followed by CE separation and 
detection. More impressively, the sensitivity of these integrated systems has been 
enhanced to the level so as to be able to detect a single DNA copy, which signifi -
cantly facilitates our ability to study genetic expressions from individual cells and 
genetic heterogeneities  [31] . Other functional components have been also incor-
porated into PCR - CE systems    –    such as sample loading by valves and hydrophobic 
vents  [31] , cell lysis  [30] , and on - chip DNA concentration prior to analysis  [32]     –    to 
create more  “ complete ”  microfl uidic devices for DNA analysis. Interestingly, many 
of these devices are stand - alone units requiring no external lenses, heaters, or 
mechanical pumps for complete processing and analysis of the DNA samples  [33] . 
While DNA analysis on the microfl uidic platform was initially demonstrated on 
glass microdevices, polymeric materials are becoming an increasingly popular 
choice for designing PCR - CE/CGE integrated microchips, taking advantage of 
their optical and electrical insulation properties, microchannel surface charge and 
chemistry, and lower fabrication cost  [34] . 

 Advantages associated with the miniaturization of DNA hybridization assays 
were fi rst demonstrated using microarray technology that allowed thousands of 
specifi c DNA/RNA sequences to be detected simultaneously on silicon, glass, or 
polymer wafers. However, these DNA microarrays suffer from several limitations, 
including diffi culties in further scaling - down the array - size and the nucleotide 
densities, diffusion limited kinetics, and the requirement for manual liquid 
transfer. Moreover, despite the ability of these systems to detect multiple 
genes in a single assay, detection at the cellular level without any gene sequence 
amplifi cations remains limited. To circumvent many of these problems, there 
has recently been signifi cant interest in developing microfl uidics - based DNA 
hybridization assays. Such devices have not only allowed the integration of 
DNA extraction, purifi cation, amplifi cation, and detection steps with the hybridi-
zation module, but have also signifi cantly reduced DNA hybridization times due 
to fast mass transfer rates and large surface area to volume ratios in microfl uidic 
channels. To date, highly integrated microfl uidic devices have been developed 
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on polycarbonate wafers smaller than a credit card, that are capable of extracting 
and concentrating nucleic acids from milliliter sized aqueous samples and 
performing chemical reactions, metering, mixing, and nucleic acid hybridization 
at the microliter scale  [35] . Liu  et al . have further enhanced these analytical 
capabilities by demonstrating a monolithic device that integrated target cell 
capture, sample preparation, PCR, and DNA hybridization on a single microchip 
 [36] . To realize higher throughputs in microfl uidics - based DNA hybridization 
devices, Trau  et al . have incorporated multiple PCR microreactors with integrated 
DNA microarrays on a single silicon chip that required no buffer exchange or 
sample transfer during the entire analysis  [37] . Flow - through PCR micro - devices 
have also been integrated with bio - electronic DNA microarrays for genotyping on 
different substrate materials such as ceramics and plastics  [38] .  

   5.2.3 
Novel Micro -  and Nanofl uidic Tools for  DNA  Analysis 

 In the past decade, nanofabricated structures have emerged as promising tools for 
enhancing the resolution and throughput of DNA assays as well as reducing the 
cost of these analyses. For example, nanoscale constrictions in nanofi lter columns 
 [39] , assembled colloidal arrays  [40] , and nanopillar arrays  [41]  have all been 
employed successfully as effective matrices for separation of DNA molecules based 
on the Ogston sieving mechanism. Note that these nanofl uidic devices not only 
offer a greater control over the structure of the sieving matrix to fi ne tune a desired 
separation process but also can operate under a wider range of separation condi-
tions, tend to have longer lifetimes, and can be produced at a lower cost. Moreover, 
theoretical calculations have recently shown that a nanofi lter column may also 
allow signifi cant improvements in the speed of DNA separations when operated 
under high electric fi eld conditions  [42] . 

 Han and Craighead showed that if the size of the nanoscale constriction in a 
nanofi lter column is further miniaturized and made smaller than the diameter of 
a DNA molecule, novel separations based on an entropic trapping mechanism can 
be designed (Figure  5.2 )  [43] . This phenomenon was exploited by the authors to 
separate mega - base - pair sized DNA strands, about ten times faster than that 
reported with pulsed fi eld gel electrophoresis. The deeper regions in this design 
entrapped shorter DNA molecules more effectively, resulting in increased elution 
times with a decrease in the length of the DNA strand (a trend opposite to that 
observed in Ogston sieving). More recently, Pennathur  et al . have demonstrated 
novel DNA separations that exploited the strong interaction of the analyte 
molecules with the channel walls and the Debye layer around them in open 
nanofl uidic channels  [44] . To allow the recovery of larger sample volumes of the 
separated DNA strands (e.g., for further analysis), nanofl uidic separation of DNA 
samples has also been demonstrated in continuous - fl ow fashion based on length -
 dependent backtracking  [45] , rectifi cation of Brownian motion  [46] , ratcheting in 
a quasi - two - dimensional sieve  [47] , and asymmetric bifurcation of laminar fl ow 
 [48] . Furthermore, the properties of an anisotropic nanofl uidic array have been 
also exploited by Fu  et al . to separate short DNA molecules  [49] .   
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 In addition to providing a promising platform for developing novel DNA separa-
tions, nanofl uidic devices also offer unique opportunities for fast and inexpensive 
DNA sequencing with single base - pair resolution through electronic sensing. 
Kasianowicz  et al . have demonstrated that a DNA molecule can be detected as a 
transient decrease in the ionic current when it passes through a nanopore, and 
the passage duration allows for the determination of the polymer length  [50] . If 
each base in the DNA molecule modulates the signal in a specifi c and measurable 
way during translocation, then the base sequence could be determined at rates 
between 1000 and 10   000 bases per second  [51] . It has been proposed that the 
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required measurement sensitivity to distinguish individual bases might be achiev-
able with embedded electrodes in the walls along the axis of a synthetic nanopore 
 [52] . However, the transverse conductance across DNA fragments between 
electrodes depends critically on geometric rather than electronic structural proper-
ties  [53] . To enhance the sensitivity of transverse conductance measurements in 
nanopores with embedded electrodes, other approaches are also being tested. 
For example, it has been postulated that derivatization of the nanopore surface 
with functional molecules that preferentially interact with certain nucleotide 
bases may amplify differences in the conductance measurements for the different 
nucleotides.   

   5.3 
Protein Analysis 

 The traditional approach to analyzing protein mixtures primarily consists of three 
steps: (i) extracting the protein molecules from biological cells, (ii) separating the 
different proteins using a one -  or two - dimensional separation method, and (iii) 
identifying these components by  mass spectrometry  ( MS ). We begin this section 
by reviewing the miniaturization of common protein separation techniques on 
microchips, followed by a discussion on the pre - concentration methods that have 
been demonstrated to enhance the sensitivity of microfl uidic protein analysis. The 
latter part of this section reviews the integration of various sample preparation 
procedures as well as mass - spectrometric techniques to microfl uidic devices. 

   5.3.1 
Protein Separations 

 Microfl uidic systems offer tremendous opportunities for realizing high - speed, 
high - effi ciency protein separations not only because of their fast heat and mass 
transfer characteristics but also due to their ability to integrate sample preparation, 
sample pre - concentration and multidimensional separations on a single device. 
Bousse  et al ., for example, have demonstrated simultaneous dynamic labeling with 
fl uorescent dyes and sizing of protein mixtures in a  sodium dodecyl sulfate  ( SDS ) 
based polymer solution, yielding a sizing accuracy of 5% or better and high detec-
tion sensitivity (30   nM for carbonic anhydrase)  [54] . In this work, both on - chip 
staining and SDS dilution steps occurred within 100   ms, which was about 10 4  
times faster than that reported in a  SDS - polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis  ( SDS -
 PAGE ) system. In a different study, researchers from the Sandia National Labo-
ratories were able to separate proteins using an  in situ  UV - initiated crosslinked 
polyacrylamide (PAAm) gel and a covalent protein labeling protocol instead of 
dynamic labeling  [55] . 

 Tan and coworkers showed that  isoelectric focusing  ( IEF ) of protein samples 
could be realized on the microchip platform with effi ciencies of 1.5    ×    10 5  plates 
(for lysozyme) over a focusing distance of 4.7   cm  [56] . The detection limit in this 
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study was observed to be as low as 50   fM. To further improve the resolving power 
of this micro - IEF separation technique, Cui and coworkers demonstrated that 
several stages of IEF could be coupled in series on a single microchip device  [57] . 
Lee  et al . were able to increase the sample loading in such analyses and therefore 
the concentrations of focused analytes using a dynamic approach based on elec-
trokinetic injection of proteins/peptides from solution reservoirs  [58] . This allowed 
for 10 – 100 - fold enhancement in sample loading after 30   min of electrokinetic 
injection with a 500   V   cm  − 1  electric fi eld. Using simple microfabrication tech-
niques, Huang and Pawliszyn have constructed tapered microchannels to realize 
a thermally generated pH gradient in the analysis column, which was then used 
to demonstrate IEF of hemoglobin from dog, cat, and humans  [59] . Yager  et al . 
showed that protein samples could also be concentrated and fractionated in a 
continuous fashion using transverse IEF in microfl uidic channels  [60] . 

 In addition to the studies described above, protein and peptide samples have 
been successfully analyzed on microchips using the  capillary zone electrophoresis  
( CZE ) technique. Hauser ’ s group, for example, was able to separate cytochrome 
 c , HAS, myoglobin, and IgG in less than 1   min. with plate numbers of 1000, 4500, 
5400, and 7600, respectively  [61] . Recently, Shadpour  et al . have implemented 
multiple simultaneous CZE protein/peptide separations on a microchip using 16 
identical analysis channels to enhance the throughput of the device  [62] . Identifi ca-
tion of proteins based on their hydrophobicities has also been realized on fl uidic 
microchips using the  micellar electrokinetic chromatographic  ( MEKC ) technique. 
Moreover, to improve the separation performance and the sensitivity of micro -
 MEKC devices several types of injectors have been introduced. Furthermore, gradi-
ent elution MEKC has been demonstrated on microchips by Kutter  et al . using 
both mixing - T and cross - channel injectors  [63] . 

  Capillary electrochromatographic  ( CEC ) analysis of tryptic peptides using micro-
fabricated columns based on an array of C18 - modifi ed  collocate monolith support 
structure s ( COMOSS s) has been reported  [64] . Separation of peptides and proteins 
using the CEC technique on the above - described microchip was comparable to 
that in HPLC. Moreover, the possibility of using COMOSS chips made from 
 polydimethylsiloxane  ( PDMS ) has been demonstrated to reduce the cost of these 
separation devices  [65] . Furthermore,  2 - acrylamido - 2 - methylpropane sulfonic acid  
( AMPS ), poly(4 - styrenesulfonic acid), poly(acrylic acid), poly(vinylsulfonic acid), 
and poly(stearyl methacrylate -  co  - AMPS) have been used for successful modifi -
cation of the PDMS surface by cerium(IV) - catalyzed polymerization on COMOSS 
microchips, which provided highly effi cient separations of peptide mixtures  [66] . 
Conventional granular packings have been used to create a fritless CEC column 
in a microchannel for the analysis of biomolecules  [67] . In addition, rapid reverse 
phase HPLC was demonstrated using a prototype fused - silica microchip that was 
integrated with a polymer plug - based valve injector and a monolithic stationary 
phase  [68] . In this HPLC system, proteins and peptides were injected using a 
pressure - switchable fl uoropolymer valve, separated on a C18 porous polymer 
monolith, and detected by a miniaturized fl uorescence detector. Integration of 
an on - chip pressure generation unit with a microfl uidic chromatographic channel 
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has also been demonstrated to minimize dead volumes in microchip - HPLC 
systems  [69] . 

 While two - dimensional (2D) gel electrophoretic devices still remain the main 
workhorse for proteomic analyses, they suffer from some major drawbacks such 
as limited automation, long cycle time, and low sample throughput. Therefore, 
signifi cant effort is being made to accomplish microchip based 2D protein analy-
sis. Mimicking 2D gel electrophoretic devices, multidimensional separations can 
be established on a microchip by fi rst focusing protein samples using IEF in a 
main channel, and then sizing the IEF sections in parallel cross channels  [70] . 
This prototype device has been demonstrated using a PDMS microchip by Chen 
and coworkers  [71] . In this design, IEF was performed in an isolated channel, and 
the focused samples were then introduced into an array of orthogonal microchan-
nels for performing CGE using a 3D microfl uidic network. Li  et al . have improved 
this system by implementing both IEF and micro - CGE on a planar plastic chip 
 [72] . Analysis in this device was completed within 10   min with an overall peak 
capacity of  ∼ 1700. Han and coworkers have coupled IEF with micro - CGE via active 
microvalve control, in which the protein plug after IEF could be isolated with a 
pneumatic valve and subjected to microchip CGE  [73] . Thus, the interruption 
between running buffers of CGE and IEF could be inhibited to a large extent. 

 Some other promising 2D microchip systems have also been demonstrated in 
which the sample plug after the fi rst separation was transferred into the second 
dimension sequentially at regular intervals. In 2000, Ramsey and coworkers fi rst 
coupled MEKC (the fi rst dimension) with CZE (the second dimension) on a glass 
microchip with a peak capacity of 500 – 1000  [74] . Gated injection was implemented 
for introducing the samples into the CZE dimension by opening an electric valve 
for about 0.3   s every 3 – 4   s. Later, CEC was used instead of MEKC as the fi rst 
dimension and coupled with CZE  [75] . In this design, a 25 - cm spiral separation 
channel (instead of a serpentine layout) modifi ed with octadecylsilane was used 
for CEC to minimize band broadening while a 1.2   cm straight separation channel 
segment was employed for CZE. The sample plug from CEC was loaded into the 
CZE channel for about 0.2   s with a cycle time of 3.2   s. The peak capacity for this 
design was estimated to be 150. Subsequently, an optimized chip MEKC - CZE was 
introduced with 1   Hz sampling frequency for the CZE dimension  [76] . BSA tryptic 
digest was separated within 10   min in this device with a peak capacity of 4200. In 
a different effort, Soper ’ s group presented a tandem PMMA 2D microchip device 
 [77] , in which CGE and MEKC were used as the fi rst and the second dimensions, 
respectively. The sample plug from micro - CGE was loaded into MEKC for 0.5   s 
with a cycle time of 10.5   s. This system was demonstrated with ten model proteins, 
and provided a theoretical peak capacity of  ∼ 1000. 

 Notable advances have also been made in developing affi nity - based electro-
phoretic assays on the microfl uidic platform. In one such study, Chiem and Har-
rison have demonstrated a direct assay for monoclonal mouse IgG in mouse 
ascites fl uid  [78] . Koutny  et al . have reported on serum cortisol determination over 
a range of clinical interest (1 – 60    µ g   dl  − 1 ) via a competitive assay  [79]  using a fused 
silica microchip. Recently, Bharadwaj  et al . have implemented a kinetic affi nity -
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 based CE in a microfl uidic device for the detection of   Lens culinaris  agglutin  
( LCA ) - reactive AFP (L3), a specifi c marker for hepatocellular carcinoma  [80] . The 
fi rst microchip based MEKC immunoassay was presented by von Heeren  et al ., 
who analyzed serum theophylline in human urine and serum samples  [81] . To 
realize higher throughputs, Cheng  et al . reported on microfl uidic devices that were 
capable of independently performing six concurrent affi nity electrophoresis based 
immunoassays  [82] . Dishinger and Kennedy in a different study have developed a 
microchip containing four individual channel networks, each capable of perform-
ing immunoaffi nity - based electrophoretic analysis of perfusate from insulin - 
producing cells found in the pancreas known as islets of Langerhans  [83] .  

   5.3.2 
On - Chip Protein Pre - concentration 

 Real protein samples are usually very dilute, and the amount of sample injec-
tion in a microfl uidic chip is usually limited. As a result, online pre - concentration 
of protein is highly desirable on microchips in most cases. To date, two 
methods have been primarily adopted on microfl uidic devices for protein pre -
 concentration: fi ltering and  electric fi eld gradient focusing  ( EFGF ). Ramsey and 
coworkers have reported a convenient fi ltering method using a silicate - based 
nanoporous membrane that was fabricated by spin - coating a silicate precursor 
between two glass microchannels and then providing suitable heat treatment  [84] . 
In this design, proteins were concentrated electrokinetically on the porous silica 
layer prior to sample loading. This system functioned well for both coated and 
uncoated open channels, and yielded about a 600 - fold enhancement in the assay 
sensitivity. Han ’ s group have demonstrated that similar nanofl uidic protein 
concentrators can also be designed on a PDMS microchip, by electrical breakdown 
through a gap junction between two PDMS microchannels  [85] . 

 Zwitterionic polymer membranes have been produced by Song and coworkers 
through laser - induced polymerization of the precursor material at the junction of 
a cross channel in a microchip  [86] . In this work, the local and spatially averaged 
analyte concentration was increased by four and two orders of magnitude, respec-
tively, in about 100   s using moderate voltages (70 – 150   V) for proteins  > 5.7   kDa. The 
degree of concentration in this system was reported to be limited only by the solu-
bility of the proteins. In a different study, another organic membrane was fabri-
cated  in situ  using photopolymerization of crosslinked PAAm to concentrate 
proteins ( > 10   kDa) by over a factor of 1000 in less than 5   min prior to a micro - CGE 
analysis  [87] . The same functionality has also been accomplished by Long  et al . 
using a multilayer device that had a membrane (with 10   nm pores) sandwiched 
between two layers of PDMS substrates with embedded microchannels  [88] . 

  Isotachophoresis  ( ITP ) has been employed by Lin and coworkers to concentrate 
biomolecules prior to micro - CGE. In this work, a 5   mm SDS – protein sample plug 
was focused with 50   mM Tris, 0.5% SDS, 2% dithiothreitol (pH 6.8) leading elec-
trolyte, and a 192   mM glycine, 25   mM Tris (pH 8.3) trailing electrolyte. The focused 
sample was then sized in a polymer solution containing 100   mM Tris - NaH 2 PO 4 , 
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0.1% SDS, 10% glycerol, and 10% dextran (pH 8.3), all of which could be com-
pleted within 300   s with an enhancement factor of about 40  [89] . Recently, con-
centration of HSA and its immunocomplex has been reported using transient ITP 
on a PMMA microchip, yielding an 800 - fold signal enhancement  [90] . In separa-
tion science, electric fi eld gradient focusing (EFGF) is also known to be a powerful 
tool for both concentrating and separating protein samples simultaneously. This 
method has been illustrated on a microchip by Woolley and coworkers through 
 in situ  fabrication of a conductive membrane using phase - changing sacrifi cial 
layers  [91] . With this device, about a three - fold improvement in separation resolu-
tion and a 10   000 - fold enhancement in detection sensitivity were obtained within 
40   min. As an alternative, Lee and coworkers have used a weir structure to fabricate 
a polymer membrane between a separation channel and an electric - fi eld gradient 
generating channel  [92] . With this EFGF device, the authors were able to con-
centrate green fl uorescent protein samples by a factor of ca 4000.  

   5.3.3 
Integrated Microfl uidic Devices for Protein Analysis 

 Microfl uidic platforms provide an unrivaled capability to integrate and automate 
preparatory and analytical functions in a single instrument using a lab - on - a - chip 
approach. For example, Gao  et al . have developed a PDMS based device enabling 
protein digestion, peptide separation, and subsequent protein identifi cation  [93] . 
This device consisted of a capillary tube embedded in a PDMS substrate that 
contained a micro - PVDF membrane reactor with adsorbed trypsin to catalyze the 
protein digestion. The peptide products were then concentrated and resolved by 
electrophoretic separations prior to electrospray ionization for mass spectrometric 
analysis. Pressure - driven fl ow was used to drive the protein solution through the 
reactor and the extent of digestion was regulated by manipulating the dwell time. 
Another fl ow - through protein digestion device has been presented by Wang  et al . 
that consisted of integrated beads of immobilized trypsin in a microchannel  [94] . 

 In addition, signifi cant effort has gone into coupling microfl uidic technologies 
with protein arrays  [95]  and mass spectrometric systems  [96] . An example of 
the former is the work by Pawlak  et al .  [97] , who described the integration of a 
Zeptosens protein array with a microfl uidic delivery system. This device had a 
high sensitivity and signal - to - noise ratio primarily due to an integrated, planar 
waveguide detection system. As discussed by Figeys and Pinto, the widespread 
integration of microfl uidic devices with mass spectrometric systems has mainly 
relied on the electrospray ionization method  [98] . Examples of this type of integra-
tion include the ESI emitter and sheath gas approach  [99] , the PDMS devices of 
Chen  et al .  [100]  and Chiou  et al .  [101] , and the user - friendly device presented by 
Pinto  et al .  [102] . 

 Ekstr ö m  et al .  [103]  have presented a  silicon micro - extraction chip  ( SMEC ) with 
an integrated weir structure for sample clean - up and trace enrichment of peptides. 
This structure was used to trap a reversed - phase chromatography media (POROS 
R2 beads), and facilitated sample purifi cation and enzymatic digestion of proteins 
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by trapping beads immobilized with trypsin. Improvements in the weir design 
have been suggested by Bergkvist  et al .  [104] . A glass microchip developed by 
Bousse  et al .  [54]  has integrated the separation, staining, virtual destaining, and 
detection steps for a protein sizing assay. An example of an assay with integrated 
cell culture with affi nity - based electrophoresis of secreted proteins has been dem-
onstrated by Roper  et al .  [105] . To perform on - line monitoring of insulin (Ins) 
secretion from islet cells in this study, the authors designed microfl uidic devices 
allowing for mixing of effl uent from an islet with FITC - labeled insulin (Ins * ) and 
insulin  antibody  ( Ab ) in a 4   cm long reaction channel via EOF. The mixing time 
was controlled by adjusting the applied electric potential. For formation of Ab – Ins *  
complexes, on - chip mixing required 50   s, which was comparable to off - chip mixing 
time and was augmented by thin fi lm heaters that raised the temperature in the 
mixing chamber to 38    ° C, as a means of producing favorable binding kinetics. 
Following mixing in the reaction channel, samples were electrokinetically injected 
into a 1.5   cm long electrophoresis channel where the Ins *  and Ab – Ins *  complex 
were separated in 5   s. The integrated on - chip mixing and fast electrophoretic 
separations allowed for Ins *  measurements at 15   s intervals, thus enabling 
continuous monitoring of Ins secretion with detection limits of 3   nM (or 
18   ng   ml  − 1 ). The method was reported to resolve secretory profi les of both fi rst -  
and second - phase Ins secretions upon addition of glucose to the islets. The 
work highlights the use of microchip immunoaffi nity assays for high temporal 
resolution monitoring of cellular secretions of soluble analytes.   

   5.4 
Microfl uidic Devices for Single - Cell Analysis 

 There has been signifi cant interest in employing microfl uidic devices and systems 
for cellomics, the knowledge of different cellular phenotypes and function, for 
various reasons. For example, because the size of a mammalian cell is close to the 
dimension of typical microchannels, combining with non - mechanical fl uidic 
micropumps or microvalves allows for precise and automated manipulation of 
singe cells in cellomic assays. Moreover, the ability to accurately control fl ow and 
reagent concentrations around a single or a small cell population permits a better 
understanding of the effect of drugs and/or external stimuli on cell behavior. 
Furthermore, the microfl uidic platform allows for the integration of various tasks 
such as reagent delivery, cell culture, sorting, manipulation, lysis, and separation 
all on a single unit, which enables rapid, highly effi cient single - cell analysis to be 
performed. Owing to these unique advantages, microfl uidic techniques have 
recently emerged as the most potential platform for analyzing single or a small 
population of cells. In this section we review some of the scientifi c developments 
made towards performing fast and more accurate single - cell studies using micro-
fl uidic systems. 

 Integration of cell sampling, single - cell loading, docking, lysing, and CE separa-
tion with  laser - induced fl uorescence  ( LIF ) detection on a single microchip has 
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been demonstrated by Gao  et al .  [106] . In this device, cellular transport and single -
 cell loading into the separation channel were controlled by hydrostatic pressure 
and electrophoretic force, respectively, while single - cell docking was realized by 
repeatedly connecting and disconnecting a set of low potentials ( “ switching the 
high voltage on and off ” ). The docked cell was then directly lysed by applying a 
potential of 1.4   kV (280   V   cm  − 1 ) for 40   ms, and the cell lysate was analyzed to deter-
mine the NDA - derivatized glutathione (GSH) content in single human erythro-
cytes. To obtain better reproducibility in cellomic assays, precise trapping of single 
cells at a fi xed location within a microchannel is essential. Ros ’  group has realized 
such cell localization by designing a cell trap composed of microstructured obstacles 
at a crossing channel. Using this architecture, single cells were trapped, injected, 
steered, and deposited by means of optical tweezers in a PDMS microfl uidic device 
and consecutively lysed at positions defi ned by the microstructured obstacles. 
A green fl uorescent protein - construct (T31N - GFP) in single Sf9 insect cells 
( Spodoptera frugiperda ) was separated and its level quantitated in this work  [107, 
108] . Sun and Yin later fabricated a novel microfl uidic chip with a weir structure 
for cell docking and lysis. In this design, individual cells were electrophoretically 
loaded into a separation channel where they were stopped by the weir and precisely 
positioned within the separation channel. The trapped cell was then lysed and the 
lysate material separated to determine the amount of reduced glutathione (GSH) 
and  reactive oxygen species  ( ROS ) in single human carcinoma cells  [109] . 

 Dilution of the intracellular contents during derivatization and lysis processes 
inside the microchannel is a critical issue as the process restricts the determination 
of the intracellular compounds present in low concentration. Intracellular deriva-
tization can minimize the dilution during derivatization, but only derivatizing 
reagents that penetrate the cell membrane can be used with this approach. 
For those derivatizing reagents that cannot penetrate the cell membrane, Sun 
 et al . have developed a method by encapsulating the fl uorescent dye  fl uorescein 
isothiocyanate  ( FITC ) into liposomes with an average diameter of 100   nm and 
intracellularly delivering the liposomes to label the intracellular species  [110] . 
In a different effort, Zare ’ s group has developed valved microfl uidic devices that 
can isolate a single cell in a chamber having a volume less than 100   pl, where 
it can then be lysed and its contents derivatized with minimal dilution prior 
to analysis (Figure  5.3 )  [111] . With this tool, the researchers have been able to 
quantitate levels of amino acids as well as low - copy number proteins within single 
cells  [112] .   

 Single - cell gene expression analysis holds great promise for studying diverse 
biological systems, but it is challenging to process these precious samples in a 
reproducible, quantitative, and parallel fashion using conventional methods. 
Quake ’ s group has developed a microfl uidic device with integrated micromechani-
cal valves for single - cell RNA and DNA analysis. All steps including cell capture, 
cell lysis, mRNA purifi cation, cDNA synthesis, and cDNA purifi cation were imple-
mented in this device. In addition, single NIH/3T3 cell mRNA isolation and cDNA 
synthesis were demonstrated with quantitative calibration for each step in the 
process, and gene expression in individual cells was measured  [113] . More recently, 
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a higher throughput microfl uidic digital PCR device was demonstrated to amplify 
and analyze multiple genes obtained from single bacterial cells. In this design, 
several parallel reaction chambers (12 samples    ×    1176 chambers/sample) were 
created on single microchip, using micromechanical valves, to act as independent 
PCR reactors  [114] . 

 Information on how cells respond to changes in their external and internal 
environments is critical to understanding cellular functions. Eriksson  et al . have 
realized such experimental conditions by creating an environmental gradient 
between two media in a microchip. The researchers then moved a trapped cell 
repeatedly between the different environments using optical tweezers and observed 
the rapid cytological responses  [115] . 

     Figure 5.3     A single - cell analysis microchip 
proposed by Zare ’ s group  [112] . (a) Layout of 
the single - cell chip, showing the cell - manipu-
lation section on the left and the molecule -
 counting section on the right; (b) analysis 
procedure for a mammalian or insect cell; 
(c) schematic illustration of the excitation 
laser focused by the microscope objective 

and the dimensions of the molecule - counting 
channel; (d) one frame from the CCD images 
of fl uorescent molecules fl owing across the 
molecule - counting section (upper panel) 
and the identifi cation results (lower panel). 
 Reprinted with permission from the 
American Association for the Advancement 
of Science.   
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 Direct cell - to - cell communication between adjacent cells is vital to mul-
tiple physiological functions, including neurotransmission, immune response, 
transmitting action potential in cardiac myocytes, and proper organ development. 
However, current techniques are diffi cult to scale up for high - throughput screen-
ing of cell – cell communication in an array format. Microfl uidic devices provide a 
powerful platform for such studies due to their ability to accurately control the 
physiological environment around a single cell and also precisely manipulate the 
position of the other cells adjacent to the target. Lee ’ s group has described a 
microfl uidic device to monitor cell – cell communication via gap junctions between 
individual cells. This monitoring unit contained a main channel that was 50    µ m 
deep, 20    µ m wide and had 37 pairs of cell trapping conduits with a cross - section 
of 2    ×    2    µ m located at the fl oor. This allowed trapping of multiple cell - pairs for 
the simultaneous optical observation of functional gap junction intercellular 
communication. The device operation was verifi ed in this work by observation 
of dye transfer between mouse fi broblasts (NIH3T3) placed in membrane 
contact  [116] . In a different work, Cooper ’ s group have described the regional 
microfl uidic and electrical manipulation of two cardiac myocytes connected 
through the intercalated discs. The extracellular space in this work was partitioned 
into three pools, namely two aqueous reservoirs for the cell ends and the 
central sealing gap containing the region of the intercalated discs. A lithographi-
cally defi ned partition, combined with a nanopipetting system, was then used 
to induce Ca 2+  waves in a single cell and the propagation of these waves was 
monitored across the inter calated discs. The results demonstrated that Ca 2+  
waves traveled unimpaired along the longitudinal axis of the stimulated cell; 
however, under physiological conditions, they stopped in front of the inter-
calated discs. Under non - physiological conditions, when the adjoining cell 
was either damaged or challenged by a drug, conditions that resulted in Ca 2+  
overload in this cell, propagation of the Ca 2+  wave across the cell junction was 
observed  [117] . 

 Patch - clamp recording is a signifi cant research tool for electrophysiology. Tra-
ditional patch - clamp recording is accomplished by using a micromanipulator to 
position the tip of a glass pipette against the membrane of a cell. A carefully 
applied negative pressure through the pipette tip then causes the membrane to 
invaginate into the pipette and form a giga - ohm seal between the pipette and the 
cell. Though traditional patch - clamp techniques have been quite successful in 
electrophysiological research, these techniques usually require complicated and 
expensive set - ups. Microchip based patch clamp recordings have been accom-
plished using an array of microchannels, each microchannel in which can be used 
as a micropipette to draw individual cells. This architecture offers the capability 
to perform patch - clamp experiments in a high throughput and automated fashion. 
Lee ’ s group has developed a 12 - channel patch - clamp array using microfl uidic 
junctions between a main chamber and lateral recording capillaries, all fabricated 
by micromolding of PDMS. In this design, the microfl uidic integration allowed 
recording capillaries to be arrayed 20    µ m apart, for a total chamber volume of 
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 < 0.5   nl, and incorporated partial cure bonding, yielding robust seals on individually 
selected mammalian cells under optical observation. The device was used to record 
activation of the voltage - gated potassium channel Kv2.1, which was stably expressed 
in mammalian CHO cells. Seals were established without the need of a vibration -
 isolation equipment and the Kv2.1 channel activation data corresponded well 
with data measured by the traditional pipette - based technique, using the same 
reagents and protocols  [116]   . However, this device showed substandard seal quality 
with cells, with seal resistances measured at around 150 – 250   M Ω . Moreover, 
the trapping sites that were contacting the bottom plane of the chip in this design 
caused the patched cell an uncommon deformation. In addition, the enclosed 
micro - scale fl uid chamber posed problems when effi cient fl uid exchange 
and minimal seal quality perturbation was required. The authors later improved 
their design by creating a patch - clamp array with the cell trapping locations 
 “ raised ”  above the bottom plane of the chip to better resemble traditional 
glass micropipette openings. In this modifi ed design, the main fl uidic chamber 
was open to the air, providing an easy - to - use platform for fl uidic exchange. 
The seal resistances were characterized with mammalian HeLa cells and the 
optimum patch aperture dimensions were determined. Extensive whole cell 
patch - clamp measurements were performed with CHO cells expressing Kv2.1 ion 
channels, including ion - channel I – V correlation, drug dose – response and 
drug binding activity characterizations. The results showed that this micro-
fl uidic system was suitable for high - throughput electrophysiology research and 
development, and provided an easy transition from the traditional patch - clamp 
approach  [119] .  

   5.5 
Conclusion 

 Research over the past couple of decades has demonstrated the great potential of 
micro -  and nanofl uidic systems for analyzing nucleic acids, proteins/peptides, and 
biological cells. Genomic assays based on the PCR technique show signifi cant 
improvements with miniaturization both in terms of speed as well as accuracy. 
Moreover, the integration of separation and pre - concentration methods on micro-
fl uidic devices help in the automation of these assays, signifi cantly reducing the 
time and cost involved in such experimentation. The ability to manipulate protein/
peptide samples in micro - /nanofl uidic systems with greater control has also per-
mitted the development of powerful tools that can signifi cantly simplify proteomic 
studies. To date, most traditional proteomic approaches have been demonstrated 
on the microchip platform with substantial improvements in assay time and effort. 
Finally, micro -  and nanofl uidic devices today allow us to precisely control the 
physical and chemical environments around a single or small number of biological 
cell(s), which has already proven to provide analytical capabilities that can signifi -
cantly improve our understanding of these systems.  
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Molecularly Imprinted Polymer Submicron Particles Tailored 
for Extraction of Trace Estrogens in Water  
  Edward     Lai   ,    Anastasiya     Dzhun   , and    Zack     De     Maleki   

        6.1 
Introduction 

 In an era focused on environmental health, the water industry is faced with the 
challenge of ensuring a safe supply of drinking water from sustained sources of 
varying quality  [1] . The wide variety of chemicals that are released daily into the 
environment has attracted great attention worldwide. Of particular concern is the 
potential of adverse effects on human health through consumption of drinking 
water. Water contaminants include toxic metals, carcinogenic organic compounds, 
synthetic chemicals, pharmaceuticals, illicit drugs, cosmetics, personal care prod-
ucts, and food supplements, together with their respective metabolites and trans-
formation products  [2] . Some of these chemicals have been found to disrupt the 
endocrine system of fi sh, wildlife, and humans  [1] . They are called  endocrine -
 disrupting chemical s ( EDC s) and constitute a very large group of natural and 
synthetic compounds with a broad range of biological activities. The main sources 
of EDCs in the rivers and lakes of North America and Europe are sewage effl uent 
and agricultural runoff. 

 More emphasis needs to be placed on one group of EDCs, the estrogens and 
androgens. Naturally produced estrogens such as 17 β  - estradiol (E2), estrone (E1), 
and their metabolites are excreted into the environment. Previous studies have 
shown that women, on average, excrete 2 – 3    µ g of E2 and 7 – 8    µ g of E1 per day  [3] . 
In the US, livestock animals excrete a combined total of 10 – 30   kg of E2 and 80   kg 
of 17 α  - estradiol on a daily basis  [4] . These two estrogens are differentiated from 
other estrogens by the presence of an aromatic ring, and differ from each other 
in the location, number, and nature of the oxygen functions. The E2 molecule has 
a 3 - hydroxyl group (Figure  6.1 ).   

 The synthetic female hormone, 17 α  - ethynylestradiol (EE2), is used as oral con-
traceptive or for hormonal therapy. It is excreted un - metabolized from the human 
body. Many estrogens are not completely broken down during wastewater treat-
ment and are discharged into waterways. The major estrogens in effl uent water 
are E1, E2, and EE2  [5] . These compounds are very active at low concentrations 
and can affect the hormonal systems of both animals and humans. It has been 
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shown that estrogens interfere with the growth, development, and reproduction 
of aquatic organisms. Research on their effects in wildlife has demonstrated male 
fi sh feminization, such as abnormal changes to their reproductive organs and 
development of ovaries. In humans, estrogens lead to a decrease of sperm produc-
tion and development of testicular and prostate cancers. Unfortunately, the con-
centration of estrogens in one river has been measured to be 100 - times higher 
than the level that can have signifi cant impact on endocrine systems  [6] . 

 It is likely to be a decade before human epidemiological studies can play a major 
role in setting guidelines for safe levels of human exposure. In the meantime, the 
water industry needs to identify how best to maintain a sustainable supply of safe 
drinking water, which requires the detection and removal of potentially harmful 
contaminants. Extensive monitoring of intake and discharge waters is becoming 
routine in water treatment plants. Trace analysis for EDCs is commonly performed 
by the use of chromatographic methods.  High - performance liquid chromatogra-
phy  ( HPLC ) with  fl uorescence detection  ( FD ) is often preferred for the quantitative 
analysis of estrogens. It has several advantages over other instrumental methods, 
including direct sample injection and no further derivatization  [7] . However, the 
very similar physical and chemical properties of estrogens make their separation 
challenging and diffi cult. Techniques in water analysis have to be developed for 
preconcentration of trace estrogens to exceed the detection limits of HPLC - FD. 

  Molecularly imprinted polymer s ( MIP s) are crosslinked polymeric materials that 
exhibit high binding capacity and selectivity towards a target molecule, purposely 
present as a template during the synthesis process. Current research in the fi eld 
of molecularly imprinted materials is focusing on applications for selective extrac-
tion of environmentally harmful chemicals. MIPs have been applied in  solid - phase 
extraction  ( SPE ),  liquid chromatography  ( LC ),  capillary electrochromatography  
( CEC ), and binding assays. MIPs have also been used for selective preconcentra-
tion and removal of the target molecules  [8] . By molecular recognition, the MIP 
binds the target chemical from water with high affi nity and specifi city  [9] . Recently 
a selective MIP has been synthesized for isoxicam preconcentration, followed by 
its spectrophotometric determination based on hydrogen bonding interactions 
between the drug and alizarin yellow GG  [10] . This method was able to evaluate 
isoxicam in the range 1   ng · ml  − 1  to 20    µ g · ml  − 1 , with a limit of determination of 
1   ng · ml  − 1 . The retention capacity and preconcentration factor of prepared sorbent 
were 18.5   mg · g  − 1  and 200, respectively; the prepared MIPs could be reused at least 
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     Figure 6.1     Molecular structure of 17 β  - estradiol (E2).  
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fi ve times. The MIP capability for isoxicam selection and extraction from the solu-
tion was higher than  non - imprinted polymer  ( NIP ). Under optimum conditions, 
this procedure can be successfully applied to assay trace amounts of isoxicam (with 
anti - infl ammatory properties) in pharmaceutical and biological samples. 

 MIPs are considered one of the most promising separation methods for removal 
phenolic compounds in wastewater treatment. In a recent work, a MIP was pre-
pared by bulk polymerization in acetonitrile using 2,4 - dinitrophenol as template, 
acrylamide as functional monomer, ethylene glycol dimethacrylate as crosslinker, 
and benzoyl peroxide as initiator  [11] . An adsorption process for removal of nitro-
phenol using the fabricated MIP was evaluated under various pH and time condi-
tions. The maximum adsorption of nitrophenol by the fabricated MIP was found 
to be 3.50   mg · g  − 1  whereas the adsorption of 2,4 - dinitrophenol was found effective 
at pH 6.0. A kinetic study showed that nitrophenol adsorption followed a second -
 order adsorption rate and the adsorption isotherm data were explained well by the 
Langmuir model. 

 As E2 is a primary contaminant and the most active estrogen in wastewater, an 
E2 selective MIP has been synthesized by a thermo - polymerization method using 
 methacrylic acid  ( MAA ) as functional monomer,  ethylene glycol dimethacrylate  
( EGDMA ) as crosslinker, acetonitrile as porogenic solvent, and E2 as template  [12] . 
The MIP showed obvious affi nity for E2 in acetonitrile solution, which was con-
fi rmed by adsorption experiments. After optimizing the conditions for  molecularly 
imprinted solid - phase extraction  ( MISPE ), two structurally related estrogenic com-
pounds (estriol and diethylstilbestrol) were used to evaluate the selectivity of the 
MIP cartridges. The MIP cartridges exhibited high selectivity for E2, as the recover-
ies were 85    ±    7% for MIPs and 19    ±    2% for non - imprinted polymer (NIP) car-
tridges. The detection and quantifi cation limits correspond to 0.023 and 
0.076    µ g · ml  − 1 , respectively. Furthermore, the MISPE methods were used to selec-
tively extract E2 from fi sh and prawn tissue prior to HPLC analysis. This MISPE -
 HPLC procedure could eliminate all matrix interference simultaneously and had 
good recoveries of 81    ±    3%. 

 One goal of our own research over the last two years has been to evaluate the 
binding properties of MIP submicron particles that were imprinted specifi cally for 
E2. Binding of this target compound was monitored against time for comparison 
with a NIP control and a different MIP imprinted for EE2. The large surface area -
 to - volume ratio of submicron particles guarantees high binding capacity and recov-
ery. Thus, MIP submicron particles can be applied as a fi nal treatment for effl uent 
water after solids are removed from raw wastewater. After preconcentration of 
trace E2 in water, desorption of E2 from the MIP submicron particles was studied 
to assess the feasibility of rapid regeneration for reuse. Of course, the trace amount 
of desorbed E2 can be eluted by a small volume of solvent, possibly containing a 
strong organic base or acid modifi er, for HPLC - FD or LC - MS analysis. Under 
optimal conditions, recoveries can be 100    ±    3%, precision can be 4    ±    2%, and 
quantifi cation can be achieved by matrix - matched calibration, as reported for a 
dispersive solid - phase microextraction method in the analysis of four tetracyclines 
in water samples by high - performance liquid chromatography  [13] .  
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   6.2 
Principle of Molecular Recognition by Imprinting 

 Living organisms interact at the molecular level through recognition of the chemi-
cal, physical, and biological information transfer  [14] . The noncovalent chemical 
interactions are based on the formation of weak forces between molecules, such 
as hydrogen bonding, ion pairing (via electrostatic interactions), hydrophobic 
attractions, van der Waals forces,  π  –  π  stacking interactions, and shape comple-
mentarity that minimizes cross reactivity  [15] . When these interactions occur at 
the same time, complexes with high stability are formed. These concepts are useful 
for the synthesis of three - dimensional polymeric structures capable of recognizing 
template molecules with high selectivity  [16] . Template - specifi c polymers can be 
applied in analytical chemistry for preconcentration/removal of target analytes 
 [17] . Scatchard plot analysis typically reveals that the template – polymer system 
shows two - site binding behavior with dissociation constants of 0.5    ±    0.2 and 
10    ±    6    µ mol · l  − 1   [18] . Steric factors, electrostatic factors, large surface area, and 
multiple interaction sites all infl uence the molecular recognition of analyte mol-
ecules in solution by imprinted cavities  [19] . For example, a new MIP has been 
prepared with styrene and MAA as functional co - monomers  [20] . Strong  π  –  π  
interactions occurring between phenyl groups of styrene and tamoxifen promote 
rebinding of the analyte by the specifi c sites. The enhanced hydrophobic character 
of the imprinted polymer enables the direct percolation of urine through MIP - SPE 
and the easy elimination of endogenous salts from urine with only one aqueous 
washing step. HPLC - UV analysis has confi rmed high extraction recoveries (85%) 
for tamoxifen and its metabolite with an enrichment factor of 8. 

 There are two approaches to molecular imprinting. The covalent approach, 
developed by Gunter Wulff and his coworkers, uses covalent bonding to assemble 
template - monomer complexes in solution prior to polymerization  [21] . Molecular 
recognition is dependent on the reversible formation and cleavage of these bonds. 
Another approach, developed by Klaus Mosbach and his coworkers, uses func-
tional monomers that are allowed to prearrange around the template through 
noncovalent interactions  [22] . For noncovalent imprinting, a complex is formed 
through interactions of the template with monomers that have complementary 
functional groups (Figure  6.2 ). Crosslinkers are added to fi x the arrangement of 
functional groups during polymerization. Afterwards the template molecules are 
removed, leaving cavities that resemble the steric and chemical properties of the 
template. These imprinted cavities can rebind molecules that are structurally 
identical or analogous to the template. Increasing the number of noncovalent 
interactions can produce exceptionally high affi nity for analyte. However, it is dif-
fi cult to control weak interactions between the template and monomers during 
polymerization. This can lead to an increased heterogeneity among the binding 
cavities. A combination of the two approaches is semi - covalent, in which covalent 
bonds are formed during the imprinting process and recognition is through non-
covalent interactions between the analyte and the polymer  [23] . Semi - covalent and 
covalent methods do make good recognition sites, but are limited in the choice of 
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templates. Generally, it is more diffi cult to make recognition sites for bigger tem-
plates. The bigger the template molecule, the harder it is to extract all template 
molecules from the recognition sites, yielding a low number of vacant sites for the 
rebinding process.   

   6.2.1 
Monomers, Crosslinkers, and Porogen Solvents 

 Functional monomers are chosen to complement the chemical functionality of a 
template. Basic groups on the template are usually allowed to interact with acidic 
groups on the monomers, or vice versa. The most common monomer used is 
methacrylic acid (MAA) because it contains a carboxyl group that can be a hydro-
gen bond acceptor and donor. MAA transfers its proton to basic functional groups 
on the template, which creates electrostatic interactions  [24] . Similarly,  poly(acrylic 
acid)  ( PAA ) can be obtained by the radical polymerization of AA. The selectivities 
of MIP and NIP particles were recently evaluated by Fe á s  et al.  in binding experi-
ments of the four synthesized polymeric materials (MIP MAA , MIP AA , NIP MAA , and 
NIP AA )  [25] . The effects of monomers on the surface morphology, binding capacity, 
and swelling properties of imprinted and non - imprinted polymers were studied. 
Morphology of the polymeric materials was assessed with  scanning electron 

     Figure 6.2     Preparation of MIP for SPE of 17 β  - estradiol.  
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microscopy  ( SEM ). These studies revealed differences in monomer and polymer 
functions when polymerization occurred in the presence of template. Non - specifi c 
retention of the template to NIP s  was higher for NIP s  - PAA than for NIP s  - PMAA. 
In terms of specifi c binding ( ∆  Q    =    Q  MIP     −     Q  NIP ), MIP MAA  showed a greater value 
(53    ±    1%) than MIP AA  (50    ±    1%). 

 The noncovalent imprinting process is commonly performed by thermal decom-
position of, at 60    ° C,  2,2 ′  - azobisisobutyronitrile  ( AIBN ) as the initiator in dichlo-
romethane. Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) is typically used as the 
crosslinker although  trimethylolpropane  triacrylate ( TRIM ) is another common 
crosslinker  [26] . Crosslinker monomers join functional monomers to create 
binding cavities and build a three - dimensional polymer network. Thus, the 
crosslinker has to be in high proportion. Polymerization typically requires 60 – 70% 
crosslinking of monomers because the morphology, rigidity, selectivity, and 
binding affi nity of MIP strongly depend on it. The porogen, the solvent used for 
polymerization, has to dissolve all the template, functional monomers, and 
crosslinkers to achieve good interactions. It fi lls out the space in order to increase 
the porosity of the three - dimensional polymer structure and should be non - polar 
so as not to interfere with ionic or van der Waals forces. Typical solvents used are 
acetonitrile, chloroform, and toluene  [27] . 

 MIPs can be used as selective sorbents for the SPE of target analytes from 
sample matrices. MIPs are often called synthetic antibodies in comparison with 
immuno - based sorbents, and they offer several advantages over antibodies, includ-
ing rapid preparation and high chemical stability. A review by Pichon in 2007 
described the use of MIPs in SPE with emphasis on their synthesis, the various 
parameters affecting the selectivity of MISPE, their potential to selectively extract 
analytes from complex aqueous samples or organic extracts, their on - line coupling 
with LC, and their potential in miniaturized devices  [28] . The use of MIPs packed 
in HPLC columns and the preparation of imprinted fi bers for  solid - phase micro-
extraction  ( SPME ) have been discussed in another review by Martin - Esteban and 
coworkers  [29] . Thus, this chapter does not pretend to be a collection of MISPE -
 related papers but gives an overview of the signifi cant attempts carried out during 
the last two years to improve the performance of MIPs in solid - phase extraction 
using submicron particles.  

   6.2.2 
Rebinding of Target Analytes 

 Newly synthesized MIP submicron particles need to be evaluated for their binding 
characteristics, particularly their affi nity and effi ciency. Farrington and Reagan 
have investigated the physical characteristics of MIP submicron particles, includ-
ing the particle size distribution on exposure of the MIP to different solvents  [30] . 
This was related to the ability of the MIP to rebind ibuprofen under the same 
conditions, which further enhanced their understanding of the nature of MIP 
recognition. In addition to particle size analysis by dynamic light scattering, the 
MIP submicron particles can be assessed by batch binding with different analyte 
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concentrations until equilibrium is reached. After equilibration, the remaining 
analyte in solution can be measured by HPLC with fl uorescence detection (FD) or 
 liquid chromatography – mass spectrometry  ( LC - MS ). By difference, the amount of 
analyte bound to the MIP can be determined. This indirect measurement of 
binding percentage gives information on the binding affi nity of the new MIP, 
especially in a Scatchard plot. To assess the new MIP for effi cient imprinting by 
the known amount of template, its binding percentage is compared to that meas-
ured for the non - imprinted polymer (NIP) as a control. The difference is correlated 
with the number of selective binding cavities in the MIP  [31] . In addition, a second 
imprinted polymer (MIP2) is prepared using a template that is structurally similar 
to the fi rst template. The reason for making MIP2, other than the NIP, is that the 
NIP surface morphology, steric properties, and physical characteristics can be 
signifi cantly different from those of the MIP. MIP2 helps to confi rm the specifi c 
imprinting effect of the MIP.  

   6.2.3 
Computational Modeling 

 MIPs binding with  phenoxyacetic acid  ( PA ) as a dummy template molecule 
have been synthesized via thermal initiation in aqueous medium  [32] . The reten-
tion behaviors of benzoic acid, PA, 2 - methyl - 4 - chlorophenoxyacetic acid, 4 - 
chlorophenoxyacetic acid, and 2,4 - dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4 - D) on this MIP 
column indicated that the MIP could selectively retain phenoxyacetic herbicides. 
To investigate these recognition mechanisms, the interactions between the 
functional monomer  4 - vinylpyridine  ( 4 - VP ) and PA or 2,4 - D were investigated by 
computational modeling.  1 H NMR spectroscopy of 2,4 - D titrated by 4 - VP was also 
recorded. The chemical shift of the 2,4 - D acidic proton (12.15 – 14.32   ppm) showed 
the existence of the ion - pair interaction. This kind of dummy MIP could be useful 
as a solid phase to extract 2,4 - D, 4 - CPA or MCPA and avoid leakage of a trace 
amount of target analyte remaining in the MIP column. 

 A MIP for the recognition of the methyl - carbamate pesticide, carbaryl, in water 
has been synthesized using a molecular modeling approach to select the mono-
mers  [33] . The functional monomers with the highest binding energy to the 
template were used for the synthesis of MIPs. A fl ow - injection system for the 
selective and sensitive monitoring of carbaryl in water has been constructed, based 
on its native fl uorescence for emission detection. This fl ow - injection system dem-
onstrated high specifi city for carbaryl against other methyl - carbamate pesticides 
(e.g., bendiocarb and carbofuran). A detection limit for the target molecule of 
0.27    µ g · l  − 1  (3 - ml sample injections) was found, with throughput of seven analyses 
per hour. The polymer was easily regenerated for subsequent sample injections 
(up to 200 cycles tested) and showed good stability for at least 4 months after 
preparation. 

 MIPs using dimethoate (a widely used organophosphate insecticide) as the 
template molecule have been prepared for selective recognition and enrichment 
of dimethoate from tea leaves  [34] . Six functional monomers were examined, 
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which showed that the MIP prepared by  methyl methacrylate  ( MMA ) had the 
largest imprinting factor of 7.9 for dimethoate.  Molecular dynamic s ( MD s) simula-
tions were carried out for the six different molecular systems to predict the inter-
action energies, the closest approach distances, and the active site groups. The 
dynamic adsorption of dimethoate on the MMA - based - MIP was in accord with the 
Langmuir isotherm. This MIP had a marked selectivity for dimethoate compared 
to structurally related organophosphorus pesticides. MISPE attained a large 
selective enrichment factor of 100 for dimethoate from tea leaves. It was a useful 
tool in the trace detection of environmental contaminants. 

 The selective adsorption properties of dimethoate MIPs were further studied by 
computational and conformational methods at the molecular level through a MD 
simulation  [35] . The MD simulation was confi rmed through chromatographic 
evaluation of dimethoate on the MIP and NIP columns. Both MD modeling and 
chromatographic evaluations showed that the MIP based on the  butyl methacrylate  
( BMA ) functional monomer had the best selective recognition for dimethoate 
compared to other functional monomers, including methyl methacrylate (MMA) 
and  ethyl methacrylate  ( EMA ). Two parameters, the imprinting factor indicator 
and the competitive factor indicator, provided an insight into the imprinting selec-
tivity of the MIPs for dimethoate versus other structurally related organophospho-
rus pesticides. The infl uence of the rebinding solvents on the adsorption properties 
of MIPs was also investigated. It was found that a good rebinding solvent should 
have less affi nity with both template and polymer and a good solubility; a large 
self - association among solvent molecules could enhance the affi nity between tem-
plate and MIP. The results of MD simulation were in good agreement with those 
of chromatographic evaluation, and indicated that MD simulation could be an 
effective tool for the design of new MIPs. 

 Molecular recognition can be accomplished by imprinting its structure on the 
surface or in the bulk material. A surface molecular imprinting technique was 
recently combined with a simple sol – gel process to synthesize a new imprinted 
amino - functionalized silica gel material for  solid - phase extraction – high perform-
ance liquid chromatography  ( SPE – HPLC ) determination of  diethylstilbestrol  
( DES )  [36] . Moreover, Li  et al.  have used molecular dynamics simulations and 
computational screening to identify functional monomers capable of interacting 
with sulfadimidine (SM 2 ), which is an inexpensive veterinary drug  [37] . A library 
of 15 kinds of common functional monomers for preparing MIPs was built and 
their interactions with SM 2  in acetonitrile were calculated using the molecular 
dynamics software GROMACS 3.3. According to the theoretical calculation results, 
surface molecularly imprinted silica (MIP - silica) with SM 2  as template was pre-
pared by surface - imprinting technique using MAA as functional monomer and 
divinylbenzene as crosslinker in acetonitrile. The surface composition of the MIP -
 silica was determined by Fourier - transform infrared (FT - IR) spectroscopy and 
energy - dispersive X - ray spectrometer (EDS). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
was used to characterize the morphological properties of the MIP - silica. The 
synthesized MIP - silica was then tested by an equilibrium - adsorption method, and 
the MIP - silica demonstrated high binding specifi city to the SM 2 . The molecular 
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recognition of SM 2  was analyzed in detail by using molecular modeling software 
Gaussian 03. Furthermore, Koohpaei  et al.  have used  central composite design  
( CCD ) to increase the precision and accuracy of synthesis and optimization of MIP 
for ametryn and other similar analogues  [27] . 

 A rational design approach was taken by Farrington  et al.  to the planning and 
synthesis of a MIP capable of extracting caffeine from a standard solution and 
from food samples containing caffeine  [38] . Data from NMR titration experiments, 
in conjunction with molecular modeling, were used to predict the relative ratios 
of template to functional monomer and furthermore to determine both the choice 
and amount of porogen used for the MIP preparation. In addition, the molecular 
modeling program yielded information regarding the thermodynamic stability of 
the pre - polymerization complex. Post - polymerization analysis of the MIP by BET 
yielded signifi cant information regarding the nature of the size and distribution 
of the pores within the polymer matrix. Both the physical characteristics of MIP 
and analysis of pre - polymerization complex could yield vital information to predict 
how well a given MIP would perform.   

   6.3 
Analytical Application of  MIP  s  for Biopharmaceuticals and Toxins 

 The analysis of alkylphosphonic acids, degradation products of V and G nerve 
agents (such as VX, sarin, or soman), has been an important task for compliance 
to the Chemical Weapons Convention. Detection of these contaminants at low 
concentration levels was diffi cult with complex matrices due to the amount of 
interfering substances. MISPE has allowed selective extraction of these com-
pounds from complex samples, thus making their detection easier  [39] . MIPs of 
cholesterol have been prepared by UV - initiated polymerization and used as SPE 
sorbents for direct extraction of cholesterol from different biological samples 
(human serum, cow milk, yolk, shrimp, pork and beef)  [40] . Over the concentration 
range 10 – 80    µ g   ml  − 1 , recoveries ranged from 80 to 93%. Compared with conven-
tional C18 SPE, almost all of the matrix interferences were removed after MISPE 
and higher selectivity was achieved. 

 MIPs have also been applied for therapeutic drug monitoring, for instance, 
of mycophenolic acid in patient plasma  [41] . The determination of trace bio-
pharmaceutical residues in food and contaminants in feedstuffs has been a 
growing concern over the past few years  [42] . Residual antibacterials in food con-
stitute a risk to human health, especially because they can contribute to the trans-
mission of antibiotic - resistant pathogenic bacteria through the food chain. 
Therefore, to ensure food safety EU and USA regulatory agencies have established 
lists of forbidden or banned substances and tolerance levels for authorized veteri-
nary drugs (e.g., antibacterials). During the past decade, the use of powerful 
mass spectrometric detectors in combination with innovative chromatographic 
technologies has solved many problems related to sensitivity and selectivity of 
LC - MS analysis. However, in determining polar pollutants such as antibiotics and 
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biopharmaceuticals for environmental investigation, the analyst has often faced 
two major challenges    –    poor detectability of analytes and highly variable matrix 
interferences    –    that compromise quantifi cation  [43] . Sample preparation remains 
the bottleneck step in these methods regarding analysis time and sources of error. 

 Owing to the complexity of new pharmaceutical compounds, current research 
in medical, food, and environmental analyses has focused on the development of 
effi cient methods for sample preconcentration and clean - up  [44] . Traces of phar-
maceuticals are continuously introduced into the aquatic environment mainly by 
sewage treatment plant effl uents  [45] . Contemporary analytical methods have the 
sensitivity required for contaminant detection and quantifi cation, but direct appli-
cation of these methods on food samples can rarely be performed. In fact, the 
matrix introduces severe disturbances and analysis can only be performed after 
some clean - up and preconcentration steps. It is important to develop SPE sorbents 
for simplifi cation of HPLC analysis, for instance, to attain high selectivity and 
sensitivity in the detection of polar environmental pollutants. Conventional SPE 
has limitations in the extraction of polar pharmaceuticals selectively from complex 
mixtures  [46] . Recent years have seen a signifi cant increase of the MISPE tech-
nique in food contaminant analysis. In fact, this technique seems to be particularly 
suitable for extraction applications where analyte selectivity in the presence of a 
very complex and structured matrix is the main problem  [47] . MIP has been 
coupled with electrochemical fl uorimetry detection for the effi cient determination 
of methotrexate in serum and urine  [48] . Methotrexate (generally used to treat 
cancers of the breast, skin, head, neck, or lung) was preconcentrated in the MISPE 
micro - column, and then eluted. The eluate was detected by fl uorescence spec-
trophotometer after electrochemical oxidation. Under the selected experimental 
conditions, the detection limit was 0.8   ng · ml  − 1 . The selectivity and sensitivity of 
fl uorimetry was greatly improved by the MISPE method. 

 The development of MIP submicron particles for SPE would eliminate the 
potential loss of trace compounds during preparation of unknown samples and 
would provide rapid preconcentration of trace analytes in the samples. MIPs have 
high resistance to degradation processes that can be caused by mechanical stress, 
high temperature, high pressure, acid, base, metal ions, and organic solvents. In 
addition, MIP can be stored for long periods and can be used repeatedly without 
loss of the imprinting effect. These properties are desired in the fi eld of analytical 
chemistry, as well as for environmental applications. There are several additional 
advantages with MIP sorbents when used for extraction in water, such as simpli-
fi ed sample preparation, no clean up of humic and fulvic acids, no acidic hydrolysis 
of analytes, and no protonation of basic analytes  [49] . Widstrand and coworkers 
were able to imprint the SPE sorbent for different pharmaceutical compounds  [50] . 
MIP material was packed into an SPE micro - column, with 80% recoveries to 
achieve a detection limit of 1   ng · l  − 1  in water. Each MIP exhibited high selectivity 
toward the target analyte in raw wastewater samples. Sample matrix components 
from the MIP micro - column can be eluted with a proper choice of organic solvents. 
Thus, high - affi nity binding to the MIP is an important factor that can infl uence 
the % recovery of target analyte. 
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 The use of custom - made MIPs with high selectivities for target molecules in 
SPE is becoming an increasingly important sample preparation technique in 
biopharmaceutical analysis. However, the potential risk of leakage of the template 
molecules during desorption has limited many applications. The use of a mimick-
ing template, called a  dummy molecular imprinting polymer  ( DMIP ), that bears 
the structure of a related molecule and acts as a putative template molecule may 
provide a useful solution to this problem. MIPs with selective recognition proper-
ties for  zearalenone  ( ZON ), an estrogenic mycotoxin, have been prepared by 
Uracca  et al.  using  cyclododecyl 2,4 - dihydroxybenzoate  ( CDHB ) that exhibits 
resemblance to ZON in terms of size, shape, and functionality as template instead 
of the natural toxin  [51] . They could be excellent for clean - up and preconcentration 
of the mycotoxin in contaminated food samples. Kubo  et al.  have prepared MIPs 
for an amnesic shellfi sh poison, domoic acid  [52] . They tested several commercial 
aromatic dicarboxylic compounds (isomers of phthalic acid) for use as dummy 
templates. The highest selective recognition ability was found when  o  - phthalic acid 
was used. The ability was due to the similarity in shape around the carboxylic acids 
of domoic acid and  o  - phthalic acid. The effective chromatographic separation of 
domoic acid in the extract from blue mussels was achieved with a LC column 
packed with the DMIP. 

 A confi rmatory method was described for the determination of the illegal anti-
biotic chloramphenicol using a specifi cally developed MIP as the sample clean - up 
technique  [53] . The MIP was produced using an analog to chloramphenicol as the 
template molecule. Using an analog of the analyte as the template avoided the 
traditional drawback associated with MIPs of residual template leeching or bleed-
ing. The MIP described was used for the solid - phase extraction of chloramphenicol 
from various sample matrices, including honey, urine, milk, and plasma. A full 
analytical method with quantifi cation by LC - MS/MS was fully validated, according 
to the  European Union  ( EU ) criteria for the analysis of veterinary drug residues. 
Zhang  et al.  have reported that  2 - methylphenoxyacetic acid  ( 2 - MPA , which is 
similar in shape, size, and functionality to phenoxyacetic herbicides) was suitable 
to be used as a dummy template to prepare MIPs for retaining phenoxyacetic 
herbicides  [54] . They employed computational molecular modeling to study the 
ion - pair interactions between template molecules and functional monomer 
4 - vinylpiridine (4 - VP). The data indicated that the cross - selectivities of MIPs for 
phenoxyacetic acid herbicides depended on the binding energies of complexes. An 
antihistaminic/anticholinergic compound,  cyproheptadine  ( CPH ), and  azatadine  
( AZA ) were used recently as templates in the development of MIPs and DMIPs 
 [55] . The results indicated that the DMIPs exhibited equal recognition of CPH, 
thereby avoiding the problem of leakage of the original template during desorp-
tion, relative to MIPs synthesized in the presence of CPH as the print molecule. 
Examination of the surface structures of the DMIPs and MIPs by SEM showed 
appreciable differences in structural morphology, even though molecular mode-
ling of CPH and AZA had suggested that both substrates were similar in shape 
and volume. These results were well supplemented by data obtained for swelling 
ratios and solvent uptake.  
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   6.4 
Preparation of  MIP  Submicron Particles 

 A novel MIP material has been prepared using quercetin as the template molecule, 
methacrylic acid as a functional monomer, and macroporous chitosan beads as a 
functional matrix  [56] . The MIP exhibited higher selectivity for quercetin in a 
mixture of fl avonoids than the NIP control. Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption 
models were successfully applied to describe the equilibrium isotherms. Direct 
injection, enrichment and HPLC analysis of ultra - trace  bisphenol A  ( BPA ) in water 
samples using  molecularly imprinted polymeric microsphere s ( MIPM s) in a 
column has been developed by Jiang  et al.   [57] . Under optimal conditions, the 
MIPM column could be used to simultaneously extract, enrich, separate, and 
determine ultra - trace BPA in one analysis. The enrichment factor for BPA was 
10   000 when 40   ml of water sample was directly injected and analyzed. The limit 
of quantifi cation was 0.1   nmol · l  − 1  and the recoveries were 99    ±    3%. 

 Preparation of molecularly imprinted polymer microspheres (MIPMs) for  chlo-
ramphenicol  ( CAP ) by aqueous suspension polymerization was fi rst reported by 
Shi  et al.   [58] . The resulting MIPMs had the ability to specifi cally adsorb CAP, and 
MISPE based on these MIPMs was shown to be applicable for clean - up and pre-
concentration of trace CAP in milk and shrimp samples with high recoveries of 
92    ±    1% and 85    ±    1%, respectively. Combined with MISPE, the conventional 
HPLC - UV analysis sensitivity for CAP in foods was signifi cantly increased. 
Uniform - sized molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) beads for  metsulfuron -
 methyl  ( MSM ) were fi rstly prepared by a one - step swelling and polymerization 
method using  4 - vinylpyridine  ( 4 - VPY ) and  ethylene glycol dimethacrylate  ( EDMA ) 
as functional monomer and crosslinker, respectively  [59] . The chromatographic 
behavior of MSM and structurally related  sulfonylurea s ( SU s) on the resultant MIP 
column were evaluated. The imprinted polymer revealed specifi c affi nity to the 
template and fair resolution of SUs was also obtained. Furthermore, the MSM -
 MIP was used as the solid - phase extraction (SPE) material to enrich MSM in real 
water samples before reversed - phase HPLC analysis. The recovery of MSM from 
100   ml of drinking water at a 50   ng · l  − 1  spike level was 99    ±    1% with a RSD of 1.1%. 
The detection limit was about 6.0   ng · l  − 1  of MSM when enriching a 100   ml water 
sample. A simple, sensitive, and specifi c method has been developed by Wang and 
Zhang for high - throughput detection of dipyridamole  [60] . The method is based 
on  chemiluminescence  ( CL ) imaging assay combined with MIP recognition. MIP 
microspheres were prepared using precipitation polymerization with MAA as 
functional monomer, TRIM as the crosslinker, and dipyridamole as the template. 
The microspheres were coated in 96 - microtiter well plates with  poly(vinyl alcohol)  
( PVA ) as glue. The amount of polymer - bound dipyridamole was determined based 
on the dipyridamole peroxyoxalate chemiluminescence reaction. The emitted light 
was measured with a high - resolution charge - coupled device (CCD). The proposed 
method exhibited high selectivity and sensitivity to dipyridamole. Under optimum 
conditions, the relative CL imaging intensity was proportional to the concentra-
tion of dipyridamole, ranging from 0.02 to 10    µ g · ml  − 1 . The detection limit was 
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0.006    µ g · ml  − 1 . The method could perform 96 independent measurements simul-
taneously in 30   min. These results show that the MIP - based CL imaging can 
become a useful analytical technology for quick detection of dipyridamole in real -
 world samples. 

 Uniformly - sized MIPs for atrazine, ametryn, and irgarol have been prepared by 
Sambe  et al.  using a multistep swelling and polymerization method  [61] . The MIP 
for atrazine prepared using MAA showed good molecular recognition abilities for 
chlorotriazine herbicides, while the MIPs for ametryn and irgarol prepared using 
 2 - (trifl uoromethyl) acrylic acid  ( TFMAA ) showed excellent molecular recognition 
abilities for methylthiotriazine herbicides. A  restricted access media - molecularly 
imprinted polymer  ( RAM - MIP ) for irgarol was prepared followed by  in situ  
hydrophilic surface modifi cation using glycerol dimethacrylate and glycerol mono-
methacrylate as hydrophilic monomers. The RAM - MIP was applied to selective 
enrichment of methylthiotriazine herbicides (simetryn, ametryn, and prometryn) 
in river water, followed by their separation and UV detection via column - switching 
HPLC. With a 100 - ml loading of river water sample, the detection limits were 
25   pg · ml  − 1 . The recoveries of simetryn, ametryn, and prometryn at 50   pg · ml  − 1  were 
101%, 95.6%, and 95.1%, respectively. Haginaka has recently reviewed all the 
preparation methods for spherical and monodispersed MIPs in micrometer sizes 
 [62] . Those methods include suspension polymerization in water, liquid perfl uoro-
carbon, and mineral oil, seed polymerization and dispersion/precipitation polym-
erization. The other methods are the use of beaded materials such as a spherical 
silica or organic polymer for grafting MIP phases onto the surfaces of porous 
materials or fi lling the pores of silica with MIPs followed by dissolution of the 
silica. Furthermore, applications of MIP microspheres as affi nity - based chroma-
tography media, HPLC stationary phases, and solid - phase extraction media will 
be useful for pharmaceutical, biomedical, and environmental analysis. 

 MIP submicron particles have been synthesized in the authors ’  laboratory for 
selective SPE of E2. MAA and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) or TRIM 
were added to a solution of E2 in acetone/acetonitrile (1   :   3 v/v) inside a screw - cap 
vial. AIBN (2   wt% of MAA and EGDMA or TRIM) was added to the mixture. After 
sonication for 1   min and deoxygenation with nitrogen for 5   min, the vial was sealed 
and placed in a thermostated water bath at 60    ° C to polymerize over 24   h. More 
details on the preparation of submicron particles are available from a previous 
report  [63]   . The proper functional monomer (MAA) was selected and its concen-
tration was optimized to obtain the best MIP particles. This ensured that the 
imprinting effect would be at its maximum strength, by forming stable template -
 monomer complexes at the pre - polymerization stage, and it produced high - affi nity 
imprinted cavities throughout the MIP matrix. The newly synthesized MIP sub-
micron particles can extract E2 from water samples. This ability to recognize E2 
in aqueous solution is an important property. The choice of porogen solvent as 
acetone – acetonitrile (1   :   3 v/v) was to improve the noncovalent imprinting effect 
and to yield particles in a submicron size range. 

 The newly synthesized MIP submicron particles were evenly dispersed through-
out the porogen solvents to appear as a colloid. The polymerized colloid turned 
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milky white in color, yielding submicron particles in abundance  [64] . After drying, 
electrostatic properties of the MIP submicron particles were noticeable, resulting 
in some mass loss via dust clouds when the vial was opened for washing with 1% 
 triethylamine  ( TEA ) in methanol several times until the E2 template was no longer 
detected in the supernatant. NIP submicron particles, and MIP2 submicron 
particles imprinted with 17  α  - ethynylestradiol (EE2), have been prepared similarly 
for use as a control and a reference, respectively.  

   6.5 
Binding Properties of  MIP  Submicron Particles with  E 2 

 The MIP submicron particles (prepared using TRIM as the crosslinker) have been 
tested for their rebinding effi ciency with E2. At the end of incubation, the concen-
tration of remaining E2 in the supernatant is determined by HPLC - FD. This is 
subtracted from the original concentration of E2 to calculate the amount of E2 
bound with the MIP submicron particles. The results have shown that 20   mg of 
particles absorb 99    ±    2% of the target molecule E2, which is practically quantitative 
and complete. Not all of the imprinted cavities (based on the number of moles of 
E2 used as template in the preparation of MIP submicron particles) are needed 
for binding the analyte molecules during incubation. Recently, Le Noir and his 
coworkers imprinted MIP particles with E2 and found that the % recovery of E2 
was only 77%  [65] . The morphology of MIP submicron particles was examined by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The average particle size was estimated to 
be 300    ±    30   nm (Figure  6.3 ).   

 Although these MIP submicron particles are not perfect in their spherical shape 
(in comparison with those obtained using EGDMA as the crosslinker), their 
binding characteristics are impressive. Interestingly, the NIP submicron particles 
also bound E2 in aqueous solution at a signifi cant effi ciency of 93    ±    2% due to 

     Figure 6.3     Scanning electron microscopy images of (a) molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) 
submicron particles and (b) non - imprinted polymer (NIP) submicron particles.  
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non - specifi c binding. The difference in MIP and NIP binding results proved that 
the MIP particles have only a small number of specifi c cavities to bind 3% more 
of E2 strongly (as well as low - affi nity sites for non - specifi c binding of E2). An 
important observation is that the mixing of MIP submicron particles with E2 
solutions is instant, resulting in a homogeneous dispersion. When NIP sub-
micron particles are mixed with E2 solutions, sonication for 5 – 10   s is required to 
obtain a homogeneous dispersion. The accessibility of binding sites depends 
on how porous the MIP and NIP submicron particles are. It is possible that the 
specifi c surface area of MIP particles is larger than that of NIP particles. 

 Polymeric particles were recently imprinted with E2 using methacrylic acid as 
functional monomer and divinylbenzene as crosslinker  [66] . Binding studies of 
these MIP particles (5    ±    1    µ m) showed a recovery of 88% for E2 in deionized water 
and 81% in surface water. The corresponding NIP particles attained 78% recovery. 
Wei and Mizaikoff found that strong binding sites were mostly positioned at the 
surface of the MIP particles. As non - imprinted polymers had smaller surface 
areas, they would have smaller pore volumes  [67] . 

   6.5.1 
Models of  E 2 Binding with  MIP  Submicron Particles 

 The characterization of MIP binding has been mostly phenomenological, like 
Langmuir – Freundlich isotherms  [68] , binding site models, chromatographic  k  and 
  α   values, etc., as they relate to different applications  [69] . Determination of the 
number and strength of binding sites on MIP particles requires an understanding 
of different binding models. There are two common binding models: homogene-
ous and heterogeneous. The heterogeneous binding model suggests the possibility 
of having high - affi nity and low - affi nity sites. Previous studies on MIP binding sites 
have proven that MIPs typically contain a higher number of non - selective binding 
sites in comparison to the needed high - affi nity sites  [70] . The heterogeneity occurs 
because of noncovalent interactions, which allow only a fraction of the functional 
monomers to be arranged in a complementary geometry around the template 
molecules, while the rest are randomly located throughout the polymer matrix. At 
low concentrations of E2, analyte molecules are attracted by the low - affi nity sites 
that are found on the MIP particle surface and resemble the non - specifi c binding 
sites of NIP  [71] . At high concentrations of E2, the high - affi nity sites are activated, 
possibly beyond the diffusion energy barrier, to bind the target analytes. Appar-
ently, the increased amount of E2 in the sample solution can increase the chance 
of E2 molecules contacting these binding sites inside MIP particles. 

 Previous studies by Yu  et al.  in our laboratory indicated that a steric exclusion 
effect, for larger molecules than the target analyte, would reduce the binding 
frequencies of the analyte with the MIP  [7] . The exposure of MIP to two compounds 
in one mixture, E2 and EE2, showed that MIP was selective towards E2 but the 
recovery of targeted E2 experienced a decrease in the presence of EE2 (which is a 
larger molecule than E2) when compared to binding of E2 alone in the sample 
solution. Moreover, molecules that are smaller than the target analyte have 
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decreased selectivity even though their size did not block the entrance of the analyte 
to the binding sites. This test provided evidence for shape selectivity of MIPs and 
antagonistic versus agonistic properties of other chemicals on the binding sites. 

 The selectivity of heterogeneous MIP binding sites can be enhanced by site -
 selective chemical modifi cation. Umpleby  et al.  were able to selectively eliminate 
low - affi nity binding sites by esterifi cation with diazomethane, which selectively 
inactivates hydrogen bonding on carboxylic acid groups  [70] . Thus the fi nal MIP 
contained only high - affi nity binding sites, and the binding specifi city of MIP 
would be optimized. A promising result for enhancing the selectivity of MIP has 
been reported by McNiven  et al .  [72] . They treated the polymer with methyl iodide 
in the presence of the template molecules. Consequently, the non - specifi c binding 
sites were blocked with methyl iodide while the high - affi nity sites were protected 
by the template. This afforded strong binding of, and specifi city to, the target 
analyte.  

   6.5.2 
Kinetics of  MIP  Binding with  E 2 

 Binding of E2 molecules with MIP particles would require time for diffusion into 
the macroporous polymer matrix of imprinted cavities. The authors ’  own results 
showed that MIP can bind up to 64    ±    3% E2 at the optimal reaction time of 3   min. 
Previously, Jiang  et al . studied uptake kinetics of NIP using a simple imprinted 
amino - functionalized silica gel  [36] . The results showed that the maximum binding 
of 47    ±    3% was achieved after the reaction time is above or equal to 60   min. 

 Ultrasonication has an effect on the binding effi ciency for it can speed up the 
binding of E2 with MIP submicron particles. The authors ’  own results showed 
that the E2 binding effi ciency was increased to 98    ±    2% when 2 - min of ultrasonica-
tion was applied. Apparently, ultrasonication is an effective way to agitate the water 
sample, thereby dispersing the submicron particles evenly throughout the entire 
volume of water. Ultrasonication helped E2 molecules penetrate the macroporous 
polymer matrix, to enter the binding cavities that were otherwise not as easily 
accessible.   

   6.6 
Trace Analysis of  E 2 in Wastewater Treatment 

 A new MIP for trace analysis of diclofenac in environmental water samples was 
developed  [73] . Diclofenac is a  non - steroidal anti - infl ammatory drug  ( NSAID ) 
which belong to the most frequently detected pharmaceuticals in the water - cycle 
in Europe. The MIP was synthesized using 2 - vinylpyridine (2 - VP) as a functional 
monomer and EGDMA as a crosslinker in a bulk thermal polymerization method. 
Scatchard plot analysis revealed that two classes of binding sites were formed with 
dissociation constants of 55    ±    1    µ mol · l  − 1  and 1.4    ±    0.1   mmol · l  − 1 , respectively. This 
resulted in an MISPE - LC/DAD method allowing the direct extraction of the analyte 
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with a selective wash using dichloromethane – acetonitrile (94   :   6, v/v) followed by 
elution with dichloromethane/methanol (85   :   15, v/v). The recovery of diclofenac 
was 96%, with good precision (RSD   =   3.3%,  n    =   3). The MISPE method was 
applicable to raw infl uent and fi nal effl uent wastewater samples from sewage 
treatment plant. Analysis results were in good agreement with the corresponding 
LC/TIS/MS/MS data obtained by an independent laboratory. 

 It is important, for public health, to clean up wastewater from contamination 
by natural and synthetic estrogens. Existing techniques to degrade EDCs include 
activated carbon absorption, chlorination, membrane fi ltration, ozonation, reverse 
osmosis and UV radiation. All of these treatments are expensive with harmful 
byproducts. They lack selectivity and are impacted by the presence of other organic 
substances like pharmaceuticals, surfactants and humic/fulvic acids. Moreover, 
5 – 95% of EDC residual levels in the effl uent water can persist to affect the 
environment. New remedies for trace EDCs would need to be developed in govern-
ment and university laboratories worldwide  [74] . For instance, iron tetra - amido 
mac rocyclic ligand (a synthetic catalyst which speeds oxidation) combined 
with hydrogen peroxide showed potential for degradation of EDCs in sewage 
effl uent  [75] . Some species of the genus  Rhodococcus  could have the enzyme 
that degrades the steroidal skeleton of E2  [76] . However, biological treatment of 
trace E2 is barely adequate because microorganisms metabolize other EDCs 
too present in effl uent water  [77] . The inability of conventional wastewater 
treatment processes, to be selective towards removal of trace E2, gives room for 
development of more selective extraction methods using MIPs. 

 The effi ciency of using bisphenol A - molecularly imprinted polymeric micro-
spheres (MIPMs) to remove phenolic estrogens from different sources of water 
were evaluated by Lin  et al.   [78] . The highest removal effi ciency was observed at 
pH 5. MIPMs were more suitable to remove trace estrogens in a large volume 
than concentrated estrogens in a small volume. The removal effi ciency of spiked 
tap water, lake water and river water were better than that of distilled water. MIPMs 
had higher removal selectivity and effi ciency than activated carbons. Moreover, 
they can be re - used for 30 times without losing any effi ciency. 

 There are several issues when applying MIP submicron particles for the cleanup 
of wastewater after secondary treatment in a plant. The processing of large volumes 
of wastewater for treatment with particles is one challenge to engineering. Another 
challenge is how best to eliminate all submicron particles before the treated waste-
water is released into a river or lake. The clogging of membrane fi lters is a potential 
problem with submicron particles. This problem can be alleviated if ultrasonica-
tion is applied to dislodge the particles clogging any pores of a membrane that is 
mounted horizontally and facing down. 

 For cost savings, the reuse of MIP or NIP submicron particles is an important 
feature that warrants further research  [79] . Removing E2 from the binding cavities 
is a necessary step The authors ’  lab confi rmed that 10%  trifl uoroacetic acid  ( TFA ) 
in water did not have the chemical ability needed for desorption of E2 from MIP/
NIP submicron particles. Methanol alone was better for desorbing E2 than TFA, 
with a desorption effi ciency of 46    ±    4%. After much research, 3% of TEA solution 
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in methanol – water (1   :   40 v/v) was determined to be the best desorption agent for 
E2. It was an optimal concentration which would not damage the HPLC column 
but strong enough to break the hydrogen bonding, van der Waals, ionic and 
hydrophobic interactions between E2 and the carboxyl groups inside each binding 
cavity. One precaution is that some molecules of TEA may be left behind in the 
binding cavities. They can interfere with the binding of new E2 molecules during 
the next extraction  [80] . Therefore, an additional wash with methanol or other 
volatile solvents to remove any residual TEA can be very benefi cial.  

   6.7 
Current Progress 

 The great affi nity of MIP particles for the target analyte makes them a good tool 
for trace analysis. Both MIP and NIP particles have high potential for applications 
in the removal of E2 from wastewater. Syringe fi lters containing MIP or NIP 
particles are effi cient in trapping E 2 . Maximum binding for MIP submicron par-
ticles is 30    ±    10    µ mol (=   8    ±    2   mg) of E 2  per gram of MIP particles, which is similar 
to typical binding capacities of MIP micro - particles (2    ±    1    µ m in diameter)  [81] . 
However, saturation binding would not take as long as 50 – 100   h. Removal of trace 
E2 has been achieved with 80    ±    10% effi ciency for E2 at low concentrations 
( µ g    ⋅    ml  − 1 ). This effi ciency can be improved by either pre - loading more NIP parti-
cles in one syringe fi lter or using several NIP pre - loaded syringe fi lters in series 
to fi lter the water. The ease of polymerization and relatively low cost of preparation 
add to the attraction of using NIP particles. These particles are re - useable after 
removal of the bound analyte, which is especially cost - effective in their application 
for cleanup of wastewater. Binding site competition (and poisoning) could poten-
tially be caused by chemicals (with similar hydrophobicity to E2) and dissolved 
organic matter in wastewater. This would affect the extraction effi ciency of NIP 
particles more than MIP particles. 

 Other naturally occurring steroids such as progesterone and testosterone can be 
analyzed by similar methods  [82] . These bio - identical molecules paradoxically can 
be either benefi cial or toxic at elevated levels. Owing to diffi culty in monitoring 
these hormones at trace quantities in biological matrices, MIPs were used for 
preconcentration and clean - up in the sample preparation step. Two -  and three -
 dimensional MIP nanosized structures can also be used for the fabrication of 
future sensors and arrays  [83] . In a new study, Wang  et al.  have synthesized 
estrone - MIP coated Fe 3 O 4  magnetic hybrid nanoparticles with controlled size 
using a semi - covalent imprinting strategy. The estrone – silica monomer complex 
was synthesized by the reaction of 3 - (triethoxysilyl)propyl isocyanate with estrone, 
where the template was linked to the silica coating on the iron oxide core  via  
a thermally reversible bond. Removal of the template by a simple thermal reac-
tion produced specifi c estrone recognition sites on the surface of silica shell. The 
resulting magnetic nanoparticles exhibited a much higher specifi c recognition and 
saturation magnetization for biochemical separation of estrone  [84] . 
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 MIPs were also considered to be one of the most promising selective separation 
methods for phenolic compound in wastewater treatment  [11] . Bisphenol A (BPA) -
 imprinted polysulfone particles were prepared by a phase inversion technique, 
with a porosity of about 70%  [85] . The binding amounts increased very rapidly at 
the beginning, and reached a maximum at 30   h. New  restricted access material s 
( RAM s) combined to MIPs with a hydrophilic external layer have been prepared, 
for recognition of   p  - acetaminophenol  ( AMP )  [86] .  Glycidil methacrylate  ( GMA ) 
epoxide ring opening with perchloric acid was performed for hydrophilic modifi ca-
tion of the polymeric surface. With RAM - MIPs, non - specifi c hydrophobic inter-
action between templates (or analogues) and polymeric matrices was drastically 
reduced. A dual - phase solvent system for improved extraction capability of mag-
netic MIP beads in aqueous sample has been proposed by Hu  et al.   [87] . Their 
method integrated MIP extraction and micro - liquid – liquid extraction (micro - LLE) 
into one step. Magnetic MIP beads were applied to aqueous media by adding a 
micro - volume of  n  - hexane. The magnetic MIP beads preferred to suspend in the 
organic phase. The target analyte in the water sample was extracted into 
the organic phase by micro - LLE and then bound to the magnetic MIP beads. The 
specifi city was signifi cantly improved with the imprinting effi ciency increasing to 
4.4, from 0.5 in pure aqueous media. The method is selective, low in organic 
solvent consumption, and has potential to broaden the range of MIP applications 
in environmental analysis. A novel protein imprinted polymer for recognition 
of lysozyme has been reported by Zhang  et al.   [88] . Acryloyl -  β  - cyclodextrin, 
which offered a hydrophilic exterior and a hydrophobic cavity, was allowed to self -
 assemble with the template protein through hydrogen interaction and hydro-
phobic interaction. Polymerization in the presence of acrylamide (as an assistant 
monomer) resulted in a new type of protein imprinted polymer. A column packed 
with the lysozyme imprinted beads for HPLC could effectively separate lysozyme 
from a mixture of lysozyme – cytochrome  c , lysozyme – bovine serum albumin, 
lysozyme – avidin and lysozyme – methylated bovine serum albumin, which demon-
strated its high selectivity for biochemical analysis.  

   6.8 
Recent Advances in  MIP  Technology for Continuing Development 

 A new  piezoelectric quartz crystal  ( PQC ) sensor using MIP particles as sensing 
material has been developed for fast and onsite determination of pirimicarb in 
contaminated vegetables  [89] . Three kinds of MIP particles were prepared by con-
ventional bulk polymerization (MIP - B) and precipitation polymerization in either 
acetonitrile (MIP - P1) or chloroform (MIP - P2). MIP - P2, with a uniform spherical 
shape and mean diameter of 50   nm, showed the best performance. It achieved a 
steady - state response within 5   min and exhibited low response to those pesticides 
with similar structures to pirimicarb (such as atrazine, carbaryl, carbofuran, 
and aldicarb). For onsite determination of pirimicarb in aqueous extract from 
contaminated vegetables, satisfactory recoveries from 96 to 103% were attained at 
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pirimicarb concentrations ranging from 8    ×    10  − 6  to 2    ×    10  − 4    mol · l  − 1 . A screening 
method for  haloacetic acid  ( HAA ) disinfection by - products in drinking water was 
based on the use of a piezoelectric  quartz crystal microbalance  ( QCM ) transducing 
system, where the electrode was coated with a trichloracetic acid (TCAA) MIP  [90] . 
This MIP consisted of poly(ethylene glycol dimethacrylate -  co  - 4 - vinylpyridine). The 
coated QCM was able to specifi cally detect the analytes in water samples in terms 
of the mass change in relation to acid – base interactions with the analytes. The 
TCAA - MIP coated QCM showed high specifi city for the determination of TCAA 
in aqueous solutions. The achieved limit of detection was below the guidelines for 
maximum permissible levels (60    µ g · l  − 1  for mixed HAAs). 

 An MIP - based optrode has been reported by Navarro - Villoslada for zearalenone 
(ZON) mycotoxin analysis  [91] . The automated fl ow - through assay is based on the 
displacement of highly fl uorescent tracers by the analyte from a MIP prepared by 
UV irradiation of a mixture of cyclododecyl 2,4 - dihydroxybenzoate (template, ZON 
mimic), 1 - allyl piperazine (functional monomer), TRIM (crosslinker), and AIBN 
in acetonitrile (porogen). Three fl uorescent analogues of ZON were molecularly 
engineered for the assay development. These pyrene - containing tracers also 
inform on the characteristics of the microenvironment of the MIP binding sites. 
The ZON displacement fl uorosensor showed a detection limit of 2.5    ×    10  − 5    M in 
acetonitrile. A positive cross - reactivity was found for  β  - zearalenol, but not for 
resorcinol, resorcylic acid, E2, estrone, or bisphenol A. 

 A thin fi lm of MIP with selective binding sites for dimethoate has been devel-
oped by Du  et al.   [92] . This fi lm was cast on a gold electrode by electrochemical 
polymerization of  o  - phenylenediamine and template dimethoate via cyclic voltam-
metry scans and further deposition of Ag nanoparticles. Surface plasmon reso-
nance and cyclic voltammetric signals were recorded simultaneously during the 
electropolymerization, controlling the thickness of the polymer fi lm to be 25   nm. 
Recognition for the target molecule was observed by measuring the amperometric 
response of an oxidation – reduction probe, K 3 Fe(CN) 6 . The peak current was pro-
portional to the concentration of dimethoate from 1.0 to 1000   ng · mL  − 1 , with a 
detection limit of 0.5   ng · mL  − 1 . 

 Most potentiometric sensing electrodes offered detection limits on the order of 
1    µ mol · l  − 1 , rarely stretching down to 0.1    µ mol · l  − 1 . In 2007, a biomimetic potentio-
metric sensor was developed by dispersing the atrazine MIP particles in di -  n  - octyl 
phthalate plasticizer and then embedding in a poly(vinyl chloride) matrix  [93] . The 
sensor responds to atrazine over a wide working range of 0.0001 – 10   mM, with a 
detection limit of 0.5    µ mol · l  − 1  (or 0.1    µ g.ml  − 1 ). This sensor had a response time of 
2   min. Recent advances have made it possible to bring these levels down to 0.01 –
 10   nmol · l  − 1  for some inorganic ions. MIPs or plastic antibodies, which rely on a 
lock and key mechanism, can in principle selectively rebind and sense a particular 
analyte in a host of analogous species of similar size, shape, and geometry. Thus, 
the integration of MIPs with potentiometric transducers has immense potential 
in the fabrication of commercial sensing devices  [94] . 

 The principle of molecular imprinting has been proven successful in creating 
binding sites of specifi c recognition within polymers. After almost three decades 
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of development, some evidence of large molecule imprinting has fi nally appeared. 
Maury  et al.  synthesized and evaluated new lipomonosaccharide - imprinted poly-
mers in 2007  [95] . To bring the molecular imprinting community up - to - date, 
Hillberg and Tabrizian have described some of the new and innovative work that 
endeavored to take molecular imprinting away from its chromatographic and 
synthetic past to new, exciting, and developing fi elds such as drug delivery, 
biotechnology, biosensors, protein recognition, and novel materials  [96] . Various 
different two -  and three - dimensional approaches have been developed recently for 
the recognition of proteins, viruses, and cells. Traditional imprinting methods 
have been adapted to suit the mass transfer requirements of these large biological 
templates. 

 Molecular imprinting is continuing as a developed methodology that provides 
molecular assemblies of desired structures and properties. It is being increasingly 
used for applications in separation processes, micro - reactors, immunoassays, anti-
body mimics, catalysis, artifi cial enzymes, chemosensors, and biosensors. A new 
concept for the preparation of selective sorbents with high fl ow path properties 
was presented in 2007 by Le Noir  et al.  on embedding MIPs into various  macro-
porous gel s ( MG s)  [77] . A MIP was fi rst synthesized with E2 as template for the 
selective adsorption of this endocrine disrupter. The composite macroporous 
gel/MIP (MG/MIP) monoliths were then prepared at subzero temperatures. 
Complete recovery of E2 from a 2    µ g · l  − 1  aqueous solution was achieved using the 
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) MG/MIP monoliths whereas only 49 – 74% was removed 
with NIPs. The PVA MG/MIP monolith columns were operated at an almost 
ten times higher fl ow rate (50   ml · min  − 1 ) than the MIP columns (1 – 5   ml · min  − 1 ). 
The possibility for processing the particulate - containing wastewater effl uents at 
high fl ow rates with selectivity on E2 removal, as well as the easy preparation of 
the monoliths, made the macroporous MG/MIP systems attractive sorbents for 
the preconcentration of ultratrace E2 in water for quantitative analysis. 

 The ambient processing conditions and versatility make a sol – gel glassy matrix 
suitable for molecular imprinting. The progress of sol – gel based MIPs for various 
new applications can be observed from the growing number of publications  [97] . 
Combining sol – gel process with molecular imprinting enables the production of 
sensors with greater sensitivity and selectivity. Considerable attention has been 
drawn to recent developments like the use of  organically modifi ed silane  
( ORMOSILS ) precursor for the synthesis of  hybrid molecular imprinted polymer s 
( HMIP s) and the application of surface sol – gel processes for molecular imprint-
ing. The development of molecular imprinted sol – gel nanotubes for biochemical 
separation and bio - imprinting is a new advancement under progress. Templated 
xerogels and molecularly imprinted sol – gel fi lms provide a good platform for 
various priority sensor applications. 

 Molecularly imprinted nanoparticles have been successfully encapsulated into 
polymer nanofi bers with a simple electrospinning method by Yoshimatsu  et al.  
 [98] . The composite nanofi bers form non - woven mats that can be used as an affi n-
ity membrane to greatly simplify solid - phase extraction of drug residues. Upward 
of 100% of propranolol - imprinted nanoparticles can be easily encapsulated into 
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poly(ethylene terephthalate) nanofi bers, ensuring that the composite materials 
have a high specifi c binding capacity. As confi rmed by radioligand binding analy-
sis, specifi c binding sites in these composite materials remain easily accessible 
and are chiral - selective. Using the new composite nanofi ber mats as SPE materi-
als, trace amount of propranolol (1   ng · ml  − 1 ) in tap water can be easily detected. 
There is no problem of template leakage from the composite nanofi bers. Without 
the SPE, the existence of propranolol residues in water cannot be confi rmed with 
even tandem HPLC – MS/MS analysis.  
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Trace Detection of High Explosives with Nanomaterials  
  Wujian     Miao   ,    Cunwang     Ge   ,    Suman     Parajuli   ,    Jian     Shi   , and    Xiaohui     Jing   

        7.1 
Introduction 

 Detection and quantifi cation of high explosives and related compounds have 
attracted much attention in recent years due to the pressing needs associated with 
global security and growing concerns with the environment and human health 
 [1 – 5] . Such detection is necessary in various complex environments, including 
mine fi elds, munitions storage facilities, ground and seawater, transportation 
areas, and blast sites. In each of these settings, sensitive and timely detection 
of explosive materials is required to ensure the safety and security of the sur-
rounding area. 

 Explosive detection techniques can be broadly classifi ed into two categories: bulk 
and trace detection  [1, 2] . In bulk detection, a macroscopic mass of the explosive 
material is detected directly, usually by viewing images made by X - ray scanners 
or similar equipment such as millimeter - wave and terahertz imaging spectrome-
ters  [3]   . Other recently developed bulk detection techniques include neutron 
techniques,  nuclear quadrupole resonance  ( NQR ), and laser techniques. In trace 
detection, the explosive is detected by chemical identifi cation of microscopic 
residues, usually in the form of a vapor or a particulate. Table  7.1  summarizes 
commonly used trace detection methods and their features.   

 Additionally, two or more detection methods from the same or different types 
(e.g., two different bulk detection technologies or a bulk detection plus a trace 
detection technique) can be combined  [15] . This integration can be achieved by 
using simultaneous detection or by a two - step detection method. For example, 
simultaneous operation of NQR and X - ray imaging or two - step operation of X - ray 
 computed tomography  ( CT )  [63]  and IMS can be performed. The strength of one 
technique may thus compensate the weakness of the other, or the vulnerability of 
one detection device to a potential countermeasure could be compensated by 
another detection device. 

 Chemical explosives commonly used by the military and terrorists can be 
categorized into three groups (Table  7.2 ). The fi rst group contains nitrated explo-
sives that are generally used by military. On the basis of chemical structural and 
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  Table 7.1    Commonly used trace detection methods for high explosives and their features. 

   Method     Feature     References  

   Mass spectrometry  ( MS ) coupled with 
gas or high - performance liquid 
chromatography (GC/MS, HPLC/MS)  

  Sensitive but expensive, not 
portable  

   [5 – 18]   

   Ion mobility spectrometry  ( IMS )    Sensitive but with matrix effect     [19 – 25]   

  Micro - mechanical sensors (e.g., 
micro - cantilevers)  

  Sensitive, low power consumption 
and real - time operation, but 
mainly for vapors, with moisture 
effect, less selective  

   [26 – 30]   

  Electrochemical methods    Inexpensive, fast, portable, less 
sensitive  

   [31 – 36]   

   Chemiluminescence  ( CL )    High sensitivity but poor selectivity     [37 – 42]   

  Colorimetric tests    Simple, inexpensive, fast but less 
sensitive and low specifi city  

   [43, 44]   

  Fluorescence (FL) spectroscopy    Sensitive with interferences effect     [45 – 52]   

  Surface plasmon resonance    Label - free, sensitive but subject to 
external contamination  

   [53 – 57]   

  Surface - enhanced Raman scattering 
spectroscopy (SERS)  

  Sensitive, but complicated 
technique and diffi cult to operate  

   [58 – 62]   

functional properties, this group can be divided into three subgroups: (i)  nitroaro-
matics  ( NAC s), (ii) nitroamines, and (iii) nitrate esters. The second group of high 
explosives is peroxide based, which includes  hexamethylene triperoxide diamine  
( HMTD ) and  triacetone triperoxide  ( TATP ). HMTD and TATP have become 
popular materials used by terrorists because they are easily prepared from readily 
obtained ingredients, although the synthesis is fraught with danger. For example, 
TATP was used in terrorist bombings of the London subway system in 2005 and 
by the infamous shoe bomber on a trans - Atlantic fl ight in 2001  [64] . As HMTD 
and TATP contain three peroxide linkages per molecule, their explosive output is 
much higher than most organic peroxides. HMTD is estimated to have 60% and 
TATP 88% blast strength of TNT  [2] . Plastic explosives form the third group of 
explosives, in which one or more of the fi rst group explosives are plasticized to 
make a moldable material, such as C - 4 and Semtex H. To retain the best explosive 
output, the inert plasticizers are usually added as less than 10 – 15% of the overall 
weight. Plastic explosives were originally developed for convenient use in military 
demolitions but have since been widely used in terrorist bombs. Figure  7.1  shows 
the structures and abbreviations of explosives listed in Table  7.2 .     

 Compared with other organic compounds, explosives have exceptionally high 
density (e.g., military explosives generally have a density greater than 1.6   g   cm  − 3 , 
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  Table 7.2    Commonly used high explosives and their chemical properties. 

   Explosive     Name/contents     Formula     Density 
(g   cm  − 3 )  

   N 
(%)  

   O 
(%)  

  1.   Nitrated explosives                      

     (i)   Nitroaromatics                      

        TNT    2,4,6 - Trinitrotoluene    C 7 H 5 N 3 O 6     1.65    18.5    42.3  

        Picric acid    2,4,6 - Trinitro - 1 - phenol    C 6 H 3 N 3 O 7     1.77    18.3    48.9  

        Tetryl     N  - Methyl -  N ,2,4,6 -
 tetranitroaniline  

  C 7 H 5 N 5 O 8     1.73    24.4    44.6  

     (ii)   Nitramines                      

        RDX    1,3,5 - Trinitro - 1,3,5 -
 triazacyclohexane  

  C 3 H 6 N 6 O 6     1.82    37.8    43.2  

        HMX    1,3,5,7 - Tetranitro - 1,3,5,
7 - tetrazocane  

  C 4 H 8 N 8 O 8     1.96    37.8    43.2  

        CL 20    Hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane    C 6 H 6 N 12 O 12         38.4    43.8  

     (iii)   Nitrate esters                      

        PETN    Pentaerythritol tetranitrate    C 5 H 8 N 4 O 12     1.76    17.7    60.7  

        Nitrocellulose    Cellulose nitrate    C 6 H 7 N 3 O 11     1.2    14.1    59.2  

  2.   Peroxide - based explosives                      

        HMTD    Hexamethylene triperoxide 
diamine  

  C 6 H 12 N 2 O 6     1.6    13.5    46.1  

        TATP    Triacetone triperoxide    C 9 H 18 O 6     1.2    0    43.2  

  3.   Plastic explosives                      

        C - 4    RDX   +   plasticizer                  

        Semtex H    RDX   +   PETN   +   plasticizer                  

        Detasheet    PETN   +   plasticizer                  

Table  7.2 ). All explosives have very high oxygen and/or nitrogen contents that 
cause dramatic volume changes (from solid to gas) when an explosion occurs. 
Many bulk detection methods are in fact based on the properties of high density 
and high oxygen and nitrogen contents of explosives. 

 Although a wide variety of explosive detection technologies are currently avail-
able, this chapter will mainly focus on trace detection methods involving nanoma-
terials. Such methods generally possess many advantages, which include high 
sensitivity, good selectivity, fast response, portability, and low cost. These features 
are clearly desirable for all analytical systems, and are essential in combating 
explosives - based terrorism.  
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     Figure 7.1     Structures and abbreviations of commonly used high explosives: (a – c) nitroaro-
matics; (d – f ) nitramines; (g,h) nitrate esters; and (i,j) peroxide - based explosive compounds.  

   7.2 
Techniques for Trace Detection of High Explosives 

   7.2.1 
Electrochemical Sensors 

 The inherent redox properties of nitrated and peroxide - based explosives make 
them ideal candidates for electrochemical monitoring  [34, 36] .  Electrochemical 
sensor s ( ES s) for explosive detection provide several advantages over spectroscopic 
and spectrometric techniques such as SERS, MS, and IMS. They are characterized 
by a reasonable sensitivity, low cost, and can be easily used as fi eld detectors and 
remote control devices  [65 – 69] . Various ESs for the detection of nitroaromatic 
compounds (NACs, Figure  7.1 ) have been reported using different sensing materi-
als, including bare carbon and Au as well as boron - doped diamond electrodes 
 [65 – 68, 70] . A polyphenol - coated screen - printed carbon electrode was also used for 
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highly sensitive voltammetric measurements of TNT in the presence of surface -
 active substances  [71] . Electrochemical responses of several NACs have been com-
pared at  glassy carbon  ( GC ), Pt, Ni, Au, and Ag electrodes, revealing that Au and 
Ag were suitable in  capillary electrophoresis  ( CE ) amperometric detection. A 
bimetal electrode, prepared by depositing Ag on Au, offered a superior perform-
ance by exploiting the sensitivity of Au while suppressing its response toward 
acetonitrile (MeCN). In this case a ten - fold lower detection limit than UV measure-
ment was achieved for the explosive compounds, corresponding to 70 – 110   ppb 
(parts per billion )  [72] . 

   7.2.1.1    Nanomaterial Modifi ed Electrodes 
 Metallic and metal - oxide  nanoparticle s ( NP s) can increase the rate of many chemi-
cal reactions due to their high ratio of surface atoms with free valences. In addition 
to their high surface area - to - volume ratio, NP derivatized materials provide size 
controllability, chemical stability, and surface tenability. As such, these nanoma-
terials provide an ideal platform for sensing/biosensing and catalytic applications. 
The use of electrodes modifi ed with NPs of transition and precious metals, which 
have distinct properties compared to that of the bulk materials, have provided new 
opportunities for the development of ESs  [73, 74] . 

 The modifi cation of electrode surfaces with redox - active metal NPs has led to 
various ESs. Filnovsky  et al . have found that modifi cation of carbon with noble 
metal NPs is a promising approach for obtaining electrodes with highly catalytic 
activity for the detection of trace aromatic compounds  [75] . Modifi cation of the 
electrode was performed with composites of nanometer - sized, mesoporous TiO 2  
containing inserted or deposited NPs of Ru, Pt, or Au. Cyclic voltammetry indi-
cated that TNT can be reduced on carbon - paper electrodes modifi ed with these 
composites at potentials around  − 0.5   V (vs Ag/AgCl/Cl  -  ) in aqueous solutions. 
Remarkable electrochemical activity of the electrode toward the reduction of TNT 
was observed, suggesting that the composite material may play a specifi c role in 
facilitating the TNT reduction process. Modifi ed electrodes based on mesoporous 
SiO 2  - MCM - 41 coatings have also been shown recently to enhance sensitivity 
through adsorptive accumulation of the target NACs explosives  [76] . 

  Carbon nanotube s ( CNT s) are often used as modifying materials for improving 
the electrochemical detection of explosives. GC electrodes modifi ed with  multi -
 walled CNT s ( MWCNT s) offer a signifi cant improvement in electrochemical sen-
sitivity toward TNT from seawater  [77] . Metal NPs (Pt, Au, or Cu) together with 
MWCNTs and  single - walled CNT s ( SWCNT s) have also been used to form nano-
composites to improve electroactivity and selectivity for TNT and several other 
NACs  [78] . Among the various combinations tested, a synergistic effect was 
observed for the nanocomposite containing Cu NPs and SWCNTs solubilized in 
Nafi on and this combination provided the best sensitivity for detecting TNT and 
other NACs. Adsorptive stripping voltammetry of TNT with the electrode modifi er 
resulted in a detection limit of 1   ppb and linearity up to three orders of magnitude. 
Selectivity towards the number and position of the nitro groups in different NACs 
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was also found to be reproducible and distinct. The Cu - SWCNT - modifi ed GC 
electrode was demonstrated for analysis of TNT in tap water, river water, and 
contaminated soil.  

   7.2.1.2     “ Artifi cial Peroxidase ”  - Modifi ed Electrodes Based on Prussian Blue 
 The peroxide - based explosives TATP and HMTD are easy to synthesize from 
readily available precursor chemicals. However, their detection is challenging 
since they lack electrochemically reducible nitro groups, they do not fl uoresce, and 
they exhibit minimal UV absorption  [79] . 

 While TATP and HMTD can be determined using expensive instruments such 
as chemical - ionization mass spectrometers or IR spectrometers  [14] , these bulky 
instruments are not suitable for fi eld screening or trace analysis of peroxide - based 
explosives. Accordingly, there is an urgent need for developing highly sensitive 
and yet small, easy - to - use, fi eld deployable devices for on - site testing of peroxide 
explosives. Activity in this direction has focused primarily on peroxidase - based 
optical (fl uorescent or colorimetric) assays of the hydrogen peroxide produced 
from UV -  or acid - treated  [79]  peroxide explosives. However, enzymatic assays often 
suffer from limited stability and high cost of the biocatalyst. Surprisingly, little 
attention has been given to the development of electrochemical devices for moni-
toring peroxide explosives  [80] , despite the fact that these devices are uniquely 
qualifi ed for meeting the size, cost, and low power requirements of fi eld detection 
of TATP and HMTD. 

 Electrodes modifi ed with polycrystalline  Prussian Blue  ( PB ) offer highly selec-
tive, low potential, and stable electrocatalytic detection of H 2 O 2   [81, 82] . A highly 
sensitive electrochemical assay of TATP and HMTD at such an electrode has been 
reported  [32] . The method involves UV light degradation of the peroxide explosives 
and a low potential (0.0   V vs Ag/AgCl [3   M   KCl]) amperometric sensing of H 2 O 2  
generated at the PB modifi ed electrode. Nanomolar detection limits have been 
obtained following short (15   s) irradiation times. Electrochemical detection based 
on direct reduction of peroxide explosives cannot be carried out because the reduc-
tion of  - O – O -  peroxide groups is ineffective. Although the PB modifi ed electrode 
is specifi c toward H 2 O 2  reduction at a low potential where unwanted reactions of 
co - existing compounds are negligible  [81 – 83] , selective detection of TATP and 
HMTD is diffi cult. The high catalytic activity of PB leads also to a very high sen-
sitivity towards H 2 O 2 . The behavior of PB - coated electrodes resembles that of 
peroxidase - based enzyme electrodes, and hence PB has often been denoted as 
 “ artifi cial enzyme peroxidase ”   [84] . 

 When needed, the PB fi lm can be covered with a permselective (size - exclusion) 
coating that can further enhance the sensor selectivity, stability, and overall 
performance  [85] . In addition, relevant samples may be treated with catalase to 
remove H 2 O 2  that may originate from cleaning agents  [86] . The electrochemical 
route can be further developed into disposable microsensors in connection to 
single - use screen - printed electrode strips and a hand - held meter (similar to those 
used for self - testing of blood glucose). Preliminary data with such PB - coated 
screen - printed electrodes are promising. The PB - transducer can be readily adapted 
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for gas - phase electrochemical detection of trace TATP and HMTD when combined 
with an appropriate solid electrolyte coating  [32, 33] .   

   7.2.2 
Electrogenerated Chemiluminescence 

 Electrogenerated chemiluminescence (also known as  electrochemiluminescence , 
 ECL ) is a process whereby light is generated from electrochemical reactions  [87 –
 90] . ECL has been used for various analytical applications, including immunoassay 
and DNA detection  [91 – 93] . ECL has distinct advantages over other spectroscopic -
 based detection systems. Unlike FL methods, ECL does not require a light source, 
which effectively frees the method from scattered - light and from interferences of 
luminescent impurities. Moreover, specifi city of the ECL luminophore (e.g., 
[Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ , where bpy   =   2,2 ′  - bipyridine) and the co - reactant species  [94]  decreases 
side effects such as self - quenching. Surprisingly, there are only few studies in the 
literature on ECL detection of high explosives  [95 – 99] . Wilson  et al.  have reported 
ECL - enzyme immunoassays for TNT and PETN, where the amount of analyte in 
the sample was determined by measuring light emission when H 2 O 2  was gener-
ated electrochemically in the presence of luminol and its ECL enhancer  p  - 
iodophenol  [95 – 97] . Haptens corresponding to these explosives were covalently 
attached to high - affi nity dextran - coated  paramagnetic bead s ( MB s). The beads 
were mixed with the corresponding Fab fragments and the sample. After adding 
a second antispecies - specifi c antibody labeled with  horseradish peroxidase  ( HRP ), 
the mixture was measured for ECL  [96, 97]  once the beads were magnetically 
collected on the surface of the working electrode. Detection limits of 0.11 and 
19.8   ppb were obtained for TNT and PETN, respectively. The increase in sensitivity 
obtained when Fab fragments were used instead of whole antibodies was attrib-
uted to the higher affi nity of the divalent whole antibodies, which could affect 
the related chemical equilibria. Figure  7.2  schematically shows the HRP - ECL 
system used for the determination of TNT and PETN. HRP label catalyzes the 
chemiluminescent oxidation of luminol in the presence of electrochemically 
generated H 2 O 2   [100] . Although the enzyme catalyzes the chemiluminescent 
oxidation of luminol directly, addition of an enhancer such as  p  - iodophenol 
increases the effi ciency of the reaction by up to three orders of magnitude  [101] .   

 The luminol/H 2 O 2  system generally exhibits substantial non - specifi c back-
ground ECL and requires the use of a strong alkaline reaction medium for suffi -
cient light emission  [88] . To reduce the detection limit, an ECL system with very 
little background and high amplifi cation is preferred. Bard ’ s group previously 
achieved such a system for determination of DNA and C - reactive protein by using 
polystyrene microspheres containing [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+   [92, 93] . Based on this work, 
Miao ’ s group have recently described the ultrasensitive detection of TNT extracted 
from soil and water samples collected from a military fi ring range and a nearby 
creek  [99] . The method is illustrated in Figure  7.3 . Magnetic beads (MBs, 1    µ m 
in diameter) coated with TNT antibodies were mixed with the TNT antibody 
 coated - polystyrene bead s ( PSB s, 10    µ m in diameter). The PSBs were also preloaded 
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     Figure 7.2     HRP - ECL detection system. 
(1) H 2 O 2  is generated by reducing dissolved 
oxygen electrochemically; (2) H 2 O 2  oxidizes 
HRP (horseradish peroxidase); (3) HRP 

oxidizes  p  - iodophenol, which mediates the 
chemiluminescent oxidation of luminol  . 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [101] . Copyright 1986 Academic Press.   

     Figure 7.3     Schematic diagram showing the general principle of ultrasensitive ECL detection 
of TNT at high amplifi cation with   Ru bpy -containing( ) +

3
2  polystyrene beads.  Reprinted with 

permission from Reference  [99] . Copyright 2009 Elsevier.   

with a large number of [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+  ECL labels. In the presence of TNT, a sand-
wich - type MB - TNT - PSB aggregate formed and was separated magnetically from 
the reaction medium. The captured aggregates were then transferred into a MeCN 
solution where the PSB dissolved, the ECL label was released, and an ECL signal 
was measured using  tri -  n  - propylamine  ( TPrA ) as an ECL co - reactant with an 
anodic electrode potential. Unlike traditional ECL immunoassays, where only one 
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or a few ECL labels can be attached to one antibody, the PSB strategy allows tens 
of millions ECL labels to bind to one or a few antibodies.   

 Using this improved method, the integrated ECL intensity was found to be 
linearly proportional to the standard TNT concentration over the range 0.10 –
 1000   ppt (parts per trillion, or pg ml  − 1 ). The ultimate detection limit is believed to 
be 0.10  ±  0.01   ppt (absolute detection limit in a mass of  ∼ 0.1   pg) or less; this is 
approximately 1100 - , 1000 - , and 600 - times lower than that obtained from luminol -
 H 2 O 2  - enzyme ECL  [97] , FL - based liquid array displacement immunoassays  [102] , 
and surface plasmon resonance  [103] , respectively. 

 Very recently, Miao ’ s group have reported the sensitive ECL detection and quan-
tifi cation of HMTD explosives with a detection limit of 50    µ M  [98] . HMTD was 
used as an ECL co - reactant and light emission was measured in a MeCN solution 
at an anodic Pt electrode when [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+  and the ECL enhancing agent AgNO 3  
were present. ECL enhancement of the HMTD/[Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+  system by AgNO 3  
(up to 27 times) was primarily ascribed to the chemical oxidation of HMTD by 
electrogenerated   NO3

⋅ and Ag(II) species (strong oxidizing agents), which resulted 
in an increase in [HMTD  • + ] and hence the ECL intensity.  

   7.2.3 
Fluorescence - Based Sensors 

  Fluorescence  ( FL ) sensors have been widely used for the detection of nitrated 
explosives. The sensors are generally developed on the basis of either FL quench-
ing or competitive FL immunoassays and both types will be reviewed. 

 The mechanism of FL - quenching used for detecting vaporous explosives, such 
as  dinitrotoluene  ( DNT ) and TNT, is mainly based on electron transfer from the 
electron - rich, fl uorescent organic materials to those electron - defi cient NACs. This 
electron transfer leads to fl uorescence quenching of the organic materials in pro-
portion to the amount of NAC present. Both the exciton diffusion length and 
surface area of the sensing fi lms have a strong infl uence on sensitivity  [52, 104] . 

 FL - quenching - based detection represents one of the most sensitive and conven-
ient methods for identifi cation of explosives  [105] . Only the chromophore mole-
cules that interact directly with the analyte molecule are quenched; the remaining 
chromophore molecules continue to fl uoresce. The basic sensor design  [15, 106]  
(Figure  7.4 ) consists of a FL excitation source, such as a blue light - emitting diode. 
Light passes through a lens and fi lter, allowing a narrow wavelength band (e.g., 
430   nm) to impinge on a nanocomposite polymer fi lm. A pump pulls in air 
samples across fi lm for a given period of time, after which fl uorescence spectra 
are measured at a particular excitation wavelength. If the air sample contains 
explosive vapors, the PMT detector will sense a FL quenching in light intensity 
and trigger an alarm.   

   7.2.3.1    Quenching Sensors Based on Fluorescent Polymer Porous Films 
 Among various photoluminescent materials, conjugated polymers have been the 
most extensively explored as chemosensory materials for the FL detection of 
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electron - defi cient analytes such as NACs  [107 – 111] . Some conjugated polymers 
exhibit a high sensitivity to NACs explosives, resulting in strong quenching of 
their FL emissions  [111 – 113] . Swager and coworkers have reported an amplifi ed 
response to analyte binding in aggregated systems and solid fi lms of conjugated 
polymers by intermolecular exciton migration  [52, 107] . Multiphoton FL quench-
ing has been observed for the real - time detection of TNT  [109 – 111, 114] . A recent 
report indicated that molecular imprinting of conjugated polymer matrices can 
greatly improve their chemosensory selectivity to NACs  [115] . Other photolumi-
nescent materials such as polytetraphenylsilole, polytetraphenylgermole, photolu-
minescent silica fi lms  [112, 113, 116, 117] , and silica microspheres with physisorbed 
dyes  [118]  have also exhibited high FL response to solution -  and vapor - borne NACs 
explosives at low concentrations. 

  Porous silicon  ( PSi ) sensors have been intensively studied  [119 – 132]  because of 
the high surface area of PSi and the variety of optical transduction mechanisms 
upon exposure to different analytes  [105] . However, most of these unhybridized 
sensors demonstrate no specifi city for target molecules and require high analyte 
vapor pressures ( ∼ 1 – 100    ×    10  − 5    mmHg) to detect changes in the PSi refl ectance or 
luminescence  [105] . Hybridization of PSi platforms with polymers that exhibit 
high affi nity for NAC explosives has shown promise toward improving these 
characteristics. Entrapping polymers inside the PSi  microcavity  ( MC ) also has 
other benefi cial effects, such as increasing initial FL quantum yield (above that of 
PSi ’ s self - luminescence), amplifying FL quenching due to more effective energy 
migration  [52] , and producing fi ne spectral patterning of the polymer FL band due 
to MC structure. Polymer hybridization causes suffi cient changes in the MC 
refl ectivity that sensitive detection of explosive vapors can also be performed by 
these measurements. Levitsky  et al.   [105]  have demonstrated recently these proper-
ties with fl uorescent polymer - PSi MC devices, in which a conjugated chemosensi-
tive polymer entrapped in PSi MC allowed detection of vapors of explosive NACs 
via a modulation of both FL and refl ectance signals. The MC resonant peak in the 

     Figure 7.4     Fluorescent polymer sensor design.  Modifi ed from Reference  [106] .   
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refl ectance spectra shifted upon vapor exposure and the broad polymer FL band 
showed patterning that was sensitive to NAC vapor exposure. 

 Structure – property studies have demonstrated many potential applications of 
nanostructured materials fabricated on different length scales, particularly for 
trace analysis. An important development in this area has been the fabrication of 
materials with hierarchical porous structures, which combine the multiple advan-
tages of different pore sizes  [133 – 143] . For instance, a material with interwoven 
meso -  and macroporous structures can provide a high specifi c surface area and 
more interaction sites via small pores, whereas the presence of additional macro-
pores can offer increased mass transport and easier accessibility to the active sites 
through the material. These features make such materials highly suitable for 
applications in catalysis, separations, and sensor devices, especially if specifi c 
action sites or recognition units are attached to these materials. For example, a 
series of porphyrin or metalloporphyrin - doped silica fi lms with bimodal porous 
structures have been utilized to detect trace amounts of vapors of explosives such 
as TNT, DNT, and  nitrobenzene  ( NB )  [141 – 143] . The results have demonstrated 
that an appropriate combination of macropores and mesopores can achieve high 
molecule permeability and high density of interaction sites. As a result, silica fi lms 
with bimodal porous structures exhibit much more effi cient FL quenching than 
single modal porous fi lms. For example, close to 55% of the initial FL was quenched 
after 10   s of exposure to 10   ppbv TNT vapor; a result that was nearly double that 
of conjugated polymer based sensor materials reported previously  [71, 109, 112, 
117] . Besides their remarkable TNT sensitivity, these hybrid fi lms have several 
additional advantages over other FL - based sensory materials. These include rela-
tively simple preparation, low material costs, broad recognition of different NACs, 
and more stabile organic sensing elements (because of the inorganic matrix). 
Reversibility is also preserved, since the sensory properties of the constructed fi lms 
can be easily recovered by washing with toluene.  

   7.2.3.2    Quenching Sensors Based on Fluorescent Nanofi bril Films 
 One - dimensional crystalline structures of organic molecules on the nanometer 
scale are good candidates for explosives detection. This is because of their long 
exciton diffusion length  [144]  and their intrinsic large surface - to - volume ratio. 
Such one - dimensional (1D) nano -  and supernanostructures, when self - assembled 
with extended planar molecular surfaces, enable effective 1D  π  –  π  stacking favora-
ble for exciton migration by cofacial intermolecular electronic coupling  [144]  and 
fl exible tuning of morphologies on the nano -  or microscopic scale. 

 A fl uorescent nanofi bril fi lm, fabricated from the alkoxycarbonyl -  substituted, 
carbazole - cornered,  arylene - ethynylene tetracycle  ( ACTC ), has been reported to be 
an effi cient sensing fi lm for detection of explosives  [50] . The incorporation of 
carbazole enhanced the electron - donating power of the molecule and thus 
increased the effi ciency of FL quenching by oxidative explosives (e.g., NACs). The 
quenching response of these fi lms was signifi cantly faster than for other organic 
materials  [107, 145] . This behavior was consistent with the fi bril porous structure 
of the fi lm, which facilitates both gaseous adsorption and exciton migration across 
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the fi lm. The quenching effi ciency obtained for the ACTC fi lms was also higher 
than other explosive sensing materials of the same thickness  [146] . Both the 
porous fi lm morphology and the extended one - dimensional  π  –  π  stacking facili-
tated access of quencher molecules to the excited states, thereby enhancing 
quenching. Another important characteristic of these fi lms is the relative inde-
pendence of their FL quenching response with fi lm thickness. This behavior is in 
contrast to other organic fi lm sensors for which quenching effi ciency is inversely 
proportional to the fi lm thickness, owing to diffusion - limited transport of excitons 
and gaseous adsorbates. 

 In another example, porphyrin - doped nanofi brous membranes have been 
fabricated without the addition of polymers and have been used as novel FL -
 quenching chemosensors for the rapid vapor detection of trace levels (10   ppbv) of 
TNT  [51] . The fi lms were prepared by sol – gel chemistry and the electrospinning 
technique. Owing to their large surface area and good gas permeability, these 
fl uorescent nanofi brous membranes exhibit remarkable sensitivity to trace TNT 
vapor compared to tightly crosslinked silica fi lms. However, their sensitivity was 
strongly dependent on the morphology and phase aggregation of the nanofi bers. 
Reducing the nanofi ber diameter and introducing a pore structure considerably 
enhanced the sensitivity of the resulting materials. Because of the strong hydrogen 
bonding between imino hydrogens of the porphyrin molecules and nitro groups 
of NACs, as well as their  π  - stacking, the porphyrin units had a relatively high 
affi nity for NACs molecules, which provided a strong driving force for fast FL 
quenching. 

 Several effects are considered responsible for the remarkable sensitivity of elec-
trospun nanocomposite fi bers towards trace TNT vapor  [141] . First, their unique 
bimodal porous structure provides a necessary condition for the facile diffusion 
of analytes to sensing elements, while the large surface area increases the number 
interaction sites between analyte molecules and sensing elements. Second, their 
strong binding and energy level matching to the TNT molecule ensure high 
quenching effi ciency. This matching has been demonstrated in theoretical studies, 
which indicate that the FL quenching per unit time is affected by various factors, 
including the vapor pressure of analyte, the exergonicity of electron transfer, and 
the binding strength between sensing elements and analytes.  

   7.2.3.3    Quenching Sensors Based on Quantum Dots 
 Colloidal semiconductive nanocrystals (also called  quantum dot s,  QD s) are spheri-
cal particles in a size regime dominated by strong quantum confi nement of charge 
carriers. This confi nement lifts the degeneracy of the carrier states within the 
conduction and valence bands, and increases the effective band gap energy sig-
nifi cantly with decreasing particle size. An important consequence of this confi ne-
ment effect is an inherent size dependence of optical properties, such as absorption 
and photoluminescence  [147, 148] . 

 Luminescent QDs have the potential to circumvent some of the functional limi-
tations encountered by organic dyes in biotechnological applications. Recently, 
QDs with high quantum yields have found wider application as FL sensors  [149 –
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 153] . The photoluminescence of QDs is readily tunable within a large spectral 
range by changing the QD size or introducing dopant ions. The dopants can 
potentially stimulate a spectral response toward a particular target analyte  [152] . 
More importantly, QDs can be chemically modifi ed to attach recognition receptors 
on their surfaces, thereby enhancing selectivity toward target species  [151, 153] . 
Such FL chemosensors form the basis of the  “ lab - on - QDs ”  concept and have a 
remarkable advantage over other detection schemes in terms of sensitivity and 
selectivity  [154] . For example, Goldman and coworkers  [155, 156]  have demon-
strated QDs - based chemosensors based on CdSe QDs hybridized with antibody 
segments and dye molecules. Their specifi c detection toward TNT was achieved 
through  fl uorescence resonance energy transfer  ( FRET ) between the QDs and dye. 
As shown in Figure  7.5 , the hybrid sensor consisted of anti - TNT specifi c antibody 
fragments (receptors) attached to a hydrophilic QD via metal - affi nity coordination. 
A dye - labeled TNT analog (analog - quencher) pre - bound in the antibody binding 
site quenched the QD PL via proximity - induced FRET. Addition of soluble TNT 
analyte displaced the dye - labeled analog, eliminating FRET and resulting in a 
concentration - dependent recovery of QD PL.   

 A general strategy for FRET - based biosensor design and construction employing 
multifunctional surface - tethered components from the above research team has 
been proposed (Figure  7.6 a)  [157, 158]  and used in the detection of TNT and 
related compounds  [158] . The modular biosensor consists of two modules: the 
biorecognition module and the modular arm. Both modules are specifi cally 
attached to a surface in a particular orientation. Choices for surface attachment 
include biotin – avidin chemistry, metal - affi nity coordination, thiol bonding, hydro-
phobic interactions, DNA - directed immobilization, etc  [157, 159] . The biorecogni-
tion module can consist of proteins (enzymes, receptors,  bacterial periplasmic 
binding protein s [ bPBP s], antibody fragments, peptides), aptamers, carbohydrates, 
DNA, PNA, RNA, etc. This module is site - specifi cally dye - labeled in the current 
confi guration. The modular arm may consist of fl exible moieties such as DNA, 
PNA, RNA, peptides, polymers, etc. The modular arm is also site - specifi cally dye -
 labeled. An analog of the primary analyte is attached to the distal end of the fl exible 
arm to act as the recognition analog. Binding of this recognition element in the 
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     Figure 7.5     Schematic of a hybrid QD – antibody fragment FRET - based TNT sensor.  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [155] . Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.   
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     Figure 7.6     (a) Schematic of the modular 
biosensor consisting of two modules: the 
biorecognition module and the modular arm 
(see main text for detailed description); (b) 
schematic of the TNT targeting biosensor. 
The dye - labeled anti - TNT scFv fragment (1, 
the biorecognition module) is attached to 
the surface with Bio - X - NTA (Bio   =   biotin; 
X   =   aminomethoxy spacer; NTA   =   nitrilo-
triacetic acid chelator) coordinating the 
twelve histidines (12 - HIS) and orienting 
the protein on the NeutrAvidin (NA). The 
dye - labeled TNB (1,3,5 - trinitrobenzene, 

a TNT analog) DNA arm (2, modular arm) 
is attached to the NA via complementary 
hybridization to a biotinylated (B) fl exible 
DNA linker. Both are added in equimolar 
amounts. ScFv binding of the TNB analog 
brings the protein located dye and DNA 
located dye into proximity, establishing 
FRET. Addition of TNT displaces the TNB 
analog and DNA arm, disrupting FRET in 
a concentration - dependent manner.  
Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [158] . Copyright 2005 American Chemical 
Society.   
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binding pocket of the biorecognition element assembles the sensor into the ground 
state by bringing both dyes into proximity, which establishes FRET. Addition of 
analyte competitively displaces the analog and signal transduction is designed to 
be sensitive to this displacement. FRET donor/acceptor can be placed on either 
module. Mechanisms of controlling binding affi nity include stiffening the fl exible 
arm or switching in of different affi nity biorecognition elements. As shown in 
Figure  7.6 b, the sensor consists of a dye - labeled anti - TNT antibody fragment (scFv) 
that interacts with a co - functional surface - tethered DNA arm. The arm consists of 
a fl exible biotinylated DNA oligonucleotide specifi cally modifi ed with a dye and 
terminated in a TNB (an analog of TNT, 1,3,5 - trinitrobenzene) recognition 
element. Both of these elements are tethered to a  NeutrAvidin  ( NA ) surface with 
the TNB recognition element bound in the antibody fragment binding site, bring-
ing the two dyes into proximity and establishing a baseline level of FRET. Addition 
of TNT or related explosive compounds (e.g., RDX and DNT) to the sensor envi-
ronment alters FRET in a concentration - dependent manner. The sensor can be 
regenerated repeatedly by washing away of analyte and specifi c reformation of the 
sensor assembly. Sensor dynamic range can also be altered through the addition 
of DNA oligonucleotides that hybridize to a portion of the cofunctional arm. 
Although the authors have used quenching of organic dyes for biosensor signal 
generation, the use of optical components such as QDs should be also possible.   

 Although QDs - based chemosensors have been demonstrated extensively, the 
use of ion doping in QDs for obtaining spectral sensitivity to the analytes of inter-
est has rarely been explored  [160] . ZnS is a particularly suitable host material for 
a large variety of dopants because of its wide band gap (3.6   eV at 300   K)  [161, 162] . 
When ZnS QDs were doped with Mn 2+ , where a few Mn atoms were substituted 
for Zn atoms, an effi cient visible orange luminescence at about 590   nm was 
observed  [163] . This FL has been recently found to quench upon the binding of 
TNT, leading to the development of a new type of explosive sensor  [154] . ZnS/
Mn 2+  QDs capped with organic amine were used to bind TNT species from solu-
tion and atmosphere. Binding was promoted by acid – base pairing interactions 
between the electron - rich amino ligands and the electron - defi cient aromatic rings 
of TNT. The FL quenching mechanism was associated with electron transfer from 
the conductive band of ZnS to the  lowest unoccupied molecular orbital  ( LUMO ) 
of TNT anions. The amino ligands provide a two -  to fi ve - fold increase in quenching 
response to binding of NACs. Moreover, a large difference in quenching effi ciency 
was observed for different types of NACs analytes, which was dependent on 
the electron - accepting abilities of the nitro analytes. Use of the amine - capped 
QDs enabled the detection of TNT in solution down to 1   nM and of TNT vapor to 
several ppbv.  

   7.2.3.4    Quenching Sensors Based on Organic Supernanostructures 
 Organic 1D nanostructures, such as nanofi bers, nanowires, nanoribbons, and 
nanotubes, are usually obtained from  π  - conjugated materials  [164 – 166]  and 
have attracted considerable attention because of their potential applications in 
the fi eld of chemical sensors. Because the optoelectronic properties of organic 
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semiconductors in the solid state are strongly correlated with their structural 
hierarchy  [165, 166] , morphology control plays a key role in optimizing their opto-
electronic performance. Several well - controllable organic nanostructures, includ-
ing 1D microbelts and 3D fl ower - shaped supernanostructures, have been used for 
NACs sensing. These nanostructures can be easily self - assembled by a simple drop 
casting of the oligoarene solutions in different solvents  [164] ; generally the process 
yields high purity of the self - assembled nano/microstructures. The oligoarene 
derivative typically used is a planar condensed benzothiophene compound. Appli-
cation of these structures in FL - quenching sensors for explosives has improved 
the detection speed for DNT and TNT more than 700 - fold.  

   7.2.3.5    Fluoroimmunoassays Using  QD  - Antibody Conjugates 
 Goldman and coworkers  [148, 167, 168]  have developed a strategy for trace analysis 
that is based on the use of antibody - conjugated QDs in plate - based competitive 
immunoassays. The method, shown in Figure  7.7 , was used for detection of ng 
quantities of the TNT - surrogate, TNB fl uorescein, and RDX in aqueous samples. 
The QD – antibody conjugates were formed by using either a molecular adapter 
protein or using avidin. The analytes of interest competed with the surface - 
confi ned antigen for QD – antibody conjugates and a FL signal was measured from 
the plate after a washing step. An inverse relationship between the measured FL 
intensity and the analyte concentration was followed.    

   7.2.3.6    Displacement Immunosensors 
 The displacement immunosensor is a faster, more effi cient detection system than 
a traditional immunoassay  [169, 170] . It may be categorized as a type of chroma-
tographic immunoassay  [171] . With a displacement immunosensor, immu-
noassays are conducted with a device that is set under continuous buffer fl ow 
(Figure  7.8 ). The key components of the system are antibodies (Ab) immobilized 
on a solid support (e.g., micro - sized beads  [172] , agarose gel  [173] , or membranes 

     Figure 7.7     QD – antibody conjugates prepared 
using molecular bridges: (a) mixed surface 
conjugate after purifi cation by crosslinked 
amylose affi nity chromatography; (b) 

schematic of competitive assay for 
the explosive RDX dissolved in water. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [168] . Copyright 2002 Elsevier.     
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 [174] ), antigen analogs (Ag * ) that are labeled with a reporter molecule (e.g., a 
fl uorophore), and the associated hardware needed to establish a controlled fl ow 
system. Generally, monoclonal antibodies and reporter molecules are fi rst linked 
to a prepared surface and a target antigen/analyte, respectively. The Ag *  is then 
allowed to react with the immobilized Ab until equilibrium is reached (e.g., 
2 – 15   h). To perform an assay, the solid support coated with the Ab/Ag *  complex 
is placed in a buffer fl ow. When a sample containing the analyte of interest is 
injected into the fl ow stream, the Ag *  molecules are displaced into the buffer and 
measured downstream using a FL detector. The measured FL intensity is propor-
tional to the concentration of analyte molecules injected, within a predetermined 
linear range for each antibody.   

 The entire analytical process only takes 30 – 90   s, and multiple sample injections 
can be made on a single prepared surface. However, high analyte concentrations 
( > 10 – 20% of surface capacity) could degrade the sensor response very rapidly  [169] . 
Table  7.3  lists explosive analytes and formats reported for the displacement 
immunosensor.     

     Figure 7.8     Schematic of the displacement 
immunosensor method. Step 1: monoclonal 
antibodies are covalently attached to a solid 
substrate and incubated with labeled antigen 
analog (Ab/Ag *  substrate). Step 2: sample is 
injected into the fl ow stream and the labeled 

antigen is displaced. Step 3: displaced 
labeled antigen and excess sample move 
downstream, where a detector measures 
the label.  Reprinted with permission 
from Reference  [169] . Copyright 2008 
Elsevier.   
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   7.2.4 
Microcantilever Sensors 

 Microcantilever sensors are a type of surface - effect sensor that rely on a substrate, 
often a microstructure, with an adsorption affi nity for specifi c molecules  [27] . They 
have been attracting attention as potential detectors for explosive vapors due to 
their advantages such as miniature size, array - based detection, high sensitivity, 
real - time operation, and low power consumption  [26] . They are based on microma-
chined silicon. The cantilevers are typically 100    µ m long, 40    µ m wide, and 1    µ m 
thick and are coated with sensory molecules or materials. Microcantilever sensors 
can be operated in static mode where adsorption induced surface stress is moni-
tored as bending of a cantilever or in dynamic mode where mass loading due to 
molecular adsorption is monitored as a variation in resonance frequency of the 
cantilever. In the static mode, adsorption of molecules on one side of the cantilever 
makes the cantilever bend  [185, 186] . Differential adsorption on the surfaces 
results in differential stress. Low - frequency, low - spring constant cantilevers result 
in large bending due to adsorption - induced forces. In the dynamic mode, the reso-
nance frequency of the cantilever varies sensitively as a function of mass loading. 
The sensitivity of the dynamic mode of operation is related directly to the fre-
quency of the cantilever; the higher the frequency, the higher the sensitivity. 
Figure  7.9  shows a schematic diagram of cantilever bending due to differential 
molecular adsorption.   

 Since individual cantilevers lack the ability to selectively identify adsorbed targets, 
chemically selective layers (receptors) are often coated on the cantilever surface. 

  Table 7.3    Explosive analytes and formats reported for the displacement immunosensor.  
 Modifi ed from Reference  [169]  .  

   Analyte     Format used     Sample sources     References  

  2,4 -  Dinitrophenol  ( DNP )    Beads    Lab standards     [172]   

  TNT    Agarose gel    Lab standards     [173]   

  Membranes    Groundwater     [174, 175]   

  Capillary    Lab standards, 
seawater  

   [176 – 178]   

  Sol – gel on poly(methyl 
methacrylate)  

  Groundwater     [179, 180]   

  Lab standards     [181]   

  RDX    Agarose gel    Groundwater     [174, 182]   

  Membranes    Groundwater     [179]   

  Capillary    Lab standards     [183]   

  PETN    Copolymer beads    Lab standards     [184]   
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     Figure 7.9     Schematic diagram of a cantilever bending due to differential adsorption of analyte 
molecules.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [27] . Copyright 2007 Elsevier.   

This allows some form of adsorbed molecular speciation when used in conjunction 
with cantilever arrays. As the vapor pressures of most explosives are extremely 
small at room temperature, their vapors are often produced by maintaining the 
sources at higher temperatures. Scanning the temperature of the cantilever allows 
detection of various explosives according to their temperature of defl agration. 

 A photothermal microcantilever technique for standoff detection of explosive 
residues has been reported  [187] . Figure  7.10  shows the experimental setup. The 
cantilevers were deposited with a thin fi lm of 300   nm gold (on one side), with a 
3   nm thick using Cr fi lm serving as an adhesion layer. The standoff photothermal 
spectroscopy was demonstrated as a variation of photothermal defl ection spectros-
copy. In photothermal defl ection spectroscopy, sequential exposure of an adsorb-
ate - covered bimaterial cantilever to  infrared  ( IR ) radiation causes the cantilever to 
bend more when the adsorbed molecules absorb IR irradiation. Defl ection of the 
cantilever in the cited work was measured by the light (635   nm diode laser) 
refl ected from the apex of the cantilever into a  position sensitive detector  ( PSD ). 
In general, a plot of the cantilever bending as a function of illuminating IR wave-
length resembles the traditional IR absorption spectrum of the adsorbate. The 
sensitivity of the method is related directly to the thermal sensitivity of the bimate-
rial cantilever. The typical sensitivity of a bimaterial cantilever, 100   ng   cm  − 2 , is 
suffi cient to detect the explosive contamination generally found on explosive 
devices. The sensitivity of the technique could be further improved by optimizing 
the bimaterial cantilever and by using higher intensity infrared sources.    
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   7.2.5 
Metal Oxide Semiconductor ( MOS ) Nanoparticle Gas Sensors 

 The  metal oxide semiconductor  ( MOS ) gas sensor  [188]  is a common detector for 
volatile organic compounds because of its sensitivity, low - cost, and easy manu-
facture. Several reports on its use for explosive detection have appeared. In the 
fi rst study, the sensing of military grade TNT in various substrates (air, sand and 
soil) was investigated by using TiO 2  thin fi lm sensors with static headspace sam-
pling  [189] . It was found that MOS sensors can feasibly detect solid explosives. 
However, the low vapor concentration of solid explosives makes their detection an 
extremely diffi cult and challenging task. To solve this problem, some researchers 
have suggested using Pt or Pd catalysts in the carrier gas line to increase the 
sensitivity of the MOS sensors. Such a change could allow the sampling of solids, 
liquids, and gases with a gas sensor  [117] . In another study, several explosives 
(e.g., DNT, NH 4 NO 3 , and picric acid) were investigated by using ZnO - doped nano-
particle sensors with additives of Sb 2 O 3 , TiO 2 , V 2 O 5 , and WO 3   [190] .  

   7.2.6 
Surface - Enhanced Ramam Scattering Spectroscopy 

  Surface - enhanced Raman scattering spectroscopy  ( SERS ) typically yields higher 
analyte sensitivity than FL spectroscopy due to enhanced absorption cross - 

     Figure 7.10     Experimental setup of a 
photothermal microcantilever - based technique 
for standoff detection of explosive. IR light is 
refl ected off the target and focused onto the 
microcantilever sensor. The photothermal 

induced bending of the cantilever is 
measured by using the same laser refl ection 
technique found in AFM.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [187] . Copyright 
2008 American Institute of Physics.   
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sections. It also provides detailed vibrational spectra of adsorbed species, thereby 
yielding greater selectivity than FL methods. As such, SERS is one of the most 
incisive analytical methods for chemical and biochemical detection and analysis 
 [59, 191] . The metallic NPs (e.g., Au and Ag NPs  [192] ) that make SERS possible 
are of fundamental interest since they possess unique size - dependent properties. 
The use of SERS for trace explosive detection was fi rst investigated during the late 
1990s  [192, 193] , and SERS detection of 2,4 - DNT vapor to  ∼ 1   ppbv was demon-
strated  [194] . Subsequently  [195] , a fi eld - portable unit demonstrated a limit of 
detection of 5   ppbv vapor DNT and the ability to locate buried land mines. More 
recently  [196] , nano - engineered SERS substrates have been employed, and sensi-
tivity to ppbv levels for some nerve agent and explosive simulants has been 
demonstrated. 

 SERS has also been used to selectively detect functionalized TNT. Additional 
signal enhancement due to the resonance Raman effect has resulted in detection 
limits much better than 1   nM in solution  [197] . With similar ideas, detection 
of explosive RDX via reduction and subsequent functionalization has been 
reported  [198] .   

   7.3 
Conclusions 

 Six types of techniques involving nanomaterials for trace detection and quantifi ca-
tion of high explosives have been reviewed. These techniques are based on elec-
trochemistry, ECL, FL, microcantilevers, metal oxide semiconductive NPs, and 
surface enhanced scattering spectroscopy. A wide variety of nanomaterials have 
been used, which include metallic and metallic oxide NPs, CNTs, polycrystalline 
metal complexes, conjugated conductive polymer nanostructures, and QDs. Use 
of nanomaterials generally can increase the sensitivity, lower the detection limit, 
and improve the selectivity of explosive detection. This is because nanomaterials 
possess several unique properties, including an electrocatalytic effect, large surface 
area, and size - dependent tunability. Although various techniques are available for 
trace detection of high explosives, each technique has its own advantages and 
limitations in terms of cost, portability, sensitivity, reliability, and selectivity, etc. 
For example, electrochemical methods are generally applicable to electroactive 
explosives in solution, whereas FL - quenching - based sensors are sensitive to 
nitroaromatics vapors but not to peroxide - based explosives. ECL - based analytical 
methods offer many distinct features. However, at present studies on ECL - based 
trace detection of explosives are still limited. It is foreseeable that ECL, with the 
combination of QDs - based immunoassays, could be used in simultaneous multi-
plexing detection of explosives. In addition, sensitive detection and determination 
of the entire range of nitrated explosives may be realized on the basis of the ECL 
quenching or inhibition of an ECL standard such as the [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ /TPrA system 
after introduction of a target analyte into the system. Most of the studies so far 
have focused on detection of nitroaromatics and a few are related to peroxide 
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explosives. Nanotechnology will continue to play an important role in developing 
new explosive sensors that not only have better sensitivity and higher selectivity 
toward analytes of interest but also offer greater fi eld portability, faster response, 
cheaper maintenance, and easier operation.  
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  8 
Nanostructured Materials for Selective Collection of 
Trace - Level Metals from Aqueous Systems    
  Sean A.     Fontenot   ,    Timothy G.     Carter   ,    Darren W.     Johnson   ,    R. Shane     Addleman   ,    Marvin 
G.     Warner   ,    Wassana     Yantasee   ,    Cynthia L.     Warner   ,    Glen E.     Fryxell   , and    John T.     Bays     

        8.1 
Introduction 

 Several separations and fi ltration techniques are available for the collection of 
trace - level species and each method must be matched to a specifi c application. For 
trace - level metals in solution arguably the best and most widely used methods 
involve solid phase sorbent materials that provide effective capture of desired 
metal species. Effectiveness of the solid phase sorbent for any given application is 
determined by availability, cost, and performance. Activated carbon and ion 
exchangers are widely available and relatively cheap but lack, in most cases, the 
performance necessary for many analytical applications. Activated carbon and ion 
exchangers generally fail to have the selectivity and affi nity needed for trace analyte 
collection from actual environmental matrices. 

 To understand and respond to situations involving toxic materials it is critical 
to quickly identify the toxic material(s) involved and the extent of contamination. 
This is a key issue for circumstances ranging from responding to terrorist attacks 
to monitoring the effects of environmental remediation. Unfortunately, analytical 
technology does not presently exist to meet these needs. Instruments powerful 
enough to meet the required speed, sensitivity, and selectivity requirements often 
do not function well outside of rigorously controlled laboratory conditions and are 
usually very complex and expensive. Simple screening methods that provide 
immediate results in the fi eld enable on - site, near real - time decisions. These fi eld 
screening methods are typically less costly and more rapid than formal laboratory 
analysis; this is signifi cant since site testing and monitoring typically involves 
extensive sampling. To meet this need, a wide range of fi eld screening methods 
for identifying chemical, biological, and nuclear materials is presently being 
marketed and used. Unfortunately, existing fi eld assay methods are typically 
inadequate because they lack the selectivity and sensitivity needed to provide reli-
able information. The degree and type of improvement needed vary with the 
application but sensitivity improvements of greater than 1000 ×  are typically 
required, and much larger enhancements would usually be preferred. This large 
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leap in analytical performance is very unlikely to be achieved with incremental 
improvements in measurement procedure, instrument design, or improved elec-
tronics. A new analytical approach is required. 

 In many circumstances the defi ciencies in selectivity and sensitivity could be 
addressed with high - performance sorbent materials that selectively concentrate 
target analytes. In addition to concentrating target analytes the sorbent can exclude 
interfering species and provide a uniform, well - defi ned sample matrix for analysis. 
Sorbents coupled with instrumentation could be used for either real - time analysis 
of the signature species or as a rapid screening method to fl ag those samples 
that require more detailed analysis. Sorbents coupled with rugged, compact 
instrumentation could provide portable, yet highly sensitive, fi eld analyzers that 
could be quickly reconfi gured for new analytes simply by changing the sorbent 
material. Sorbents used in these systems could be designed to be reusable, 
renewable, or disposable depending upon the instrument confi guration desired 
and material chemistries involved. These same sorbents could be used to improve 
the performance of traditional laboratory techniques with more effective sample 
clean up. 

 This chapter is a discussion and review of various advanced nanostructured 
materials applicable to the selective collection of trace - level analytes from aqueous 
systems for sensing and separation applications. For consistency and comparison, 
when possible, materials expressing thiol surface chemistry are used as examples. 
While a plethora of surface chemistries exist, and many have relevance to envi-
ronmental challenges, thiol surface chemistry is highly effective for the capture of 
many toxic heavy metals from aqueous systems, and serves as a useful baseline 
to compare materials performance. Further, thiol surface chemistry has been 
demonstrated on a range of nanostructures and therefore provides continuity and 
a common platform for nanomaterial comparison. This chapter is organized into 
sections by material type. Discussions are broken down into the materials science 
and application of: 

   •      functionalized nanoporous silica material;  
   •      functionalized magnetic nanomaterials;  
   •      carbon - based nanostructured materials;  
   •      other materials such as zeolites, and imprinted polymers;  
   •      concluding thoughts on economics and the future of nanostructured materials 

in trace analysis.     

   8.2 
Sorbents for Trace - Metal Collection and Analysis: Relevant Figures of Merit 

 Solid - phase sorbent materials provide effective capture and preconcentration of 
trace - level metal species from aqueous matrices. Effective  solid - phase extraction  
( SPE ) sorbents allow separation for remediation purposes, but they are also 
ideal for analytical applications since preconcentration of analytes prior to assay 
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separates the analyte(s) from the sample matrix and concentrates them into a 
smaller volume prior to measurement. Once preconcentration is complete, the 
analyte can be stripped from the SPE material by an appropriate method (e.g., via 
acid, thermalization, etc.) and then quantifi ed by analysis. Alternatively, the SPE 
material can be assayed directly for some applications  [1] . This allows one to 
improve the sensitivity, selectivity, and speed of an analytical process. 

 Sorbents may be evaluated in terms of affi nity and capacity for target species as 
well as how quickly they can extract target species (kinetics). Most of the sorbents 
discussed here consist of support materials having surfaces functionalized with 
organic metal - binding groups. The surface chemistry of the SPE material dictates 
the binding affi nity of the material for a given analyte, and adjusting the surface 
chemistry of the SPE material allows it to be applied to different classes of analytes 
or function in different matrices. Capacity is a function of the number of binding 
units on the sorbent, which, in turn, depends on the surface area of the support 
and the degree of functionalization. Kinetics depend mostly on mass transport 
through the sorbent material and the extent to which the material may be 
dispersed in the sample matrix. 

 Binding affi nities of sorbents are typically expressed using the distribution coef-
fi cient ( K  d );  K  d , (ml g  − 1 ) is simply a mass - weighted partition coeffi cient between 
the solid phase and liquid supernatant phase as represented in Equation  (8.1) :

   K
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×     (8.1)  

where

   C  o  and  C  f        are the initial and fi nal concentrations, respectively, in the solution 
of the target species,  

  V        is the solution volume in ml,  
  M        is the mass of the sorbent.    

 The  V / M  term is simply the  liquid to solid  ( L/S ) ratio of the sample solution to 
the sorbent. In other words, V/M is the ratio of the volume of sample analyzed to 
the amount of sorbent used and provides a measure of the amount of sorbent 
needed for a given analysis. The higher the  K  d , the more effective the sorbent 
material is at capturing and holding the target species. In practical terms, a sorbent 
with a high  K  d  for a given target will allow uptake of the target even at very low 
concentrations. In general,  K  d s of  ∼ 10 3    ml   g  − 1  are considered good and those above 
10 4    ml   g  − 1  are outstanding  [2] . 

 For applications involving trace analysis, capacity is less important than affi nity 
since saturation of the sorbent is typically not an issue and the amount of analyte 
extracted by the SPE material is limited by the magnitude of the analyte dis-
tribution coeffi cient ( K  d ). By employing high surface area, dispersible, and specifi -
cally functionalized sorbents one can drive the interaction of the sorbents with 
the analytes in the sample, effectively facilitating both separation and precon-
centration. The remainder of this chapter uses  K  d  as the fi gure of merit for 
demonstrating analyte selectivity.  
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   8.3 
Thiol - Functionalized Ordered Mesoporous Silica for Heavy Metal Collection 

 Removal of heavy metals, such as mercury (Hg), lead (Pb), thallium (Tl), cadmium 
(Cd), and arsenic (As), from natural waters has attracted considerable attention 
because of environmental contamination and their adverse effects on environmen-
tal and human health. Introduction of sorbent functionalities into nanoporous 
structures has signifi cantly improved the performance of those sorbent materials 
in metal removal when compared to conventional sorbent beds  [3 – 5] . This section 
reviews the ability of thiol - functionalized ordered mesoporous silica, termed thiol 
self - assembled monolayer on a mesoporous support (SH - SAMMS ™ ), to capture 
heavy metals. This material is superior to commercial sorbents, such as Duolite ®  
GT - 73 resins, and Darco ®  KB - B activated carbon. SH - SAMMS also presents new 
uses beyond environmental applications. These include chelation therapies and 
biomonitoring of heavy metals. 

   8.3.1 
Performance Comparisons of Sorption Materials for Environmental Samples 

 The ability of a sorbent material to capture a metal ion depends on the p K  a  of its 
primary ligating functional group, the stability constant of the metal – ligand 
complex, the presence of competitive ligands in solution, the pH of the solution 
 [6] , and the metal ion ’ s capacity to undergo hydrolysis  [7] . Figure  8.1  shows the 
binding affi nity ( K  d ) of SH - SAMMS to various metal ions in HNO 3  spiked fi ltered 
river water. As anticipated from Pearson ’ s  hard - soft acid - base  theory ( HSAB )  [8] , 
soft ligands like thiol groups prefer to bind soft metals like Hg and Ag, rather than 
a relatively harder metal such as Co. Based on the  K  d s, SH - SAMMS is an outstand-
ing sorbent for Hg, Ag, Pb, Cu, and Cd ( K  d     >    50   000   ml g  − 1 ) and a good sorbent 
for As in river water at neutral pH. SH - SAMMS could effectively bind Hg, Ag, 
and As for the entire pH range (pH 0 to 8.5), Cu from pH 2 to 8.5, and Cd and 
Pb from 6 to 8.5. Work in our laboratory reveals that Hg is strongly bound to 
SH - SAMMS even in acid concentrations as high as 5   M (HCl and HNO 3 ). Above 
pH 7, a noticeable drop in  K  d  of Ag, Hg, Cd, and Pb (all still above 10 5 ) may be a 
result of strong association between the metal ions and native anions in the water 
(e.g., between Ag +  and reduced sulfur groups  [9]  or Ag +  and Hg 2+ and chloride 
anions  [10, 11] ).   

 Ionic strength can also vary in most pH - adjusted samples (e.g., pH 0 – 8.5) and 
may affect the metal binding affi nity of a sorbent. Table  8.1  shows that ionic 
strength does not signifi cantly affect the SH - SAMMS material until the concentra-
tion reaches 1   M sodium (as acetate) concentration. In the three natural waters, 
the affi nity of SH - SAMMS for all metals tested remained virtually unaffected.   

 Table  8.2  summarizes  K  d  of metal ions from fi ltered groundwater (pH 6.8 – 6.9), 
measured for different sorbents. Note that thallium was added into the solutions 
as Tl +  and arsenic as As 3+ . In terms of  K  d , SH - SAMMS was signifi cantly superior 
to the commercial GT - 73 and activated carbon (Darco KB - B) for capturing Hg, Cd, 
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     Figure 8.1     Diagram of SH - SAMMS showing a propylthiol monolayer (a) and the monolayer -
 lined pores (b); (c) effect of pH on the  K  d  of SH - SAMMS, measured in HNO 3  spiked fi ltered 
river water with a liquid to solid (L/S) ratio of 5000   :   1.  

  Table 8.1    Matrix effect on  K  d  (ml   g  − 1 ) of various metals extracted by SH - SAMMS.   a)    Data 
reprinted with permission from Reference  [12] . Copyright 2008 Elsevier.  

   Matrix     pH     Cu     As     Ag     Cd     Hg     Pb  

  Columbia River 
water, WA   b)     

  7.66    9.5    ×    10 5     7.2    ×    10 4     7.1    ×    10 6     1.0    ×    10 7     3.6    ×    10 5     5.3    ×    10 6   

  Hanford 
groundwater, WA   b)     

  8.00    1.3    ×    10 6     5.7    ×    10 4     1.1    ×    10 7     1.1    ×    10 7     5.9    ×    10 5     5.6    ×    10 6   

  Sequim Bay sea 
water, WA   b)     

  7.74    1.3    ×    10 6     9.2    ×    10 4     7.5    ×    10 6     1.5    ×    10 7     2.5    ×    10 6     3.4    ×    10 6   

  0.001 M 
CH 3 COONa  

  7.14     –     4900     –     1.5    ×    10 6     3.8    ×    10 5     3.1    ×    10 5   

  0.01 M CH 3 COONa    7.19     –     2900     –     3.3    ×    10 6     3.0    ×    10 5     8.5    ×    10 5   

  0.1 M CH 3 COONa    7.21     –     4100     –     3.9    ×    10 6     6.6    ×    10 5     6.6    ×    10 5   

  1.0 M CH 3 COONa    7.28     –     2000     –     7.5    ×    10 5     5.7    ×    10 5     9.2    ×    10 4   

   a)   Reported as average value of three replicates, L/S of 5000   ml g  − 1 .  
  b)   0.45 micron fi ltered.   
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Ag, Pb, and Tl. The superior affi nity results from the multidentate chelation ability 
and the suitable substrate of SH - SAMMS, characteristics that are not found in the 
commercial resins.   

 Figure  8.2  shows the adsorption isotherms of Hg on SH - SAMMS, DMSA - Fe 3 O 4 , 
and GT - 73 in fi ltered groundwater (pH 8.1)  [13] . The isotherm curves present Hg 
uptake as a function of the equilibrium Hg solution concentration at room tem-
perature. The saturation adsorption capacity of Hg on SH - SAMMS was found to 
be 167   mg   g  − 1  in fi ltered groundwater (pH 8.1) while that of GT - 73 was only 
8   mg   g  − 1  in the same matrix. In acidifi ed river water (pH 1.99) a Hg adsorption 
capacity of 400   mg   g  − 1  of SH - SAMMS has been achieved. The large surface areas 

  Table 8.2     K  d  (ml g  − 1 ) of metal ions extracted by selected sorbents from Hanford groundwater.
   a)    Data reprinted with permission from Reference  [13] . Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.  

   Sorbent     Final pH     Co     Cu     As     Ag     Cd     Hg     Tl     Pb  

  DMSA - Fe 3 O 4     6.91    3000    2.7    ×    10 5     5400    3.6    ×    10 6     1.0    ×    10 4     9.2    ×    10 4     1.4    ×    10 4     2.3    ×    10 6   

  Fe 3 O 4     6.93    1600    7400    5800    1.3    ×    10 4     2400    1.6    ×    10 4     4000    7.8    ×    10 4   

  SH - SAMMS    6.80    430    1.7    ×    10 6     950    6.7    ×    10 7     6.6    ×    10 4     1.1    ×    10 6     1.5    ×    10 4     3.5    ×    10 5   

  Thiol resin   b)       6.76    890    6300    1200    1.6    ×    10 4     1500    1.0    ×    10 4     2200    4.1    ×    10 4   

  Activated 
carbon   c)     

  6.90    790    2.6    ×    10 4     750    2.7    ×    10 4     1300    3.1    ×    10 4     21    1.9    ×    10 5   

   a)   Reported as average value of three replicates, L/S   =   10   000   ml   g  − 1 , in 0.45 micron fi ltered groundwater.  
  b)   GT - 173 by Rohm  &  Hoss.  
  c)   Darco KB - B.   
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     Figure 8.2     Adsorption isotherm of Hg in 
groundwater (pH 8.1) on DMSA - Fe 3 O 4  
(L/S, 5    ×    10 5 ), SH - SAMMS (L/S, 5    ×    10 5 ), 
and GT - 73 (L/S, 7000); dashed lines 

represent Langmuir modeling of the data. 
 Reprinted with permission from 
Reference  [13] . Copyright 2007 The 
American Chemical Society.   
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of the DMSA - Fe 3 O 4  (114   m 2    g  − 1 , see Section  8.4    for more details) and SH - SAMMS 
(740 – 680   m 2    g  − 1 ) afforded a high number of ligand sites on these materials, leading 
to large ion loading capacities. Although the capacity of GT - 73 for Hg in DI water 
(pH 4 – 6) was previously reported to be 600   mg   g  − 1   [14] , the measured Hg capacity 
in groundwater reported in the highlighted study was only 8   mg   g  − 1 , which 
suggests very poor selectivity of the GT - 73 ’ s binding sites in groundwater.   

 In addition to covalently linking functional head - groups to mesoporous silica, 
an alternative connective approach utilizes weak interactions through  π  –  π  stacking 
between an  “ anchored ”  aromatic monolayer and chemisorbed functionalized 
ligands. One example studied various mono and bis - functionalized mercaptome-
thyl benzenes adsorbed onto mesoporous silica that had been prepared with 
a covalently attached phenyl monolayer (phenyl - SAMMS)  [15] . Comparisons 
between these materials and SH - SAMMS show similar uptake capacities and 
kinetics. For instance,  K  d  values for phenyl - SAMMS chemisorbed with 1,4 - bis
(mercaptomethyl)benzene show similar capture levels with the covalently attached 
SH - SAMMS in Hanford well water matrix spiked with 500   ppb Hg 2+ , Pb 2+ , Cd 2+ , 
and Ag +  ions. Therefore, the metal affi nity levels of the chemisorbed phenyl -
 SAMMS are near equal to that of the covalently bound SH - SAMMS. Because of 
the weak yet stable interaction imparted by the  π  –  π  stacking, these materials have 
shown the ability to be stripped of their metal - loaded ligands by simple organic 
washes, thus leading to possible regeneration of the base phenyl - SAMMS material. 
The ability to regenerate sorbents is an attractive feature for both water purifi cation 
and preconcentration - based technologies. Regeneration of the base material 
with a simple infi eld wash can greatly reduce the overall usage cost; an essential 
criterion for sorbent materials. 

 In addition to sorption affi nity, capacity, and selectivity to the target metal ions, 
it is important that a sorbent material offer rapid sorption to minimize the contact 
time required for removal metal ions. Figure  8.3  shows the uptake rate of Pb on 
various sorbent materials measured in fi ltered groundwater (pH 7.7). Lead could 
be captured by SH - SAMMS at a much faster rate than the two commercial sorb-
ents, Chelex - 100 (an EDTA - based resin) and GT - 73 (a thiol functionalized resin). 
Specifi cally, after one minute of contact time, over 99   wt.% of 1   mg l  − 1  of Pb was 
removed by SH - SAMMS, while only 48   wt.% and 9   wt.% of Pb were removed using 
Chelex - 100 and GT - 73, respectively. It took over 10   min for Chelex - 100 and 2   h for 
GT - 73 to remove over 96% of Pb  [14] . GT - 73 and Chelex - 100 are synthesized by 
attaching chelating ligands to porous polymer resins, which dominate their physi-
cal properties. Thus GT - 73 and Chelex - 100 are subject to solvent swelling and have 
dendritic porosities. The SH - SAMMS has a rigid silica support and open pore 
structure that allow for rapid diffusion of analytes into the binding sites, resulting 
in extremely fast sorption kinetics.    

   8.3.2 
Performance Comparisons of Sorption Materials for Biological Samples 

 Sorbents that can capture heavy metals in biological media such as blood, gas-
trointestinal fl uids, and urine are highly desirable for several reasons. In addition 
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to enhanced detection (discussed in Section  8.2 ),   the decorporation of toxic metals 
from blood and gastric intestinal fl uids is anticipated to provide a breakthrough 
in chelation therapy. 

 Since the 1940s,  in vivo  toxic metal immobilization has involved the use of 
intravenous  ethylenediamine - tetraacetate  ( EDTA ) treatment and oral or intrave-
nous  dimercaptosuccinic acid  ( DMSA ) treatment following metal exposures. Solid 
sorbents are potentially better than their liquid counterparts because, as oral drugs, 
they can minimize the gut absorption of ingested chemicals harmful to the human 
body. In addition, when used in or hemoperfusion devices, they can remove the 
chemicals in blood that have been absorbed systemically from all routes of expo-
sure (oral, dermal, and inhalation). This decreases the burden on the kidneys for 
clearing the toxic metal - bound liquid chelating agents. 

 SH - SAMMS captures a large percentage ( ∼ 90%) of As, Cd, Hg, and a moderate 
percentage of Pb, presented in human urine and blood at relevant exposure levels 
(50    µ g   l  − 1 ). Not only can SH - SAMMS remove inorganic Hg 2+  (Table  8.3 ) but it can 
also remove methyl Hg 2+  (CH 3 Hg + , which is a much more problematic form of 
Hg); for example, at L/S of 200, 87% of methyl Hg 2+  was removed from human 
plasma containing 100    µ g   l  − 1  of the analyte. Figure  8.4  also shows the  K  d  of the four 
metals on SH - SAMMS measured in synthetic gastrointestinal fl uids  [16] , with a 
pH similar to what might be encountered within the various regions of the gas-
trointestinal tract (pH 1 – 3 in stomach, pH 5.5 – 7 in large intestine, pH 6 – 6.5 in 
duodenum, and pH 7 – 8 in jejunum and ileum)  [17] .     

 In addition to their use in chelation therapies, sorbent materials that can effec-
tively preconcentrate heavy metals from complex matrices like blood and urine 

     Figure 8.3     Kinetics of adsorption of 1000   ppb of Pb in fi ltered groundwater, pH 7.77, all with 
L/S of 1000, except DMSA - Fe 3 O 4  with L/S of 2000.  Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [13] . Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.   
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will substantially improve biomonitoring of exposure to these species. Direct 
preconcentration of toxic metals from biological samples without prior acid 
digestion has been a challenging task for two main reasons. The proteins and 
macromolecules in complex biological samples can compete with the sorbent 
materials for binding metal ions, resulting in low capture extent (e.g., Pb example 
in Table  8.3 ). Additionally, these biomolecules tend to foul sensors, resulting in 
rapid degradation in response. This is especially evident with electrochemical 
sensors where proteins adsorb on electrode surfaces and form an insulating layer. 
By employing Nafi on as an antifouling layer and SH - SAMMS as the metal 
preconcentrator, we have successfully used a SH - SAMMS - Nafi on composite in 
electrochemical sensors for low ppb ( µ g   l  − 1 ) detection of heavy metals (e.g., Cd and 
Pb) in urine without sample pretreatment or protein fouling  [12] . The resulting 
sensor offers detection limits similar to state - of - the - art ICP - MS methods but, 
unlike ICP - MS, the sensor is portable and will facilitate rapid biomonitoring of 
exposure to toxic metals. SH - SAMMS nanomaterials have recently emerged as 

     Figure 8.4      K  d  of As, Cd, Hg, and Pb, 
measured on SH - SAMMS in synthetic 
gastrointestinal fl uids prepared by adjusting 
synthetic gastric fl uid (contained 0.03   M NaCl, 

0.085   M HCl, pH 1.11) with 0.2   M NaHCO 3  to 
the desired pH; initial metal ion concentra-
tions of 50  µ g   L  − 1  and L/S of 5000.  

  Table 8.3    Percent removal   a)    of heavy metals from biological matrices using SH - SAMMS. 

   Matrix     L/S (ml g  − 1 )     Initial metal 
concentration ( µ g   L  − 1 )  

   As (%)     Cd (%)     Hg (%)     Pb (%)  

  Human blood    1000    50    90    93    92    15  
  Human urine    1000    50    93    87    89    33  

   a)   Reported as average values of three replicates, SD    <    5%.   
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highly effective sensors for trace metal detection. Their high effi cacy for metal 
concentration has led to their exploration to enhance a range of analytical methods, 
including ICP - MS, radiological measurements, and X - ray fl uorescence.   

   8.4 
Surface - Functionalized Magnetic Nanoparticles for Heavy Metal Capture 
and Detection 

 Recently, the use of functionalized superparamagnetic nanoparticles in environ-
mentally relevant applications such as selective capture and preconcentration of 
specifi c analytes from complex samples for sensitive detection has been reported 
in an increasingly large number of publications and reviews  [13, 18 – 33] . In 
this section we focus on the application of engineered magnetic nanoparticles 
(diameter    <    100   nm in most cases) that contain a thiol surface functionality for 
the purpose of separating and detecting a wide variety of analytes from complex 
environmental matrices. 

 Preconcentration is an ideal application for functionalized magnetic nanoparti-
cles since they provide a controllable sorbent material for solid - phase extraction 
(SPE). Once dispersed in solution they can rapidly contact high volumes of the 
sample matrix, selectively capture target analytes, and then can be recovered and 
manipulated by the application of a relatively strong (often    >    1   T), but easily gener-
ated, magnetic fi eld. It has been demonstrated that the intrinsically high surface 
area arising from the nanoscale dimensions of these nanomaterials and the ability 
to impart specifi c surface functionalization make them very effective for SPE  [1] . 
The  K  d  values for various different SPE materials, including functionalized super-
paramagnetic nanoparticles, in fi ltered groundwater is shown above in Table  8.2 . 

 Magnetic nanoparticles have the potential to be extremely effective SPE materi-
als for the preconcentration, removal, and detection of environmental contami-
nants. The nanoparticle surface can be tailored to target a wide range of analytes 
in much the same manner as the SAMMS materials discussed above. This is 
accomplished by incorporation onto the surface small organic molecules that 
contain two sets of functional groups    –    one with an affi nity toward the iron oxide 
surface (i.e., carboxylic acid and/or silane) and another with an affi nity toward the 
target metal analyte of interest (i.e., thiol). 

 Complementing the ability to modify the surface chemistry with analyte - 
selective ligands, these materials demonstrate superparamagnetism that arises 
from their nanoscale single magnetic domain structures  [25] . Superparamagnetic 
behavior manifests itself in nanoparticles smaller than a critical diameter that is 
both material and temperature dependent. Throughout this section, we predomi-
nantly address iron oxide nanoparticles with diameters ranging from ca. 5 to 
20   nm, which falls within the established critical diameter for this material (ca. 
15 – 20   nm)  [25] . From a practical standpoint, a superparamagnetic nanoparticle has 
little to no remnant magnetization after exposure to a magnetic fi eld and low to 
no coercivity (the fi eld required to bring the magnetization to zero), meaning that 
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they will not magnetically agglomerate at room temperature  [25] . This is signifi -
cant for applications where it is desirable to have the nanoparticles well dispersed 
in the sample matrix and easily manipulated by an external magnetic fi eld. 

 By exploiting the ability to remove the magnetic nanoparticles from solution 
with an external fi eld and the ability to tailor the surface functionality of the nano-
particles through synthetic means, it is possible to both separate and detect with 
great sensitivity a wide range of heavy metal analytes. We focus our discussion on 
the attachment of small molecules for the purposes of both separating the target 
analyte from complex samples containing interferents and detecting them once 
separation is complete. In doing so we hope to demonstrate the effi cacy and future 
potential of magnetic nanomaterials for the effective preconcentration and sensing 
of environmentally relevant heavy metal analytes from complex sample matrices 
(e.g., river, ground - , and ocean water). 

 Iron oxide nanoparticles are most commonly used for these applications since 
they can be made cheaply, in large quantities, and methods for their surface func-
tionalization are well established  [20, 23 – 25, 30, 34 – 37] . The iron oxide core can 
be made using various methods, depending on the desired size, dispersity, and 
magnetic characteristics. The surface can be further modifi ed to contain the thiol 
functionality necessary for the intended application. In some cases applications 
may require exposure of the nanoparticles to harsh chemical environments, neces-
sitating encasement of the nanoparticles in an inert shell, typically silica. Silica 
encasement of iron oxide nanoparticles is a common treatment to render the 
material more robust in low pH or biological environments and has the advantage 
of the silanol surface chemistry for silane ligand modifi cation  [38 – 42] . Noble 
metals are also used for encasement of the iron oxide core, depending on the 
application. For example, gold or silver encasement allows one to take advantage 
of both the magnetic and optical characteristics, such as plasmon resonance, of 
the core – shell materials when concentration and detection of the materials is 
desired  [43 – 55] . 

 In our work we have demonstrated that functionalized superparamagnetic nano-
particles can effectively disperse in aqueous environmental samples and sequester 
a wide variety of analytes including heavy metals  [13, 33] . Specifi cally, we have 
employed thiol - modifi ed Fe 3 O 4  nanoparticles that are approximately 6 nm in diam-
eter to remove Hg, Ag, Pb, Cd, and Tl from natural waters (i.e., river, ground - , 
and ocean water)  [56] . Figure  8.5  illustrates the behavior of these materials.   

 The magnetic nanoparticles used in this study were highly dispersible in 
aqueous media, but were removed with relative ease by exposing the sample to a 
magnetic fi eld. In this case the fi eld strength was ca 1.2   T generated by a NdFeB 
rare earth magnet  [13] . Using this setup the nanoparticles removed over 99   wt% 
of 1   mg   l  − 1  Pb within 1   min of contact time and had a Hg capacity of over 227   mg   g  − 1 . 
This capacity is nearly 30 - fold larger than that of conventional resin - based sorbents 
 [13]   . To determine the effi cacy of extraction of heavy metals by the magnetic 
nanoparticles, various measurements to determine the distribution coeffi cient ( K  d ) 
were made, as summarized in Table  8.2 . Figure  8.6  illustrates that at near neutral 
pH in river water, the thiol - modifi ed magnetic nanoparticles are outstanding 
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sorbent materials for soft metals such as Hg, Ag, Pb, Cu, and As ( K  d     >    50   000). In 
addition, the materials were demonstrated to be a good sorbent for harder metals 
such as Cd, Co, and Tl  [13] . Once the metals were extracted, the trace detection 
of the heavy metal analyte was carried out using ICP - MS after contact with the 
magnetic nanoparticles  [13] .   

 Materials such as magnetic nanoparticles  [13]  and polymer/nanoparticle com-
posites  [57 – 60]  offer the unique capability for magnetically directed separation and 
sensing processes. Studies from other groups have shown similar characteristics 
of functionalized magnetic nanoparticles and microparticles modifi ed with a wide 

     Figure 8.5     Schematic of (a) DMSA - modifi ed 
Fe 3 O 4  nanoparticles, and (b) removal of the 
nanoparticles from the liquid phase using 
NdFeB magnets; initial solution (left - hand 
panel), after 10   s with the magnet (middle 

panel), and when the magnet was moved 
to a distant position (right - hand panel). 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [56] . Copyright 2008 The American Chemical 
Society.   
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     Figure 8.6     Effect of pH on  K  d , measured in 
HNO 3  spiked unfi ltered river water (L/S, 
10 5    :   1). Reprinted with permission from 

Reference  [13] . Copyright 2007 The American 
Chemical Society.  
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variety of affi nity ligands for the extraction of heavy metals from environmental 
samples  [61 – 64] . This fi eld still remains relatively undeveloped when one is dis-
cussing the use of superparamagnetic nanoparticles between 5 and 20   nm in 
diameter. For instance, the behavior of nanomaterials dispersed in the environ-
ment is challenging to fully understand due to their tendencies toward aggregation 
and/or decomposition as well as their mobility. Many of the above reports address 
materials constructed from nanoparticle/polymer composites, which fall well 
outside of the size range of what is traditionally considered a nanomaterial (i.e., 
they have sizes  > 100   nm)  [62] . 

 Our group has demonstrated the use of both magnetic and nonmagnetic  [33]  
high surface area sorbent materials to enhance the electrochemical detection 
of toxic heavy metals from natural waters  [56] . Both functionalized magnetic 
nanoparticles and mesoporous silica were modifi ed with a wide range of thiol -
 containing organic molecules that possess a high affi nity toward soft heavy metals 
and were placed or collected at an electrode surface (Figure  8.7 )  [33, 56] . For 
instance, superparamagnetic Fe 3 O 4  nanoparticles functionalized with dimercapto-
succinic acid (DMSA) were used to fi rst bind the heavy metal contaminants from 
complex samples and then subsequently carry them to the surface of a magnetic 
electrode (Figure  8.7 )  [56] .   

 By using an applied magnetic fi eld to remove the target analytes from solution 
prior to electrochemical analysis, they are effectively isolated from the huge 
number of potential interferents present in complex sample matrixes. Using this 
system we have successfully overcome, at least to some extent, two of the biggest 
problems that prevent widespread adoption of electrochemical sensors for the 
analysis of metal ions in biological samples: (i) the binding of the target metals to 
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     Figure 8.7     Schematic diagrams of 
(a) magnetic electrode and (b) electro-
magnetic electrode that preconcentrate 
metal ions using superparamagnetic 

nanoparticles.  Reprinted with permission 
from Reference  [56] . Copyright 2008 The 
Royal Society of Chemistry.   
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proteins present in the sample matrix, leading to a lowered signal response, and 
(ii) electrode fouling caused by proteins. As can be seen from Figure  8.8 , we have 
successfully measured concentrations of Pb in urine as low as 10   ppb with as little 
as 20   s of preconcentration (after the optimal 90   s of preconcentration the detection 
limit dropped to 2.5   ppb Pb).   

 Furthermore, Figure  8.9  shows that the magnetic nanoparticles can also enable 
the detection of multiple heavy metals (i.e., Cd, Pb, Cu, and Ag) from various 
natural river and ocean waters with only  ∼ 2.5   min of preconcentration time.   

 In addition to this work several other groups have reported the use of magnetic 
nanoparticles in the electrochemical analysis of other environmentally relevant 
targets (e.g., proteins and nucleic acids) besides heavy metals  [21, 22, 65] . The 
reader is directed to two recent reviews for the application of high surface 
area magnetic nanomaterials for the detection of biological analytes  [20, 66] . 
Importantly, even though the bulk of the work that has been performed in this 
area was aimed at clinical applications, the detection of biological species is of 
paramount importance to environmental sensing due to the biological origin of 
many common environmental contaminants  [67] . A recent example that employs 
magnetic nanomaterials for the detection of a protein biomarker to pesticide 
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     Figure 8.8     (a) Signals of 10   ppb Pb measured 
at DMSA – Fe 3 O 4  - magnetic sensors in samples 
containing 25   vol.% rat urine with varied 
preconcentration time; (b) linear Pb 
calibration curve measured at DMSA – Fe 3 O 4  

magnetic sensors in Pb - spiked samples 
containing 25   vol.% rat urine.  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [56] . 
Copyright 2008 The Royal Society of 
Chemistry.   

     Figure 8.9     Sensor measurements of 
(a) background metal ions in seawater 
(dashed line) and river water (solid line) and 
(b) background metal ions (thin line) and 
metals spiked (thick line) in seawater, after 
150   s of preconcentration time. Inset: metal 
concentrations, measured with ICP - MS, and 

the distribution coeffi cients of multiple 
metal ions (S/L of 0.01   g   l  − 1  of DMSA – Fe 3 O 4 , 
initial metal conc. of 500   ppb each, pH of 
7.20 for river water and 7.64 for seawater). 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [56] . Copyright 2008 The Royal Society of 
Chemistry.     
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exposure utilizes a similar magnetic electrode to that described above and shown 
in Figure  8.7   [68] . In this work, the magnetic particles have been bound with gold 
nanoparticles to provide an extremely responsive material for electrochemical 
analysis  [68, 69] . These composite nanomaterials have been used to bind and sepa-
rate protein biomarker targets from solution followed by detection, obviating the 
need for the amplifi cation used in typical protein detection  [68, 69] . 

 Although the bulk of reported detection schemes focus on the use of magnetic 
nanoparticles in electrochemical assays, the use of magnetic nanoparticles in trace 
analyte optical detection scenarios has received a great deal of attention. Recent 
reviews by Corr  et al . and Katz  et al . go into great depth on the formation of nano-
material composites for biological detection and biomedical applications  [18, 21] . 
Even when one considers all of the potential benefi ts associated with using a fl uo-
rescent nanomaterial that also is magnetic, many complications can arise. Prima-
rily, the use of materials such as magnetic nanoparticles in an optical detection 
platform can scatter, absorb, or even quench the optical signal from the fl uorescent 
reporter, which leads to a decrease in signal output. Despite this limitation, mag-
netic/fl uorescent materials have great promise in environmental sensing because 
they will enable separation/preconcentration of target analytes from a complex 
sample prior to analysis, preventing unwanted optical noise from background 
interferents. Concurrently, these materials will optically label the target analyte 
upon binding, allowing for rapid sample analysis using traditional optical methods. 
We believe that as the materials production methods continue to mature and more 
magnetic/fl uorescent composite nanomaterials become available there will be 
an explosion in the use of these types of materials in environmental sensing 
applications.  

   8.5 
Nanoporous Carbon Based Sorbent Materials 

 Activated carbon is arguably the oldest and most widely utilized sorbent in human 
history  [70] . Activated carbon has been around since antiquity and has grown into 
a major industry today, enjoying sales of many hundreds of millions of dollars 
each year. Activated carbon has several features that are attractive for preconcentra-
tion of analytes from aqueous systems    –    it is affordable, widely available, has a high 
surface area, an open pore structure, is stable towards hydrolysis, has good chemi-
cal stability, and excellent thermal stability. Activated carbon is widely used in the 
removal of various contaminants from water in municipal drinking water purifi ca-
tion (e.g., chlorocarbons arising as a by - product of the chlorination process  [71] ). 
The utility of activated carbon as a sorbent material is centered around its ability 
to capture a wide variety of chemical species. Such non - specifi c adsorption is not 
necessarily desirable for analytical preconcentration as it entrains many other 
species that are not of interest and wastes valuable capture capacity doing so. 
Chemical selectivity can be very valuable for analytical preconcentration. 

 There have been numerous efforts over the years to chemically modify activated 
carbon in an effort to enhance its capture effi ciency for specifi c analytes. Many of 
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these efforts have involved some sort of controlled oxidation, or acid treatment, as 
a way to increase the degree of oxygenation of the carbon backbone. For example, 
activated carbon treated with sulfuric acid has been used to adsorb pollutants from 
wastewater  [72] . Activated carbon has also been treated with various oxidants to 
enhance its adsorption capacity. Treatment of granular activated carbon with 
potassium bromate has been found to enhance the sorption of Ni ions  [73] . 

   8.5.1 
Chemically - Modifi ed Activated Carbons 

 Numerous studies have used chemically modifi ed activated carbons to capture a 
wide variety of metal ions from aqueous environments. Various activated carbons 
have been used to capture chromate from wastewater  [74] . Similarly, various acti-
vated carbons ’  capture effi ciency for Ni 2+  has been systematically compared  [75] . 
Selective sorption of Pt 2+  from a mixture of metals in solution was also studied 
using chemically modifi ed activated carbon  [76] . Likewise, toxic metals like Pb 2+  
 [77] , Cd 2+   [78]  and Cu  [79]  have all been concentrated from aqueous media using 
carbon - based sorbents. Activated carbons have even had polymer chains interca-
lated into their porous architectures in an effort to enhance their ability to bind 
toxic heavy metals  [80] . 

 Chemically modifi ed activated carbons have been used for the preconcentration 
of specifi c analytes for water quality analysis. For example, various trace - level toxic 
elements have been concentrated from water samples for analysis by neutron 
activation  [81, 82] . This area has been reviewed recently  [83] . 

 Clearly, activated carbon is a broad - scale sorbent, capable of sorbing a wide 
variety of analytes. When sampling natural waters, this can lead to undesirable 
fouling and competition issues. Therefore, it would be desirable to attach specifi c 
ligands (as opposed to generic  “ activation ” ) inside the carbon scaffold so that 
additional chemical selectivity might be imparted. 

 Simple ligands have been attached on the carbon backbone to enhance metal 
binding affi nity. For example, activated carbon has been sulfonated to produce a 
sulfonic acid moieties (Scheme  8.1 ) that are known to be effective for ion exchange 
 [84] . Activated carbon has also been nitrated, and the nitro groups subsequently 
reduced to amines (Scheme  8.2 ), which were then used to capture various transi-
tion metals and lanthanide ions from aqueous media  [85] .   
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  Table 8.4     K  d  (ml   g  − 1  sorbent) values based metal sorption experiments using thiolated 
activated carbon (AC - CH 2 SH). All experiments were performed in triplicate and averaged. 
 Data reprinted with permissions from Reference  [87] . Copyright 2010 Elsevier.    

   Sorbent     Final 
pH  

   Average  K  d   

   Co 2+      Cu 2+      As 3+      Ag +      Cd 2+      Hg 2+      Tl +      Pb 2+   

  AC - CH 2 SH    0.17    280    260    180    1700    0    1.6    ×    10 6     96    91  
  2.02    160    260    78    1400    83    1.1    ×    10 6     19    120  
  4.31    120    2100    0    5800    270    1.8    ×    10 6     110    1500  
  6.37    1100    5.5    ×    10 4     160    6.2    ×    10 4     1400    2.2    ×    10 6     560    8.6    ×    10 4   
  7.33    1900    1.0    ×    10 5     0    3.4    ×    10 5     5000    6.1    ×    10 6     1500    1.2    ×    10 5   
  8.49    2100    8.8    ×    10 4     0    4.1    ×    10 5     4300    2.0    ×    10 7     1700    1.1    ×    10 5   

  Activated 
carbon  

  2.12    0    55    0    220    0    2600    73    170  
  4.22    110    5400    0    820    170    4800    250    6600  
  7.61    1300    5.3    ×    10 4     23    3400    2900    9700    1800    6.7    ×    10 4   

 More sophisticated chelating ligands, such as  N , N ′   - bis(salicylidene) - 1,2 -
 phenylenediamine, have also been immobilized on activated carbon. This sorbent 
material has been used to capture ultra - trace levels of copper from aquatic media 
prior to analysis  [88] . Moving to a more sophisticated ligand design allows for 
greater discrimination in the binding chemistry. 

 Chemically modifying activated carbon has the advantages of being simple and 
direct. This substrate also has a high surface area and is readily available in bulk. 
However, this approach is limited due to the microporosity inherent to activated 
carbon, as well as the latent functionality of the activated carbon backbone (e.g., 

 More recently, activated carbon has been chloromethylated, analogous to the syn-
thesis of the polymeric system known as Merrifi eld ’ s resin  [86] . Chloromethylation 
allows for the easy introduction of a wide variety of chemical functionality through 
simple substitution reactions (Scheme  8.3 ). In this case, the chloride was displaced 
by a sulfur - containing nucleophile, and the resulting thiolated activated carbon 
was shown to be an effective, and selective, heavy metal sorbent  [87] . Table  8.4  
compares the performance of thiolated nanoporous carbon with conventional 
activated carbon. The thiol functionality improves the affi nity of the material for 
softer heavy metals. Notably, a portion of the functionality appears to be located 
inside micropores (an inherent limitation of activated carbon) and therefore has 
limited chemical accessibility.     
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carboxylic acids, phenols, ketones, etc.). Both factors lead to non - selective metal 
ion (and organic) sorption, and therefore to a signifi cant amount of undesirable 
competing adsorption. Clearly, it would be advantageous to work with a carbon 
scaffold having large pores that were constructed around specifi cally tailored 
functionality.  

   8.5.2 
Templated Mesoporous Carbons 

 In recent years a great deal of effort has gone into the study of templated mesopo-
rous carbons  [89 – 100] . This approach generally uses a templated mesoporous 
silica as scaffold upon which some suitable organic precursor is arrayed, and 
subsequently polymerized and carbonized (typically at 800 – 1000    ° C). After the 
carbonization stage, the silica template is generally removed by digestion with 
either HF or NaOH, leaving a free - standing nanoporous carbon scaffold that is 
structurally related to the original silica template. 

 Because of the high temperatures involved in the carbonization stage, this syn-
thetic strategy tends to have very little fl exibility in terms of functional  “ handles ”  
that can be used to bind metal ions, or other analytes. A clever solution to this 
problem has been reported by Mokaya and coworkers in their syntheses of N - doped 
mesoporous carbons  [97 – 99] . In this work a stream of acetonitrile (CH 3 CN) vapor 
was entrained in an inert atmosphere and passed through a tube furnace (generally 
at 900 – 1100    ° C) containing a sample of the silica template. The acetonitrile was 
carbonized on the silica surface, and the resulting mesoporous carbon was found 
to contain  ∼ 8% N, with a surface area of  ∼ 1000   m 2    g  − 1 , and a pore volume of 
0.83   cm 3    g  − 1 . XPS analysis of this material suggests that the N functionality is a 
mixture of  “ pyridine - like N ”  and quaternary ammonium salts. Use of these materi-
als as a sorbent to capture metal ions and other analytes has not yet been demon-
strated but pyridine ligands are well known to bind metal ions and quaternary 
ammonium salts can be used for anion exchange. 

 High surface area N - containing mesoporous carbons have been made using 
other strategies as well. It is possible to start with the N - containing arene intact 
and polymerize the heteroaromatic precursor (Scheme  8.4 ). For example, 1,10 - 
phenanthroline is a diamine that is well known to chelate various transition metal 
cations  [101] . Utilization of this material in the synthesis of templated mesoporous 
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carbon resulted in a product that had a surface area of approximately 870   m 2    g  − 1  
and 30 – 35    Å  pores  [102] . Owing to the reluctance of the 1,10 - phenanthroline 
nucleus to undergo electrophilic aromatic substitution, this strategy was found to 
require temperatures of 700 – 800    ° C for carbonization. As a result, N loss (which 
takes place above about 600    ° C  [103] ) was able to compete and these materials were 
found to contain  ∼ 5% N. This material was found to have excellent chemical and 
thermal stability and was shown to be an effective sorbent for transition metal 
cations (e.g., Ni 2+ ).   

 High surface area pyridine - based mesoporous carbons have also been made 
using the cyclotrimerization of diethynylpyridines (Scheme  8.5 ) by taking advan-
tage of the high reactivity of the acetylene group  [104] . The structure of products 
obtained from this approach depended on the regiochemistry of the acetylene 
groups on the pyridine precursor. The best results were obtained with the 
2,5 - diethynylpyridine precursor, which gave a product with a surface area of 
1930   m 2    g  − 1 , a pore volume of 2.14   cm 3    g  − 1 , and  ∼ 4% N. These high surface area 
pyridine - based materials have not been evaluated as preconcentration sorbents, 
but should be useful for capturing transition metal cations, organic acids, and 

trigonal (or tetrahedral) anions.   
 The primary limitation of this synthetic strategy is the high temperature required 

for the polymerization/carbonization process. Above 600    ° C, pyridine rings 
undergo ring – ring fusion reactions and N is lost  [103] . Therefore, it would be 
desirable to use more reactive polymerization chemistry in an effort to lower these 
temperatures as far as possible so as to preserve as much of the N functionality 
as possible. SiCl 4  - catalyzed cyclotrimerization of commercially available 
2,6 - diacetylpyridine inside an SBA - 15 template (Scheme  8.6 ) has been shown to 
result in a mesoporous carbon at temperatures as low as 600    ° C  [105] . The product 
was found to have a surface area of 1275   m 2    g  − 1 , 35    Å  pores, and contain 6.8% N. 
Again, this pyridine - based nanoporous sorbent should be useful for capturing 
transition metal cations, organic acids, and (in protonated form) trigonal or tetra-
hedral anions.   

 Other heteroaromatic precursors can also be used in this chemistry. For example, 
acid - catalyzed polymerization of 2 - thiophenemethanol inside an SBA - 15 template 
(Scheme  8.7 ), and subsequent carbonization of the intermediate product at 700 –
 800    ° C, was found to create a  S - functionalized mesoporous carbon  ( S - FMC )  [106] . 
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The S content, surface area, and pore volume depended on the carbonization 
temperature, but between 700 and 800    ° C, the S content was 4.9 – 7.2%, the surface 
area was 1620 – 1930   m 2    g  − 1 , and the pore volume was 1.68 – 2.14   cm 3    g  − 1 . Like all 
mesoporous carbons, these S - FMCs showed excellent thermal and chemical stabil-
ity; boiling them in buffers from pH 1 to 13 for 24   h induced no discernible change. 
Indeed, these S - FMCs were found to be effective heavy metal sorbents. The  K  d s for 
Hg 2+  were  > 250   000 over the same broad range of pH (1 – 13). Very few heavy metal 
sorbents are capable of effective metal capture over such a wide range of pH.   

 One of the advantages of carbon - based sorbents is their chemical stability and 
resistance to chemical degradation. Unfortunately, this chemical stability also 
means that they are resistant to several commonly used forms of chemical 
functionalization. Such chemical functionalization is needed to augment their 
poor selectivity. Chemical selectivity is desirable for analytical preconcentration 
applications (and also in remediation applications) so as not to consume the 
sorbent ’ s capacity to bind non - target species. Installation of specifi c ligand chem-
istries (e.g., thiols, thiophenes, chelating diamines, etc.) helps to overcome this 
shortcoming. These solutions preserve the chemical stability of the carbon 
backbone while adding chemically selective ligands with improved affi nity for 
metal species, and extend the usefulness of carbon - based sorbents beyond that of 
a general sorbent.   
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   8.6 
Other Nanostructured Sorbent Materials 

   8.6.1 
Zeolites 

 Zeolites are aluminosilicate materials that exhibit well - defi ned, highly porous 
structures. They occur naturally and may be prepared by several methods. The 
general zeolite structure is a three - dimensional network of repeating isomorphous 
SiO 4  and AlO 4   −   tetrahedra linked by oxygen atoms (Figure  8.10     ). This yields an 
anionic lattice with acidic (bridging OH groups on Al – O – Si linkages) and basic 
(Al tetrahedra) sites. Charge balance is maintained by extra - lattice Na + , K + , Ca 2+ , 
or Mg 2+  atoms. To date, there are over 40 different naturally occurring zeolites that 
differ in structure and in Al   :   Si ratio  [107] . Small amounts of Fe are also found in 
natural zeolites  [108] .   

 Zeolites are widely used in both separation and catalysis applications  [109] . Like 
activated carbon materials, zeolites are commonly employed as general sorbents 
 [110] . Their high surface area allows removal of organic species from solution 
although their effectiveness as sorbents for organic species is limited compared 
to that of activated carbon materials  [110] . Their anionic framework makes zeolites 
natural cation exchangers while their well - defi ned pores lend some degree of 
preference to the ions absorbed. The most widely - used and studied natural zeolite, 
clinoptilolite, exhibits a general selectivity: Pb 2+     >    Cd 2+     >    Cs +     >    Co 2+     >    Cr 3+     >    
Zn 2+     >    Ni 2+     >    Hg 2+   [111] . Clinoptilolite is also effective in sorption of Sr 2+  and 

     Figure 8.10     Structures of several zeolites as well as their pore shapes and dimensions. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference  [115] . Copyright 2000 Elsevier.   
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Sb 2+  cations  [112, 113] . Other natural zeolite materials may differ in selectivity. For 
instance, scolecite follows the series Cr 3+      >     Mn 2+      >     Cd 2+      >     Ni 2+   [114] . This selectivity 
is desirable for adsorption of these analytes at trace levels in matrices that contain 
competing species. 

 Adsorption of metals by zeolites is governed by pH, temperature, and is made 
further complex by the different surface sites found within the lattices. The pH 
affects not only the state of lattice hydroxyl groups and metal speciation but, at 
very low pH, protonation of surface sites reduces the lattice affi nity for positively 
charged species  [116] . 

 Analysis of adsorption isotherms indicates that adsorption of many metal cations 
occurs via by both ion exchange and chemisoprtion processes. For Pb 2+  and 
Zn 2+  ion exchange occurs quickly and is followed by slower chemisorption 
 [113, 117, 118] . In most cases, sorption favors cations with higher charges and 
smaller radii  [119] . 

 Adsorption occurs most effectively for metals that exist as cations. Because they 
have little affi nity for the anionic lattice, metals that form oxoanions or other 
anionic species are not as effectively adsorbed. Organic contaminants such as 
phenol that form complexes with metal ions interfere to various degrees 
with metal sorption  [120] . It is likely that these metal – ligand complexes hinder 
penetration into pores or form neutral or anionic complexes that have no affi nity 
for the anionic lattice. In some cases, the sorbent may be regenerated with high 
concentrations of competing cations, such as in solutions of NaNO 3 . Acid may 
also be used to strip adsorbed metals, although this has been shown to damage 
some zeolites  [116] . 

 Natural zeolites may be modifi ed to enhance their ability to absorb anionic 
species. When treated with Fe 2+  and Fe nanoparticles, these functionalized materi-
als show impressive affi nity for arsenate and arsenite anions compared to the 
native zeolite  [121, 122] . Fe 2+  is also used to treat activated carbon to achieve the 
same effect  [121] . An Al - functionalized zeolite has also been shown to remove 
arsenate  [123] . The small size of natural zeolite pores (typically between 0.4 and 
1.2   nm) lends them their selectivity and high surface area but limits their use for 
adsorption of larger molecules, restricts mass transport through the material, and 
can result in high back pressure in fl ow systems  [124] . 

 Synthetic zeolites have been designed in an effort to prepare zeolites and zeolite -
 like materials without these limitations. Two strategies have been explored: 
(i) making zeolites with larger pores and (ii) inserting larger pores into zeolite 
materials. These modifi ed zeolites have been reviewed recently  [125, 126] . 
Synthetic mesoporous zeolites may possess different metal selectivity profi les than 
their natural counterparts. However, little work has been done involving synthetic 
zeolites as sorbents. 

 Like activated carbon materials, zeolites are low - cost, high surface area, 
semi - selective sorbents. Their selectivity can be tailored by modifying lattice con-
stituents, by functionalizing the lattice, or by changing the porous network 
topology. Like the functionalized nanoporous materials discussed in this section, 
the high cost of functionalization renders the more sophisticated materials 
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less practical as sorbents for remediation but makes them ideal for detection 
applications  [127] .  

   8.6.2 
Ion - Imprinted Polymers 

 Molecular imprinting is a technique for preparing polymeric matrices that are 
capable of highly selective solid - phase extraction. Imprinted polymers are prepared 
by polymerizing functional and often crosslinkable monomers in the presence of 
an imprint molecule. This preparation of imprinted polymers is typically divided 
into three steps (Figure  8.11   ). During an imprint step, functional monomers form 
a complex with the imprint molecule which either closely resembles or is identical 
to a target analyte. The monomers are then crosslinked during a polymerization 
step. This fi xes their position and orientation in the network. The imprint 
molecule is then removed during a leaching step. The polymer network is left 
with functional monomers pre - organized in a geometry optimum for binding the 
template molecule.   

 The fi rst ion - imprinted polymer was developed by Nishide  et al . in 1976  [129, 
130] . These early poly(4 - vinlypyridine) resins could be imprinted to preferentially 
adsorb Cu 2+ , Ni 2+ , Hg 2+ , Zn 2+ , and Cd 2+ . Since then, efforts have been made to 
selectively bind different metals, improve the effi ciency of absorption, and develop 
robust, regenerable imprinted polymers. Many of these efforts have involved 
incorporating metal chelating systems into polymer matrices. For example, 
carboxylic acid derivatized monomers have been shown to produce a resin specifi c 
to UO 2  2+   [131] . 5,7 - Dichloroquinoline derivatives have been used as the chelating 
monomers for Dy -  and Sm 3+  - specifi c polymers  [132, 133] . A polymerizable 3 - 
oxapentanediamide derivative was employed in a polymer that could be used to 

a b
T

c

     Figure 8.11     Representation of imprinting process: (a) complexation; (b) polymerization; 
(c) leaching. T = imprint molecule.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [128] . Copyright 
2004 Elsevier.   
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separate Ca 2+  from Mg 2+  ions and vice versa  [134] . Lemaire,  et al . have used 
methacrylate monomers to selectively bind Gd and, in a similar polymer matrix, 
 diethylene triamine pentaacetic acid  ( DPTA ) derivative chelating monomers for 
La 3+   [135] . Prasada Rao  et al . have reviewed this topic recently  [128, 136] . 

 Since adsorption of metal ions by ion - imprinted polymers is governed almost 
entirely by chemisorption, using more sophisticated ligands yields higher specifi -
city and more effi cient adsorption of target analytes. The synthetic challenges have 
been to incorporate these sophisticated chelate functionalities into polymerizable 
molecules. It is sometimes possible to circumvent this challenge by using 
both polymerizable and non - polymerizable ligands to form the template – ligand 
complex. The non - polymerizable ligands becomes trapped in the polymer matrix 
even after the template species is removed  [136] . 

 Advantages of imprinted polymers are simple preparation, durability, and pre-
determined and predictable selectivity. They may be used as bulk polymer, but are 
more effective when incorporated into nanostructured materials. Ion - imprinted 
polymers may be cast as thin fi lms, incorporated into membranes, or applied as 
coatings to solid supports  [127, 129 – 132] . Applying the polymer to a high surface 
area material eliminates the mass transport limitation involved in using the mate-
rial in bulk. Drawbacks to ion - imprinted polymers involve poor solubility of the 
template (metal ion) in the imprinting mixture. 

 This section has outlined just two particular classes of material that are being 
explored for trace metal adsorption from aqueous matrices. There is tremendous 
room for development of zeolites, ion - imprinted polymer - based materials, and 
other nanoporous materials like aluminophosphate materials and metal organic 
frameworks as sorbents for trace - level metal contaminants. Practical utilization of 
these nanomaterials in trace - level assay will depend upon the capability to tailor 
the materials into form factors that allow integration with devices and functional-
ize the surfaces to have high selectivity and affi nity.   

   8.7 
Concluding Thoughts 

 We have reviewed selected nanostructured materials, many with thiol functionali-
zation, for the capture of softer heavy metals from aqueous systems for environ-
mental and sensing and separation applications. It has been clearly shown that 
correctly constructed nanomaterials can be superior sorbents over conventional 
materials. These nanomaterials can be used for analytical and remediation applica-
tions. It should be reiterated that we chose to emphasize work employing thiol 
surface chemistry, since it provides a highly effective means for the capture of 
many toxic heavy metals from aqueous systems and it offers a useful baseline for 
comparing the performance of the various nanomaterials. Many other elegant 
surface chemistries exist and enable the use of these nanomaterials for applications 
to other analyte sets. Beyond simple performance, one remaining factor that merits 
discussion is the economics of using nanomaterials for collection and detection. 
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 Nanostructured materials can be expensive. While industrial scale - up can bring 
the cost down, it does not address two fundamental problems. First, scaling the 
production volumes up from laboratory beakers to industrial tonnage is a non-
trivial effort, particularly for advanced materials with complex structures. Second, 
the materials and methods needed to assemble sorbents with the useful nanos-
tructure and surface chemistry will almost inevitably make them more expensive 
than bulk or traditional materials. For large - scale applications of nanomaterials, 
such as environmental remediation efforts, the performance of the materials must 
be suffi cient to merit the additional cost. Viability will have to be assessed on a 
case by case basis, but will likely be more successful on high value applications 
such as those associated with nuclear materials or localized applications such as 
batch treatment. The much larger  K  d  and capacity values for functionalized nano-
porous silica and nanoparticulate iron oxide shown in Tables  8.1 ,  8.2  and  8.4  
suggest that despite higher costs than tradition bulk sorbents they may provide 
better value for select applications. Furthermore, the possibility of non - covalent 
modifi cation of SAMMS and related nanomaterials (as in the chemisorbed phenyl -
 SAMMS materials described in Section  8.3.1 )   provides a route to mitigate the 
cost of the nanomaterial by providing a greater product lifetime and sorption 
capacity. 

 In contrast to large - scale separations, analytical applications require much 
smaller volumes of sorbent materials. In most cases analytical applications 
will require only milligrams (or conceivably even micrograms) of sorbent material 
and the material might be used for many repeated measurements. Information 
coming from analytical assays forms the basis for many high value decisions 
such as those made as a result of medical diagnostics, legal forensics, deter-
mination of clean water and food, or operation of an industrial process. 
Consequently, with high value results and small quantities of material needed, the 
cost of the sorbent material for analytical applications is generally irrelevant. 
For analytical applications, obtaining a stable supply of materials with dependable 
performance and effectively integrating them into the analytical method/device 
is more important than the nanomaterial cost. For some nanomaterials, such 
as quantum dot emitters and PANAM dendrimers, reliable industrial production 
and their wide spread analytical utilization has already been demonstrated. 
As commercial sources of nanomaterials become increasing available it is 
inevitable they will be integrated in the products as appropriate, with high 
value niche applications such as improved analytical devices/methods leading 
the way. 

 In conclusion, we have briefl y discussed the material science and application of 
functionalized nanoporous silica, functionalized superparamagnetic particles, 
nanostructured carbon - based materials, and other structured materials such as 
zeolites. These materials only scratch the surface of possible nanomaterials that 
can be employed in sensing and remediation applications. Additional materials 
that are presently under development, as well as others not yet imagined, will 
provide new and relevant capabilities, enabling a range of analytical applications 
for trace - level measurements.  
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Synthesis and Analysis Applications of 
 TiO 2   - Based Nanomaterials  
  Aize     Li   ,    Benjamen C.     Sun   ,    Nenny     Fahruddin   ,    Julia X.     Zhao   , and    David T.     Pierce   

        9.1 
Introduction 

 Nanoscale titania (TiO 2 ) has a wide range of properties    –    from optical to electronic, 
chemical, and even structural    –    that make it an especially versatile material for 
performing chemical analysis. For example, TiO 2  has a fi nite resistance as a semi-
conductor that can change with adsorption of other species. This property has 
been used to build effective chemical - electrical transducers that form the basis of 
many chemical sensors  [1 – 5] . TiO 2  (formally Ti IV ) is also susceptible to oxidation 
and its conversion into Ti III  is accompanied by a signifi cantly increased con ductance 
and redshift in adsorption wavelength. This behavior has been used for the analysis 
of certain oxidizing or reducing agents by monitoring changes in electrical  [4, 6 – 8]  
and optical properties  [9 – 13] . Other properties of TiO 2  nanomaterials that are favo-
rable for trace analysis include high thermal and chemical stability, optical trans-
parency in the visible and near - IR domain, photovoltaic properties, photo - cleaning 
capability, strong adsorption characteristics, and pH - dependent surface charges. 

 Under UV illumination, the electrons of TiO 2  nanomaterials can be pumped 
into a conduction band, leaving holes in a valence band. This photovoltaic effect 
has been used for voltammetric sensing when the nanomaterials are placed in an 
electrical circuit under light irradiation  [13 – 16] . Alternatively, photo - generated 
electrons and holes can also act as strong reducing and oxidizing agents in the 
absence of an electric circuit and can participate in surface reactions. A useful 
application of this property, from the standpoint of analysis, is the photo - cleaning 
and recovery of titania - based sensors that have been poisoned by adsorption of 
organic contaminants  [17 – 19] . 

 The strong adsorption characteristics of nanostructured TiO 2  are attributed to 
the high chemical activities of these surfaces and result primarily from their 
amphiprotic nature  [20 – 22] . While strong adsorption can sometimes lead to matrix 
interferences and poisoning issues, this property has been widely exploited to 
preconcentrate analytes by solid - phase extraction  [20, 23 – 25]  and to design sensi-
tive platforms for trace analysis. For similar reasons, the surface of nanostructured 
TiO 2  can be readily functionalized and charges on the surface can be altered by 
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simply controlling pH conditions  [26] . For instance, the hydroxyl groups on the 
TiO 2  surfaces can react with many functional groups such as phosphate  [27 – 29] , 
sulfate  [30] , or carboxylic acid groups  [31] . This functionality of TiO 2  nanomaterials 
allows specifi c targets to be enriched on the surfaces, effectively improving both 
the sensitivity and selectivity  [32 – 38] . The ability to alter the surface charge of 
titania is useful for applications in which electrostatic interaction plays a role. 

 During the last decade, the nanostructure has been shown to have a considerable 
infl uence over the physical and chemical behavior of TiO 2 . It is expected that fi nd-
ings of this nature will play an important role in directing how TiO 2  nanomaterials 
will be used for analysis in coming years. For example, changes in the size 
and shape of semiconductors like TiO 2  at the nanoscale can result in quantum 
confi nement and thus affect the movement of electrons and holes  [39 – 41] . Recent 
studies have shown that conductance among the polymorphs of TiO 2  follows the 
order of amorphous TiO 2     >    anatase    >    rutile TiO 2  crystals, whereas the order with 
respect to the particle size is opposite  [42 – 44] . On the other hand, nanotubular 
TiO 2  has a higher conductivity (ca. 7.9    ×    10  − 7    S cm  − 1 )  [45]  than that of anatase or 
rutile nanoparticles (ca 10  − 9    S cm  − 1 )  [46] . In addition, as a consequence of small 
material size, the surface area and the chemical activities of TiO 2  nanomaterials 
can be dramatically increased  [47, 48] . Since most TiO 2  - based sensing methods 
involve surface reactions, this property is especially favorable for engineering 
particular interactions between target analytes and nanomaterials. 

 TiO 2  nanomaterials can be synthesized by several methods, such as sol – gel  [22, 
49, 50] , hydrothermal  [14, 15, 20, 23 – 26, 51 – 55] , solvothermal  [56] , microwave  [57] , 
microemulsion/reverse microemulsion  [58 – 62] , direct oxidation  [63] , and electro-
chemical methods  [64 – 66] . Several excellent papers have recently reviewed these 
syntheses  [67 – 70] . Diverse nanostructures can be prepared to meet different 
sensing requirements, including nanoparticles, nanosheets, nanorods (nanofi bers 
or nanowires), nanotubes, and mesoporous/nanoporous nanomaterials. Among 
them, nanostructures that present large surface areas such as mesoporous TiO 2  
nanomaterials  [71 – 74]  and TiO 2  nanotubes  [5, 69]  gather much attention, due to 
the improved accessibility to targets and effi ciency of separation of electron – hole 
pairs. In addition, TiO 2  nanomaterials can act as hosts to hybridize with various 
inorganic materials (e.g., metal ions or nanoparticles, or non - metal elements) and 
organic materials (e.g., dye molecules  [15, 75]  or proteins  [27] ) and thereby con-
tribute their own properties and extend functionality. Furthermore, TiO 2  nano-
materials can also be easily transferred onto various solid substrates to accommodate 
detection in different situations (e.g., direct detection versus extraction) or with 
different platforms (e.g., optical versus electrical). 

 In this chapter the general synthetic methods to prepare some commonly 
used TiO 2  nanostructures in the sensing fi eld are briefl y reviewed, including TiO 2  
nanoparticles, nanotubes, mesoporous TiO 2 , hybrid TiO 2  nanomaterials, and TiO 2  
nanofi lms. The uses of these materials for trace analysis are then described in 
detail with a focus on applications for gaseous, aqueous, organic, and biological 
systems. In each of these cases, the sensing principles and performance charac-
teristics of the TiO 2  nanomaterials employed will be discussed.  
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   9.2 
Synthesis of  TiO 2   Nanostructures 

   9.2.1 
 TiO 2   Nanoparticles 

 The sol – gel method is probably the most common approach used to prepare TiO 2  
nanoparticles. These processes initially involve the formation of an amorphous 
TiO 2  network by the hydrolysis and polymerization of titania precursors in solu-
tion, followed by evaporation to form a colloidal gel  [76] . Additional treatment such 
as annealing, which is often carried out in an oven or an autoclave chamber, is 
usually required to convert the amorphous TiO 2  gel into a crystalline form. Isley 
 et al.  have found that certain conditions during sol – gel synthesis, especially pH, 
have a signifi cant impact on the phase composition of the resulting titania nano-
particles and their size  [50] . For example, lowering the pH resulted in more anatase 
content and increasing the pH resulted in an increase in particle size.  

   9.2.2 
Mesoporous  TiO 2   

 Mesoporous TiO 2  nanostructures are typically engineered through templating 
methods that use phosphates  [20] , amines  [77]  and other ions  [72 – 78] , block co -
 polymers  [79 – 81] , non - ionic surfactants  [82] , and non - surfactants  [83]  as scaffold-
ing materials. Template species are mixed with titania precursors and become 
embedded within the solid titania framework during hydrolysis and condensation. 
The template species are then removed by liquid extraction or annealing to yield 
an open, mesoporous structure  [84] . However, some mesoporous nanostructures 
have been prepared without any apparent templating. For instance, hydrolysis 
of titania precursors at high ionic strength  [74]  and acidic pH  [85]  can produce 
mesoporous TiO 2  by other interactions. In the fi rst case, high ionic strength of the 
hydrolysis solution reduces the surface potential of the growing TiO 2  colloid and 
favors uniform packing to form a mesoporous superstructure. In the second case, 
acidic conditions retard hydrolysis of titania precursors, leading to the formation 
of small monodispersed TiO 2  nanoparticles. Aggregation of the TiO 2  nanoparticles 
results in mesoporous frameworks.  

   9.2.3 
 TiO 2   Nanotubes 

 There are three general methods used to prepare TiO 2  nanotubes    –    anodization of 
titanium, template synthesis  [86 – 89] , and the alkaline hydrothermal method. A 
relatively simple method used to form nanotube arrays involves potentiostatic 
anodization of purifi ed titanium foil  [90 – 94] . The foil is typically oxidized at a 
constant potential in a two - electrode electrochemical cell and subsequently 
annealed at 500    ° C. Morphology of the TiO 2  nanotubes prepared by this method 
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can be controlled by several factors, such as the applied potential and presence of 
phosphate electrolytes  [90] . Low applied voltage results in nanotubes with shorter 
lengths and smaller diameters. However, an increase in voltage is believed to 
increase ionic transport through the passivating oxide layer at the bottom of each 
pore, thus speeding the growth and increasing the total length of the nanotubes. 
A potential of 20 − 60   V is recommended to produce well - aligned nanotube arrays. 
The total growth will reach a maximum after the nanotube begins to degrade and 
lowering the voltage will cause this maximum to occur sooner. Phosphate electro-
lytes also affect the properties of the anodized titanium. Chemisorption of phos-
phate on TiO 2  apparently represses surface ionic mobility and thereby inhibits 
anatase - to - rutile transformation  [95] . The net result is that TiO 2  nanotubes grown 
anodically in phosphoric acid display ordered structure and lengths up to 500   nm. 
This phenomenon suggests that nanotube length may be further tailored by modi-
fying the electrochemical conditions of the anodization reaction. 

 Engineering TiO 2  nanotubes using template synthesis is similar to the method 
used to prepare mesoporous TiO 2  nanostructures. First, TiO 2  nanomaterials are 
attached to a template surface by either hydrolyzing a titanium precursor in the 
presence of templating agents or coating formed TiO 2  nanoparticles onto tem-
plates through dip - coating or  atomic layer deposition  ( ALD )  [87] . The ALD tech-
nique allows the fi nal diameter and length of the nanotubes to become highly 
defi ned. The number of deposited layers is used to control the wall thickness. The 
templating agents, which are harder than the ones used for mesoporous materials, 
are then removed via annealing. In this case, the templates used to prepare TiO 2  
nanotubes include aluminum oxide  [96, 97] , ZnO  [98] , electrospun fi bers  [99] , and 
carbon nanotubes. Recently, to further increase the surface area of TiO 2 , attempts 
have been made to combine hard and soft templates together to create mesoporous 
TiO 2  nanotubes. For instance, Qiu  et al.   [100]  have incorporated poly(ethylene 
glycol) (a soft template) into a TiO 2  gel followed by dip - coating a ZnO nanorod (a 
hard template). Removal of the templates eventually left nanoporous structures 
on the wall of TiO 2  nanotubes, which increased their surface area to about twice 
that of pure TiO 2  nanotubes. 

 The third method, which actually was the fi rst reported, for preparing TiO 2  
nanotubes is based on alkaline hydrothermal treatment. Typically, TiO 2  nanotubes 
can be converted from the raw material of any polymorph (anatase, rutile, brookite, 
or amorphous forms) in concentrated NaOH at temperatures ranging from 110 
to 150    ° C. However, temperatures higher than 170    ° C caused formation of TiO 2  
nanofi bers  [101, 102] . The products are usually washed with HCl to substitute Na +  
with H +  and thereby impart the materials with a strong ion - exchange capacity.  

   9.2.4 
 TiO 2   - Based Nanohybrids 

 TiO 2  - based nanohybrids are polycomponent nanomaterials and are useful for 
sensing applications in which TiO 2  alone cannot achieve the needed level of 
sensitivity, specifi city, or reproducibility. For instance, TiO 2  – metal hybrids are 
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used in situations, such as electrochemical devices, where the metal nanoparticles 
offset the poor conductance of pure TiO 2  and retard electron – hole recombination 
on the TiO 2  surface. At the same time, combination with TiO 2  prevents metal 
nanoparticles from aggregating at elevated temperatures  [103]  and adsorption 
of TiO 2  enriches the local concentration of analyte. For TiO 2  – SiO 2  hybrids, the 
combination with SiO 2  not only inhibits the anatase - to - rutile phase transition and 
improves thermal stability but also gives rise to some new optical properties that 
may be used for improved sensing  [13] . 

   9.2.4.1     TiO 2   - Metal Nanoparticle Hybrids 
 Several techniques have been used to modify TiO 2  nanomaterials with metal NPs, 
such as impregnation  [104, 105]  and electrodeposition  [106] . In these processes, 
because of weak acidity on the TiO 2  surface, metal - ion precursors can be adsorbed 
onto TiO 2  by ion exchange and then reduced by chemical or electrochemical means 
to form metallic nanoparticles. However, a shortcoming of these methods is their 
limited control over the morphology of the metal nanoparticle ad - layer and result-
ing aggregation of metal deposits. To obtain monodispersed metal nanoparticles 
on the TiO 2  surface, either metallic nanoparticles are pre - synthesized and trans-
ferred to the TiO 2  surface  [107]  or a soft templating method is used  [84] . In the 
latter case, surfactant molecules are used to direct the formation and deposition 
of metal nanoparticles on the TiO 2  surface. Another newly developed strategy 
allows metal nanoparticles to be embedded in a TiO 2  network  [108, 109] . In this 
one - pot synthesis, metal and titania precursors are mixed in a solution that 
contains surfactants and metal nanoparticles are formed while applying heat. As 
shown in Figure  9.1 , the metal nanoparticles withstand the severe aggregation 
usually experienced at higher temperatures and become evenly distributed within 
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     Figure 9.1     Mesoporous Au/TiO 2  nanocomposites with Au nanoparticles homogeneously 
embedded within crystalline TiO 2  framework.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [108] . 
Copyright 2007 The American Chemistry Society.   
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the TiO 2  network. Removal of the surfactants leaves a uniform, porous structure 
of metal NPs evenly distributed within the TiO 2  nanomatrix.    

   9.2.4.2     TiO 2  – SiO 2   Hybrids 
 Because of the relatively fast hydrolysis of titania precursors, the synthesis of silica -
 supported TiO 2  usually starts with dispersion of SiO 2  nanoparticles in a solvent 
such as ethyl alcohol  [110]  or toluene  [111] . A small amount of water is then intro-
duced before the addition of the titanium precursor(s) to form an adsorbed layer 
of water on the SiO 2  surface. The layer serves to localize the hydrolysis and con-
densation of titania precursors around the SiO 2  nanoparticles and thereby form a 
uniform shell  [110] . Other methods used to prepare silica - supported titania nano-
composites include microemulsion  [112 – 115] , impregnation, precipitation, chemi-
cal vapor deposition  [116, 117] , and sol – gel formation  [118, 119] . However, all of 
these methods are only suitable for preparing SiO 2  nanoparticles having only a 
thin layer of titania. If the TiO 2  loading needs to be more than 30 wt%, a multistep 
coating is recommended  [120] .   

   9.2.5 
Fabrication of  TiO 2   Nanofi lms 

 TiO 2  fi lms with nanoscale structures are recommended for applications that 
require or can benefi t from a large sensing area  [121 – 125] . Such fi lms    –    when 
deposited on optically transparent or electrically conductive substrates    –    are notable 
for their broad applications in chemical sensing and determination  [126 – 128] . 
Several approaches have been developed to construct TiO 2  nanofi lms, including 
spin coating  [11] ,  chemical vapor deposition  ( CVD )  [129 – 131] , self - assembly  [132] , 
and  matrix - assisted pulsed laser evaporation  ( MAPLE ). Among these methods, 
spin coating appears to be the most simple and reproducible process. Film thick-
ness can be controlled to within micrometer tolerances by varying the concentra-
tion of a precursor solution and the rotation rate of the substrate. CVD is less 
convenient because it requires a vacuum apparatus in which molecular precursors 
are condensed at low vapor pressure through selective chemical reactions. Self -
 assembly, like spin coating, can form highly reproducible fi lms. In this case, 
nanostructured materials are usually deposited in multiple layers with a self -
 assembly reagent, such as the alternating layers of polycations and semiconductor 
nanoparticles used by Kotov  et al.   [133] . MAPLE is a recently developed technique 
that shows some advantages because of gentler transfer of precursor molecules 
into the vapor phase  [134] . While MAPLE offers uniform substrate coverage and 
preservation of the composition and crystalline phase of the precursor material, 
the method needs better reproducibility before it can be used in any practical 
fashion for sensor fabrication. 

 An example that shows the level of control currently available for TiO 2  nanofi lm 
preparation was recently reported by Yin  et al.   [71] . These workers developed a 
fl exible synthesis based on an amphiphilic macromolecular template and a process 
similar to that used for mesoporous TiO 2  nanoparticles. The template was fi rst 
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dissolved in DMF with HCl and titanium tetraisopropoxide as the TiO 2  precursor. 
Spin coating and calcination produced a TiO 2  thin fi lm with nanobubbles 
that collapsed to form more advantageous nanopores (Figure  9.2 ). By this method, 
the concentration of pores could be controlled with the concentration of the 
macromolecular template and their size could be adjusted with choice of 
macromolecule.     

   9.3 
Applications of  TiO 2   - Based Nanomaterials for Chemical Analysis 

   9.3.1 
Analysis of Gas - Phase Samples 

 Sensitive, real - time sensors are in high demand for several potentially hazardous 
or toxic species that may be present at low levels in the gas phase. Such species 
include H 2  and CO. In many situations the intended gas matrix is ambient 
air, which requires some consideration of possible interferences from common 
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     Figure 9.2     Dendritic amphiphilic macromol-
ecules serve as templates to assist the 
formation of nanoporous TiO 2  fi lms (a); 
surface of AFM image of TiO 2  templated by 

the macromolecules (b) before and (c) after 
calcination.  Reprinted with permission from 
Reference  [71] . Copyright 2008 Wiley-VCH 
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.   
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airborne components such as oxygen and water vapor. However, in certain cases 
even these interfering species need to be determined at low concentrations for 
systems closed to the air. 

 Only a robust sensor material could be adapted to all of these applications and 
TiO 2  is especially suited in this regard. The response of titania - based gas sensors 
can be geared to either optical  [135]  or electrical measurements, thus permitting a 
great deal of fl exibility to make improvements. Recent trends in the development 
of titania gas - sensors are toward greater analyte sensitivity (and thereby lower detec-
tion limits), shorter response and recovery times, greater stability, higher selectivity, 
and lower operating temperatures  [136, 137] . These goals have generally been 
achieved by the hybridization of TiO 2  with augmenting components, such as surface 
reagents or catalysts  [129, 137 – 144] . It is also apparent that the nano -  or mesoscopic 
structure of the TiO 2  or its hybridizing components usually plays a key role. 

   9.3.1.1    Hydrogen 
 Molecular hydrogen is a potentially explosive reagent or product in many indus-
trial processes. Development of a direct, reliable H 2  sensor is of great importance 
for real - time monitoring of leaks into ambient airspace. As hydrogen is a redox -
 active species, both electrical and electrochemical detection are relatively straight-
forward and common approaches for sensing. The adsorption process of H 2  gas 
on the TiO 2  surface starts from the dissociation of H 2  molecules and the formation 
of OH groups with surface oxygen. Meanwhile, electrons are transferred to the 
titania conduction band, thus forming an electron - rich region along the TiO 2  
surface and resulting in a decrease in electrical resistance. 

 A quite different approach for H 2  sensing has been to exploit certain unique 
optical properties of TiO 2 . For instance, Maciak  et al.  have fabricated a chemochro-
mic optical sensor in which the reaction with hydrogen species caused a change 
in the adsorption spectrum of TiO 2   [141] . These workers used a nanostructured 
dual - layer architecture composed of Pd - TiO 2 /NiO  x   thin fi lms. The palladium layer 
readily absorbed hydrogen from the atmosphere and also catalyzed its oxidation. 
The reversible double injection of H +  and electrons onto the TiO 2  substrate 
Equation  (9.1)  caused a reduction of Ti IV  to Ti III  and a visible color change that was 
monitored by spectrophotometry. The sensor detection limit was approximately 
2% (v/v) H 2  in air and response/recovery time was 30 – 40   s:

   TiO bleached H e HTiO colored2 ( ) + + ( )+ − � 2     (9.1)   

 Since interaction of a gas with TiO 2  is primarily a surface phenomenon, the spe-
cifi c surface area of the sensing material is an important factor for imparting 
sensitivity. Nanostructures with large surface areas, such as TiO 2  nanotubes or 
nanoporous TiO 2 , have demonstrated remarkable performance compared to bulk 
TiO 2 . However, the preference for using TiO 2  nanoparticles or nanotubes in 
sensing applications is not only because of their higher effective surface area but 
also because of enhanced conductance  [145] . As mentioned earlier, the con-
ductance of TiO 2  nanomaterials follows the order TiO 2  nanotubes    >    amorphous 
TiO 2     >    anatase    >    rutile TiO 2  crystals  [42, 43]  Since most TiO 2  - based gas sensors 
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     Figure 9.3     Hydrogen sensitivity of a 1.0    µ m 
long nanotube array sample as a function of 
relative humidity. The sensitivity of the 
sample to carbon monoxide and methane in 

dry ambient is also shown.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [69] . Copyright 
2006 Elsevier.     

are based on the measurement of electrical resistance change with adsorption of 
analytes, improved conductance of the sensing material is also benefi cial to achiev-
ing higher sensitivity and shorter response time. For instance, Carney  et al.  have 
found that sensors based on TiO 2  nanofi bers had larger surface areas and were 
more sensitive to H 2  in the presence of O 2  than sintered SnO 2  – TiO 2 . The best 
sensitivity occurred at an operating temperature of 500    ° C, along with short 
response/recovery times of 1 and 5   min  [146] . Devi  et al.  have found that ordered 
mesoporous TiO 2  exhibited higher H 2  and CO sensitivities than sensors made 
from common TiO 2  powders due to increased surface area, and that loading of 0.5 
mol % Nb 2 O 5  further increased the sensitivity by maintaining the high surface 
area of TiO 2  at an operating temperature of 600    ° C  [147] . 

 Other factors that may affect sensor sensitivity and selectivity include the mor-
phology of TiO 2  nanostructures, humidity in the environment, and hybridization 
with other nanomaterials. For example, an increase in length of TiO 2  nanotubes 
from 380   nm to 1    µ m was found to increase sensitivity nearly tenfold because 
of enlarged contact surface area. However, a decreased sensitivity and longer 
response/recovery times were observed with a 6  µ m long sample, probably because 
of the prolonged time for the H 2  gas diffusion along the nanotube wall  [69] . In a 
humid environment, adsorbed water molecules can block active sites where hydro-
gen adsorption occurs and thereby reduce the sensitivity (Figure  9.3 )  [148] . In 
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general, hybrid TiO 2  nanomaterials show advantages over TiO 2  alone. Higher 
selectivity can be achieved by incorporating a metal component that can specifi -
cally facilitate H 2  dissociation on the TiO 2  surface at relatively low temperatures. 
Du  et al.  have developed a H 2  sensor that was composed of a nanostructured dual -
 layer fi lm of titania and PtO - Pt  [142] . The sensor showed preferential H 2  uptake 
against NH 3 , CO, and CH 4  interference. Furthermore, due to the partial reduction 
of Ti IV  to Ti III  by the PtO - Pt nano - catalysts, more oxygen vacancies were formed 
along the fi lm surface, which lowered resistance and improved sensitivity. In this 
case, the hybrid sensor could accurately measure H 2  in the range 1 – 10%.    

   9.3.1.2    Carbon Monoxide 
 The response of most TiO 2  - based sensors to CO is dependent upon two competing 
factors: adsorption of CO and removal of adsorbed CO because of its reaction at 
the TiO 2  surface. Adsorption of CO molecules is accompanied by a decrease in 
resistance of the TiO 2 . This effect is monitored most sensitively using thin TiO 2  
nanofi lms. Once adsorbed, CO is converted into CO 2  at elevated temperatures by 
a water - gas shift reaction mediated through adsorbed oxygen species, thereby 
recovering adsorption capacity and making the response reversible. 

 The performance of these CO sensors can be improved by adding catalysts to 
hybridize the TiO 2  surface. For instance, addition of both CuO and La 2 O 3  has been 
observed to retard anatase - to - rutile phase transformation. Anatase crystals, because 
of their small particle size, present more oxygen defect sites on the surface, which 
can then trap more oxygen species and increase the reactivity of CO. Moreover, 
the presence of CuO improves the adsorption of CO while the increase in oxygen 
active sites created by La 2 O 3  enhances CO reactivity  [144] . Teleki  et al.  have shown 
recently that improved detection of CO can also be obtained by doping TiO 2  fi lms 
with Nb or Cu via fl ame spray pyrolysis  [138] . The Nb - doped TiO 2  fi lms responded 
to CO levels in the range 50 – 750   g m  − 3  at 400    ° C with an optimum Nb/TiO 2  com-
position of 4%. While Nb - doped sensors showed good stability and response times 
between 15 and 30 s, recovery times were much longer, approximately 100 s. By 
comparison, Cu - doped TiO 2  fi lms performed much better, with response and 
recovery times of less than 15 s and higher overall sensitivity CO. In another case, 
introduction of Ga 2 O 3  into TiO 2  by a sol – gel process gave a linear response to levels 
of CO between 25 and 400   g m  − 3  at 200    ° C at 30% relative humidity  [139] . 

 Several design factors, such as fi lm thickness, substrate, temperature, and 
humidity have also been evaluated for sensors based on unhybridized TiO 2   [136] . 
Surprisingly, resistance was found to decrease as fi lm thickness increased and the 
times of both response and recovery were observed to decrease as CO concentra-
tion increased. Films deposited on a sapphire {001} crystal face gave the highest 
sensitivity compared to fi lms deposited on glass or Si{100}. At elevated tempera-
tures, the structure has fewer oxygen vacancies, resulting in a decrease in resistiv-
ity. Interestingly, the resistance was independent of humidity, a parameter that 
typically affects other TiO 2  - based gas sensors. This independence was attributed 
to a lack of direct reaction between CO and H 2 O because the shift reaction is actu-
ally mediated through adsorbed oxygen intermediates.  
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   9.3.1.3    Oxygen 
 The adsorption of oxygen on the TiO 2  surface follows a similar pathway to H 2  
adsorption. However, as an oxidizing agent, O 2  molecules are chemisorbed in the 
form of   O2

− on the TiO 2  surface, which effectively traps electrons from the titania 
conduction band and leads to an increased resistance  [149, 150] . 

 Hybridization has been used successfully to improve titania - based sensors 
for molecular oxygen. For example, Llobet  et al.  have recently found that integra-
tion of  multiwalled carbon nanotube s ( MWCNT ) into titania yielded an oxygen 
sensor capable of trace - level detection ( ≤ 10   g m  − 3 ) and having more than 50 
times the sensitivity than the non - hybrid counterparts alone  [151] . The authors 
considered that there was an n – p junction existing at the interface between TiO 2  
layer and MWCNT, namely, n - TiO 2 /p - MWCNT. The adsorption of oxygen on 
TiO 2  modifi ed the width of the TiO 2  depletion layer, and in turn signifi cantly 
changed another depletion layer at the n - TiO 2 /p - MWCNT interface. Apparently, 
there was an amplifi cation effect involved that caused a dramatic change in 
the resistance of the resulting hybrid sensor. Moreover, the increased sensitivity 
of the hybrid sensor might be attributed to the partial adsorption of oxygen 
on MWCNTs. Sharma and Bhatnagar have observed the benefi cial effect of Cr -
 doping on a TiO 2  - based gas sensor  [137] . Their 0.4% Cr doped TiO 2  sensor 
showed a 13 - fold improvement in sensitivity over undoped platforms, from 
which they proposed a direct chromium – oxygen interaction. Eventually, sensitivity 
and response time (down to 5   s) were optimized at 700    ° C and 0.40 wt% Cr. 
Temperatures higher than the optimum caused an increased desorption of 
oxygen beyond the chemisorption capabilities of the sensor, resulting in a longer 
response time. 

 Besides conductance sensors, some hybrid oxygen sensors have been developed 
around changes in  photoluminescence  ( PL )  [15] . When TiO 2  nanoparticles are 
suspended in a sensing fi lm that contains on oxygen - sensitive dye, the embedded 
TiO 2  nanoparticles can scatter incident light used to excite the dye. As a result, the 
PL intensity of the dye is increased up to tenfold and the time for the PL decay is 
signifi cantly prolonged (Figure  9.4 ).   

 It has been suggested that certain nanostructures of TiO 2  may play a funda-
mental role in the performance of oxygen sensors. A revealing study by Lu 
 et al.  has shown that amorphous TiO 2  demonstrates better sensing capabilities 
than its anatase form  [42] . It was proposed that the relative abundance of 
structural defects in amorphous TiO 2  compared to crystalline phases provides 
additional interaction sites and therefore greater sensitivity to oxygen. In this 
case, a detection limit of 200   g   m  − 3  O 2  was obtained at an optimum temperature 
of 100    ° C.  

   9.3.1.4    Water Vapor 
 When fi lms of TiO 2  nanomaterials are exposed to a humid atmosphere, water 
molecules tend to adsorb on the TiO 2  surfaces causing a decrease in fi lm resistance 
 [7] . However, a complication arises because the mode of water adsorption on a 
TiO 2  fi lm varies with humidity. At low  relative humidity  ( RH ), water molecules 
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are chemisorbed on the TiO 2  surface and conductance occurs by proton hopping 
between sites. At high RH, water molecules are only physisorbed and 
proton hopping between these sites is much more rapid. The result is a dispropor-
tionately high conductance when TiO 2  surfaces are exposed to a high humidity 
environment. 

 Other factors that affect the performance of water vapor sensors include surface 
area, morphology and crystal phase of TiO 2 , density of oxygen vacancies on the 
surface, and hybridizing components. For example, TiO 2  in the anatase phase is 
more sensitive to humidity and desorbs H 2 O more quickly than TiO 2  in the rutile 
phase. This is primarily due to the larger surface area and correspondingly higher 
water adsorption capacity of anatase TiO 2   [7] . With respect to effects of the nano -  
and mesoscopic structure of TiO 2 , one - dimensional TiO 2  fi bers appear to be better 
materials over two - dimensional fi lms because the fi ber structure not only offers a 
higher surface area but it also propagates the movement of charge at a faster rate 
 [152] . The density of oxygen vacancies on the TiO 2  surface is another factor that 
infl uences the sensitivity of water vapor sensors because it limits the number of 
proton charge - carriers produced on the surface as well as their rate of transport. 
Such effects were recently suggested by Wang  et al. , who found that TiO 2  - B 
nanowires, the least dense polymorph of TiO 2  with a monoclinic form, possessed 
many oxygen vacancies on their surface and performed better over P25 TiO 2   [3] . 
Finally, unsurprisingly, the performance of water vapor sensors can also be 
improved by hybridization of the TiO 2  substrate. For example, Li  et al.  have found 
that doping and calcination with 30% lithium chloride altered the structure of 
electrospun TiO 2  nanofi bers and produced a sensor that gave resistance 
response over three orders of magnitude between relative humidity levels of 2.5 
and 65%  [152] .   
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     Figure 9.4     Gas - phase PL (photoluminescence) decay curves in 100% O 2  environments for 
two fi lms    –    one without titania and the other with 8   mg mL  − 1  titania.  Reprinted with permission 
from Reference  [15] . Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.     
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   9.3.2 
Analysis of Aqueous Samples 

 TiO 2  nanomaterials, because of their amphoteric nature, are versatile components 
for augmenting the trace analysis of both inorganic and organic species in aqueous 
solution. Their powerful ion - exchange capabilities with metal ions ensure high 
adsorption capacities. Meanwhile, their OH functional groups promote adsorption 
of organic species and are easily functionalized with various recognizing agents 
to create hybrid nanomaterials. This section considers both native and hybridized 
TiO 2  nanomaterials in various sensing and analysis applications. 

   9.3.2.1    Ion Detection and Sensing 
 Hybridization of TiO 2  with coordinating dyes has led to the development of 
several effective colorimetric detection and sensing schemes for ions, particularly 
for mercury(II). For example, Palomares  et al.  have anchored the dye complex 
[bis(2,2 ′  - bipyridyl - 4,4 ′  - dicarboxylato)ruthenium(II) bis - tetrabutylammonium bis -
 isothiocyanate] (known as N719) to nanocrystalline TiO 2  that was cast as a thin, 
transparent fi lm. Within 10 min of immersing the hybridized fi lm in a solution 
with mercuric ions, a color change from red - purple to yellow was evident 
(Figure  9.5 )  [153, 154] . This response was selective for Hg 2+ . The authors attributed 
both the blue - shift of the dye ’ s visible absorption as well its selectivity for Hg 2+  to 
direct coordination with sulfur atoms of the dye complex. Detection limits obtained 
with the hybridized fi lm were ca 20    µ M Hg 2+  by visual discrimination and as low 
as 3    µ M (ca. 0.5   ppm) by spectrophotometric detection. However, a notable problem 
with this detection system was desorption of the dye from the fi lm in aqueous 
solution, making it unstable as a sensor. More recently, Gr ä tzel and coworkers 
have used a similar amphiphilic dye complex (N621) as well as nanocrystalline 
TiO 2  fi lms to make a faster and fully reversible optical sensor that demonstrated 
detection limits for Hg 2+  in aqueous solution down to 20   ppb  [155] . Interestingly, 
Palomares and coworkers have also used this same colorimetric approach with 
alizarin complexone and a nanoporous TiO 2  fi lm to achieve selective detection of 
the anions fl uoride and cyanide. While detection limits reported for these anions 
were relatively high (ca 50    µ M), the colorimetric response was rendered insensitive 
to pH by the intrinsic buffering effect of the TiO 2  substrate  [36] .    

   9.3.2.2    Metal Ion Extraction 
 The adsorption of metal ions from aqueous solution by TiO 2  is highly dependent 
on the solution pH. Figure  9.6  illustrates a mechanism for mesoporous TiO 2 . In 
this case, two types of ion exchange groups are present on the TiO 2  surface    –    bridged 
and terminal OH  [20] . Bridged OH groups are relatively acidic whereas terminal 
OH groups are less so. Under acidic conditions only bridged OH groups of TiO 2  
are available to exchange protons with metal ions. However, under basic 
conditions both bridged and terminal OH groups can take part in the exchange 
and the amount of metal ions adsorbed is increased. This behavior has important 
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     Figure 9.6     Adsorptive mechanism of mesoporous TiO 2  to metal ions.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [20] . Copyright 2007 Elsevier.   
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     Figure 9.5     Structure of the TiO 2 /N719 fi lm, 
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N719 fi lm is dipped in Hg 2+  aqueous solution. 
Inset: color change induced by either Hg 2+  or 

other interference metal ions, indicative of the 
high selectivity of the sensor.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [153] . Copyright 
2004 The Royal Society of Chemistry.   

implications for the separation, recovery or preconcentration of different metal 
ions by adjusting solution pH. Table  9.1  compares different TiO 2  materials and 
other kinds of sorbents used for preconcentration and determination of various 
waterborne metal ions.     
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 Because of favorable adsorption behavior, both nano -  and mesoscopic TiO 2  
materials are often used as sorbents and supports for  solid - phase extraction  ( SPE ) 
of various metal ions. SPE, whether for preconcentration or removal of potential 
interferences, is a very useful technique for improving the sensitivity or selectivity 
of any subsequent analysis method. Typically, extraction is performed either off -  or 
on - line with respect to the subsequent analysis. For on - line extractions, TiO 2  
materials are packed into a micro - column  [20 – 23]  and aqueous samples containing 
metal ions are allowed to pass through. The adsorbed metal ions are then eluted 
with an acidic solution and introduced directly to the analysis device, such as an 
atomic emission spectrometer  [20] . However, a signifi cant problem with columns 
of this type is that fi ne TiO 2  nanomaterials can be lost during elution, making it 
diffi cult sustain the column. One solution is to hybridize the TiO 2  nanomaterials 
with a larger supporting matrix, such as silica gel  [23, 24] . Another is to eliminate 
the column altogether. Here, adsorption and desorption are performed off - line by 
batch processes and the TiO 2  nanomaterials are fi ltered, leaving the preconcen-
trated sample available for subsequent analysis  [159] .  

   9.3.2.3    Organic Compounds 
 Because the TiO 2  surface is amphoteric in nature, organic compounds are also 
prone to adsorption. For this reason, TiO 2  nanomaterials have been combined with 
various electrochemical, mass - sensitive, and chromatographic techniques to deter-
mine trace organic species in aqueous samples. 

 As mentioned for other adsorbates, chemi -  and physisorption of organic com-
pounds can change the electrical properties of a TiO 2  substrate and thereby form 
the basis of a sensor. One electrochemical tool that has been applied in making 
sensors for ionizable organic compounds is the  ion - sensitive fi eld - effect transistor  
( ISFET ). ISFETs have been used more than 30 years for selective ion sensing    –    the 
fi rst application being pH measurements. This low - power, all solid - state platform 
can monitor the electrical properties of TiO 2  materials with high sensitivity upon 
their exposure to an aqueous sample. For example, Lahav  et al.  have used a sol – gel 
process to deposit a molecularly imprinted TiO 2  thin fi lm on the SiO 2  gate of an 

  Table 9.1    Comparison of sorption capacities (mg g  − 1 ) for TiO 2  nanomaterials and 
other sorbents. 

   Element     Mesoporous 
TiO 2   [20]   

   Nano - sized 
TiO 2   [156]   

   Multiwalled carbon 
nanotubes  [157]   

   Silica gel 
 [158]   

  Cu 2+     8.1    6.89     –     0.96  
  Mn 2+     22.3    2.12    4.86     –   
  Cd 2+     8.1     –     6.89    3.92  
  Co 2+     13.9     –      –     0.59  
  Ni 2+     8.6    1.98    7.42    0.94  
  Cr 3+     14.8    7.58     –      –   
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ISFET  [160] . Such imprinting relies on self - assembly to impart nano -  and even 
sub - nanostructure on a polymeric substrate. It is intended to selectively enhance 
the adsorption of a target molecule (Figure  9.7 ). In this case, the organic targets 
were 4 - chlorophenoxyacetic acid and 2,4 - dichorophenoxyactic acid, two commonly 
used herbicides. The ISFET exhibited high selectivity for each of these compounds 
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     Figure 9.7     (a) Schematic confi guration of 
the molecular - imprinted FET (fi eld effect 
transistor) device; (b) preparation of 
molecular - imprinted sites for chloroaromatic 

acids in a TiO 2  thin fi lm acting as the sensing 
interface on the FET gate.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [160] . Copyright 
2001 The American Chemistry Society.     
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as well as useful detection limits of 0.5 and 0.01   mM, respectively. In a more recent 
example, molecular imprinting was used to construct a TiO 2  - based ISFET for 
various benzylphosphonic acid derivatives and thiophenol substrates  [35] .   

 Another sensitive technique that has been used to detect adsorption of organic 
compounds by TiO 2  nanomaterials is the  quartz - crystal microbalance  ( QCM ). The 
QCM uses a precise quartz resonator to detect frequency changes caused by 
adsorption of organic compounds. Adsorption results in a decrease in frequency, 
which is proportional to the mass of analyte molecules ( ∆  m ) deposited on the 
oscillating crystal surface. The relationship can be described for many situations 
by the well - known Sauerbrey equation, Equation  (9.2)   [32] :

   ∆ ∆f
f

A
m= 2 0

2

ρ υq q

    (9.2)  

where 

   ∆  f  is the observed frequency change (Hz),  
   f  0  is the fundamental resonant frequency of crystal,  
   A  is the active area of the crystal,  
    ρ  q   is the density of quartz,  
    υ  q   is the shear wave velocity in the quartz.    

 Nanostructured TiO 2 , because of its large surface area and strong adsorption 
characteristics, has often been deposited on the crystal surface as a sensing layer. 
It was recently shown that a QCM sensor based on TiO 2  nanoparticles had over 
twice the sensitivity of bulk TiO 2  sol – gel due to better analyte accessibility to the 
nanoparticle surface  [161] . As with other sensing systems, better selectivity can be 
achieved by the hybridization of the TiO 2 . For instance, Zheng  et al.  have found 
that polyaniline - TiO 2  nanocomposites not only had higher selectivity for trimeth-
ylamine over ethanol, formaldehyde, and acetaldehyde, but also exhibit higher 
thermal stability  [32] . Likewise, Lieberzeit  et al.  have found that TiO 2  nanoparticles 
modifi ed with molybdenum disulfi de (MoS 2 ) showed a high selectivity to organic 
compounds containing thiol groups  [161]   . Selectivity has also been controlled for 
native TiO 2  nanomaterials by adjusting pH and salt condition. For instance, the 
order of adsorption of analytes on the TiO 2  surface can completely switch for the 
selective detection of organic compounds such as  salicylic acid  ( SA ), phenol, and 
benzoic acid  [160] . In another case, Nezu  et al.  found that lysozymes could adsorb 
strongly onto TiO 2  at pH 3 and desorbed at pH 9. Although this adsorption process 
was strongly pH dependent, the presence of 0.05   M NaCl was suffi cient to disrupt 
the adsorption at pH 3  [163] . 

 As with metal ions, nano -  and meso - structured TiO 2  have been used for SPE of 
organic compounds, with a marked focus on the preconcentration of hazardous 
or toxic pollutants. In most cases the SPE was performed on - line with analysis by 
 high - performance liquid chromatography  ( HPLC ). An illustrative example is that 
of Zhou and coworkers  [21] . In this case TiO 2  nanotubes were used for the extrac-
tion and enrichment of the environmentally banned pesticide  o,p ′   - DDT [1,1,1 - 
trichloro - 2 - ( o  - chlorophenyl) - 2 - ( p  - chlorophenyl)ethane] and related compounds 
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from water samples. HPLC analysis of the extracts showed recoveries of over 80%, 
detection limits below ca 5   ng L  − 1  (parts per trillion), and limited interferences from 
natural substances such as humic acids. However, this example is somewhat 
unique because native, unmodifi ed TiO 2  nanomaterials are not commonly used 
for the extraction of organic compounds. Better selectivity and adsorption capacity 
is usually achieved by hybridization of the TiO 2  matrix with complementary 
organic functionalities. In this regard, the approach of Kim  et al.  is more typical 
of the solid phases used for extraction of trace organic compounds, where a sol – gel 
titania - poly(dimethylsiloxane) (TiO 2  - PDMS) coating was developed  [22] . In this 
case the hybrid solid phase showed exceptional stability (both thermal and pH) 
and demonstrated sub - ppb detection limits for ketones and alkylbenzenes when 
the preconcentration was performed on - line with analysis by HPLC.   

   9.3.3 
Biosensors 

 Applications of TiO 2  nanomaterials are covered in this section with an emphasis 
on voltammetric and optical methods. In general, voltammetry and its related 
electrochemical techniques offer several advantages for the construction of effec-
tive biosensors. These include good stability (electrodes can be easily cleaned or 
protected), high sensitivity, fast response, high spatial resolution (when using 
micro -  and nanoelectrodes), and relatively low - cost instrumentation. However, a 
key challenge to integrating TiO 2  nanomaterials with any type of voltammetric 
analysis is their relatively high resistance (as a semiconductor) and potential to 
block effective electron transfer between analytes and electrodes. The examples 
provided below illustrate various adaptations to this diffi culty and demonstrate 
present directions in the development of TiO 2  - based electrochemical biosensors. 

 Biosensors that rely on optical measurements do not suffer from the conductiv-
ity issues that arise with electrochemical measurements. Accordingly, these 
devices may provide a more convenient and robust avenue for the analytical deter-
mination. So far, the development of TiO 2  - based optical biosensors is still at an 
early stage. Sensors based on differences in light intensity, wavelength, phase, or 
polarization have yet to mature as they have with other nanomaterials. Nonethe-
less, titania - based optical biosensors are receiving greater interest because TiO 2  
nanomaterials present some unique optical and photovoltaic properties. 

   9.3.3.1    Voltammetric Biosensors 
 Nanostructured TiO 2 , because of its good biocompatibility, has been widely used 
as a matrix for the immobilization of various proteins. TiO 2  nanomaterials not 
only minimize the deactivation and structural change that usually arises from 
direct attachment of proteins on a metal electrode  [164, 165]  but they also greatly 
increase protein loading because of their large surface areas. For example, Topog-
lidis  et al.  have reported that nanoporous TiO 2  fi lms prepared by screen - printing 
signifi cantly increase the active surface area by a factor of 150 for adsorption of 
cytochrome  c  (cyc  c ) and  hemoglobin  ( Hb )  [166 – 168] . Similarly, Liu  et al.  have 
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found that the coverage of Hb on TiO 2  nanotube electrodes is two orders higher 
than its adsorption onto a TiO 2  monolayer  [169] . Nevertheless, the poor conductiv-
ity of TiO 2  hinders effi cient electron transfer between adsorbed proteins and an 
electrode. To tackle this problem, several approaches have been developed, includ-
ing the use of a TiO 2  nanomaterial with defi ned morphologies, the incorporation 
of conductive components into the TiO 2  matrix, and the electroreduction of Ti IV  
to its more conductive Ti III  form. 

  Biosensors with Defi ned  TiO 2   Morphology     It has been proposed that nanostruc-
tured TiO 2  alone can mediate electron transfer between redox - active sites buried 
in a protein and an electrode as long as the nanostructure has a controllable mor-
phology  [14] . As mentioned previously, TiO 2  nanotubes are more conductive than 
their nanoparticles counterparts. TiO 2  nanostructures with more ordered or 
defi ned morphology seem to facilitate direct electron transfer between biomole-
cules and electrodes due to either their inherent electric properties or spatial 
construction. Using a glucose biosensor as an example, a relatively high detection 
limit for glucose was reached (1    µ M) when a normal nanostructured TiO 2  fi lm was 
modifi ed with glucose oxidase (GO x ), an enzyme for glucose oxidation  [170] . In 
contrast, when an ordered, three - dimensional, and macroporous TiO 2  (prepared 
with a colloidal polystyrene sphere template, Figure  9.8 ) was used as the matrix 
for the GO x  loading, the glucose sensor showed a much lower detection limit 
(0.02    µ M) and an improved sensitivity. This was attributed to the large surface area 
and interconnected microenvironments of the three - dimensional TiO 2  network 

     Figure 9.8     SEM image of titania inverse opal fi lm. Inset: FCC structure at higher magnifi ca-
tion.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [171] . Copyright 2008 Wiley-VCH Verlag 
GmbH & Co. KGaA.   
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 [171] . In another example, Luo  et al.  have used TiO 2  nanoneedles (Figure  9.9 ) as 
the matrix for the adsorption of cyc  c  and subsequent mediated electrochemical 
detection of H 2 O 2  released from human liver cancer cells  [172] . Other examples 
where nanostructured TiO 2  was used to mediate protein electron transfer with an 
electrode include Hb  [173] ,  myoglobin  ( Mb )  [174] ,  horseradish peroxidase  ( HRP ) 
 [175] , and  superoxide dismutase  ( SOD )  [176] .    

  Biosensors with Hybridized  TiO 2       An alternative method to augment electron 
transfer between TiO 2  fi lms and biomolecules is to hybridize the TiO 2  with conduc-
tive materials. These materials have included metal nanoclusters of various sizes 
and types (Au  [27, 103, 177, 178]  or Pt  [179] ), graphite powder  [28] , and conductive 
polymers  [30, 180] . In terms of glucose biosensing, researchers have inserted 
 carbon nanotube s ( CNT ) within TiO 2  nanotubes, and used Pt nanoparticles instead 
of GO x  to catalyze the oxidation of glucose. Owing to the large surface area of TiO 2  
nanotubes and good conductivity of CNTs, this sensor has shown a detection limit 
of 5.7    µ M and a linear range of 0.006 – 1.5 mM  [106] . Similarly, Benvenuto  et al.  
have demonstrated the viability of multiple nanohybrid combinations that included 
GO x , chitosan, Prussian Blue, Au nanoparticles, and TiO 2  nanotubes. The sensor 
gave a comparable detection limit (5    µ M)  [181] . 

 With respect to H 2 O 2  sensing, Cui  et al.  have electrodeposited Pt nanoparticles 
on a nanotubular TiO 2  fi lm; the fi nal biosensor presented a detection limit of 

     Figure 9.9     SEM images of TiO 2  nanoneedles fi lm. The bar in the inset corresponds to 
1.0    µ m.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [172] . Copyright 2009 The American 
Chemistry Society.   
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4.0    µ M  [179] . To further reduce the detection limit, attempts were made to incor-
porate both metal components and enzymes into a TiO 2  matrix. For instance, by 
coating a Au layer on a TiO 2  fi lm via an argon plasma technique, followed by 
immobilizing HPR on the surface, the detection limit was reduced to 2.0    µ M  [177] . 
Li  et al.  have used a layer - by - layer technique to assemble negatively charged chi-
tosan - stabilized gold nanoparticles on TiO 2  surfaces, with Hb covalently bound to 
the Au surfaces. Because of improved dispersion of the Au nanoparticles, the 
detection limit was further decreased to 0.37    µ M  [182] . In a similar manner, Guo 
 et al.  have used carbon - TiO 2  nanotube hybrids loaded with Hb to achieve a low 
detection limit of 0.92    µ M  [183] .  

  Biosensors with Partially Reduced  TiO 2       Considering that the Ti III  state is more 
conductive than Ti IV , electro - reduction of TiO 2  to its Ti III  state without destroying 
its morphology provides another avenue to facilitate electron transfer between 
biomolecules and an electrode. The reduction process is the same as that shown 
in Equation  (9.1) . To construct a H 2 O 2  sensor, Liu  et al.  have immobilized Hb onto 
TiO 2  nanotubes and partially reduced TiO 2  electrochemically to its Ti III  state. The 
sensor demonstrated a low detection limit of 1.5    µ A    –    lower than sensors incorpo-
rating a conductive metal component    –    and a wide linear range of 0.0049 – 1.1   mM 
 [169] . However, a study by Milsom  et al.  revealed that the improved conductance 
of TiO 2  resulting from this approach lacked long - term stability. They found 
that when a TiO 2  fi lm was loaded with methemoglobin and subjected to electro -
 reduction treatment the increased conductance of TiO 2  decayed over the time. To 
maintain the same level of the conductance, the authors found that much milder 
negative potentials should be applied in the presence of oxygen  [174] . 

 The three approaches mentioned above have been shown to offset the limited 
conductance of TiO 2 , and thus improve the sensitivity of biosensors based on these 
nanomaterials. However, selectivity is another important performance criterion 
that has been taken into account in biosensor design. One method used to improve 
the selectivity of voltammetric biosensors has been to select an appropriate 
hybridizing mediator that can shift the potential window for an analyte to a region 
where interferences are minimized  [184, 185] . For instance, direct oxidation of 
H 2 O 2  requires working potentials exceeding +0.6   V (vs. Ag/AgCl) to attain ade-
quate sensitivity. However, at this extreme working potential other electrochemi-
cally active interfering species such as  ascorbic acid  ( AA ),  uric acid  ( UA ), and 
 acetaminophen  ( AP ) can be easily oxidized, thereby compromising selectivity. 
Introduction of an appropriate mediator protein can overcome the problem by 
lowering the oxidation potential of H 2 O 2 . For example, the H 2 O 2  sensor previously 
described from Luo  et al.  (cyc  c /TiO 2  nanoneedles) provided a high selectivity by 
shifting the oxidation potential of H 2 O 2  to 0.0   V (vs. Ag/AgCl)  [172] . Table  9.2  lists 
other proteins and enzymes that have been used to reduce the oxidation potential 
for H 2 O 2  and thus suppress the interfering currents.   

 Coating nanostructured TiO 2  fi lms with an ion - selective polymer layer has been 
another approach to increase sensor selectivity. For example, Yuan  et al.  have 
coated a porous nano - TiO 2  fi lm with a layer of Nafi on  ®   and used the sensing 
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  Table 9.2    Analytical performance of the H 2 O 2  biosensors based on TiO 2  nanocomposites. 

   Nanocomposites  a)       Potential 
(mV vs SCE)  

   Linear 
range ( µ M)  

   Detection 
limit ( µ M)  

   Reference  

  Cytochrome  c /TiO 2  
nanoneedles  

   − 45    0.85 – 24   000    0.26     [172]   

  Hb/CMC - TiO 2  
nanotubes  

   − 300    4 – 64    4.637     [186]   

  Mb/titanate nanotubes    (CV peak) ca  − 290    2 – 160    0.6     [187]   

  Mb/titanate nanosheets    (CV peak) ca  − 310    2 – 160    0.6     [188]   

  HRP/TiO 2  
nanoparticles  

  0    7.5 – 123    2.5     [175]   

  HRP/Th - TiO 2  
nanotubes  

   − 645    10 – 3   000     –      [189]   

  HRP - PMS - TiO 2  sol – gel     − 250    4 – 1   000    0.8     [180]   

   a)   CMC, Th, Mb, and PMS represent carboxymethyl cellulose, thionine chloride, and 3 - mercapto - 1 -
 propanesulfonate, respectively  .   

     Scheme 9.1     Bonding and electron transfer in sonogel - carbon electrode modifi ed with 
nanostructured titanium dioxide (SGC/TiO 2 ).  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [192] . 
Copyright 2007 Elsevier.   

material to selectively detect dopamine and catechol, both electroactive neuro-
transmitters. In this case, the cationic form of dopamine exchanged with Na +  in 
the Nafi on fi lm and was detected selectively while the anionic form of AA was 
excluded  [191] . 

 Still another approach used to increase selectivity of TiO 2  - based biosensors has 
been to electrochemically activate specifi c surface chemistry. For analytes such as 
catechol that contain  – OH functional groups, electrochemical oxidation allows 
their selective immobilization and detection (Scheme  9.1 ). The catechol sensor 
developed by Lunsford and coworkers using this chemistry showed high selectivity 
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     Scheme 9.2     Proposed mechanism of TiO 2 /SiO 2  for the sensing of H 2 O 2 .  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [13] . Copyright 2007 American Chemistry Society.   

in the presence of AA and good reversibility because the immobilization reaction 
could be reversed electrochemically  [192] .     

   9.3.3.2    Optical Biosensors 
 One recent advent in the design of optical biosensors has been the use of silica -
 titania nanohybrids for detection of an analyte - induced fl uorescence change. Shu 
 et al.  have demonstrated this effect at room temperature with TiO 2 /SiO 2  binary 
oxides that normally emit phosphorescence from 450 to 650   nm at an excitation 
wavelength of 403   nm  [13] . The authors noted that this phosphorescence could be 
quenched by H 2 O 2  due to cleavage of the Si – O – Ti bonds (Scheme  9.2 ) and showed 
that a sensitive  “ turn - off ”  H 2 O 2  sensor could be constructed based on this phe-
nomenon. A detection limit of 0.16    µ M was achieved, which was superior to the 
TiO 2  - based electrochemical sensors mentioned above. In addition, the quenched 
phosphorescence could be recovered by simply dipping the device in a solution 
containing hydroxylamine hydrochloride, a reducing agent. This photochemical 
quenching was found to be quite selective, yielding essentially the same response 
for H 2 O 2  in the presence of various inorganic ions and organic molecules.   

 Another signaling phenomenon that can be used to design biosensors with TiO 2  
nanomaterials is the photovoltaic effect. Under light illumination, electrons and 
holes formed on the TiO 2  surface are separated due to the nature of the semicon-
ductor and stable photocurrents can be generated as when external voltage is 
applied. Because the generated electrons and holes can mediate electron transfer 
between biomolecules and an electrode  [193] , this effect has been used for 
bio sensor design. For example, the sensitivity of a TiO 2  nanotube/Pt NP electrode 
used to detect H 2 O 2  showed a nearly twofold increase in sensitivity under UV 
illumination as well as improved amperometric response. Improvement was also 
observed when mediator proteins such as hemoglobin were used to hybridize the 
TiO 2  nanotubes. In this case, sensitivity was increased 3 - fold with UV irradiation 
 [194] . 

 The photovoltaic effect of TiO 2  has also been used for the detection of DNA. Lu 
 et al.  have developed a TiO 2  - based photoelectrochemical DNA sensor by attaching 
Au nanoparticles labeled with DNA probe strands on the TiO 2   [16] . Under UV 
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irradiation the Au nanoparticles were able to trap the photo - induced holes and 
thereby promote charge separation on the TiO 2 . As a result, the background photo-
current was signifi cantly enhanced. When target DNA was introduced into the 
system, it hybridized with the complementary probe DNA on the Au NPs 
and decreased the photocurrent because of the hindered photoelectron transfer 
(Figure  9.10 ). By this method, a rather low detection limit of the target DNA (1   nM) 
was achieved.      

   9.4 
Conclusions 

 TiO 2  nanomaterials offer useful optical and electronic properties, highly variable 
surface reactivity, good biocompatibility, and outstanding structural diversity. By 
integrating these characteristics with advanced instrumentation and analytical 
methods, an impressive range of sensors and techniques has been developed for 
the trace analysis of gaseous, aqueous, and biological systems. 

 TiO 2  nanomaterials provide many avenues for improving sensor and analysis 
performance, especially in terms of sensitivity, selectivity, and reversibility. Target 
molecules can be enriched on TiO 2  surfaces by either spontaneous adsorption or 
ion exchange, thereby increasing sensitivity. Because the surface areas of nano-
materials are much greater than their bulk counterparts, this enrichment is even 
more profound with nanostructured TiO 2  and its many polymorphs. TiO 2  nano-
materials can also be readily hybridized by a wide range of inorganic and organic 
components (some even having their own nanostructures) that complement the 
functionality of native TiO 2  and, more importantly, improve the selectivity of 
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     Figure 9.10     (a) Schematic of the fabrica-
tion of an Au - DNA probe - modifi ed TiO 2  
electrode and the detection of target DNA; 
(b) photo - induced process of electron – hole 

generation and charge transfer process. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [16] . Copyright 2008 Elsevier.   
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designed sensors and extraction systems. Finally, reversibility can be readily 
achieved with TiO 2  nanomaterials by varying solution pH or ionic strength and 
sensor response can be restored by irradiation. 

 Current trends in titania - based trace analysis are largely focused on engineering 
new nanostructured materials (both natural and hybrid) that provide desirable 
analytical features, such as enlarged surface area (e.g., mesoporous TiO 2 ), enhanced 
conductance (e.g., TiO 2  nanotubes), and improved mediation of electron transfer 
between biomolecules and electrodes (e.g., nanoneedles). One area that seems to 
offer favorable research prospects is in the development of optical biosensors. 
Relatively little work has taken place with TiO 2  nanomaterials in this area, 
especially towards sensors based on differences in light intensity, wavelength, 
phase, or polarization. However, as fundamental studies continue to provide new 
insights into the unique optical properties of TiO 2  nanostructures, it can be 
expected that new avenues will be developed for their application in biological 
detection and sensing.  
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  10 
Nanomaterials in the Environment: the Good, the Bad, 
and the Ugly  
  Rhett J.     Clark   ,    Jonathan G.C.     Veinot   , and    Charles S.     Wong   

        10.1 
Introduction 

 Detection of environmental pollutants is an important fi rst step toward ensuring 
the safety and viability of our natural environment. Unfortunately, most contami-
nants occur at trace levels. This presents the need to detect low concentrations 
selectively. In addition, straightforward, rapid methods suitable for fi eld testing 
are desirable. Engineered nanomaterials (defi ned as man - made particles have at 
least one dimension between 1 and 100   nm) have been the focus of intense study 
over the past couple of decades due to their unique properties that differ from 
their bulk properties. Nanomaterials have become desirable for use (or potential 
use) in various consumer items such as pigments (i.e., paints), food additives, 
health care agents, and clothing, as well as electronics and photovoltaic devices. 
They have also gained increasing attention for sensors, many of which are suitable 
for use in detection of environmental pollutants  [1 – 3] . 

 Inorganic zero - dimensional (spherical) nanoparticles and quantum dots (usually 
below 12   nm in diameter) exhibit increased reactivity compared to their bulk 
counterparts, partly due to the high surface to volume ratio. Quantum effects that 
arise for particles in this size regime also contribute to properties that differ from 
microscale equivalent  [4] . Noble metal nanoparticles, such as gold, display intense 
optical absorption in the visible region while quantum dots, such as silicon or 
cadmium selenide, fl uoresce with high quantum yields. Selectivity of nanomate-
rial devices is bestowed through facile surface functionalization/modifi cation, 
allowing tunable reactivity and surface characteristics without compromising the 
visual output. As a result, numerous analytes can be selectively detected using a 
common nanoparticle, simply by altering the surface chemistry. The intense 
optical properties in the visible region, meanwhile, make these materials ripe for 
use in sensor devices suitable for colorimetric fi eld - based monitoring, leading to 
potentially smaller devices with lower detection limits  [5] . 

 Despite growing interest in the use of nanomaterials, there is growing concern 
over their potential effects once they inevitably reach the environment through 
disposal, leaching, or some other mechanism. To date, there are still numerous 
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questions regarding the transport and toxicity of nanomaterials  [6] . While naturally 
occurring nanomaterials are ubiquitous and have been present throughout 
time, engineered nanoparticles are of concern because of their unique, tailored 
properties. Great strides have been made in our understanding of nanomaterial 
behavior in the natural environment but most studies are relegated to controlled 
laboratory investigations  [7] . Direct detection of nanomaterials  in situ  is challeng-
ing because of limitations in current analytical instrumentation and further 
complicated by modifi cations that result from aggregation or interactions with 
chemical species, light, and/or microorganisms. Currently, a large number of 
techniques have found use in the analysis of nanomaterials  [8] , but continued 
improvements in instrumentation technology will assist in the study of nano-
materials moving forward. 

 This chapter reviews various aspects of inorganic nanomaterials as they relate 
to the environment. Section  10.2  discusses the state - of - the - art in optical environ-
mental sensors. In particular, the focus is on enhancements made by the 
incorporation of nanomaterials. The importance of surface functionality in improv-
ing selectivity will also be highlighted. Section  10.3  outlines factors affecting 
the fate and toxicity of engineered nanomaterials in the environment. Finally, 
Section  10.4  describes challenges facing quantifi cation of nanomaterials in envi-
ronmental matrices. The advantages and limitations of current instrumentation 
will be discussed.  

   10.2 
The Good: Nanomaterials for Environmental Sensing 

   10.2.1 
Colorimetric Detection 

   10.2.1.1    Noble Metal Nanoparticles 
 Noble metal  engineered nanoparticle s ( ENP s), like gold and silver, are conductors 
and so they do not have a band gap. For this reason they do not typically luminesce, 
although luminescence is observed in very small Au - ENPs ( ∼ 1   nm)  [9] . Instead, 
these materials are characterized by intense, size - dependent surface plasmon 
absorption in the visible or near - ultraviolet region when the particle size is 
decreased below the de Broglie wavelength of 20   nm  [10] . When electrons are 
promoted into the conduction band, they become trapped and exhibit a character-
istic oscillation known as the surface plasmon band. If the wavelength of incident 
light corresponds to that of the conduction band electrons, enhanced oscillation 
of the electron cloud results. This is referred to as the  localized surface plasmon 
resonance  ( LSPR )  [3] . The result is a strong absorbance at an energy that is unique 
for suffi ciently small ( ∼ 5 – 20   nm) nanoparticles. Au - NPs absorb light of decreasing 
energy with increased size. The LSPR is sensitive to changes in refractive index 
that can be incurred by changes in particle size  [11]  and/or surface functionality. 
As interparticle distance decreases, as is the case when aggregation occurs, 
absorbance maxima shift to longer wavelengths. Binding of different analytes to 
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the surface causes changes in the LSPR, giving rise to shifts in the absorption 
spectrum. Similar to the case of fl uorescence monitoring, the surface of a noble 
metal particle may be modifi ed to bind a desired analyte selectively, giving a char-
acteristic color change. The absorbance intensity of the newly formed color is 
proportional to the concentration of analyte present. 

 Surface plasmon formation gives rise to intense colors such as those seen in 
ancient stained glass windows  [3] . Noble metal nanomaterials are frequently used 
as colorimetric detectors due to their strong absorbance characteristics in the 
visible region.  SPR  ( surface plasmon resonance ) band extinction coeffi cients of 
2.7    ×    10 8  and 1.5    ×    10 10    M  − 1 cm  − 1  (at 520   nm) have been reported for 13 and 50   nm 
diameter gold particles, respectively  [12] . As mentioned previously, changes to the 
surface structure shifts the observed wavelength of the LSPR and hence gives rise 
to different colors. The magnitude of this shift depends the mass of the substituent 
and so the addition of an analyte alone will typically not induce a detectable SPR 
shift. Further SPR enhancement, however, may be induced by aggregation of NPs 
in the presence of a specifi c analyte. If bonding between surface groups and the 
analyte occurs, NPs move from being free - standing systems to large aggregates. 
This process also causes notable shifts in the LSPR and produces a distinct and 
easily identifi able color change  [13] . 

 To design an effective sensor, surface groups must be chosen such that they will 
react selectively with an analyte of choice and with a high binding constant. The 
functionalization of NPs is typically a simple, one - step process. A single noble 
metal NP may be surface modifi ed in various ways to detect many different ana-
lytes. However, unlike single molecule detectors that each have different chemical 
and physical properties, NP sensors possess similar optical properties because 
their optical response arises from a common core material. With this knowledge, 
noble metal NPs may be used to detect a wide range of analytes, including trace 
metals, pesticides, and gases by changing only the surface group. The most 
common NP core employed for colorimetric detection is Au; however, Ag has 
proven useful in some cases. 

 Au - NPs are typically synthesized by citrate reduction of HAuCl 4 , the size of 
which can be controlled by the citrate concentration  [14] . This synthetic procedure 
results in citrate  “ capped ”  Au - NPs whose size may be tuned between 5 and 20   nm. 
Larger particles, up to 40   nm, can be realized by adjusting the pH and the citrate 
to Au ratio  [15] . Following synthesis and purifi cation, citrate remains physisorbed 
(i.e., adhered via electrostatic interactions as opposed to chemical bonds) to the 
surface, which stabilizes the nanoparticles in aqueous solution. The citrate capping 
is known to interact with various metal ion species, resulting in aggregation -
 induced colorimetric response at pH 6.7  [16] . Increasing the pH to 11.2 has 
allowed selective detection of Pb 2+  at  µ M levels. As the pH increased, insoluble 
metal hydroxides form. Above pH 10, Pb 2+  redissolved and the [Pb(OH) 3 ]  −   ion so -
 formed could then interact with the NPs. The detection limit was subsequently 
improved from a rather poor value of 200   mM without electrolyte to a much better 
level of 11.5    µ M at an ionic strength of 0.04    µ M. 

 Owing to the weak electrostatic interaction between citrate and the Au - NP 
surface, citrate can be displaced easily, especially by mercapto groups in the case 
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     Scheme 10.1       

 Hybrid nanosystems have also been utilized as sensing motifs. For example, 
Raschke  et al.  showed that when an AuS core is surrounded by an Au nanoshell 
the SPR response was more sensitive to changes at the Au surface  [22] . The 
addition of 16 - mercaptohexaundecanoic acid to the surface was detected by 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy without aggregation occurring. 

of Au, leading to functionalized NPs. Such surface - exchange reactions may be 
exploited to create single - step detectors using as - synthesized Au - NPs. H 2 O 2  is a 
potent oxidizer and can act as a source of highly reactive radicals such as the 
hydroxyl radical ( ⋅ OH). Even at  µ M concentrations in the atmosphere and rainwa-
ter, H 2 O 2  can have adverse effects toward fl ora and fauna  [17] . H 2 O 2  has been 
detected by Wu  et al.  using citrate capped Au - NPs in the presence of  horseradish 
peroxidase  ( HRP ) and   o  - phenylenediamine  ( OPD )  [18] . In the absence of H 2 O 2 , 
OPD chelated to the NP surface at the amino groups and no further interactions 
occurred, even in the presence of the HRP catalyst. When H 2 O 2  was added, 
oxidation of OPD resulted in its dimerization. This caused aggregation of the Au -
 NPs, resulting in a color change that was dependent on H 2 O 2  concentration and 
detectable with the naked eye to a limit of 5.0    µ M. 

 NP detectors are more commonly developed by an initial functionalization step 
followed by exposure to the analyte of choice. Xiong and Li have functionalized 
Ag - NPs with  p  - sufonatocalix  [4]  arene for the sub -  µ M detection of optunal, an 
organophosphorus pesticide used in insecticides and biocides  [19] . Guan  et al.  have 
functionalized Au - NPs with histidine to create a pH - dependant sensor for Fe 3+  
 [20] . When the pH was below the p K  a  value of 9.6 for the  α  - NH 2  of histidine, the 
amino group was protonated and unable to bind to other Fe 3+  ions. As a result, 
the imidazole was left as the only Fe 3+  binding site. Similar binding to imidazole 
from other Au - NPs was responsible for aggregation resulting in a red to blue color 
change at  µ M levels. When the pH was above the p K  a , the neutral NH 2  form of 
histidine was present to bind Fe 3+  in a bidentate fashion and inhibit aggregation. 
Yoosaf  et al.  have used a  “ one - pot ”  synthetic method to create gallic acid functional-
ized Au (or Ag) NPs that were used to detect as low as 30    µ M Pb 2+   [21] . Gallic acid 
spontaneously reduced Au +  or Ag +  ions, forming zero - valent metal NPs and con-
comitantly capped the NPs via electrostatic interaction at the carboxylic acid site. 
Scheme  10.1  shows the oxidation of gallic acid to the quinine form and Figure 
 10.1  illustrates the electrostatic interaction between the quinine and the ENP. The 
addition of Pb 2+  was colorimetrically determined via a bathochromic shift caused 
by selectively induced aggregation.   
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Non - aggregation induced SPR detection is remarkable, since aggregation is typi-
cally required to achieve a suffi ciently detectable SPR shift. Huang  et al.  have used 
bimetallic Au – Ag nanorods functionalized with hexadecyltrimethylammonium 
bromide for Fe 2+  detection  [23] . The addition of Ag increased the length - to - 
diameter aspect ratio, giving rise to intense SPR absorption. In the presence of 
 poly(sodium 4 - styrenesulfonate)  ( PSS ), an anionic polyelectrolyte, electrostatic 
interactions with the nanorods induced aggregation. Fe 2+  was bound preferentially 
to PSS and the nanorod aggregates were destabilized. With this method, 1.0    µ M 
Fe 2+  could be detected in 10 min. 

 NP functionality is not limited to the chemistry imposed by a single surface 
group. Bifunctional NPs expand the realm of possible applications. 3 - Mercapto-
propionic acid functionalized Au - NPs have been shown to interact with Hg 2+   [24] . 
However, as the ionic strength was increased, the NPs precipitated out of solution, 
a property that could limit the practical application of these NPs to environmental 
analysis. Further functionalization with highly charged adenosine monophosphate 
allowed dispersion of NPs to be maintained in solutions of high ionic strength. 
This condition left the NPs available to aggregate only when exposed to reactive 
ions such as Hg 2+  and produce a characteristic red to blue color change. By 
reducing aggregation that occurs in high ionic strength media when Hg 2+  is not 
present, these NP systems are promising for use in environmental and biological 
detection. 

 Nanoparticles bearing multiple surface functionalities can also be incorporated 
to stack the deck in favor of performing chemistry that is induced by the analyte. 
 “ Click ”  chemistry  [25]  involves the Cu(I) - catalyzed cycloaddition between an azide 
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     Figure 10.1     Electrostatic interaction between carboxylic acid and ENP (engineered 
nanoparticle) surface.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [21] . Copyright 2007 
American Chemical Society.   
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and an alkyne (Scheme  10.2 ). Zhou  et al.  have created two sets of 13   nm Au - NPs, 
one bearing a terminal azide and the other a terminal alkyne  [26] . Copper(II) was 
fi rst reduced to Cu(I) by sodium ascorbate and subsequently catalyzed the click 
reaction between the two sets of NPs. The reaction led to an aggregation - induced 
color change. Since this reaction is specifi cally catalyzed by Cu(I), selectivity for 
Cu was achieved with a detection limit of 50    µ M.   

 The fi rst colorimetric sensor using inorganic silica nanotubes has been devel-
oped by Lee  et al.   [27] . Nanotubes were functionalized with azo - coupled macrocy-
clic dyes that bind selectively with Hg 2+  in a multidentate fashion. Although the 
mM detection limit is signifi cantly higher than many fl uorescence - based Hg 2+  
detectors (Section  10.2.2 ), the bioinert silica nanotube system is potentially advan-
tageous for environmental use. Conceivably, these nanotubes could be incorpo-
rated into fi ltration structures that afford sequestration of Hg 2+ . The nanotube 
morphology (i.e.,  µ m scale length) also affords straightforward removal via fi ltra-
tion, which would facilitate Hg 2+  removal. Furthermore, nanotube sensors have 
the potential to act as size - exclusion chromatographic columns, while responding 
to the separated analyte of choice.  

   10.2.1.2     DNA zymes 
 DNAzymes form a distinct subset of colorimetric nanomaterial - based detectors 
that offer a wealth of tailorability and selectivity. Typically, these nanostructures 
take the form of gold NPs functionalized with oligonucleotide chains of choice. 
Two primary mechanisms of detection exist for DNAzyme detectors. The fi rst 
employs Au - NPs functionalized with complementary DNA containing a  thymi-
dine - thymidine mismatch  ( T - T mismatch ) (Figure  10.2 ). Upon exposure to Hg 2+ , 
thymidine sites bind to the metal ion selectively causing Au - NPs to aggregate, 
thereby producing a distinctive color change. The remaining surface DNA moie-
ties bind to complementary strands on other particles within the aggregate, 
increasing the overall strength of the particle – particle interaction.   

 The second DNAzyme mechanism employs substrate – enzyme interaction 
(Figure  10.3 ). Au - NPs are functionalized with one of two oligonucleotides that are 
each complementary to different ends of a single substrate that is added to the 
solution. The substrate contains a single RNA moiety that acts as a cleavage site. 
An enzyme is also included that favorably interacts with the substrate and contains 
a reactive site that is selective for the target analyte. With no analyte present, the 
NPs will be aggregated. In the presence of the analyte, the substrate is cleaved and 
NPs redisperse, giving rise to a color change. This mechanism is more versatile 
than the T - T mismatch in light of the clear tunability of the enzyme, making 
analyte selectivity possible. Clearly, DNAzyme - induced aggregation shows promise 
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     Figure 10.2     Colorimetric Hg 2+  detection using DNA functionalized Au - ENPs containing a T - T 
mismatch.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [28] . Copyright 2007 Wiley - VCH.   

     Figure 10.3     (a) DNA functionalized Au - ENPs bound to substrate containing UO 2  - specifi c 
enzyme; (b) in the presence of UO 2  substrate cleavage causes dispersion of the Au - ENPs. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference  [29] . Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.   
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for sensors because of the selective ability to control interparticle distance and 
hence SPR absorption.   

 Lee  et al.  have used the T - T mismatch approach to sense Hg 2+   [28] . It was found 
that aggregation occurred regardless of the presence or absence of the T - T mis-
match. Upon melting of the DNA assemblies, NP aggregates dissociated, causing 
a purple to red color change. Selective complexation of Hg 2+  with a T - T mismatch 
pair also caused aggregation of Au - NPs and the melting temperature increased 
proportionally to the Hg 2+  concentration. The presence of Hg 2+  (detection limit 
100   nM) can be determined by heating the NP solution and observing the absence 
of a color change. The Hg 2+  concentration was quantifi ed by determining the 
temperature at which the color change occurred. 

 Various strategies have been employed to enhance the response of T - T mis-
match sensors. One example employs Au - NPs bonded to a thymine - rich, single -
 stranded DNA sequence labeled with fl uorescein dye. These NPs remain fully 
dispersed in NaCl solutions and appear pink, and no fl uorescence was observed 
from the pendant fl uorescein dye  [30] . Upon exposure to Hg 2+ , double - stranded 
DNA formed preferentially, leaving naked Au - NPs that aggregated in the high 
ionic strength medium. This resulted in a concomitant color change and 
appearance of fl uorescein emission. Fluorescence measurements afforded a 
detection limit of 4.0    ×    10  − 8    M with a linear range of 6.4    ×    10  − 6  to 9.6    ×    10  − 8    M. The 
fl uorescence adaptation to DNAzyme sensing provides a sensitive, selective, and 
quantitative colorimetric means to detect Hg 2+ . 

 A chip - based sensor has been developed by Lee and Mirkin in which the target 
DNA was tethered to a chip  [31] . Au - NPs were functionalized with DNA containing 
a T - T mismatch. Binding of Hg 2+  occurred as discussed previously. Washing of 
the chip with Ag + /hydroquinone solution caused reduction of the Ag +  to silver 
metal to yield silver spots. The intensity of scattered light from the silver spots, 
measured scanometrically, was proportional to the concentration of Hg 2+  to a 
detection limit of 10   nM. 

 Liu and Lu have developed another DNAzyme sensor motif in which aggregated 
DNA - AuNPs were redispersed in the presence of Pb 2+  to cleave the DNA, giving 
rise to a blue to red color change  [32] . The initial design of this sensor incorporated 
a DNA substrate strand with an RNA linker. Au - NPs were then functionalized 
with single - stranded DNA such that binding to the substrate gave aggregation in 
a tail - to - tail formation. The enzyme, in the presence of Pb 2+ , caused the substrate 
to cleave at the RNA site, giving free - standing particles and causing a color change 
 [33] . Sensitivity was enhanced due to the catalytic nature of the metal toward 
cleavage. This design, however, was limited by a requisite heating and 2 - hour 
cooling to facilitate aggregation. Two fundamental changes resulted in a much 
improved sensor. First, a change to a head - to - tail formation allowed aggregation 
to occur spontaneously at room temperature. Second, the use of larger particles 
(35 instead of 13   nm diameter) meant less aggregation was required to produce 
an equivalent signal intensity. The linear range for Pb 2+  was 0.4 – 2    µ M in about 10 
min at 25    ° C, making it suitable for use in the fi eld. Using similar principles, Wei 
 et al.  have detected 500   nM Pb 2+  in 20 min in 0.5   M NaCl without heating  [34] . 
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Detection of Pb 2+  in the relatively high 0.5   M ionic strength solution indicates the 
robustness of the technique and demonstrates the potential for use in systems 
such as seawater (ionic strength of 0.7   M). By way of comparison, a Au electrode -
 bound DNAzyme electrochemical sensor achieved a detection limit of 0.3    µ M  [35] . 
Both sensors outperformed the 10    µ M detection limit of a non - ENP based 
diaminoanthraquinone - linked polyazamacrocycle Pb 2+  sensor  [36] . Both DNAzyme 
sensors can detect well below the USEPA standard of 2.5    µ M for products intended 
for use by infants or children  [35] . 

 Detection of Cu 2+  using Au - NPs is also possible using Cu 2+  - specifi c enzyme 
strands  [37] . The ligation enzyme binds with the substrate in the presence of Cu 2+  
and initiates a red to purple color change. This method of detection has the advan-
tage over cleavage based DNAzymes because there is minimal interference from 
non - specifi c cleavage. DNAzyme detection is also more effective than fl uores-
cence - based methods for paramagnetic metals (e.g., Cu 2+ ) that quench fl uorophore 
emission. Uranium detection can be achieved using selective DNAzyme detection 
of the most stable uranium species in water, uranyl (  UO2

2+)  . Colorimetric detection 
occurs as the Au - NPs disperse upon cleavage at the RNA linker (Figure  10.3 )  [29] . 
The 50   nM detection limit of this sensor is higher than the 45 pM limit of a similar 
DNAzyme fl uorescence based sensor that does not incorporate NPs  [38] . The NP 
sensor is, however, more selective against Th 4+ , a common interfering species in 
uranyl detection. This selectivity is an improvement over inductively coupled 
plasma atomic emission spectroscopy in which Th 4+  and   UO2

2+ can scarcely be 
distinguished  [38] .  

   10.2.1.3    Monolithic Nanoporous Sensors 
 Nanoscale monolithic cages have shown promise in heavy metal colorimetric 
sensing. These structures are large nanoporous free - standing systems that typi-
cally act as a support. However, the underlying pore structure plays a key role in 
the detection limits and kinetics of metal detection. Application of nanoscale 
monoliths to sensing applications is a logical extension of mesoporous sensing 
materials that have been exploited for these purposes  [39 – 42] . Substantial work 
has been performed by El - Safty  et al.  in which silica - based cage structures act as 
nanoporous supports for colorimetric detection of metal ions (see below). These 
systems offer the advantages of improved absorption capacity and increased 
chemical and thermal stability, while also providing effi cient analyte transport to 
the probe sites. This particular class of sensors is also very versatile in the diversity 
of target species possible. Straightforward surface modifi cation to include different 
chromophores has led to four distinct sensors composed of a common support. 
Pb 2+ , Cd 2+ , Sb 2+ , and Hg 2+  were all observed colorimetrically with limits of detection 
of 2.38, 13.5, 33.7, and 6.34    µ g   l  − 1 , respectively  [43] . A similar multi - cation sensor 
was developed using a  “ building - block ”  approach upon the same type of silica 
surface  [44] . The  “ building - block ”  approach refers to a bottom up assembly of 
monolayers, allowing the surface properties to be tailored with each layer. In 
this case, physisorption of  dilauryl(dimethyl)ammonium bromide  ( DDAB ) ren-
dered the surface positively charged, allowing for the attachment of the desired 
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chromophore probe. Hydrophobic probes were selective for Cr 4+  and Pb 2+ , while 
hydrophilic probes were used for the detection of Co 2+  and Pb 2+   [44] . The overall 
sensitivity, selectivity, and stability of the hydrophilic sensors were enhanced 
by the presence of a sodium dodecyl sulfate surfactant. This design allowed pM 
detection with 1 – 2 min of reaction time. 

 Unlike the multi - cation detectors discussed above, the following body of work 
focuses on probe designs for common analytes. This methodology not only opti-
mizes how a particular analyte is measured but also may help to identify different 
properties that will be suitable for specifi c applications. Cd 2+  was reversibly detected 
using two different approaches  [45] . First, a direct grafting procedure was used to 
attach hydrophobic probes such as 4 -  n  - dodecyl - 6 - (2 - thiazolylazo)resorcinol onto 
the silica surface. The second approach was similar to the  “ building block ”  
approach described earlier in which DDAB, for example, was layered onto the 
surface and the chromophore attached hence. In total, four sensors, two of each 
type, were all capable of  µ g   l  − 1  detection. Each detector produced a different, but 
distinct, color change at nM concentrations. The Sb 3+  ion was also targeted via a 
building block approach  [46] . The chromophore pyrogallol red was grafted to the 
 N  - trimethoxysilylpropyl -  N , N , N  - trimethylammonium chloride modifi ed surface. A 
red to blue color change was observed with the addition of 1.36   nM Sb 3+ . The Sb 3+  
could subsequently be removed via complexation with ethylenediaminetetraacetic 
acid in order to reuse the sensor. 

 Nanoporous silica monolithic structures have been used to develop a Hg 2+  
sensor  [47] . Membrane strips were created and functionalized with azo chro-
mophores such as 4 -  n  - dodecyl - 6 - (2 - pyridylazo)phenol. Colorimetric detection of 
Hg 2+  of as little as 7.9    µ g   l  − 1  was obtained in 10 min. This level of detection is 
app roaching that of some fl uorescence detectors (Section  10.2.2 ) but is still 
lagging behind. This method, though, provides a cheap, reusable, simple option 
for semi - quantitative fi eld measurements.   

   10.2.2 
Fluorescence - Based Detection 

 It is well established that optical response is a size - dependent characteristic of 
metallic and semiconducting (both indirect and direct bandgap) nanomaterials 
that is not manifested in the corresponding bulk systems. For indirect bandgap 
semiconductors, the lowest point of the conduction band and the highest point of 
the valence band occur at different wavevectors in k - space (i.e., different momen-
tum coordinates) making the vertical optical transition forbidden  [48] . For direct 
bandgap semiconductors, the highest point in the valence band and the lowest 
point in the conduction band occur at the same momentum coordinate and radia-
tive recombination occurs readily. As particle size decreases below 100   nm, the 
continuous band structure changes to more discret energy levels and the bandgap 
increases. As the particle size decreases below the Bohr exciton radius ( ∼ 5   nm for 
Si) the discret nature of the energy levels gives rise to quantum confi nement 
effects (Figure  10.4 ) that prompt characteristic optical and electronic properties. 
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Zero - dimensional ENPs of sizes that exhibit quantum effects are termed  quantum 
dot s ( QD s). An exciton is a charge – hole pair that results from the promotion of 
an electron from the valence band to the conduction band upon irradiation with 
a photon of greater energy than that of the band gap. For indirect bandgap materi-
als this is manifest in phonon induced radiative recombination whereby the 
phonon is of suffi cient energy to account for the misalignment of the bands. Both 
direct and indirect bandgap semiconducting nanomaterials with diameters below 
the Bohr radius are of interest because the bandgap is in the visible energy range 
and so these materials fl uoresce with colors that can be modifi ed, not only by 
changing the size but by functionalizing the surface.   

 Semiconductor nanocrystals or (QDs) offer distinct advantages over conven-
tional molecular chromophores. They provide greater photoluminescent quantum 
yield, reduced photobleaching, and narrower spectral line widths  [1] , which reduce 
potential spectral overlap, resulting in reduced interference. Fluorescent QDs can 
be employed for fl uorescence detection because their bandgap energy lies in the 
visible spectral region. The energy and intensity of  photoluminescence  ( PL ) can 
be altered by various factors, including particle size, morphology, crystal and 
surface defects, surface functionality, aggregation, and the solvent in which they 
are dispersed. Controlled adjustment of these factors allows exploitation of 
QDs as selective, sensitive tools for detection of a large variety of environmentally 
relevant pollutants. 

 CdSe nanocrystals have been used to create a single detector for three gaseous 
organic amines by Nazzal  et al.   [49] . Hexadecylamine functionalized CdSe NCs 
were spin cast into a thin fi lm. This process quenched the photoluminescence 
(PL), but after photo - irradiation at 514.5   nm for 5 – 10 min the PL recovered fully 
to the levels seen in solution. Exposing the new photoluminescent fi lm to triethyl-
amine and benzylamine yielded an exposure - time dependent PL response. Tri-
ethylamine caused an intensity increase while benzylamine caused an intensity 
decrease. Both responses were reversible upon exposure to vacuum. Butylamine, 
which is structurally similar to hexadecylamine, did not produce a change in PL 
intensity. Unlike virtually all other devices, the analytes induced changes in the 
PL intensity and not to the wavelength of emission. 

 Nanoparticles may be used to enhance the signal obtained from another 
fl uorescent label. Au - NP DNAzymes are effective colorimetric sensors (Section 
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     Figure 10.4     Quantum confi nement: decreasing particle size leads to more discrete energy 
levels and increasing bandgap.  
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 10.2.1.2 ). This system can also be used to obtain a fl uorescence - enhanced response 
to an analyte. Ye and Yin have functionalized Au - NPs with an oligonucleotide 
while the complementary strand was labeled with the fl uorescent dye FAM (6 - 
fl uorescein - CE phosphoramidite). The oligonucleotides also contained a T - T 
mismatch for selective binding of the Hg 2+  ion  [50] . The binding of Hg 2+  induced 
a fl uorescent enhancement at concentrations as low as 1.0   nM (0.2    µ g   l  − 1 ). This 
method is similar to other T - T mismatch DNAzyme sensors except that instead 
of inducing a color change from NP aggregation, the proximity of the Au - NP 
caused changes in the fl uorescence characteristics of the dye. This detection limit 
was an order of magnitude lower than other Au - NP based fl uorescence detectors 
 [51, 52]  but was similar to non - NP T - T mismatch DNA sensors  [53, 54] . It is likely 
in this case that the oligonucleotide was suffi ciently long to quell the  fl uorescence 
(or F ö rster) resonance energy transfer  ( FRET ) that may otherwise cause quench-
ing. FRET will be discussed further in Section  10.2.3 . Instead, the increased 
molecular volume of the Au - NP decreases the rotational relaxation time of the 
fl uorophore, which proportionally increases the fl uorescence polarization ( p ) as 
per the Perrin equation [Equation  (10.1) ]: 
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where 

     p  o  represents the limiting polarization,  
    τ   is the fl uorescence lifetime,  
    η   is the viscosity,  
   T  is the temperature in kelvin,  
   R  is the gas constant,  
   V  is the volume of the rotating unit.    

 Detection of 0.4    µ M Hg 2+  was quantitatively detected from a spiked river sample 
by standard addition. 

 For obvious reasons, toxic trace metals such as Hg and Pb tend to draw most 
attention in terms of environmental detection. As illustrated throughout this 
chapter, NPs have shown substantial promise toward this end. Organic contami-
nants, however, are also candidates for NP detection given the ease with which 
NP surface chemistry may be diversifi ed. Highly luminescent CdTe QDs show a 
dramatic loss in emission intensity when embedded in SiO 2  beads. SiO 2  stabilizes 
the QDs chemically and renders them inert. Li and Qu have attached calix[4]arene 
to the SiO 2  bead and reestablished the emission with only a slight shift in wave-
length and then utilized this material as a probe for the pesticide methomyl  [55] . 
In the presence of methomyl, a carbamate pesticide (detection limit 0.08    µ M), the 
QD fl uorescence intensity increased. The fl uorescence intensity was not signifi -
cantly enhanced by acetamiprid, another carbamate, or the organophosphate pes-
ticides parathion - methyl, optunal, and fenamithion. Unlike methomyl, the other 
pesticides studied contain bulky aromatic groups that hinder effective binding to 
calix[4]arene and did not result in a signifi cant increase in intensity. Similarly, the 
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unfunctionalized CdSe/SiO 2  did not exhibit an increase in fl uorescence intensity 
in the presence of any of the pesticides studied.  

   10.2.3 
Fluorescence Quenching 

 Analyte detection based upon fl uorescence quenching is qualitatively similar to 
fl uorescence detection except the target analyte is identifi ed by the loss of fl uores-
cence signal. This sensor design utilizes energy transfer mechanisms such as 
FRET (Figure  10.5 ). Upon excitation of a fl uorescent species, such as a QD, relaxa-
tion to the ground state typically occurs via radiative decay with a concomitant 
emission of a photon within the visible spectral region. If an acceptor chromo-
phore is in close proximity (typically  < 10   nm), the emitted energy is transferred 
non - radiatively to the chromophore, causing quenching.   

 A fl uorophore may also be quenched by the NP via the FRET mechanism. For 
example, the emission from Rhodamine B can be quenched by Au - NPs. This FRET 
process provides the basis of a Hg 2+  sensor developed by Huang and Chang  [51] . 
In the presence of Hg 2+ , Rhodamine B was liberated from the Au - NP and its 
fl uorescence was restored. Selectivity toward Hg 2+  of 50 - fold over other metals was 

     Figure 10.5     (a) Quantum dot fl uorescence emission is quenched by FRET energy transfer to 
bound non - fl uorescent dye; (b) fl uorescence emission returns when dye is removed.  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [1] . Copyright 2006 Elsevier.   
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realized by functionalizing the Au - NP surface with thiol ligands such as mercap-
topropionic acid and the chelating agent 2,6 - pyridinecarboxylic acid. A detection 
limit of 2.0    µ g   l  − 1  was obtained in a pond water sample. Exploiting the same mecha-
nism, Zheng  et al.  have modifi ed Au - NP surface groups to thioglycolic acid without 
using a chelating agent, and reduced the detection limit of Hg 2+  to 0.6    µ g   l  − 1  while 
maintaining excellent selectivity  [52] . These examples clearly illustrate the 
importance of surface functionality as well as the versatility gained by the use of 
nanomaterials. 

 The versatility of NP sensors was further illustrated by Ruedas - Rama and 
Hall, who selectively detected Zn 2+  and Mn 2+  using NP with the same function-
ality and varying the mechanism of fl uorescence quenching  [56] . CdSe – ZnS 
core – shell quantum dots were functionalized with mercaptopropionic acid, 
poly(allylamine hydrochloride) and the chelating agent 2 - carboxy - 2 - hydroxy - 5 - 
sulfoformazylbenzene (zincon), respectively, in successive layers. The addition of 
the zincon reduced the QD fl uorescence, but complete quenching was not 
observed. Chelation of Mn 2+  to the surface - bonded zincon disrupted zincon – QD 
interactions, causing increased fl uorescence intensity. Conversely, the Zn 2+  – 
zincon complex experienced increased FRET and fl uorescence was more effec-
tively quenched. Detection of one metal in the presence of another was effectively 
accomplished by adjusting the pH or by using a masking agent. 

 Shang  et al.  have capped CdSe QDs with triethanolamine to render them soluble 
in water  [57] . NP fl uorescence was effectively quenched by the Hg 2+ /I  −   ion pair. 
While I  −   caused quenching unilaterally, high concentrations were required and 
quenching was not complete. Hg 2+  alone also produced a limited quenching 
response. In the presence of I  −  , Hg 2+  caused signifi cantly enhanced fl uorescence 
quenching. This effect was proposed to arise from I  −   bonding with the amino N 
followed by complexation of I  −   with Hg 2+ . It was also determined that quenching 
was not a result of the analyte ion displacing Cd 2+  from the core, as has been pre-
viously reported  [58] . 

 Phenols, found in disinfectants and antiseptics, are toxic to mammals, fi sh, and 
other aquatic organisms, and therefore are another class of organic molecule of 
interest when monitoring environmental water samples. Typically, concentrations 
of phenols are evaluated using chromatographic analysis such as  gas chromatog-
raphy  ( GC ) or capillary electrophoresis but sample derivatization, in the case of 
GC, and complex instrumentation are required. Li and Han have developed a 
sensor in which trioctylphosphine oxide capped CdSe – ZnS core – shell QDs were 
functionalized with  α  - ,  β  - , or  γ  - cyclodextrin, cyclic oligosaccharides with six, seven, 
or eight glucopyranose units, respectively  [59] . Upon binding of a phenol to the 
cyclodextrin, the complex was released from the QD surface, causing fl uorescence 
quenching. Each cyclodextrin elicited a characteristic response. The  γ  - cyclodextrin 
was found to be essentially non - responsive to any of the phenols tested. Con-
versely,  p  - nitrophenol and 1 - naphthol were detected by  α  -  and  β  - cyclodextrin, 
respectively, via fl uorescence quenching. The 7.92 and 4.83   nM detection limits 
approached those found using GC/MS for these compounds and far exceeded the 
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 µ M detection of an electrochemical sensor  [60] . While the detection limit may 
not be superior to that obtained using traditional instrumental analysis, the 
use of ENPs offers the potential for improvements in sensitivity in simple and 
portable devices. 

 Au - NPs are commonly used for colorimetric detection but, due to low quantum 
yields, they have not been explored for use as fl uorescence sensors until very 
recently. Functionalization of ca. 25   nm diameter Au quantum dots with 
poly(amidoamine) dendrimers has been shown to increase the fl uorescence 
quantum yield from as low as 10  − 5   [61]  to as high as 0.7  [9, 10]  with size dependent 
emission. Chen  et al.  have created fl uorescent Au - NPs by capping with glutathione 
 [62] . Glutathione is selective for Cu 2+  and stabilizes Au - NPs in aqueous solution, 
making it potentially suitable for environmental sensing. The quantum yield 
of this system was determined to be 0.01, which suffi cient to quantify Cu 2+  by 
fl uorescence quenching at concentrations as low as 3.6   nM. The initial fl uores-
cence was completely recovered in a concentration dependent fashion by EDTA. 
This offers the potential for this NP system to be used as a sensor for species that 
complex copper.   

   10.3 
The Bad: Environmental Fate of Nanomaterials 

 Engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) are already fi nding uses in consumer products, 
and the number of applications is continuing to increase. As ENPs become ubiq-
uitous in everyday life, the likelihood of transport into environmental media 
becomes increasingly probable. For example, Ag - NPs, used as an antibacterial 
agent in socks, have been detected in wash water  [63]  and TiO 2  ENP pigment 
particles have been found in run - off from exterior paints  [64] . With increased ENP 
usage, there is growing concern about the long - term effects of these materials in 
natural environments. At present, one might speculate that concentrations of 
ENPs in the environment are generally very low and that the risk of acute effects 
to the organisms that ingest these particles would be equally low. This postulate 
does not account for the risk of long - term effects at current levels or hazards that 
may be incurred as ENP concentrations increase. Complicating matters, there is 
little consensus whether toxicity of ENPs results due to particle size, composition, 
surface chemistry, or a combination of these parameters  [6] . It is also reasonable 
that ENP toxicity will depend on the mechanism by which particles are transported 
through environmental media. Surface charge, pH, ionic strength as well as other 
factors affecting ENP aggregation and their interactions with naturally occurring 
materials (such as humic acids) must also be considered. It is also likely that the 
form in which the ENPs are present in the ambient environment is not the design 
created for the intended purpose. Changes in particle properties and solution 
dynamics may occur in the interim. The following discussion focuses on recent 
efforts toward elucidating the environmental fate and toxicity of ENPs. 
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   10.3.1 
Environmental Fate 

   10.3.1.1    Factors Affecting Aggregation 
 Particle aggregation/agglomeration will dramatically impact the mobility of ENPs 
in aqueous media. Larger particle assemblies may precipitate and become static 
in the solid phase of the environment. Conversely, well - dispersed ENPs can be 
more easily transported across large distances by remaining in the mobile aqueous 
phase. Consequently, concentrations of dissolved materials will inevitably increase. 
It is also logical for dispersed ENPs to be taken up by aquatic organisms. However, 
bottom - feeding organisms may still ingest ENPs associated with particulate matter 
 [65] . In the context of all these concerns, the crucial question arises: What governs 
the size of a NP once it is released into the aquatic environment? Well - dispersed 
ENPs in controlled aqueous media may have nominal diameters as low as a few 
nanometers in the case of quantum dots and nanoparticles. Once distributed into 
uncontrolled systems, the dynamics of these mixtures may change drastically 
because individual ENPs may no longer exist. Much ongoing research focuses on 
the study of conditions that infl uence aggregation of various ENPs and how such 
particle assembly affects mobility and toxicity (Section  10.3.1.2 ). 

 The stability of colloid suspensions determines whether aggregation will occur. 
Stability can be determined both theoretically and experimentally. Mackay  et al.  
have modeled particle stability using the stochastic methods of Gillespie  [66, 67] . 
Experimentally, ENP stability may be understood in the context of  Derjaguin –
 Landau – Verwey – Overbeek  ( DLVO ) theory  [68 – 70] . The stability, defi ned as resist-
ance to aggregation, is measured by the sum of van der Waals attractive forces 
and electric double layer repulsive forces between two like - charged particles. At 
greater distances, repulsive forces will dominate. However, as the particles 
approach each other attractive forces will become increasingly stronger, resulting 
eventually in aggregation. Clearly, increasing ENP concentration will promote 
aggregation since particles are forced closer together  [71] . In practice, the stronger 
the surface charge, the stronger the double layer repulsion and the less likely 
aggregation will occur. Zeta potential provides a direct measure of the strength of 
the electric double layer, specifi cally the potential at the slipping plane. Values 
greater than  ± 30   mV indicate a stable dispersion, while values closer to zero 
indicate increased probability of aggregate formation. 

 Ionic strength and pH are also key factors that contribute to zeta potential and 
hence aggregation  [72] . Increasing the ionic strength affects interactions of charged 
particles by shielding the coulombic repulsion that would otherwise exist between 
particles. The zeta potential would approach zero with increasing ionic strength, 
because the increased charge concentration in the medium surrounding the ENP 
would neutralize the electric double layer. Aggregation therefore occurs faster 
and more completely in higher ionic strength solutions  [73, 74] . However, the 
nature of the electrolyte (i.e., NaCl versus MgCl 2 ) has also been shown to effect 
aggregation  [75] . As one might expect, neutral particles are not be affected by 
changes in the ionic strength since charge - based repulsive forces are not present. 
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Consequently, in these cases, the zeta potential will already likely be very low and 
aggregation arises as a result of dominant van der Waals interactions. Protonation 
or deprotonation of ENP surfaces can result from changing the pH of the medium. 
Figure  10.6  shows a plot of zeta potential versus pH. The point of zero charge, 
analogous to the endpoint of a titration, is the point at which the zeta potential 
is zero.   

 Generally, the zeta potential becomes more positive at lower pH and more nega-
tive at higher pH. The actual point of zero charge, however, is dependent on the 
composition of the ENP surface in question. Unfunctionalized Al 2 O 3  NPs reached 
the point of zero charge at pH 7.9  [77]  while Fe 2 O 3  NPs reached maximum aggre-
gation at pH 8.5  [78] . These pH values are signifi cant because they are at or near 
pH values that may be encountered in various environmental settings, such as 
natural fresh waters in which the pH is typically between 6 and 8  [79] . By com-
parison, the point of zero charge is 2.1 for SiO 2  and 5.5 for TiO 2   [80] . Since surface 
functionality will change the surface properties, the nature of the functional group 
will play a large role in the aggregation properties. It is also important to consider 
the p K  a  of the surface group that will dominate the surface charge, but this is often 
unpredictable. For example, citrate and acrylate capped Au - ENPs were largely 
aggregated at a pH of 2.0, but were far more dispersed at the higher pH of 12.5 
 [73] . Citrate and acrylate both contain carboxylate groups that will protonate at 
acidic pH. At neutral and basic pH, the surface will remain negatively charged, 
leading to an increased (negative) zeta potential and decreased aggregation. 

 The nature of the counter ion to the surface functional group may infl uence 
zeta potential and, consequently, aggregation properties. Zhang  et al.  have deter-
mined that thioglycolic acid functionalized CdTe QDs aggregated at lower concen-
trations of divalent versus monovalent cation  [81] . The same relationship between 

     Figure 10.6     Graph of zeta potential and hydrodynamic diameter of TiO 2  ENPs in aqueous 
solution at an ionic strength of 0.001   M as a function of pH.  Reprinted with permission from 
Reference  [76] . Copyright 2009 Springer - Verlag.   
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zeta potential and cation concentration was seen for all cations at both pH 5 and 
8. Closer examination of the presence of Ca 2+  showed that bidentate binding with 
surface groups not only neutralized the particle charge but also induced aggrega-
tion by forming bridges between ENPs. Zeta potential approached zero at even 
lower concentration with the addition of the trivalent ion Al 3+  at pH 5. At pH 8, 
the effect of cation concentration on zeta potential was reduced. The formation of 
the negatively charged [Al(OH) 4 (H 2 O) 2 ]  −   species did not neutralize the already 
negative surface charge. 

 In natural aqueous media, organic matter plays a vital role in NP stability. Humic 
and fulvic acids are naturally occurring, carbonaceous compounds that form high 
molecular weight aggregates due to extensive interparticle hydrogen bonding. 
Humic and fulvic acids can physisorb onto the surfaces of colloids  [74, 82]  and 
can drastically change their surface characteristics, leading to variations in stability. 
The propensity of citrate capped Au - ENPs to aggregate was found to increase with 
decreasing pH, a phenomenon attributed to protonation of the capping citrate 
ligand  [73] . Humic acids physisorb to the surface of ENPs in two ways, either by 
coating or replacing the citrate, and in doing so reduce ENP aggregation. Presum-
ably, the size and corresponding steric bulk of surface bonded humic acid prevented 
close approach of other ENPs. A similar effect was observed for Al 2 O 3  ENPs at 
their point of zero charge. When humic acids were present aggregation was greatly 
reduced; however, aggregation still proceeded at acidic pH  [77] . Domingos  et al.  
have found the combination of TiO 2  NPs and fulvic acid led to stable dispersions 
using environmentally relevant pH, ionic strength, and fulvic acid concentrations 
 [83] . At lower fulvic acid concentrations, though, increased aggregation was 
observed and attributed to bridging of the ENPs by fulvic acid. As one might expect, 
the point of zero charge of Fe 2 O 3  ENPs shifted to lower values (i.e., from pH of 
8.5 to pH ca. 4 – 5) in media containing high concentrations of humic acids  [78] . 
High concentrations of humic acids were also found to disperse Fe 2 O 3  ENP aggre-
gates near the point of zero charge  [71] . Incorporation of humic acids at neutral 
pH served to increase the surface charge and hence the repulsive forces of 
the NPs. Humic acid has also been shown to stabilize CdSe ENPs in natural 
water samples  [84] . In the case of multiwalled carbon nanotubes, humic acid led 
to a two order of magnitude increase in stability due to steric repulsion  [85] .  

   10.3.1.2    Nanoparticles in Porous Media 
 Reports of the ENP fate and transport in porous media such as soils are few com-
pared to the number outlining behavior in aqueous media. It is reasonable to 
presume that ENPs found in soil could be consumed by terrestrial organisms 
(including mammals), taken up by plants, or transported into aqueous systems 
 [86] . Metal oxide ENPs will certainly physisorb to organic particles in soil and 
strong particle associations make characterization and detection of NPs diffi cult. 
Despite this apparent capture of ENPs by organic media in soils, their reactivity 
toward other environmental species may remain high  [87] . As is the case for ENPs 
in aquatic systems, surface potential plays a crucial role in the degree of aggrega-
tion. As discussed previously, aggregation is greatly increased at the point of zero 
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charge. At increased zeta potentials, when aggregation is not signifi cant, particles 
may remain suspended and can more easily migrate through the porous soil 
medium  [88] . A key parameter when studying ENPs in porous media is the attach-
ment effi ciency, which is a measure of how favorable the attachment of an ENP 
is to a particle in the medium (e.g., a sand grain). Larger latex particles have been 
found to exhibit greater attachment effi ciency than smaller particles, contrary to 
the predictions of DLVO theory  [74] . The presence of humic acids decreased the 
attachment effi ciency. Mobility may be evaluated by passing ENPs through 
columns containing the porous media in question. Breakthrough curves (i.e.,  C / C  o  
vs pore volume) can be plotted, where  C  o  is the initial NP concentration and  C  is 
the concentration of NPs that exit the column. Particle composition, size, and 
velocity all affect the mobility  [89, 90] .   

   10.3.2 
Toxicity 

 Human exposure to naturally occurring NPs and other small particles is not new; 
people have long inhaled soot from fi res and volcanic ash that contain nanopar-
ticulate matter  [91]  while aquatic NPs are ubiquitous  [92] . Inhalation of naturally 
occurring particles can enter the body and various toxic effects may be induced 
 [91] . Recently, the study and application of ENPs has grown, but probing their 
potentially harmful effects in biological systems is only recently gaining promi-
nence, dating back little more than a decade  [93] . 

 Although ENPs are classifi ed as such due to their size, toxicity will certainly be 
heavily dependent upon surface functionality  [94] . As discussed in Section  10.3.1 , 
numerous factors affect the mobility of ENPs in an environmental setting. Simi-
larly, variables such as pH and ionic strength affect the stability of ENPs in a 
biological system, which could in turn affect the toxicity  [95] . As such, ENPs cannot 
readily be grouped together based upon toxicity. Every ENP must be evaluated as 
a distinct entity based upon composition, size, surface functionality, etc. To date, 
the large majority of the NP toxicity literature concerns  “ as - prepared ”  ENPs, while 
surface functionality has been largely ignored. 

 Ag and TiO 2  ENPs are among the most common forms of ENPs used in 
commercial products today. Ag, with its well - documented antibacterial properties, 
is found in socks  [63]  and certain medical supplies while TiO 2  is used as a pigment 
in paints and cosmetics  [96] . Aside from their intended uses, what effects might 
these materials produce? Starch - coated Ag ENPs were found to increase oxidative 
stress in human cells  [97] . Griffi t  et al.  have performed a series of studies involving 
the toxicity of various ENPs on differing organisms  [98] . Ag, as well as Cu, ENPs 
have toxic effects on zebrafi sh, daphnids, and algae. TiO 2 , however, has been found 
to be non - toxic by comparison. Further study indicated that Ag and Cu produce 
differing biological effects in zebrafi sh and toxicity is not strictly due to the release 
of soluble metal ions  [99] . 

 TiO 2  systems are the most extensively studied ENPs with regard to their effects 
on biological systems. This is due at least in part because of their ease of synthesis 
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and generally low to negligible toxicity when ingested. Notably, however, TiO 2  can 
photo - catalytically produce reactive oxygen species that are damaging to DNA 
 [100] . Nonetheless, TiO 2  ENPs serve as a suitable standard for evaluating other 
ENPs. Rainbow trout responded to treatments of 0.1 – 1.0   mg   l  − 1  TiO 2  NPs in a sub -
 lethal manner, although some oxidative stress was observed  [101] . TiO 2  produced 
decreased antioxidant enzyme activity in a dose - dependent fashion in terrestrial 
isopods, but no signifi cant effects were observed at major high - level biomarkers 
 [102] . TiO 2  exhibited greater antibacterial properties towards  Escherichia coli  and 
 Bacillus subtilis  than SiO 2 , but less than ZnO. The toxic effects of TiO 2  were 
enhanced by light; however, bacterial growth inhibition was also noted for samples 
maintained in subdued light  [103] . Conversely, Velzeboer  et al.  found no ecotoxic-
ity toward bacteria, algae, crustaceans, or soil enzymes from either TiO 2 , ZrO 2 , 
Al 2 O 3 , or CeO 2  due to aggregation in the test media  [104] . Clearly, numerous effects 
infl uence the interaction of ENPs with biological species. 

 Studying the toxicity of ENPs is challenging relative to equivalent evaluation of 
small molecule toxins. It is not enough to determine that introduction of an ENP 
into a biological system causes a toxic response. Future studies must establish if 
the reactivity of the ENP is responsible for the observed effect. Recall, it is also 
possible that dissolution of the ENP core or the release of a surface group is pro-
ducing the response. For example, toxic Cd 2+  and Se 2 −   ions could be released from 
a CdSe NP core. In practical terms, the infl uence of dissolution can be accounted 
for by running appropriate control experiments. Another key piece of the puzzle 
is the mode of toxicity: Where do the NPs distribute and how are they transported? 
 Transmission electron microscopy  ( TEM ) imaging can be used to locate the target 
organ of the ENPs while also establishing if the ENPs remained intact. Raven-
zwaay  et al.  have demonstrated the deposition of inhaled TiO 2  into the lungs of 
rats using TEM  [105] . The limitation of TEM analysis in this case was the need 
for extensive sample preparation. Fluorescence imaging is a more convenient 
means of monitoring ENP distribution, especially in small biological systems 
where the organism can be measured whole. Fluorescence studies are also useful 
for monitoring food chain transfer. Fluorescent latex ENPs (39   nm) were injected 
into medaka eggs. Upon hatching, ENPs were found in the gallbladder and liver 
of the medaka  [106] . Fluorescence imaging was also used to monitor the transfer 
of carboxyl coated CdSe ENPs from the freshwater algae  Pseudokinchneriella sub-

capitata  to the invertebrate cladoceran  Ceriodaphnia dubia  using fl uorescence 
imaging  [107]   . Fluorescence studies, however, are limited to use with emissive 
ENPs, or at least fl uorescently labeled ENPs. Nonetheless, background emission 
from the organism itself is a complicating factor. Fluorescence imaging therefore 
does not directly measure the emission of the ENP moiety itself. 

 Work has begun, in earnest, to quantify the toxicological effects of nanomateri-
als, and it is clear most research is aimed at unfunctionalized or as - prepared NPs. 
In addition, ENP size is routinely reported in terms of TEM for dry samples or 
DLS for aqueous samples. However, these typical sizing techniques provide little 
information about the three - dimensional shape or porosity of the particle. It is also 
diffi cult to distinguish between large particles and aggregates containing few 
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smaller particles. Overall, few reports exist that describe the effect of ENP surfaces 
on toxicity, but studies are now beginning to appear that incorporate changing 
surface characteristics. Ag ENP antibacterial properties were altered by the pres-
ence of various surface ligands. Compared with   SO4

2−, Cl  −  ,   PO4
3−, and EDTA, S 2 −   was 

the only surface - capping agent to signifi cantly reduce toxicity  [108] . Increasing 
ligand strength (i.e., surface binding strength) increased antibacterial effects. 
There is precedent that surface area could be more important in evaluating ENP 
toxicity than particle size. Warheit  et al.  have performed pulmonary bioassays that 
showed quartz particles ranging from 50 to 500   nm were cytotoxic to rats. The 
toxicity did not correlate with particle size, but did scale with surface area  [109] . 
Stable suspensions of 12.5 and 27.0   nm SiO 2  ENPs were tested for effects on a 
freshwater green algae species. Although larger particles imparted greater infl u-
ence on growth rate, there was an insignifi cant toxicity difference when surface 
area was evaluated  [110] . Surface charge and functionality must be studied in 
detail as these factors will affect the transport of ENPs throughout an organism. 
Adsorption of an ENP to a protein changes the point of zero charge, while the 
surface charge will infl uence the ease with which the blood – brain barrier can be 
crossed  [111] . 

 It is not always the ENPs that must be evaluated for their effects in the environ-
ment. ENP - induced binding of other materials may lead to unprecedented or, at 
least, unexpected results. Limbach  et al.  have studied SiO 2  ENPs that were hybrid-
ized with varying amounts of Fe, Co, Mn, or TiO 2   [112] . Heavy metal uptake was 
enhanced using these hybrid systems and interference with bioassays was observed, 
suggesting a  “ Trojan - horse ”  type mechanism for oxidative stress is possible. ENPs, 
particularly Fe - based systems, have been targeted as remediation tools for pollut-
ants, such as chlorinated organics, from aqueous environmental systems  [113] . In 
this case, the Fe/Fe  x  O  y   ENPs can be removed after use via magnetic separation. 
SiO 2  - TiO 2  NPs can be used to remove Hg 2+  from coal combustion effl uent. A study 
by Gao  et al.  shows Hg may remain bioactive while adsorbed onto the surface of 
the ENPs  [114] . Methylation of Hg 2+  was carried out while still bound to the Fe 
ENPs. Liberation of toxic materials from ENPs over time also cannot be dis-
counted. It is therefore not enough to assume that ENP - bound toxins are safe. 
Instead ENP – toxin complexes may need to be further separated from the environ-
mental medium to ensure effective environmental cleanup.   

   10.4 
The Ugly: Detection of Nanomaterials in the Environment 

 The fate and effects of nanomaterials in the environment are still poorly under-
stood despite recent, concerted efforts. This situation is mainly due to limitations 
in methods of characterization  [8] , the reasons for which are numerous. ENP 
concentrations are likely very low, perhaps ng/l or less, and interference from the 
complex matrix, including an abundance of naturally occurring NPs, must also be 
avoided  [7] . Except for specifi c situations where ENPs are unusually concentrated, 
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such as TiO 2  from paint in water runoff  [64]  or Ag NPs from socks after washing 
 [63] , unambiguous detection of ENPs in environmental samples is extremely dif-
fi cult. One must also consider changes to surface coating, level of oxidation, or 
degree of aggregation once ENPs enter the environment  [7] . During analysis, 
particle alteration, such as aggregation induced during evaporation as a part of 
sample preparation, may also occur, giving artefactual results  [8] . Detection and 
analysis of ENPs in environmental samples is therefore troublesome and so labo-
ratory studies looking at how ENPs aggregate and interact with other materials 
have become common  [4] . 

 Unlike other contaminants, there are at least two primary aspects to ENP char-
acterization: elemental composition, which includes the core and surface groups, 
and size, including shape and morphology. Most common diagnostic analytical 
techniques, such as IR or mass spectrometry, provide molecular level information 
but cannot distinguish ENP sizes or morphologies.  Energy dispersive X - ray  analy-
sis ( EDX ) provides compositional information and is often coupled with TEM 
instruments, which establish particle size and morphology. 

 However, common techniques capable of measuring particle size, such as TEM, 
SEM, or  atomic force microscopy  ( AFM ) are labor intensive and generally not 
compatible with high - throughput environmental analyses. In addition, solid - state 
techniques like TEM, SEM, and AFM require solvent evaporation that can lead to 
aggregation, possibly making sample analysis non - representative. One of the key 
limiting factors hindering effective ENP detection is identifying particles of varying 
nanoscale sizes simultaneously. There are numerous techniques, such as elemen-
tal analysis dispersive X - ray (EELS) and  selected area electron diffraction  ( SAED ), 
that have found some use in ENP analysis  [115] . Here, we identify some new 
technical developments aimed at studying environmental ENPs. 

 Atmospheric ENPs can be counted by a  condensation nucleus counter  ( CNC ) 
 [116] . This technique operates by growing particles to a larger size, making count-
ing more straightforward. CNC does not characterize the ENP size. A  micro - orifi ce 
uniform deposition impactor  ( MOUDI ) was used effectively by Lin  et al.  for 
collecting and sorting particles of sizes ranging from 10   nm to 20    µ m in a natural 
air sample  [117] . Once collected, these samples were analyzed for composition by 
ICP - MS. Aqueous samples can be particularly diffi cult to analyze since solid - state 
techniques operate under high vacuum    –    hence results are potentially irrelevant to 
the original sample. Tiede  et al.  have developed environmental SEM that allows 
samples to be imaged at pressures of about 10 – 50 Torr  [118] . Although imaging 
at atmospheric pressure cannot yet be performed, the realization of ESEM is an 
example of how techniques for monitoring ENP size in solution are advancing. 
Photothermal microscopy provides single particle detection in solution  [119] . A 
major advantage of this method is that samples can be fl owed through at a rate 
of up to 60   pl   s  − 1 . This is an improvement over standard electron microscopy 
techniques in which the sample is static. 

  Dynamic light scattering  ( DLS ) is an increasingly popular method for measuring 
ENP sizes in solution  [76, 120] . DLS relies on the fact that particles in solution are 
in constant Brownian (random) motion. When the sample is irradiated with a 
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laser, scattering of the incident light occurs. The dynamic motion of the particles 
causes the scattering intensity to fl uctuate with time. Fluctuations are correlated 
to determine the average diffusion coeffi cient from which the hydrodynamic 
radius of solution - borne particles may be calculated. The hydrodynamic radius 
may be viewed as the radius of a hard sphere that moves through the liquid 
medium. This radius includes the particle as well as solvent layers surrounding 
the ENP. DLS is distinctly advantageous over solid - state particle sizing methods 
because little or no sample pretreatment is required. Representative samples can 
provide useful information about nanoparticulate matter present in solution. 
Unfortunately, no technique is without its disadvantages. DLS measurements are 
biased toward larger particles because of their increased scattering ability, while 
smaller particles may remain undetected. In addition, no morphological or com-
positional data is available, making further analysis necessary. Finally, DLS does 
not provide a direct measure of ENP size, rather the hydrodynamic radius is evalu-
ated. Complementary information to DLS can be gained from zeta potential meas-
urements. The zeta potential is a measure of the charge on the particle surface. 
Large surface charge (absolute value greater than 30   mV) indicates high electro-
static repulsion and hence a decreased propensity for the particles to aggregate. 
However, a greater surface charge when in a polar medium like water will lead 
to a greater level of solvation around the particle, resulting in a greater hydrody-
namic radius. These measurements will also be affected by the pH and ionic 
strength of the solution since this will alter the charge and electrostatic interaction, 
respectively. 

  Field fl ow fractionation  ( FFF ) is useful in separating particles over a size range 
of 1   nm up to 100    µ m  [121] . Sample is fl owed through a narrow column (50 –
 300    µ m thick) while a perpendicular fl ow is applied, forcing particles to accumulate 
against the wall of the tube. Particles of similar size will accumulate and pass 
through the tube together where detection can be carried out via ultraviolet 
spectroscopy, light scattering techniques, or any other suitable detection method. 
More recently, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry has been coupled 
to FFF  [122] . 

 Despite the variety of techniques that are being established for size determina-
tion, Domingos  et al.  have shown that there are discrepancies among them  [123] . 
Regardless of the technique employed, the user must always be vigilant of the 
true meaning and potential pitfalls of the results. The use of isotopic labeling, using 
both stable  [124]  and radioactive  [125]  isotopes, provides a means of monitoring 
NPs in complex environmental or biological media without painstaking pre-
treatment methods. Stable isotopes can be measured using techniques such as 
ICP - MS while radioactive decay can be detected by scintillation counting. Again, 
these methods provide no size, surface area, or morphological information. Track-
ing of ENPs to monitor their fate is more convenient using radioactive isotopes, 
but special handling procedures and laboratory regulations may restrict these types 
of experiments. QDs may also provide some hope for tracking experiments as they 
can be detected by their characteristic fl uorescence  [84] . Interactions that result in 
fl uorescence quenching, such as oxidation of Si QDs, will limit the effectiveness. 
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 Modeling of ENP transport will most certainly play a major role in deciphering 
the role of ENPs in the environment. Predictions based upon a combination of 
raw data, laboratory experiments, and chemical intuition can assist in directing 
future study. At this point, the limited information available and the uncertainties 
described herein hinder the effectiveness of current mathematical models to 
describe the fate of environmental ENPs. The more limited the raw data the more 
assumptions that must be made and the greater the uncertainty that arises in 
the results  [126] . Consequently, great care and a critical eye are required when 
interpreting modeling results. As techniques for monitoring NPs improve and 
the quality and quantity of the raw data increases, the more powerful the models 
will become. 

 Clearly, no single technique will be the magic bullet for the detection of NPs in 
an environmental setting. As instrumentation improves and new methods are 
developed, our ability to analyze samples with lower concentrations and less 
sample preparation will increase. Perhaps it will even be NP - based sensors that 
hold the key to this problem. It may be possible to reverse engineer current sensors 
to selectively detect for the NP itself based on fl uorescence changes or by colori-
metric means whereby a NP analyte aggregates with a NP probe. Either way, 
environmental monitoring of NPs has only just begun.  

   10.5 
Conclusions 

 The unique properties of various nanomaterials have been exploited in various 
 “ good ”  ways for improved environmental monitoring. This is an important initial 
step in being able to fi rst understand the fate and then deal with the implications 
of contaminants in the natural environment. Noble metal NPs display intense 
color in the visible region due to surface plasmon effects. Induced aggregation 
gives rise to sharp color changes that can be exploited for sensitive analyte detec-
tion. DNAzymes have become an attractive functional group for noble metal NP 
sensors because of the fi ne control over selectivity and sensitive nature of the cata-
lytic reactions that give rise to the colorimetric signal. Alternatively, quantum dots 
have been exploited for the intense fl uorescence that they exhibit. Various methods 
have been described in this chapter in which specifi c analytes produce either a 
characteristic increase or quenching of fl uorescence. 

 With the increasing popularity of engineered nanoparticles, the likelihood 
increases that they will appear in the environment at even higher concentrations. 
Although many nanomaterials are likely to be innocuous, many will undoubtedly 
exhibit  “ bad ”  infl uences when they are exposed to unintended targets. The fate 
and toxicity of many of these materials in a natural setting is still largely unknown 
and these effects will certainly vary based on the core composition, core size, 
surface functionality, and morphology. 

 The detection of NPs in the environment poses an  “ ugly ”  challenge for the 
future. Many analytical techniques are sensitive to chemical composition or size 
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but not both. In addition, the complexity of environmental sample matrices means 
there will be a great deal of interference. The concentrations likely to be present, 
although potentially toxic to many organisms, will be exceptionally diffi cult to 
identify in such complex matrices. Our understanding of NPs and their behavior 
in an environmental setting will be enhanced as new methods of analysis are 
developed to monitor them. Perhaps these new techniques will utilize the benefi -
cial properties of NPs for the analysis of NPs themselves.  
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  11 
Electroanalytical Measurements at Electrodes Modifi ed with 
Metal Nanoparticles    
  James A.     Cox    and    Shouzhong     Zou   

        11.1 
Introduction 

 Modifi cation of electrode surfaces with nanoparticles is a rapidly growing approach 
to electroanalytical measurements, as demonstrated by the scope of representative 
recent reviews  [1 – 4] . Among the primary factors that motivate these investigations 
are enhancement of electron - transfer rates, favorable geometry (e.g., area - to - 
volume ratio) over bulk materials, and compatibility with design of nanoarrays. 
Regarding the last point, if a given electron - transfer reaction does not occur at the 
bulk electrode and is catalyzed by  nanoparticle s ( NP s) immobilized thereon, the 
modifi ed electrode can have characteristics of a nano - electrode array. The infl u-
ence of mass transport on the limiting current at such an array will depend on the 
size and spacing of the NPs. An electrochemical reaction at the NPs will result in 
a layer,   δ  , around each NP that has a lower concentration of analyte than the bulk 
solution;   δ   is termed the  “ diffusion layer. ”  Where  D  is the diffusion coeffi cient 
(cm 2  · s  − 1 ) and  t  (s) is the time during which the electrochemical reaction occurs, 
the thickness of the diffusion layer is given by   δ      ≈    ( Dt ) 1/2 . If   δ      >     r , the radius of 
the NP, the resulting hemispherical diffusion layer will have a constant   δ   value, 
so a steady - state current,  i  ss , will be developed. The ratio of the faradaic current to 
the background (capacitive) current in a potentiodynamic experiment such as 
cyclic voltammetry is increased under these conditions relative to that achieved 
under linear diffusion, where   δ   increases with time  [5, 6] . Compton and coworkers 
 [7, 8]  have investigated these two - dimensional nanoarrays by digital simulation 
with the spacing and the geometry of the particles as variables. With low particle 
density and a high degree of order, electrochemical experiments can be performed 
so that the diffusion layers around each NP do not overlap. With non - overlapping 
  δ  ,  i  ss    =    jnFDrC  A , where  n  is the number of electrons transferred,  F  is the Faraday 
constant,  C  A  is the analyte concentration, and  j  is a proportionality constant. 
In addition to providing an improved ratio of faradaic to capacitive current, the 
small  r  relative to diffusion distances results in less tendency for these nanoscale 
electron - transfer moieties to become passivated by adsorption of oxidation or 
reduction products  [9] . 
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 This chapter is focused on the synthesis of metal NPs, their incorporation with 
electrodes, and their use in electrochemical trace analysis. Fundamental studies 
of electrocatalysis at metal nanoparticles benefi t from using systems that are well 
defi ned in terms of spatial distribution and particle size. Control of these factors 
in the fabrication of NP - modifi ed electrodes is discussed in Section  11.2 . In addi-
tion, the shape and composition of metal NPs can infl uence rates of electron -
 transfer reactions at their surfaces, as discussed in Section  11.3 . Representative 
analytical applications are summarized in Section  11.4 . The NP - modifi ed 
electrodes used for analytical purposes include both two -  and three - dimensional 
dispersions. In many cases the metal NP is chemically modifi ed with a monolayer 
sheath that can simply block aggregation of the NPs but also can act as a catalysis 
and assist electrode modifi cation, for example, by serving as a tether that connects 
the NP to the electrode. Throughout this chapter, when a specifi c metal (e.g., gold) 
comprises the NP, the abbreviation will be compounded with the symbol of the 
element (i.e., AuNP).  

   11.2 
Modifi cation of Electrodes with Nanoparticles 

 Methods for the modifi cation of electrodes with metal NPs depend to some extent 
on whether the NP is bare or monolayer - protected and on whether the targeted 
application benefi ts from two -  or three - dimensional geometry. The subsections 
below describe the interaction among the method of synthesis, the approach to 
attachment, and the distribution of the NPs in the modifi ed electrode. 

   11.2.1 
Fabrication of Two - Dimensional Arrays of Nanoparticles 

 Two - dimensional arrays of NPs on electrodes have been fabricated by assembly of 
NPs from solutions containing colloidal metals or monolayer - protected NPs as 
well as by directly synthesizing the NPs on the surface by chemical or electro-
chemical reduction of an adsorbed metal complex. An important variation of the 
latter is seed - mediated synthesis, in which the nucleation and growth steps are 
performed sequentially and under different conditions. The electrode surface on 
which the fabrication occurs can be bare, modifi ed by a monolayer of an agent 
that facilitates the assembly process, or patterned with a material to which neither 
NPs nor their precursor complexes adhere. These approaches yield very different 
NP - modifi ed electrodes in terms of organization of the NPs, the size distribution 
of the particles, and nature of the NP surface. In some cases the patterning agent 
or the tether is removed prior to electrochemical application of the NP deposits. 
Examples of this wide variety of fabrication methods are described below. 

   11.2.1.1    Seed - Mediated Formation of a Two - Dimensional Array of Nanoparticles 
 Seed - mediated growth is a chemical method of preparing metal nanoparticles and 
nanorods on electrode surfaces. Initially, the method was developed primarily as 
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a means of growing nanorods in aqueous solution  [10 – 12] . In the fi rst step, silver 
 [11]  and gold  [12]  spherical NPs with a 4    ±    2   nm diameter were prepared in aqueous 
solution by reduction of AgNO 3  or HAuCl 4  with NaBH 4  in the presence of citrate, 
which served as a capping agent. These NPs were the seeds that were expanded 
in a growth solution that contained  cetyltrimethylammonium bromide  ( CTAB ) in 
addition to metal ion and ascorbic acid. Controlled quantities of seed solution were 
added, and the pH was changed by adding NaOH to initiate nanorod growth. The 
CTAB provided micelles that served as growth templates ( [13]  and citations 
therein). An adaptation of the method was used to synthesize AuNPs on an  indium 
tin oxide  ( ITO ) electrode  [14, 15] . By utilizing defect sites for the adsorption of 
HAuCl 4 , the seed NPs were formed directly on the electrode surface using NaBH 4  
as the reducing agent. The platform was transferred to the growth medium 
described above.  Field - emission scanning electron microscopy  ( FE - SEM ) imaging 
showed that the seed AuNPs were 4    ±    1   nm in size; after 15   min and 24   h in the 
growth medium, the size was increased to 14    ±    2   nm and 22    ±    2   nm, respectively. 
This method did not yield an array with controlled interparticle spacing. 

 Seed - mediated methods that employ direct electrochemical deposition of nano-
particles on bare electrodes by double potential - pulse voltammetry have been 
developed. The initial pulse, which is well beyond the formal potential of the metal 
deposition half - reaction, is used to generate nuclei, and the second pulse, which 
is at a signifi cantly lower overpotential, controls the growth of the NPs. Penner 
and coworkers have developed a model  [16]  and experimentally demonstrated  [17]  
that the size dispersion of AgNPs and AuNPs deposited by the double - pulse 
method correlates to whether the diffusion fi elds around the particles during 
growth are coupled (overlap). Uncoupled diffusion - controlled growth is favored by 
a low density of nuclei; it results in less size dispersion. Moreover, for AgNPs with 
a low density of nuclei ( < 10 7  centers cm  − 2 ) on pyrolytic graphite electrodes, the 
fi nal particle size is larger than observed with a high density of nuclei ( > 10 9  centers 
cm  − 2 ). This observation is consistent with the prediction that interparticle diffusion 
coupling lowers the growth rate  [16, 17] . Typical experimental conditions with a 
solution consisting of 1   mM AgClO 4 , 0.1   M LiClO 4  in acetonitrile were the follow-
ing: nucleation,  − 500   mV versus Ag + |Ag for 5   ms; growth,  − 70   mV versus Ag + |Ag 
for 0.05 – 120   s. With the shorter deposition time, the AgNPs were in the range 
42 – 100   nm  [17] . 

 Studies of the double - pulse method by Plieth and coworkers  [18, 19]  related 
the size dispersion to the value of the applied potential relative to the critical 
potential for generating nuclei. A linear relationship between the number of nuclei 
generated and the overpotential was observed with an ITO electrode. Because 
of aggregation, increasing the time at the growth overpotential decreased the 
number of particles when the nucleation step yielded a high density of centers. 
With a low density of nuclei, increasing the time at the growth overpotential 
did not change the number of particles, which demonstrated that nuclei were 
not formed under low overpotential (growth) conditions of the double - pulse 
method. During the time of application of the growth overpotential, nuclei below 
a critical radius dissolved. This phenomenon led to a narrower size distribution 
in the fi nal array. 
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 Potentiostatic deposition compromises both the order of the two - dimensional 
array and size control of NPs relative to the double - pulse method; however, it has 
been used to fabricate arrays suited for electroanalytical determinations. AuNPs 
were deposited on ITO from   AuCl4

−  in 0.5   M H 2 SO 4  at  − 0.045   V versus SCE  [20] . 
For a fi xed deposition time, the size of the AuNPs increases with   AuCl4

− concentra-
tion over the investigated range 0.01 – 1.0   mM, and at a fi xed concentration, 0.1   mM, 
the size increases with deposition time over the range, 50 – 300   s. With 0.1   mM 
  AuCl4

− , a deposition time of 300   s yielded 70 – 309   nm (average diameter, 154   nm) 
AuNPs. The size distribution was narrower when several deposition pulses of 
shorter duration were employed. Under comparable conditions but with a glassy 
carbon electrode, smaller AuNPs were obtained  [21] ; here, with 1   mM   AuCl4

− in 
0.5   M H 2 SO 4  a 300 - s deposition at  − 0.27   V versus Ag|AgCl yielded AuNPs with an 
average size of 50   nm. 

 As suggested in Section  11.1 , control of spatial distribution of two - dimensional 
arrays of NPs is important for certain applications. To address this objective, a 
method has been developed that involves formation of mixed monolayers of 
generation - four  polyamidoamine  ( PAMAM ) dendrimers on ITO electrodes; specifi -
cally, monolayers were assembled from mixtures of metal - free and NP - containing 
PAMAM  [22] . NP - PAMAM was synthesized in accord with methods reported by 
Crooks and coworkers  [23, 24] . First,   PtCl4

2− or   AuCl4
−  were complexed with 

hydroxyl - terminated PAMAM via the protonated amine sites in its interior. Upon 
reduction with NaBH 4 , the metal ions were converted into NPs in the size domain 
 < 4   nm. The NP - PAMAM was separated from the reaction vessel and subsequently 
mixed with metal - free PAMAM to yield a solution where the mole ratio,  x , of NP -
 PAMAM relative to total PAMAM was controlled. An ITO electrode was modifi ed 
with a monolayer of  aminopropyltrimethoxysilane  ( APTES ). Upon immersion in 
the mixture, the protonated amine sites of APTES electrostatically assembled 
the hydroxy - terminated dendrimers to the electrode, yielding ITO|APTES|
[(NP - PAMAM)  x     +   (PAMAM) 1 −    x  ]. The organic components were ashed at 350    ° C, a 
temperature determined by thermogravimetric analysis. The resulting array of 
AuNP had a characteristic separation between centers of 200   nm when  x    =   0.06. 
Atomic force microscopy showed that the interparticle distance varied with  x . 

 When the objective is the fabrication of a highly ordered array of NPs, the 
method based on the mole fraction of NP - PAMAM provides less control than the 
use of a template with nanoscale voids on the surface of the electrode. An example 
of such a template is a micellar block copolymer fi lm based on poly(styrene) -  block  -
 poly(2 - vinylpyridine), PS -  b  - P2VP  [25, 26] . The PS block is preferentially dissolved 
in toluene. As a result, in that solvent the PS -  b  - P2VP organizes into micelles  [25] . 
This system has a glass transition temperature above 100    ° C, so a fi lm on an elec-
trode can be formed and dried without changing the structure of the micelles. 
Moreover, attaching   AuCl4

− to the pyridine units and chemically reducing the 
complex to AuNPs affords highly ordered two - dimensional arrays, which are stable 
even at elevated temperature  [26] . For example, 10 - nm (height) AuNPs on SiO 2  
were not altered even by a 12 - h treatment at 800    ° C. The size of the micelles and, 
hence, of the resulting NPs can be varied via the lengths of the polymer chains. 
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Controlled variation of the interparticle distance and the size of the AuNPs are 
exemplifi ed by results in Figure  11.1   [25]  and Table  11.1   [26] , respectively.      

   11.2.1.2    Direct Deposition of Nanoparticles on Bare Electrodes 
 A common method of modifying electrodes employs an initial conversion of the 
bare surface with an alkyl organic compound terminated on one end with a species 
that reacts with the electrode material and, on the other, by a charged functionality. 
For example, gold reacts with thiol groups, so in the presence of hexanethiol, 
R - SH, formation of AuSR results in monolayer coverage of gold  [27] . When the 

     Figure 11.1     Scanning force microscopy 
images of arrays of gold nanoparticles formed 
in micellar templates assembled with a 
diblock polymer, poly(styrene) -  block  - poly
(2 - vinylpyridine), PS -  b  - P2VP, in toluene. 
The PS -  b  - P2VP was removed with an oxygen 
plasma prior to imaging. Images (a) – (c) 
result from changing polymer chain lengths 

using PS(800) -  b  - P2VP(860), PS(325) -  b  -
 P2VP(75), and PS(1700) -  b  - P2VP(450), 
respectively. Each was loaded with HAuCl 4  
that was reduced to Au prior to forming 
the fi lm on mica.  Reprinted with permission 
from Reference  [25] . Copyright 2000 The 
American Chemical Society.   
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terminal group carries a charge, such as when the monolayer is mercaptoundeca-
noic acid, the surface contains sites that can electrostatically assemble a second 
layer, including NPs with charged protecting groups. 

 Willner and coworkers  [28]  were among the fi rst to systematically investigate 
and characterize electrodes prepared by tethering metal NPs to the surface. ITO 
electrodes were modifi ed with monolayers of (aminopropyl)siloxane and of (mer-
captopropyl)siloxane. Gold colloids of various sizes were bound to the modifi ed 
ITO via the amine or the thiol functionality. The surface coverage was determined 
by further reaction of the AuNPs with a reversibly redox - active bipyridinium 
monolayer. The electrode modifi ed with the amino functionality yielded a surface 
coverage of 0.5    ×    10  − 10    mol   cm  − 2 , whereas that modifi ed with the thiol functionality 
had a surface coverage of 0.02    ×    10  − 10    mol   cm  − 2 . When 25 - nm AuNPs were used in 
conjunction with (aminopropyl)siloxane, atomic force microscopy revealed a virtu-
ally continuous coverage of the electrode by AuNPs. In contrast, AuNPs at sizes 
up to 120   nm showed discontinuities in the coverage, perhaps a refl ection of 
imperfections in the ITO that were smoothed by the former system. Overall, the 
coverage by gold was 27% higher with the aminopropyl than with the mercapto-
propyl tether. 

 With ITO as the base electrode, a common modifi cation is by a monolayer of 
APTES or the methoxy analog, APTMS. Cheng  et al.   [29]  have used this approach 
to put positive ion - exchange sites on ITO for the subsequent assembly of negatively 
charged, citrate - protected particles (AuNP - Cit)  [30] . The residual negative charge 
of the assembly, ITO|APTMS|AuNP - Cit, served as a base for growth of a three -
 dimensional layer - by - layer electrostatic assembly  [29] . This method produced a 
fi lm of a rather uniform dispersion of AuNPs (Figure  11.2 ). When ITO|APTMS|AuNP -
 Cit was thermally treated at 600    ° C for 5   h, the particles increased in size and were 

  Table 11.1    Metal/polymer ratio used in the synthesis, and particle size and interparticle 
distance data from TEM images.   Reprinted with permission from Reference  [26] . Copyright 
2009 The American Chemical Society.   

   Polymer template     HAuCl 4 /P2VP 
mole ratio  

   Particle size  a)   
(nm)  

   Interparticle 
distance  a)   (nm)  

  PS(23.6) -  b  - P2VP(10.4)    0.1    2.4    ±    1.0    26.8    ±    3.0  
  PS(23.6) -  b  - P2VP(10.4)    0.2    3.1    ±    0.5    28.3    ±    3.7  
  PS(25) -  b  - P2VP(15)    0.2    4.2    ±    0.4    28.5    ±    3.8  
  PS(25) -  b  - P2VP(15)    0.4    6.1    ±    0.4    33.1    ±    4.0  
  PS(25.5) -  b  - P2VP(23.5)    0.2    7.2    ±    0.5    38.3    ±    5.7  
  PS(25.5) -  b  - P2VP(23.5)    0.4    9.0    ±    0.9    36.3    ±    6.6  
  PS(81) -  b  - P2VP(14.2)    0.2    4.3    ±    0.4    60.0    ±    5.4  
  PS(188) -  b  - P2VP(16)    0.2    4.3    ±    0.6    80.0    ±    10.0  

   a)   Average value of at least 200 measurements for the particle size and 100 measurements for the 
interparticle distance of each particle array, reported with the corresponding standard deviation.   
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more dispersed than the surface shown in Figure  11.2   [29] . The data suggest surface 
diffusion of the NPs. The process is apparently dependent on the NP size and on 
the substrate. For example, single, 4 - nm nanocrystals of CdSe on mica and silicon 
oxide do not show evidence of motion when heated on the order of hours at 120    ° C; 
however, after 4 min at 90    ° C, aggregates containing 80 – 100 of the 4 - nm particles 
on graphite can move about 500   nm  [31] . A study on the diffusion of gold nanorods 
that were coated with a monolayer of 2 - mercaptomethanesulfonic acid on a surface 
modifi ed with  2 - mercaptoethylamine  ( MEA ) showed a pH dependence on the 
motion  [32] . When the MEA was protonated, no diffusion was observed over a 
time scale of hundreds of seconds.   

 Cysteine (cys) has been used to assemble AuNPs from a colloidal suspension to 
 glassy carbon electrode s ( GCE s)  [33] . The hypothesis was that the amine site 
interacted with the electrode surface, and the thiols were free to react with AuNPs. 
X - Ray photoelectron spectroscopy and SEM were used to characterize the modifi ed 
electrode. The results verifi ed the formation of the Au – S bond and demonstrated 
that AuNPs were not immobilized on GCEs in the absence of cys. GCE|cys - AuNP 
was stable during 30   min of sonication and promoted the reproducible oxidation 
of uric acid over an 8 - week period when stored in 0.1   M phosphate buffer at 
pH 7. With cys as the tether for AuNPs it is important to limit the positive potential 
excursion because at about 1.0   V, depending on the pH, AuNPs catalyze the 
oxidation of cysteine. 

 Related to tethering NPs to the surface is direct adsorption of monolayer - 
protected NPs. The process is illustrated with the polyoxometalate   PMo O12 40

3− 
(PMo 12 ). This polyanion interacts with Au so strongly that it undergoes a place -
 exchange  reaction with the hexanethiol  ( RSH ) protecting group on AuNPs  [34] . 

     Figure 11.2     Field - emission scanning electron 
microscopy image of citrate - protected AuNPs 
assembled on an indium tin oxide (ITO) 
electrode modifi ed with a monolayer of 

(3 - aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APTMS). 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [29] . Copyright 2004 The American Chemical 
Society.   
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With AuNP - RSH in organic solvent (prepared by the well - characterized Brust –
 Schiffrin method  [35, 36] ) and the PMo 12  in aqueous solution, liquid – liquid extrac-
tion in conjunction with the place - exchange reaction converts AuNP - SR (org)  into 
AuNP - PMo 12(aq)  without a change in the core size  [34] . This approach to obtaining 
AuNPs in aqueous solution permits the preparation of NPs of controlled size in 
the range below 10   nm. In this case, the AuNP – PMo 12  size was 4.4    ±    1.8   nm. Strong 
interaction between PMo 12  and various electrode materials, including  glassy 
carbon  ( GC ), results in adsorption of AuNP – PMo 12  to a GCE. An attractive feature 
of GCE|AuNP – PMo 12  is that both the NP and the linking group are catalytically 
active. Evidence of synergism between catalysis by AuNP centers and PMo 12  in 
the reduction of bromate was obtained  [34] . The voltammetric peak current for 
the reduction of bromate at GCE|AuNP – PMo 12  was 2.2 - times greater than that at 
GCE|PMo 12 , and the overpotential for the reduction of bromate was lower at the 
former electrode. 

 A second variation of the tethering approach is to co - deposit either a polymer 
and NP or a polymer and precursor to a NP (such as   AuCl4

−) from a mixture. A 
typical example is the co - deposition of poly(4 - aminothiophenol), PATP, and 
AuNPs on a GCE  [37] . Initially, an inclusion complex of  4 - aminothiophenyl  ( ATP ) 
and   β  - cyclodextrin  ( CD ) in  dimethylformamide  ( DMF ) was prepared. A fi lm was 
deposited on the GCE by placing  µ l - quantities on the surface and evaporating the 
DMF. The GCE|ATP, CD was put into 0.5   M H 2 SO 4  that contained 0.2   mM HAuCl 4 . 
Cyclic voltammetry between 1.0 and  − 0.1   V versus SCE (100 scans, 50   mV   s  − 1 ) 
resulted in the simultaneous formation of PATP and AuNPs that had an average 
size in the range 8 – 10   nm. Cyclic voltammetry (Figure  11.3 ) and  fi eld - emission 
transmission electron microscopy  ( FETEM ) supported the prediction that a PATP -
 AuNP fi lm forms and grows. The FETEM image showed that the AuNPs are well 
dispersed in the polymer. The data in Figure  11.3  were interpreted as the adsorp-
tion with subsequent reduction of   AuCl4

−  on the fi rst negative - going scan, followed 
by oxidative polymerization of ATP on the initial positive - going scan. The increased 
current with subsequent scans was attributed to increased formation of PATP. The 
role of the CD in the performance of the GC|PATP, CD, AuNP was not stated, but 
its structure can impart conductivity, even to thin fi lms of an insulation material 
on an electrode  [38] .   

 Finally, two - dimensional deposits have been obtained by cooperative binding of 
a mixture of monolayer - protected NPs of opposite charge  [39] . Using Si that was 
oxidized with an air plasma as the base and pH 7 solution as the medium, AuNPs 
with a protecting layer of mercaptoundecanoic acid (negatively charged) and 
AgNPs with a protecting layer of  N,N,N  - trimethyl(11 - mercaptoundecyl)ammo-
nium chloride (positively charged) were adsorbed in various combinations. Immer-
sion of the oxidized Si in a solution containing only the negatively charged AuNPs 
did not give evidence of NPs on the surface. The analogous experiment with posi-
tively charged AgNPs showed only widely scattered NPs on the surface. However, 
when a mixture was used, the surface showed a dense surface coverage of NPs. 
With the mixture of NPs, changing the pH to either 4 or 10 resulted in a much 
lower surface coverage, which is consist with the need to have opposite charges 
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for the cooperative deposition. The method was extended to deposition of multilay-
ers through repeated immersions; here, notably, multilayers were not formed 
unless the prior assembly (including the case with only a single layer) was rinsed 
and dried before next immersion. The assemblies achieved were not applied to 
electrochemistry, but the method has promise for achieving multifunctional nan-
oparticle - modifi ed electrodes.   

   11.2.2 
Deposition of Three - Dimensional Films Containing Metal Nanoparticles 

 Three - dimensional arrays of nanoparticles are of interest because they add to the 
number of catalytic centers relative to a monolayer (or sub - monolayer) coverage 
fi lm on an electrode. The use of multilayer assemblies also can yield multifunc-
tional fi lms on electrode surfaces. The challenge in designing three - dimensional 
composites is to obtain facile mass and charge transport to the electrode. Several 
methods have been used to fabricate such composites. Among the most important 
are  layer - by - layer  ( LbL ) electrostatic assembly and electrochemical deposition of 
a conducting polymer containing dispersed nanoparticles. Other methods such as 
deposition of networks of conducting components generally are variations of these 
basic approaches. 
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     Figure 11.3     Cyclic voltammetry of a glassy 
carbon electrode modifi ed with a fi lm of an 
inclusion complex of 4 - aminothiophenol and 
 β  - cyclodextrin in 0.2   mM HAuCl 4 , 0.5   M 

H 2 SO 4 . Scan rate, 50   mV   s  − 1 ; scan range, 1.0 to 
 − 0.1   V versus SCE. Inset: fi rst scan.  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [37] . 
Copyright 2007 Elsevier.   
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   11.2.2.1    Layer - by - Layer Electrostatic Assemblies Containing Metal Nanoparticles 
 The deposition of multilayers of oppositely charged polyanions was initially 
described in detail by Decher  [40] . Electrostatic interaction was favored as the 
driving force because of the relative independence of steric factors in bonding. 
The assembly process involves immersion of the substrates in alternating solu-
tions of polyelectrolytes of opposite charge with careful rinsing (and often drying) 
between steps. This process not only prevents contamination but also stabilizes 
weakly adsorbed layers. The repulsion effect between adjacent layers tends to 
result in single monolayers deposited in a given cycle. The outer layer after each 
step carries extra charges, so the deposition sequence is planned to give the system 
net anionic or cationic characteristics. The structure of LbL assemblies is typically 
depicted as a spatially well defi ned set of monolayers but is actually highly 
intercalated or  “ fuzzy ”   [40] . The intercalation can be a factor in obtaining high 
conductivity. 

 Various methods for incorporating metal nanoparticles into LbL assemblies 
have been described. Gold nanoparticles functionalized with mixed protecting 
layers consisting of 2 - (12 - mercaptododecyloxy)methyl - 15 - crown - 5 ether and citrate 
(AuNP - CE/Cit) have been synthesized and assembled on an ITO electrode modi-
fi ed with APTES  [41] . Subsequently, alternating layers of PAMAM and AuNP - CE/
Cit were deposited. Quartz crystal microbalance measurements were used to show 
that single monolayers were assembled in each step. The ability to electrostatically 
fabricate PAMAM - containing fi lms in combination with the synthesis of PAMAM -
 encapsulated metal nanoparticles  [42]  provides a convenient route for incorpora-
tion of NPs in LbL assemblies. For example, the LbL assembly of AuNPs 
encapsulated in PAMAM and  myoglobin  ( Mb ) on a  pyrolytic graphite electrode  
( PGE ) resulted in a surface at which the direct electrochemistry of Mb was observed 
(Figure  11.4 )  [43] . Linear assembly of 1 – 8 bilayers,  n , of (PAMAM - Au|Mb)  n   was 
established by UV/visible spectrophotometry of the heme group. An important 
result was that compared to an analogous assembly, but with citrate - protected 

Mb

PAMAM-Au

Electrode

     Figure 11.4     Layer - by - layer electrostatic assembly of gold nanoparticles encapsulated in 
generation - six polyamidoamine (PAMAM - Au) and of myoglobin (Mb).  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [43] . Copyright 2007 The American Chemical Society.   
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AuNPs  [44] , the dendrimer - encapsulated system showed signifi cantly greater 
stability and resisted agglomeration (no agglomeration after 12 adsorption cycles 
versus a limit of 2 – 3 cycles with the citrate - protected system). The PGE|PAMAM -
 Au|Mb)  n   assembly was used to monitor H 2 O 2  at the 10 -  µ M level by amperometry 
at  − 0.1   V versus SCE at pH 7.0.    

   11.2.2.2    Fabrication of Conducting Polymer Films Doped with Metal Nanoparticles 
 Modifying electrodes by electrochemical deposition of fi lms of conducting poly-
mers is a well - established approach to fabricating platforms for such diverse uses 
as fundamental studies of electron transfer and biosensing. A logical extension of 
this methodology is to incorporate metal nanoparticles, particularly to improve 
conductivity and to serve as electrochemical catalysts. Regarding the latter,  poly-
aniline  ( PANI ) has been employed extensively as a fi lm on electrodes; however, 
its utility for electroanalytical studies is limited by the need for an acidic environ-
ment (pH  < 3) to display voltammetric redox activity  [45] . One method to impart 
conductivity at higher pH is to use PANI in a composite with  poly(styrenesulfonate)  
( PSS )  [46] . A direct comparison was made between charge transport across PANI/
PSS and PANI/AuNP composites on gold electrodes in pH 7.5 phosphate (0.1   M) 
buffers  [47] ; the respective fi lm thicknesses were 90    ±    5 and 95    ±    5   nm. In PANI/
AuNP the nanoparticles occupied 25% of the fi lm volume. The 4 - nm AuNPs were 
functionalized with 2 - mercaptoethane sulfonic acid via attachment of the thiol to 
the gold, thereby resulting in negatively charged particles. The PANI/PSS and 
PANI/AuNP fi lms were deposited by voltammetry (100 cycles between  − 0.1 and 
0.9   V versus SCE at 100   mV   s  − 1 ). The redox of PANI was monitored by potential -
 step chronoamperometry. Analysis of the current – time curves demonstrated that 
linear diffusion limited the current. The rate of charge propagation in the PANI/
AuNP fi lm was about 250 - times greater than that with PANI/PSS. 

 A variation of the general method of occlusion of NPs during the electro-
chemical deposition of a conducting polymer was demonstrated for the  poly(3,4 -
 ethylenedioxythiophene)  ( PEDOT ) system. PEDOT has gained attention as a 
conducting polymer for electrode modifi cation because its conductivity is 
maintained at neutral pH. As in the above case with PANI, the deposition 
of PEDOT fi lms on electrodes by continuous cyclic voltammetry of  3,4 - 
ethylenedioxythiophene  ( EDOT ) is an established method  [48] . Inclusion of 
EDOT - protected AuNPs in the precursor solution resulted in electrochemical 
deposition of a composite of PEDOT and AuNPs (10    ±    0.1   nm based on TEM 
with a sampled area containing 30 particles)  [49] , but the nanoparticles were bound 
to the PEDOT structure rather than occluded therein. This deposition was from 
acetonitrile with the potential scanned at 30   mV   s  − 1  between  − 0.5 and 1.9   V versus 
a Ag electrode. 

 Analogous to the deposition of metal NPs on bare electrodes (described in 
Section  11.2.2.1 ), electrodes modifi ed with conducting polymers can serve as the 
base for electrochemical nucleation and growth of metal deposits, including nano-
particles. An example is to fi rst electrochemically modify a carbon substrate with 
PEDOT and then use potentiostatic conditions to reduce a metal complex to the 
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corresponding NPs  [50] . With 2.0   mM H 2 PtCl 6  in 0.1   M H 2 SO 4  as the precursor 
solution, electrolysis at 0.1   V versus SCE deposited 2 – 3   nm PtNPs on a PEDOT -
 modifi ed electrode. Although the NPs tended to aggregate in 30 – 50   nm domains 
on PEDOT, deposition on bare carbon signifi cantly increased both the size of the 
aggregates and of the individual PtNPs. Similar results were reported for the 
electrochemical deposition of mixed Pt – Ru nanoparticles  [51]  and of PtNPs  [52]  
onto PANI. 

 An extension of the systems described in Section  11.2.2 .  1 is to fabricate net-
works of multiple components such as mixed polymers, metal NPs, and one or 
more other catalysts as fi lms on electrodes. Kulesza  et al.   [53]  have described the 
fabrication of a composite of PANI, PtNPs, and PMo 12  on glassy carbon and Pt 
electrodes. The strong adsorption of PMo 12  onto Pt was employed to convert com-
mercially available Pt microclusters into PtNPs by preparing a suspension of the 
former in an acidic PMo 12  solution. The product was 5 – 10   nm PMo 12  - protected 
PtNPs. The network was formed by methodology analogous to LbL electrostatic 
assembly. The electrode was sequentially immersed in PtNP – PMo 12  and 0.07   M 
aniline, 0.5   M H 2 SO 4 . After a 10 - min immersion in the latter, cyclic voltammetry 
(50   mV   s  − 1 ) between  − 0.1 and 0.85   V versus Ag|AgCl formed PANI by oxidation. 
Up to ten bilayers of PtNP – PMo 12 |PANI were formed in this manner. The system 
formed a network because the PtNP – PMo 12  was linked to the PANI.    

   11.3 
Geometric Factors in Electrocatalysis by Nanoparticles 

 In most applications of nanoparticles to electroanalytical measurements, the iden-
tity of the core metal, the presence/absence of the protecting group (if any), the 
size, and in some cases the interparticle spacing are the only structural considera-
tions regarding the NP. This section discusses the roles of NP size and of the 
identity of the core metal(s). The infl uence of NP shape on the electrocatalytic 
behavior is also considered. Although these variables are of concern mainly in the 
design of electrodes for fuel cells at present, they are predicted to emerge as 
important factors in future electroanalytical studies. 

   11.3.1 
Particle Size Effects on Electrocatalysis 

 Electrochemical studies on the infl uence of size of NPs on catalysis have focused 
primarily on the  oxygen reduction reaction  ( ORR ) and CO oxidation on PtNPs. 
Early reports on Pt particle and grain size effects with the ORR as the test system 
gave contradictory results. For example, Bregoli  [54] , Sattler and Ross  [55] , and 
Peuckert  et al.   [56]  have concluded that the activity decreased with decreasing 
particle size, but Bett  et al.   [57]  reported that there is no correlation between par-
ticle size and O 2  reduction activity. In a study of the ORR on Pt thin fi lms with 
nanoscale grains, Poirier and Stoner reported that both the specifi c activity (current 
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density per cm 2  Pt at 0.9   V versus the  reversible hydrogen electrode ,  RHE ) and the 
mass activity (current density per mg Pt at 0.9   V versus RHE) decreased with 
increasing grain size  [58] . That the apparent specifi c activity does not depend on 
the particle size but rather on the interparticle distance was suggested by Watanabe 
 et al.   [59] . When the interparticle distance was greater than ca 20   nm, the specifi c 
activity of Pt particles is maximized due to the absence of overlap of diffusion fi elds 
defi ned in Section  11.1 . Kinoshita attributed the particle size dependence of O 2  
reduction activity to the change of relative fraction of Pt surface atoms on (111) 
and (100) facets as the particle size decreases  [60, 61] . However, this explanation 
is based upon the assumption that the particles have a cubo - octahedral shape  [62] ; 
as discussed in Section  11.3.2 , this is not true in all cases. 

 More recent results have confi rmed that the specifi c activity of PtNPs as catalysts 
of the ORR decreases with decreasing particle size  [63, 64]  The size - dependent 
activity was explained in terms of the stronger oxygen – Pt interaction of the smaller 
particles  [63, 64] . Of particular interest is the measurement of the  potential of zero 
total charge  ( PZTC ). By using the CO replacement method, Mayrhofer  et al.   [63]  
have examined the PZTC of PtNPs of four different sizes, 1, 2, 5, and 30   nm. The 
PZTC was found to decrease with particle size, from 0.285   V (versus RHE) for 
30 - nm PtNPs to 0.245   V for 1 - nm PtNPs. The decrease of PZTC increases the OH 
adsorption. The adsorbed OH occupies the surface Pt sites and, therefore, decreases 
the active sites for the ORR. 

 The negative shift of PZTC agrees with a model proposed by Plieth  [65] . From 
thermodynamic considerations, Plieth showed that the redox potential and the 
 potential of zero charge  ( PZC ) for metal particles in the 1 – 10   nm range shifts in 
the negative direction inversely proportional to the particle radius:

   ∆E
f V

zF r
= − 2 1M     (11.1)  

where 

   ∆  E  is the equilibrium redox potential difference between the particle and bulk 
metal electrode,  

   f  is the surface energy of the particles,  
   V  M  is the molar volume of the metal,  
   z  is the charge of the metal ion,  
   r  is the radius of the particle.    

 Figure  11.5  shows an example based on Plieth ’ s model for PtNPs. A decrease 
in potential greater than 100   mV is shown for PtNPs  < 5   nm. The prediction is 
larger than the value measured by Mayrhofer  et al.   [63] , mainly due to the uncer-
tainty in the surface energy. Corroborating the general prediction of Equation 
 (11.1)  are studies of AgNPs supported on a surface. Electrochemical Ostwald rip-
ening resulted in oxidation and dissolution of small particles in conjunction with 
re - deposition of Ag +  onto larger particles  [66] .   

 The dependence of CO oxidation on particle size has also been reported. Stimm-
ing and coworkers have studied the oxidation of irreversibly adsorbed CO (CO ads ) 
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on 1 – 4   nm PtNPs  [67 – 69] . The studies showed that CO oxidation occurs at more 
positive potentials as the particles become smaller; that is, smaller particles are 
less active for the reaction. This was attributed to the stronger binding and hence 
less mobility of CO on smaller particle surfaces  [67, 68] . Markovic and coworkers 
have examined CO oxidation on 1 – 30   nm PtNPs that were pretreated by two dif-
ferent methods  [70 – 72] . The fi rst was  “ oxide annealing, ”  where the particles were 
subjected to potential cycling between 0.05 and 1.2   V (versus RHE) in Ar - saturated 
0.1   M HClO 4  until a stable voltammogram was obtained. This procedure created 
defect sites on the particle surface. The second was  “ CO annealing, ”  where the 
potential cycling was conducted in CO - saturated 0.1   M HClO 4  for 5   min. CO 
annealing removed the surface defects  [72] . On the particles treated by oxide 
annealing, a negative shift in the potential for the oxidation of CO ads  was observed 
as the particle size increased, whereas the CO - annealed PtNPs did not show size 
dependence for particles smaller than 5   nm. Consistent with these results, the 
oxidation product, CO 2 , probed by infrared spectroscopy, appeared at lower poten-
tials as the particle size was increased with oxide - annealed particles, but the 
appearance potential was not size dependent with CO - annealed particles  [70, 71] . 
On the basis of these observations, it was concluded that a size - dependent potential 
for the oxidation of CO ads  was related to the number of defect sites rather than the 
CO – Pt bond strength. In terms of reaction pathway, the CO oxidant appears to be 
adsorbed OH, (OH ads ), which is the species formed at the defect sites. Notably, the 
oxidation of dissolved CO showed an opposite particle size dependence  [70, 71] . 
This was demonstrated by voltammetry under conditions where the initial poten-
tial was greater than 0.9   V, the surface was populated by OH ads , and the solution 
was CO - saturated 0.1   M HClO 4 . As the potential is scanned toward negative values, 
the amount of OH ads  decreases. In this case, the reaction rate is determined by the 
ability to sustain OH ads . The 1 - nm PtNPs promote an appreciable CO oxidation 
current at 0.6   V, whereas the 30 - nm PtNPs are inactive in terms of CO oxidation 
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     Figure 11.5     Pt nanoparticle redox potential shift as a function of particle size for the reaction 
Pt    →    Pt 2+    +   2e  −  .  ∆  E  is the potential difference between the particle and the bulk. Two particle 
surface energies were used: empty circle, 2.5   N m  − 1 ; fi lled circle, 4.4   N m  − 1 .  
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at this potential. This observation corroborates the interpretation of the PZTC shift 
discussed above  [63] . 

 Electrocatalytic oxidation of methanol, formic acid, and formaldehyde on PtNPs 
of different sizes has been examined  [73] . The rate of methanol oxidation decreases 
with decreasing particle size, but the formic acid oxidation rate increases with 
decreasing particle size. These results were explained by the ensemble effect  [73] . 
For methanol oxidation, the cleavage of C – H bonds requires an ensemble of active 
sites. As the PtNP size decreases, the availability of such sites decreases. Conse-
quently, methanol oxidation, whether or not CO was formed, was impeded. In the 
case of formic acid oxidation, the diminishing number of ensembles of small 
PtNPs results in less CO formation, which in turn decreases the extent of surface 
poisoning by adsorbed CO. More active sites are available for formic acid oxidation 
through the pathway not involving formation of CO. Unlike methanol oxidation, 
the non - CO formation pathway does not require an ensemble of Pt active sites for 
formic acid oxidation. The size - dependent methanol oxidation rates have also been 
explained by stronger CO and OH adsorption  [74] .  

   11.3.2 
Particle Shape Dependence 

 In both electrocatalysis and heterogeneous chemical catalysis, monocrystalline 
surfaces have been extensively used to elucidate the structure – reactivity relation-
ship  [73, 75] . Many reactions relevant to the fuel cell technology were found 
to be structure sensitive  [72, 75, 76] . Of importance is whether this knowledge 
is relevant for practical nm - scale catalysts. To address this issue, it is necessary 
to have shape - control of NPs. Particles with different shapes are enclosed with 
different facets. For example, Pt cubes are enclosed by six {100} facets; but Pt 
octahedra are terminated with eight {111} facets. 

 Investigations of electrocatalysis on shape - controlled NPs have been initiated 
recently. Feliu and coworkers  [77]  have studied formic acid and methanol oxidation 
on 8.2 - nm and 8.6 - nm PtNPs with preferential (100) and (111) faces, respectively. 
The catalytic activity for formic acid oxidation in terms of current density per Pt 
site follows the order (111)    >    (100)    >    polyoriented PtNPs. Although the intrinsic 
activity of (100) - oriented PtNPs is higher than that of (111) - oriented PtNPs, the 
former surface is poisoned much more rapidly by CO, the intermediate of the 
reaction. For methanol oxidation, the catalytic activity at low overpotentials follow 
the order (111)    >    polyoriented    >    (100) PtNPs; the (111) - oriented PtNPs are nearly 
three - times as active as the (100) - oriented PtNPs. Tong and coworkers  [78]  have 
studied methanol oxidation on 10 - nm Pt nano - octahedra/tetrahedra and nanocubes. 
The octahedral/tetrahedral particles are enclosed with {111} facets. Similar to the 
results reported by Feliu  et al.   [77] , the activity for methanol oxidation is higher 
on Pt nano - octahedra/tetrahedra than on nanocubes. 

 These shape - dependent activities are in general agreement with the observations 
made on extended single - crystal surfaces  [77, 78] ; however, some differences are 
apparent when the results obtained on the NP are compared to those on the 
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extended single - crystal surfaces with the same crystal orientation. The peak current 
density of formic acid oxidation on the Pt(100) - extended electrode is nearly ten -
 times that of the (100) - oriented PtNPs  [77] . For methanol oxidation, in contrast, 
the maximum activity on (111) - oriented PtNPs is more than fi ve - times that of 
Pt(111) - extended surface  [77] . In addition, PtNPs with similar shapes but prepared 
by different methods also show distinctly different methanol oxidation activity  [77, 
78] . Several factors may contribute to these observations. Residual surfactant, such 
as PVP, used in the synthesis of NPs may infl uence the catalytic effi ciency. The 
quantity is signifi cant; after treatment with NaOH, the PtNPs prepared in PVP 
micelles had more than 10 wt% PVP  [78] . The effect of this residue on catalytic 
activity has not been explored in detail. Second, there is uncertainty in the surface 
atomic arrangement of NPs. The shapes are determined typically by TEM; ideal 
(111) or (100) surface atomic arrangements are assumed for octahedra/tetrahedra 
and cubes, respectively. This assumption does not always hold as defects on par-
ticles may form. In addition, TEM is a local probe, only sampling a small fraction 
of the total NPs. 

 It is well known that the adsorption and desorption of underpotential - deposited 
hydrogen atoms (H UPD ) on single crystal surfaces of Pt - group metals exhibit sharp 
current peaks in voltammograms  [79] . The peak potentials and shapes are charac-
teristic of different surface orientations and can be used to characterize the Pt 
surface. The fractions of different surface sites are readily estimated from approxi-
mating the areas of different peaks  [79, 80] , but deconvolution of overlapping peaks 
to separate contributions from different crystal faces is required for quantitative 
assessment. In addition, the contribution of the (111) terrace spreads over a large 
potential range, which makes accurate evaluation diffi cult. Taking advantage of 
the fact that bismuth and tellurium adsorb exclusively on (111) terraces and 
germanium adsorbs on (100) terraces of Pt, Feliu and coworkers have recently 
developed a method to probe the fraction of a particle surface with (111) and (100) 
orientation  [80] . Using Bi adsorption on the (111) terrace as an example, a full 
coverage of irreversibly adsorbed Bi (Bi ads ) was formed on a Pt surface, and the 
charge related to Bi ads  oxidation,  q  Bi , in a voltammogram was obtained (Figure  11.6 ) 
 [80] . This charge was converted into the equivalent charge of H UPD  desorption from 
(111) sites, denoted as   qt

111
1

( )
− . The total H UPD  desorption charge is obtained by 

integration of current under the H UPD  peaks. The ratio of   qt
111

1
( )
−  to the total charge 

is the fraction of Pt(111) sites. The relationship between  q  Bi  and   qt
111

1
( )
−  is  [80] :

   q qt
Bi = ( )

−0 64 111
1.     (11.2)     

 This calibration equation was obtained by correlating  q  Bi  on Pt stepped surfaces 
with (111) terraces of various widths and plotting these charges versus   qt

111
1

( )
−  

(Figure  11.7 ). The experimental slope, 0.64, agrees with the theoretical value, 0.66, 
which comes from the fact that one Bi can block H adsorption on three Pt sites 
and the Bi is oxidized to Bi(OH) 2 . Through a similar process using the oxidation 
of irreversibly adsorbed Ge, the fraction of (100) sites is obtained  [80] . This semi -
 empirical means to  in situ  probing of the Pt surface structure is very useful for 
understanding electrocatalysis with NPs.   
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 Because of a higher density of step and kink sites, a surface plane with a high 
Miller index generally has a greater catalytic activity than one with a low Miller 
index  [81, 82] . A challenge in optimizing the geometry of NPs for catalysis is that 
particles with high - index facets are diffi cult to synthesize. The surface energy of 
high - index facets is higher than that of low - index facets. Consequently, the growth 
rates perpendicular to the high - index facets are faster than those of the low - index 
facets, resulting in the disappearance of high - index facets. By using a variation of 
the double - pulse electrochemical method described in Section  11.2.1.1 , Sun and 
coworkers  [83]  were able to produce  Pt tetrahexahedra ,  Pt(THH) , particles with a 
controlled size over the range 20 – 220   nm. Geometrically, THH can be viewed as 
a cube with a square - based pyramid on each face, so each particle contains 24 
faces. Each of these faces is a {730} facet. By using a similar electrochemical pulse 
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     Figure 11.6     Linear scan voltammograms of 
Pt step single - crystal electrodes measured in 
0.5   M H 2 SO 4  with (solid curve) and without 
(dashed curve) irreversibly adsorbed Bi. Scan 

rate, 50   mV   s  − 1 .  Reprinted with permission 
from Reference  [80] . Copyright 2008 The 
Royal Society of Chemistry.   
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deposition approach, Pt and Pd particles with other shapes have been made  [84, 
85] . The particles enclosed by higher Miller index planes may have higher catalytic 
activity and selectivity than those with basal planes. Compared with Pt/C or Pt 
spheres, the Pt(THH) particles show a 2 – 4 times enhancement in catalytic activity 
towards methanol and formic acid oxidation  [83] .  

   11.3.3 
Particle Composition Dependence 

 It has been long recognized in surface science that the catalytic activity and selec-
tivity of a given metal can be signifi cantly modifi ed by alloying with a second metal. 
This modifi cation is explained by the d - band theory, which was developed mainly 
by N ø rskov and coworkers  [86 – 89] . The key concept is that the adsorption energy 
of adsorbates depends on the metal d - band center, and, when a metal is alloyed, 
the d - band center (average) energy is changed  [86] . Whether the d - band energy is 
increased or decreased depends on two cumulative factors, the strain effect and 
the ligand effect  [88, 89] . The strain effect arises from the difference in the lattice 
constant of the alloying metals. This concept can be explained by considering the 
example of a metal monolayer epitaxially grown on top of another metal. If the 
top layer metal has a smaller lattice constant than the substrate metal, the inter -
 atomic distance of the neighboring atoms of the top layer will be longer than that 
of the bulk metal. The monolayer is then under tensile strain. In contrast, if the 
metal in the top layer has a lattice constant that is larger than that of the substrate, 
the metal fi lm will be under compressive strain. When the surface atoms are under 
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     Figure 11.7     Linear relationship between Bi ads  redox charge and the equivalent H adsorption 
charge from (111) sites on the terrace of Pt step surfaces.  �  Pt (n, n, n – 2) electrodes;  �  Pt 
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tensile strain, the d - orbital overlap is decreased; consequently, the d - band becomes 
narrower. To conserve the d - band fi lling and the number of d states, the d - band 
center energy increases  [86] . In terms of electrochemical potential, the d - band 
center becomes more negative. The increase of the d - band center facilitates the 
donation of metal d - electrons to the lowest unoccupied orbital of adsorbates, thus 
increasing the adsorption energy. Conversely, the compressed strain causes the 
broadening of the d - band and therefore a downshift of the d - band center energy 
 [87] . The adsorption energy is then lower compared to the bulk metal. 

 The ligand effect mainly comes from the electronic interaction of the two metals 
 [88, 89] . In metal alloys or layered - metal thin fi lms, the metal atoms have hetero -
 nuclei metal – metal bonds. Their electronic structures will be different from those 
of the corresponding pure metals where only homo - nuclei metal – metal bonds 
exist. The change of the electronic structure modifi es the chemical properties of 
the metal as well. The strain effect and the ligand effect can change the d  -  band 
energy in either the same or the opposite direction. 

 The d  -  band theory is used increasingly to explain the observed electrocatalytic 
activity changes caused by either alloying or deposition of layered metals  [90 – 92] . 
The theory is used to explain the activity decrease toward methanol oxidation of 
Pt sub - monolayer thin fi lms deposited on Au electrodes or Au nanoparticles  [93, 
94] . It also is employed to understand O 2  reduction on Pt - based alloy particles and 
Pt monolayers deposited on non - Pt surfaces  [90 – 92] . Correlation between the 
d - band center position and the O 2  reduction activity has been demonstrated on Pt 
monolayer - covered single crystal surfaces and on Pt 3 Ni(111) alloy surfaces  [90 – 92] . 
The reduction of O 2  on Pt monolayers deposited on Au(111), Rh(111), Pd(111), 
Ru(0001), and Ir(111) surfaces provides an example application of this theory  [95] . 
Pt fi lms deposited on Pd(111) show the highest catalytic activity toward O 2  
reduction, and the Pt fi lms on Ru(0001) have the lowest activity. The observation 
of the volcano - shape of the plot of activity versus d  -  band center energy was 
explained by invoking two competing factors  [95] . The reduction of O 2  to H 2 O 
involves the breaking of O – O bond and the formation of the O – H bond. Increasing 
the d  -  band center energy facilitates the breaking of O – O bond due to stronger 
adsorption energy of the product, atomic oxygen (O). However, the stronger 
adsorption energy slows the hydrogenation of O and OH, leading to the accumula-
tion of adsorbed O and OH on the surface, thereby hindering further O 2  adsorp-
tion. This demonstration of how the activity of a catalyst is modifi ed by balancing 
two competing factors suggests a general route for the rational design of high -
 performance catalysts. 

 Enhancement of the ORR was observed on Pt - based alloys and Pt - monolayer 
covered non - noble metal NPs  [90 – 92] . The presence of a second metal changes 
the Pt – Pt inter - atomic distance  [96]  and, therefore, the d  -  band position. PtNi and 
PtCo alloy nanoparticles were among the fi rst examples of enhancement of the 
ORR by alloying  [96, 97] . Recently, Strasser and coworkers showed that de - alloying 
of PtCu nanoparticles by electrochemically dissolving Cu from the particles sig-
nifi cantly increases the rate of the ORR  [98 – 100] . The enhanced activity was 
believed to arise from the presence of a Pt - rich surface on top of a PtCu core. 
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 Another effect of inclusion of a second metal in a NP is to introduce active sites 
that facilitate the removal of strongly adsorbed reaction intermediates that can 
otherwise poison the surface. In this regard, addition of an oxyphilic metal, such 
as Ru, to a Pt catalyst was reported to enhance methanol oxidation  [101] . The 
increase in activity was attributed mainly to the  “ bifunctional mechanism, ”  in 
which the role of Ru is to provide adsorbed oxygen - containing species (generally 
believed to be OH ads ). OH ads  is an oxidant toward CO ads , which is an intermediate 
of methanol oxidation. The presence of CO ads  on Pt poisons the surface by blocking 
active sites for methanol oxidation. The formation of OH ads  mitigates the poison-
ing of the surface. Because OH ads  formation occurs at a much more positive 
potential on Pt than on Ru, the addition of Ru to a PtNP decreases the potential 
required for electrochemical formation of OH ads  and consequently facilitates 
removal of CO ads . In addition, the presence of Ru modifi es the electronic structure 
of Pt in a manner that weakens CO adsorption on Pt  [102 – 105] . The signifi cance 
of this second effect is still under debate. Surface - enhanced Raman spectroscopic 
studies reveal that the Pt – CO stretch vibration frequency is not changed by the 
presence of Ru  [106] . However, a temperature - programmed desorption experi-
ment  [104]  and density function calculations  [107, 108]  both show that the CO 
adsorption energy is smaller on a Pt monolayer deposited on a Ru(0001) surface 
than on pure Pt. The contradiction may result from the difference in these surface 
structures. In the former case, Ru is on top of Pt, while in the latter Pt is on top 
of Ru. In fact, the activity toward methanol oxidation of Pt - covered Ru is higher 
than that of PtRu alloy catalysts, underscoring the structural sensitivity  [92] . 

 In summary, the foregoing discusses the effects of nanoparticle size, shape, and 
composition on electrocatalysis. It is demonstrated that all these factors strongly 
infl uence the catalytic activity of nanoparticles. Basic understanding of how these 
factors affect electrocatalysis has been obtained. Although the discussions are 
mostly in the context of fuel cell reactions, it is foreseeable that these factors can 
play important roles in improving the sensitivity and selectivity of nanoparticle -
 based electrochemical measurements. Rational design of nanoparticles with size, 
shape, and composition control to target specifi c analytical problems arguably is 
next step in improving the performance of nanoparticle - based analytical methods.   

   11.4 
Analytical Applications of Electrodes Modifi ed with Metal Nanoparticles 

 Metal nanoparticles are applied to electroanalytical methodology primarily in three 
ways. First, they can serve as electron - transfer catalysts, thereby permitting the 
oxidation or reduction of analytes that otherwise undergo a slow electrode reaction 
or are not electrochemically active in the available potential window. Second, they 
can enhance the electrochemical utility of certain modifi ed electrodes by increas-
ing the conductivity of the modifi er or extending the pH range of its conductivity. 
Third, they can improve the stability of modifi ed electrodes by anchoring electron -
 transfer mediators to the system. In the last case, synergism in catalysis by the 
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nanoparticle and the anchored mediator has been hypothesized. The applications 
are categorized according to the type of analyte, except that enzyme - based sensors 
that include NPs are treated as a special case. The examples cited below do not 
comprise a comprehensive review of the literature. Among the reviews available 
on this topic are those by Guo  et al.   [2] , Katz  et al.   [4] , and Hernandez - Santos  et al.  
 [109] . 

   11.4.1 
Determination of Inorganic Analytes 

 Nanoparticle - assisted electrochemical determinations have been reported for 
various inorganic analytes, including As III , Sb III , H 2 O 2 , nitrite, nitric oxide, hydra-
zine, Cr VI , transition metal cations, and oxyhalogenates. Reports on the determina-
tion of As III  illustrate the scope of NP - assisted electroanalytical methods. 
Voltammetric determinations based on the catalyzed oxidation of As III  are the most 
common of these applications. Electrocatalytic oxidation of As III  by PtNPs  [110, 
111]  and mediation of this oxidation by cobalt oxide NPs on glassy carbon are 
representative examples  [112] .Figures  11.8  and  11.9  show the voltammetric 
signatures of simple catalysis and catalysis via mediation of electron transfer. 
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     Figure 11.8     Electrocatalytic oxidation of As III  
at a PtNP - coated glassy carbon electrode 
(GCE) containing carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 
on the surface: (a) CNT/GCE, (b) PtNP|GCE, 
and (c) PtNP|CNT/GCE. Solution, 0.04   mM 

As III  in 0.1   M H 2 SO 4 ; initial potential, 0.4   V; 
scan rate, 100   mV   s  − 1 .  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [110] . Copyright 
2008 Elsevier.   
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Regarding the former, As III  is not oxidized at bare GCE, but at GCE|PtNP an anodic 
peak corresponding to As III  concentration is developed (Figure  11.8 )  [110] . The 
potential of the anodic peak labeled b in Figure  11.8  is not related to a process 
involving oxidation of Pt, which precludes catalysis of As III  oxidation by a mediated 
pathway involving Pt species. Also illustrated is that inclusion of  carbon nanotube s 
( CNT s) with the PtNPs (Figure  11.8 , curve c) increases the current for the oxida-
tion of As III . The anodic peak potential was the same with GCE|PtNP and 
GCE|PtNP - CNT, so the likely role of the CNTs is to amplify the anodic current 
because of an increase in surface area. In support of this conjecture, the peak 
current was proportional to the square root of scan rate with both GCE|PtNP and 
GCE|PtNP - CNT electrodes, which is indicative of a diffusion - limited process; 
therefore, the CNTs do not amplify the current by increasing the rate of electron 
transfer. In contrast, the data in Figure  11.9   [112]  clearly indicate a mediated 
pathway such as that in  (11.3)  and  (11.4) :

   Co Co e electrochemicalII III→ + ( )−     (11.3)  

   2 2Co As Co As chemicalIII III II V+ → + ( )     (11.4)     

 The regeneration of Co II  increases the peak current related to Equation  (11.3)  in 
proportion to the As III  concentration. 

 The general behavior of As III  at NP - modifi ed electrodes permitted extensions of 
the voltammetric determination of that analyte. An anodic stripping procedure has 
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     Figure 11.9     Mediated oxidation of As III  at a 
glassy carbon electrode (GCE) modifi ed with 
cobalt oxide nanoparticles. (a) bare GCE in 
pH 7 buffer, (b) bare GCE in 0.07   mM As III  in 
pH 7 buffer, (c) CoO – NP|GCE in pH 7 buffer, 

(d) CoO – NP|GCE in 0.07   mM As III  in pH 7 
buffer. Scan rate, 20   mV   s  − 1 .  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [112] . Copyright 
2008 Elsevier.   
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been developed for As III  determinations using a GCE|AuNP electrode  [113] . The 
potentiostatic reduction of As III  to As 0  in 1   M HNO 3  served as the accumulation 
step; the anodic stripping was performed by square wave voltammetry. A detection 
limit of 0.25    µ g   l  − 1  was reported. The voltammetry of As III  at an electrode modifi ed 
with AuNPs capped with poly(L - lactide) provided a route for the indirect determi-
nation of hydrogen sulfi de  [114] . Sulfi de inhibits As III  oxidation at AuNPs via the 
formation of As 2 S 3 . Perhaps as important as the analytical result was the demon-
stration that the expected inhibition from formation of Au – S bonds did not occur, 
which suggests that poly(L - lactide) is so strongly bonded to AuNPs that a place 
exchange reaction with sulfi de was blocked. 

 The voltammetry of the Sb 0,III  couple at a AgNP - modifi ed electrode was analo-
gous to that of As 0,III  at a AuNP - modifi ed electrode  [115] . This permitted the 
determination of Sb III  by anodic stripping voltammetry. Here,  carbon screen -
 printed electrode s ( CSPE s) were modifi ed with 50 - nm AgNPs that were electro-
chemically deposited, a process that yielded nm - scale aggregates of AgNPs. The 
Sb 0  was deposited from a pH 2 solution of Sb III  at  − 0.6   V versus Ag|AgCl. The 
oxidation of Sb 0  was observed at  − 0.18   V. When either bare CSPEs or solid Ag 
electrodes were used, a stripping current was not observed. A detection limit of 
0.7   nM was reported when a 200 - s preconcentration time was used. In this regard, 
with a 10  − 8    M Sb III  sample (presumably with a 200 - s preconcentration time), the 
precision was 3.5% (ten trials). Bi III  generally interferes with the voltammetry of 
Sb III  because of similar electrochemical behavior, but at CSPE|AgNP separate 
stripping peaks were observed when both ions were 0.1    µ M. 

 The electrochemistry of hydrogen peroxide is of importance to diverse areas of 
science. In fuel cell technology it is an intermediate in the four - electron reduction 
of O 2 , so optimizing this electrode reaction requires consideration of catalysis for 
the reduction of hydrogen peroxide to water. Designs of amperometric biosensors 
that employ oxidase enzymes in conjunction with O 2  as the oxidizing agent like-
wise need to consider this reduction process. Several investigations have employed 
metal NPs as catalysts for the reduction of hydrogen peroxide, including Au  [116] , 
Pt  [117] , Ag  [118] , and Cu  [119] . Films cast from methyltrimethoxysilane - derived 
sol – gels on GCEs were doped with AuNPs by including them in the precursor sol 
 [116] . The quantity of the AuNPs was suffi cient to make the sol – gel fi lm highly 
conductive. This dopant not only catalyzed the reduction of hydrogen peroxide but 
also lowered the resistance of the sol – gel fi lm. In pH 7.0 phosphate buffer (0.1   M), 
the onset of the reduction was observed near 0.0   V versus SCE, and the limiting 
current was developed near  − 0.5   V when point - by - point chronoamperometry was 
used to obtain the current – voltage curve. The difference between the onset poten-
tial and the point at which a limiting current was observed was indicative of a low 
electron - transfer rate constant even when AuNPs were used as a catalyst. Consist-
ent with this result, cyclic voltammetry did not show a peak current prior to the 
onset of reduction of the supporting electrolyte when the electrode was modifi ed 
with a AuNP - doped sol – gel fi lm  [116] . Nevertheless, a linear calibration curve over 
the range 2.5 – 45    µ M was obtained by chronoamperometry at  − 0.5   V. The stability 
of the electrode was at least one week. 
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 A composite fi lm for the determination of hydrogen peroxide that consisted of 
PtNPs imbedded in a graphite - like matrix was fabricated by co - sputtering Pt and 
carbon on a Si substrate  [117] . Based on its oxidation at 0.57   V versus Ag|AgCl a 
linear calibration plot was reported over the range 2    µ M – 5   mM H 2 O 2 . A composite 
fi lm that gave possible synergism between two species as catalysts was prepared 
by depositing AgNPs (20 – 40   nm) by a chemical reduction method on  multiwalled 
carbon nanotube s ( MWCNT s)  [118] . These AgNP - decorated MWCNTs were used 
to modify GCE for a study of the voltammetric reduction of H 2 O 2 . The H 2 O 2  
reduction potential at GCE|AgNP - MWCNT in pH 7.0 phosphate buffer,  − 0.64   V 
versus SCE, was less negative than that at GCE|AgNP, which suggests synergism 
between AgNPs and MWCNTs as catalysts. 

 Synergism between NPs and a second catalyst on a modifi ed electrode can result 
in a lower overpotential, such as in the above example, and/or an increase in 
sensitivity. The latter occurs if the NP increases the rate of electron transfer from 
a value that gives a kinetic - limited current to a value where the current is mass -
 transport limited. Clearly, synergistic catalysis has analytical merit in this case. If 
the only role of the NP is to lower the overpotential, the primary analytical signifi -
cance is to potentially improve the selectivity; this presumes that electrocatalysis 
of processes involving concomitants in a sample are not also catalyzed. Cases can 
be envisioned where the NPs increase the effective area of the electrode; for 
example, if the second catalyst is bound to the NP and the electrochemical reaction 
does not occur except at the NP centers, the effective area will be determined by 
the size and population of the NPs. Here, the sensitivity will be increased by the 
presence of NPs even if the electrochemical reaction is mass - transport limited 
when only the second catalyst is present. 

 Modifi cation of a Nafi on - coated Pt electrode by imbedding CuO - NPs (1 – 3   nm) 
resulted in a surface at which the mediated reduction of H 2 O 2  occurred at  − 0.3   V 
versus SCE in 0.1   M NaOH  [119] . That is, the electrode process was analogous to 
that shown in  (11.3)  and  (11.4)   . A chronoamperometric calibration curve showed 
a linear range of 15 – 80    µ M. The detection limit (3 σ  criterion) was reported as 
60   nM. The modifi ed electrodes retained 90% of their original activity after storage 
at 4    ° C for nearly 4 weeks. For the purpose of determining H 2 O 2 , electrodeposition 
in conjunction with a templated electrode surface has been used to obtain a homo-
geneous distribution of AgNPs on GCE  [120] . Type I collagen in the range 40 –
 400   ng   l  − 1  forms three - dimensional networks on GCE. The concentration infl uences 
the interparticle distance, NP size, and the degree of aggregation. For applications 
to the reduction of H 2 O 2 , a network was formed with 100   ng   l  − 1  collagen, and the 
AgNPs were deposited for 80   s at  − 0.1   V versus SCE from a 5   mM AgNO 3 , 0.1   M 
KNO 3  solution. The current – time curve at  − 0.3   V reached steady - state in 2   s when 
the sample solution was 1   mM H 2 O 2  in pH 6.5 phosphate buffer; the electrode 
system retained its original sensitivity after 30 - day storage in a N 2  atmosphere 
at 4    ° C. The chronoamperometric detection limit (3 σ  criterion) was 0.7    µ M. Of 
these characteristics, the stability is the more noteworthy feature of this modifi ed 
electrode. 

 The determination of oxides of nitrogen is an important application of NPs to 
electroanalytical chemistry. Seed - mediated growth of AuNPs on ITO  [12]  has been 
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used to fabricate a platform for the sensing of nitrite on the basis of its electrocata-
lytic oxidation. A chronoamperometric calibration curve obtained at 0.93   V versus 
Ag|AgCl was linear over the range 1.0    µ M – 0.5   mM ( r    =   0.9988), and the detection 
limit (3 σ  criterion) was 0.65    µ M. The electrode reaction was the AuNP - catalyzed 
oxidation of NO produced from disproportionation of HNO 2  at pH  < 3. Similar 
results were reported with seed - mediated growth of AuNPs on a GCE  [121] . The 
analytical fi gures - of - merit with GCE|AuNP  [121]  were higher by a factor of 10 
than with ITO|AuNP  [12] , but cyclic voltammetry, which gives a greater capaci-
tance current than chronoamperometry, was used to obtain the data in the study 
with ITO. 

 Metal ions have also been determined at NP - modifi ed electrodes. The determi-
nation of Cr VI  in the presence of Cr III  has been achieved at an AuNP|ITO electrode 
 [122] . A series of cyclic voltammetry experiments verifi ed that AuNPs catalyze the 
reduction of Cr VI  (Figure  11.10 ). The reduction at bare ITO and a continuous fi lm 
of Au on ITO occurred at about  − 0.05   V versus Ag|AgCl. Subsequently, ITO|AuNP 
was fabricated by staircase cyclic voltammetry over the range 1.5   V (initial poten-
tial) to  − 0.5   V (switching potential) at 100   mV   s  − 1  in 1   mM HAuCl 4 , 0.01   M H 2 SO 4 , 
0.01   M Na 2 SO 4  solution. On the fi rst scan nucleation and initial deposition of 
AuNPs was observed in the range 0.2 – 0.0   V. Subsequent scans increased the size 
of the AuNPs without initiating additional nucleation. With fi ve deposition cycles, 
the AuNPs were in the range 20 – 30   nm. Potentiostatic deposition results in larger 
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     Figure 11.10     Staircase cyclic voltammetry of 
Cr VI  at bulk gold and at indium tin oxide in 
various stages of modifi cation by gold 
nanoparticles. Solution, 50    µ M Cr VI  in 0.01   M 

NaCl, 0.01   M HCl; scan rate, 100   mV   s  − 1 . 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
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electrode was transferred into 0.5   M HNO 3  
prior to voltammetry.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [123] . Copyright 
2008 The Royal Society of Chemistry.   

AuNPs (100 – 150   nm) and a greater size distribution. Chronoamperometry in 
stirred solution with 0.2   V as the applied potential gave a linear dynamic range of 
0.5 – 50    µ M and a detection limit (3 σ  criterion) of 0.1    µ M.   

 The scope of NP - based electroanalytical methods has been extended by Yantsee 
 et al.   [123] , who used superparamagnetic Fe 3 O 4  NPs (5.8    ±    0.9   nm) that were func-
tionalized with  dimercaptosuccinic acid  ( DMSA ), which is a general complexing 
agent. Exchange of metal ions such as Cd II , Pb II , Cu II , and Ag I  onto Fe 3 O 4  - DMSA 
nanoparticles was followed by collection of these NPs on a magnetic electrode 
(GCE with an electromagnetic core). The preconcentrated metal ions were reduced 
at  − 0.85   V versus Ag|AgCl for 60   s in 0.5   M HCl. The analytical signal was the re -
 oxidation current obtained by square wave voltammetry during a positive - going 
potential scan. The ability to use this method to measure Pb II  in rat urine is illus-
trated by the results in Figure  11.11 . The method detected the background level 
of lead in rat urine (0.5    ±    0.2    µ g   Pb   L  − 1 , measured by ICP - MS).    

   11.4.2 
Determination of Organic and Biologically Important Analytes 

 Electroanalytical methods for organic compounds often require a catalyst and 
some means of protecting the electrode from passivation by adsorption of the 
analyte, its electrolysis product, and/or concomitant species in the sample. Metal 
NPs are being used for the former purpose and can mitigate passivation in some 
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cases by altering the electrode reaction to yield a product that is not surface active. 
This section describes some examples of how NPs are being used to provide 
improved electroanalytical methodology. 

 Modifi cation of an electrode with a combination of a conducting polymer and 
metal NPs is an approach to addressing the limitations of electroanalytical methods 
for organic compounds. An example is to use AuNPs with polyaniline (PANI). 
However, PANI can present a problem in that it is not conductive in contact with 
solutions at pH ’ s greater than 3 – 4. Doping PANI with AuNPs alleviated the 
problem of pH - dependent conductivity  [124] . Here, the AuNPs were capped with 
 mercaptosuccinate  ( MSA ) and used in conjunction with positively charged PANI 
to fabricate a fi lm on a gold electrode by LbL electrostatic assembly  [40] . Initially, 
a  3 - mercapto - 1 - propanesulfonate  ( MPS ) monolayer was formed on the Au elec-
trode. Alternating immersions in 1   mM, pH 2.6 PANI and 30    µ g   l  − 1  AuNP - MSA 
solutions (15   min each) resulted in the assembly of a bilayer. Using a Au|MPS|
(PANI/AuNP - MSA) 5  assembly, the oxidation of NADH in pH 7.1 phosphate buffer 
was observed at 0.05   V versus Ag|AgCl. The peak current for the oxidation of 
NADH increased with bilayer number,  n , over the range 5 – 12. The carboxylate 
group of the MSA on AuNP - MSA permitted attachment of various biomolecules 
to the modifi ed electrode. By attachment of amino - terminated DNA  “ catcher 
probes, ”  the system was used to electrochemically detect DNA hybridization and 
was able to discriminate complementary from non - complementary DNA sequences 
 [124] . 

 Because it maintains its conductivity at neutral pH, PEDOT [poly(3,4 - 
ethylenedioxythiophene)] is an attractive alternative to PANI as a conducting 
polymer for electrode modifi cation. Electrochemical formation of PEDOT that is 
dopted with AuNPs capped with a layer of 3,4 - ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) has 
been reported. This procedure was analogous to the Brust – Schiffrin method  [35, 
36]  except EDOT rather than an alkanethiol was the protecting group  [125] . The 
AuNPs were in the 50 – 100   nm range. The composite was used for the elec-
trochemical determination of  dopamine  ( DA ) in the presence of excess  ascorbic 
acid  ( AA )  [125] . Modifi cation of a GCE with AuNP - PEDOT was by cyclic volta-
mmetry of AuNP - EDOT in acetonitrile (potential range  − 0.5 to 1.9   V versus a Ag 
electrode). A characteristic of PEDOT is that it has both hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic regions. Oxidation of DA to dopamine -  o  - quinone occurred in the 
hydrophobic region, and the oxidation of AA to dehydroascorbic acid occurred in 
the hydrophilic region. The DA oxidation at pH 7.4 was at 0.12   V at GCE, 
GCE|PEDOT, and GCE|PEDOT - AuNP electrodes. Relative to GCE, the peak 
current was increased by 33% and 48% at GCE|PEDOT and GCE|PEDOT - AuNP. 
The role of the AuNPs was attributed to weak adsorption of DA thereon; however, 
alternative explanations are that the effective surface area of the electrode was 
increased and/or the rate of electron transfer was increased by the AuNPs. In 
support of the latter explanation, the AuNPs decreased the separation of the anodic 
and cathodic peaks in the cyclic voltammetry of DA, and with GCE|PEDOT - AuNP 
the oxidation approached a diffusion - limited process (Figure  11.12 ). In mixtures, 
the oxidations of DA and AA occurred at about the same potential at GCE but were 
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separated by 230   mV on GCE|PEDOT and GCE|PEDOT - AuNP. Pulse voltammetry 
for the determination of DA gave a linear calibration curve in the nM range with 
a detection limit of 2   nM.   

 The simultaneous determination of DA and AA also was achieved at a  carbon 
paste electrode  ( CPE ) modifi ed with a fi lm of carbon nanofi bers that were deco-
rated with PdNPs  [126] . Electrospinning a  polyacrylonitrile  ( PAN ), Pd(acetate) 2  
solution followed by heating in air at 230    ° C, in H 2  – Ar at 300    ° C, and fi nally at 
1100    ° C in H 2  – Ar carbonized the PAN into nanofi bers and reduced the Pd II  to 
PdNP. A fi lm of PdNP - decorated nanofi bers was cast onto a CPE. At pH 4.5, 
a ternary mixture showed separate anodic peaks at 195, 372, and 565   mV for AA, 
DA, and  uric acid  ( UA ), respectively. By differential pulse voltammetry, DA was 
determined in the  µ M range in the presence of a 2000 - fold excess of AA and 
a 1000 - fold excess of UA. Ternary mixtures of these compounds were also 
determined at a GCE modifi ed with  choline  ( Ch ) and AuNPs  [127] . The GCE was 
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     Figure 11.12     Cyclic voltammetry of 0.5   mM 
dopamine in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer at (a) 
a bare glassy carbon electrode (GCE), (b) 
GCE|PEDOT, and (c) GCE|PEDOT - AuNP. 

Scan rate,   υ  , 50   mV   s  − 1 ; inset: anodic peak 
current versus   υ   1/2 .  Reprinted with permission 
from Reference  [125] . Copyright 2005 Elsevier.   
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initially modifi ed by covalent linkage of Ch via hydroxyl groups using cyclic volta-
mmetry (six cycles between  − 1.7 and 1.8   V versus SCE in 1   mM Ch, 10   mM KCl 
at pH 7.0). The AuNPs were electrochemically deposited by a 5 - min electrolysis 
at  − 0.2   V in HAuCl 4  (0.2   mg   ml  − 1 ). The difference in cyclic voltammetric peak 
potentials for pairs of components were the following: 140 (DA and AA), 140 (DA 
and UA), and 280   mV (AA and UA). Differential pulse voltammetry was used to 
determine simultaneously DA and UA at the  µ M level in the presence of a 1000 -
 fold excess of AA. 

 Applications that employ mediated electron - transfer can be problematic in terms 
of selectivity as the potential at which an electrode reaction occurs is determined 
primarily by the formal potential of the mediator; hence, coupling electrochemistry 
to a separation method such as HPLC is an important analytical method. An 
example is provided by the determination of  homocysteine  ( hcys ) and penicillamine 
at a CPE modifi ed with  cystamine  ( Cyst ) to which a layer of AuNPs is attached  [128] . 
Cyclic voltammetry at bare CPE and CPE|Cyst did not yield a signal for the oxidation 
of 0.1   mM hcys. With CPE|Cyst - AuNP, anodic peaks were observed at 600 and 
950   mV versus Ag|AgCl. The former was due to oxidation of hcys, and the latter to 
the oxidation of AuNP. A hydrodynamic voltammogram was obtained with point -
 by - point variation of the applied potential and amperometric detection in a fl ow -
 injection system. A potential of 600   mV was determined to yield the highest signal - to - 
background ratio. But at this potential other compounds related to hcys gave an 
amperometric response. Using CPE|Cyst - AuNP in an amperometric detector for 
HPLC with a pH 2 mobile phase provided baseline resolution of the following 
compounds (detection limits, 3 σ  criterion, in parentheses): cys (20   nM), hcys 
(30   nM), glutathione (90   nM), penicillamine (120   nM), and  N  - acetylcysteine (30   nM).   

   11.5 
Conclusions 

 Metal nanoparticles have been used in electroanalytical methodology as catalysts, 
to enhance conductivity of fi lms on electrodes, and to provide conductive tethers 
between electrodes and species that serve analytical functions such as capturing 
agents for preconcentration and electron - transfer mediators. The catalytic function 
generally duplicates, rather than extends, the performance of conventional elec-
trode modifi ers. However, nanoparticles are advantageous in terms of utilization 
of mass of expensive materials, particularly when they are used as dispersed, two -
 dimensional nanoarrays. The nanoarrays are also of interest in terms of improving 
the ratio of faradaic to capacitive current in voltammetry, a factor that can optimize 
detection limits in potentiodynamic methods. Nanoparticles as dopants in an 
electrocatalytic composite also have promise in terms of synergistic catalysis. 
Geometric factors are anticipated to receive greater attention in future electro-
analytical applications as the size, shape, and composition of nanoparticles con-
tinue to be demonstrated to have a strong infl uence over catalytic behavior in 
fundamental investigations.  
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  12 
Single Molecule and Single event 
Nanoelectrochemical Analysis    
  Shanlin     Pan    and    Gangli     Wang   

        12.1 
Introduction 

 In the past decade, the concept of single - molecule detection has been extended to 
the identifi cation and quantifi cation of individual small molecules, biomacromol-
ecules, nanoparticles, or single interaction events such as protein – protein inter-
actions and conformation changes of individual proteins and  ribonucleic acid  
( RNA ) molecules  [1 – 7] . Currently most single - molecule studies rely on radioactive 
labeling and optical methods such as photoluminescence and surface enhanced 
Raman spectroscopy  [8, 9] . The challenges of single - molecule detection using 
electrochemical methods reside in the weak signals associated with the charge 
transfer or mass transport processes of individual redox molecules or ions and 
high background current  [10, 11] . The electrochemical signal - to - noise ratio has to 
be enhanced, normally by a signal amplifi cation mechanism or using other tech-
niques such as photoluminescence for indirect measurements on single - molecule 
electrochemical activities. Meanwhile, nanoelectrodes have been studied intensely 
recently, including research into new fabrication methods and the understanding 
of their electrochemical performance  [12, 13] . Nanoelectrodes have dimensions in 
the nanometer range, which is comparable to the thickness of the electrical double 
layer or the size of the analytes. Therefore, improved electrochemical detection 
sensitivity and the spatial resolution of electrochemical imaging can be achieved. 
Applications of individual nanoelectrodes in electrochemical trace analysis such 
as single redox molecule detection  [10]  and biomolecule sensing have been dem-
onstrated  [14] . 

 In this chapter, we fi rst briefl y introduce the concept of nanoelectrode electro-
chemistry and then review recent work on the ultrasensitive electrochemical detec-
tion of single molecules and single nanoparticles using various the combined 
techniques of electrochemistry and single - molecule spectroscopy. We then review 
recent work on single nanoelectrode fabrications and applications for high - 
resolution electrochemical imaging and biological applications. Lastly, localized 
delivery and imaging by using single nanopipette - based conductance techniques 
will be discussed. It is not our intention to cover all signifi cant aspects in this area 
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exclusively. Rather we will focus on studies that have employed at least one of the 
concepts of nanoelectrode, nanodomain activity, or nanoscale signals that are 
relevant to the scope of this book. We refer the reader to the relevant references 
as cited for further information.  

   12.2 
Basic Concepts 

   12.2.1 
Electrochemistry 

 The working electrode in many electrochemistry applications is composed of a 
conductor shrouded by an insulating material. The insulating shroud defi nes the 
geometry of the electrode, and thus it has an impact on mass transfer behavior. 
The desired signal, often current associated with a certain potential waveform, is 
dependent on this mass transfer behavior as well as electron - transfer kinetics at 
the electrode – solution interface  [15] . There are two categories of current generated 
in electrochemistry when a potential is applied at a working electrode. The faradaic 
current is generated when a molecule changes its redox state by electron gain 
(reduction) or loss (oxidation) at the working electrode surface. Non - faradaic or 
charging current arises due to simple charge movement and accumulation at the 
electrode, a process similar to charging a capacitor. In this chapter, electrochemical 
measurements based on redox - induced current are referred to as voltammetry 
while those focused on charging are referred to as conductivity.  

   12.2.2 
Nanoelectrodes 

 The surface of a working electrode is obviously critical for signal detection. Based 
on its relative surface area, it can be defi ned as a macroelectrode, a microelectrode, 
or a nanoelectrode. A smaller electrode surface area has a smaller electrical double -
 layer capacitance ( C  EL ) and correspondingly lower  RC  time constant, which allows 
analysis at low or even no additional electrolyte. When the size of an electrode is 
decreased to tens of nanometers, the fl ux at the electrode surface is dominated by 
radial instead of linear diffusion and the overall mass transfer rate is enhanced 
correspondingly. When the mass transfer is fast enough and no longer limits 
the current signal,  electron transfer  ( ET ) at the electrode – solution interface 
becomes the rate - determining step. Therefore, fast ET kinetics can be resolved 
using nanoelectrodes. 

 The novel electrochemical properties of nanoelectrodes have had an enormous 
impact on the development of modern electrochemistry  [13] . Great efforts have 
been made to fabricate and apply these small electrodes to characterize unstable 
redox intermediates, to measure single electrochemical turnover levels of chemical 
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reactions, and to image surfaces with versatile techniques such as  scanning 
electrochemical microscopy  ( SECM )  [16] . Precise measurements of ET rate 
constants with techniques that have a high time resolution and sensitivity, such 
as fast scan voltammetry, are only possible with small electrodes due to their 
negligible  C  EL  and ohmic drop. Nanoelectrodes have been used as a SECM tip to 
obtain detailed electrochemical information with extraordinary spatial resolution. 
They are also capable of wiring the redox centers of biomacromolecules for the 
purpose of ultrasensitive biomacromolecule detection  [17] . Recent research results 
show that nanoelectrodes can be used to measure single - molecule chemical 
reactions and catalytic activities of a single catalytic nanoparticle. Signifi cant 
progress has also been made in studying single - molecule and single - nanoparticle 
electrochemistry  [18] .   

   12.3 
Single - Molecule Electrochemistry 

 In this section we discuss several recent electrochemical approaches that target or 
have achieved single - molecule sensing, including individual nanoelectrode 
methods and single - molecule spectroelectrochemistry. In these techniques, the 
use of nanoelectrodes for single - molecule detection provides appreciable faradaic 
current due to the high turnover rate and repeated ET reactions of one or only 
a few molecules  [19] . Single - molecule spectroelectrochemistry collects single - 
molecule  photoluminescence  ( PL ). Changes in this PL with redox reactions can 
be used to probe single - molecule electrochemical activities such as interfacial 
charge transfer, charge storage, and electroluminescence. Our discussion excludes 
 scanning tunneling microscopy  ( STM ) - based single - molecule imaging and 
conductance measurements that have been studied intensely, including both 
measurements and theories  [20, 21] . 

   12.3.1 
Single - Molecule Electrochemistry Using Nanoelectrodes 

 Single - molecule electrochemical activity is very diffi cult to detect by using a con-
ventional electrochemical method because of the low turnover rate of the molecule 
and high background current (noise). A high turnover rate, as high as 10 7    Hz, is 
required to achieve measurable current at a level of 2   pA. Appreciable signal can 
be achieved by minimizing the electrode surface area to nanoscopic dimensions 
and fi nding a way to amplify the faradaic current. Nanometer - scale electrodes with 
various shapes and geometries can be fabricated using approaches shown in 
Section  12.5 . The fi rst example of single redox molecule electrochemistry 
was demonstrated by Bard and coworkers in 1995  [10, 11] . In their work single -
 molecule activities were investigated by trapping a small volume of solution in a 
gap formed by a nanoelectrode and a conductive substrate. The target molecule 
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dissolved at low concentration in this solution was allowed to cycle its redox state 
between the counterpoised electrodes. The distance between the nanoelectrode 
and the substrate was controlled by using the positioning drives of a SECM. 
Stochastic changes in tip current were observed and attributed to single redox 
molecule diffusion in and out of the small gap. Recently, Peng and Mirkin  [22]  
have reported electrochemistry of individual molecules in zeptoliter volumes. This 
was achieved by performing the electrochemical reaction in a nanometer - sized 
thin layer cell formed by fi rst etching back the surface of a disk - type platinum 
nanoelectrode (Figure  12.1 ).   

 A mercury pool was then used as the counter electrode and to seal the recessed 
nanoelectrode. High quality steady - state voltammograms of a few trapped 
molecules were obtained for different redox species. Small - gap experiments 
such as these allow the measurement of single - molecule activities with relatively 
small current fl uctuation because the enclosed system prevents diffusion of 
redox molecules into or out of the small trapped volume. However, the use of 
such confi ned - electrode geometries in broader applications such as molecular 
sensing appears challenging since the signal measurement has to be conducted 
using a nanogap formed by two electrodes and the redox molecules must diffuse 
rapidly to deliver detectable charges. Using lithographically fabricated Au nano-
electrodes with dimensions a tens of nanometers, Lemay and coworkers  [23]  have 
studied a highly active [NiFe] - cluster isolated from  Allochromatium vinosum  and 
immobilized on a polymyxin - modifi ed Au electrode (Figure  12.2 ). These workers 
successfully demonstrated a distinct catalytic response from less than 50 enzyme 
molecules and proved that studying redox enzymes at the macromolecule level is 
possible. Single - molecule electrochemistry at a nanoelectrode in such an open 
geometry might be achievable by optimizing the catalytic reaction and electrode 
geometry to increase the single molecule turnover rate while keeping background 
current to a minimum.    

     Figure 12.1     Recessed disk - type platinum 
nanoelectrode (a) used to form a nanometer -
 sized cylindrical thin layer cell by immersing 
the nanoelectrode into a pool of Hg for a 

single - molecule redox reaction (b). 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [22] . Copyright 2008 American Chemical 
Society.   
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   12.3.2 
Single - Molecule Spectroelectrochemistry 

 Recent developments in optical microscopy and ultrasensitive photon detection 
allow the measurement of chemical and physical activities of individual molecules 
and particles, both in solids and under physiological conditions, as shown by re-
cent review articles  [3 – 7] . For instance, conformational changes of a single macro-
molecule such as RNA can be measured using single - molecule  fl uorescence 
resonance energy transfer  ( FRET ) effi ciency  [24 – 26] . In addition, single protein 
expression in living cells can be tracked using single - molecule fl uorescence  [27, 
28] . Single - molecule Raman spectroscopy has been achieved by using the enor-
mous enhancements provided by localized surface plasmon resonance  [29 – 32] ; 
specifi cally, by controlling the geometry and aggregation states of the plasmonic 
antennas  [33 – 35] . In contrast, it is very hard to collect enough faradaic current 
from single molecules for single - molecule detection due to their normally small 
redox turnover rates and the high background current. Recently, the groups of 
Barbara and Bard introduced  single - molecule spectroelectrochemistry  ( SMS - EC ), 
a powerful new technique for studying single - molecule electrochemical kinetics 
in highly heterogeneous systems. It is able to reveal dynamic and heterogeneous 
behaviors of individual molecules  [36] . The instrumentation for SMS - EC consist 

     Figure 12.2     Schematic of a nanoelectrode approach toward single macromolecule electro-
chemistry: [NiFe] - hydrogenase protein fi lm voltammetry at nanoelectrodes.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [23] . Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.   
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of a standard potentiostat for potential control, an optical microscope, a quality 
laser as light source, and an ultrasensitive  charge - coupled device  ( CCD ) camera 
for single - molecule fl uorescence imaging at a fast frame rate in a wide - fi eld 
imaging geometry. A sensitive  avalanche photodiode  ( APD ) can be used to replace 
the CCD camera for single - molecule detection when a scanning stage such as a 
nanopositioner is used to provide high - resolution scanning over the sample in 
a confocal geometry. The confocal geometry for single - molecule detection has a 
slower frame rate but provides better spatial resolution and exposes the samples 
with less incident light than the wide - fi eld collection mode. Single molecules 
under investigation are supported by an optically transparent electrode such as 
 indium tin oxide  ( ITO ) in order to have their electrochemical reactions under 
control when fl uorescence signals are recorded simultaneously. Using SMS - EC 
one can measure the electrochemical kinetics of one molecule at a time through 
the changes in its fl uorescence under applied potential. For example, single -
 molecule electrochemistry of cresyl violet has been investigated using SMS - EC by 
Ackerman and coworkers  [37] . They used clay nanoparticles to form a transparent 
electrode, which provided a platform for the spontaneous adsorption of cresyl 
violet and subsequent observation of single - molecule fl uorescence and spectro-
electrochemical activities. Because cresyl violet does not fl uoresce in its reduced 
state but has a strong fl uorescence when oxidized, single - molecule fl uorescence 
dynamics can be correlated to electrochemical potential using single - molecule 
spectroscopy (Figure  12.3 ). Fluorescence from a single conjugated polymer chain 
was totally quenched upon single - hole injection using single - molecule electro-
chemical measurements  [36] .   

 Interfacial charge transfer and catalytic activities of individual nanoparticles can 
be also studied using the single - molecule technique. For example, heterogeneous 
reaction pathways and catalytic dynamics of single gold nanoparticles have been 

(a) (b)

     Figure 12.3     Photoluminescence image of 
individual cresyl violet +  molecules (a) formed 
by electrochemical modulation and single -
 molecule fl uorescence trajectory under 

modulation of electrode potential (b). 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [37] . Copyright 2009 American Chemical 
Society.     
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studied recently by Chen and coworkers  [38, 39] . This kind of measurement at the 
single molecule level is important to understand the interfacial charge transfer 
activities of fuel cell catalysts and photocatalysts since the catalytic activities of 
these electrochemical systems are highly dependent on particle size, shape, surface 
modifi cation, and crystal structure. More recently, Chen  et al .  [40]  have studied the 
single - molecule electrochemistry of resazurin using a single - molecule fl uores-
cence technique. As shown in Figure  12.4 , the non - fl uorescence resazurin can be 
reduced at a SWNT surface selectively and its fl uorescence can therefore be 
switched on. This typical electrocatalytic reaction occurs at discrete sites on SWNTs 
supported by a transparent ITO electrode, and therefore single - molecule fl uores-
cence kinetic analysis can be applied to reveal the reaction mechanism. Heteroge-
neities in the catalytic reaction at individual reactive sites can be accessed using 
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     Figure 12.4     (a) Three - electrode fl ow cell 
using ITO - supported  single - walled carbon 
nanotube s ( SWNT s) as working electrode for 
(b) real - time detection of single - molecule 
fl uorescence activated by SWNT electrocataly-
sis; (c) single - molecule fl uorescence trajectory 
from the fl uorescence spot marked by the 

arrow in (b) and histogram statistics of the 
trajectory; (d) redox reaction of resazurin 
whose fl uorescence can be switched on 
through a two - electron reduction reaction 
catalyzed by SWNT.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [40] . Copyright 
2009 American Chemical Society.   
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the standard single - molecule fl uorescence technique. Other workers have investi-
gated singlet - oxygen radical generation at photocatalyst surface such as TiO 2   [41]  
and interfacial charge transfer dynamics of a porphyrin complex of zinc  [42] .   

 Combined single - molecule spectroscopy and SECM methods has been used to 
probe real - time pH microscopy at the single molecule level  [43] . Single - molecule 
FRET activities of a fl uorophore was used to sense the local pH changes around 
a SECM tip, which can produce local pH gradients by generation of H +  or OH  −   
during redox reactions. Local pH profi les depend on tip diameter, and the buffer/
mediator concentration ratio, and the tip – surface distance can therefore be studied 
by measuring the fl uorescence energy transfer effi ciency of single molecule. These 
single - molecule electrochemistry studies based on photoluminescence heavily rely 
on a large light absorption cross - section and rapid radiative decay of fl uorophores. 
Special electrode treatments and well - defi ned geometry designs need to be applied 
for systems that have small light absorption cross - sections and low quantum 
effi ciencies (e.g., Raman and electroluminescence).   

   12.4 
Single - Nanoparticle Electrochemical Detection 

   12.4.1 
Single - Nanoparticle Detection Using Nanoparticle Collision at a Microelectrode 

  Nanoparticle s ( NP s) represent a new class of materials that have unique optical, 
electrical, magnetic, chemical, and mechanical properties. NPs have been used as 
key components of heterogeneous catalysis  [44] , fuel storage  [45] , solar cells  [46] , 
nano - electronics  [47] , medicine and biology sensors  [48] , light - emitting devices 
 [49] , high - density information storage devices  [50] , nonvolatile memory devices 
 [51] , waveguide elements  [52] , batteries  [53] , and substrates enabling enormous 
spectral enhancements for studying the photophysics of molecules  [54 – 56] . The 
unique characteristics of nanostructures in these widespread applications were 
always assessed by ensemble measurements. The performance of individual NPs 
could not be deconvoluted from the overall contributions made by the ensemble. 
Although several new optical approaches have been developed that can character-
ize individual NPs immobilized on a solid substrate  [57, 58]  or diffusing in solution 
 [59] , most of these techniques rely on electromagnetic properties of the NPs, such 
as light scattering, photoluminescence, and optical properties of small molecules 
attached to the surface of a NP. Electrochemical methods need to be used to reveal 
the heterogeneities and dynamics existing in single - nanoparticle electrochemistry. 
Electrochemical detection of a single NP can be studied using a similar detection 
scheme to that for single - molecule electrochemistry, as discussed above. For 
example, Xiao and Bard  [60]  have demonstrated single - nanoparticle electrochem-
istry by measuring the collision activities of individual platinum nanoparticles at 
a microelectrode (Figure  12.5 ). In this method, when a platinum nanoparticle 
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collides and sticks to the glassy carbon electrode, an electrocatalytic reaction occurs 
and produces a current that depends on the particle size and the reactant con-
centration in solution. Electrochemical reactions such as hydrazine oxidation, 
iodine reduction, and proton reduction were used as model systems to study the 
platinum nanoparticle collision activities since these reactions occur at a signifi -
cantly higher rate at Pt than other electrodes (e.g., Au, C, or ITO electrodes). The 
current responses of particle collision were used to estimate the particle size, size 
distribution, surface activity, and the nanoparticle diffusion constant. Electrolumi-
nescence or photoluminescence of dye molecules caused by nanoparticle activities 
 [61]  have also been used to probe single - nanoparticle collision activities. For 
example, the unusual  electrogenerated chemiluminescence  ( ECL ) of graphene 
oxide nanoparticles was used to detect their collision activities  [62] . The advantages 
of using ECL for single - nanoparticle detection in comparison with the methods 
described above include a small background signal and no required light source. 
The disadvantages of using ECL are poor quantum effi ciency and electrode 
stability. These diffi culties can be overcome to some extent by modifying metallic 
nanoparticles to prevent fl uorescence surface quenching and by optimizing the 
ECL detection scheme for a stable ECL co - reactant reagent and high fl uorescence 
quantum yield dye molecules. A single nanoparticle (e.g., Pt, Ni) can be generated 
and detected by using SECM - controlled electrodeposition on  carbon fi ber elec-
trode s ( CFE s)  [63] . A catalytic reaction such as Fe 3+  reduction at individual nano-
particles can be used to detect a single nanoparticle at the conductive carbon 
surface. In addition, single - nanoparticle electrochemistry can also be measured 
by probing individual nanoparticles attached to a conductive substrate using 
a STM tip or carbon nanoelectrode  [64 – 67] . This method can measure single 
particle electrochemistry and geometry simultaneously and provide more infor-
mation on the single - nanoparticle electrochemistry than other methods described 
previously.    
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     Figure 12.5     Schematic of a single platinum 
nanoparticle collision event to catalyze proton 
reduction since proton reduction reaction is 
favorable at a platinum surface in comparison 

with a carbon fi ber electrode.  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [60] . 
Copyright 2007 American Chemical 
Society.   
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   12.4.2 
Single - Nanoparticle Electrochemistry Using Single - Molecule Spectroscopy 

 Using techniques similar to SMS - EC, single - nanoparticle electrochemistry can be 
investigated indirectly. For instance, conjugated polymer nanoparticle fl uores-
cence  [68]  and ECL can be used to understand charge storage and redox activities 
of single nanoparticles made of conjugated polymer  [69] . Light scattering charac-
teristics of single molecules or nanoparticles have also been used to collect single -
 molecule events. For example, the growth kinetics of individual gold nanorods 
by electroless deposition has been studied using single - particle surface plasmon 
spectroscopy  [70] . In addition, it might be possible to study the electrochemical 
response of a single redox molecule using Raman spectroscopy if a well - defi ned 
nanostructure could be fabricated to supply a strong local fi eld enhancement 
 [29 – 32] .   

   12.5 
Nanoelectrodes for Ultrasensitive Electrochemical Detection and 
High - Resolution Imaging 

 Nanoelectrodes have displayed high sensitivities in trace analysis and can be used 
for single - molecule detection, as demonstrated in previous sections. The size and 
geometry of the nanoelectrodes play a vital role in their electrochemical perform-
ances. Very fast mass transfer at these nanometer - scale electrodes can be achieved 
 [71] , enabling one to obtain high resolution constant - height and constant - current 
imaging of both topography and local electrochemical activities with one electrode 
simultaneously  [72] . The electrochemical performances and electron - transfer 
kinetic parameters are also highly dependent on the electrode material and redox 
species used  [73] . In this section, we discuss recent work on novel nanoelectrode 
fabrication and nanoelectrode electrochemistry. Combined instrumental work per-
formed with nanoelectrode and other techniques such as  scanning probe micro-
scopy  ( SPM ) and optical microscopy technique for high - resolution imaging will be 
discussed. Our discussion will mainly focus on electrochemistry and applications 
of single nanoelectrodes with well - defi ned geometries and controlled electrode 
potential. These electrodes are primarily used for single - molecule detection, SECM 
and SPM probes that can be used to target phenomena or processes at nanoscale 
spatial resolution. Our discussions exclude electrochemistry of nanoelectrode 
arrays and nanoparticle ensembles as described explicitly in other chapters in this 
book  [12] . 

   12.5.1 
Nanoelectrode Fabrication 

 Recent breakthroughs in nanotechnology have made electrodes of various materi-
als and geometries at the nanoscale available. A nanometer - sized carbon fi ber 
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electrode has been used as SECM tip for surface micropatterning of active enzyme 
with a high resolution  [74] . Such carbon fi ber nanoelectrodes of nanometer size 
can be fabricated by electrochemical etching of carbon fi bers followed by the depo-
sition of electrophoretic paint  [75] . Electrochemical behavior in a picoliter micro-
environment has been probed with a single - nanotube based nano - needle electrode 
 [76] . A membrane template deposition – dissolution procedure has been developed 
to create a porous Au nanowire electrode  [77] . Recessed Pt nanoelectrodes can be 
fabricated by using direct - write local ion milling of a silicon nitride overlayer of Pt 
electrode  [78] . Electrochemical characterizations show that the diffusion of redox 
species to the pore mouth of the recessed Pt nanoelectrode is the mass - transport 
limiting step. A gold nanoelectrode has been fabricated by electrochemical etching 
of a gold wire, insulating the wire with a varnish and removing the apex using 
ultrashort pulse etching in strong acid  [79] . A carbon nanoelectrode can be made 
by exposing a single - carbon nanotube tip protected by an insulating material  [80] . 
Fundamental voltammetric behavior at a platinum nanoelectrode embedded in 
polyacrylic acid has been studied  [81] . In addition, a simple yet highly reproducible 
bench - top method for fabricating glass - sealed nanodisk electrodes, glass nanopore 
electrodes, and glass nanopore membranes of controlled size has been developed 
 [82, 83] . Li and coworkers  [84]  have studied the electrochemical response of 1 – 3   nm 
Pt disk electrodes. The nanoelectrode was prepared by sealing Pt microwire into 
a bilayer quartz capillary and pulling using a laser - assisted pulling process to create 
an ultrasharp Pt nanowire sealed in a silica tip. The ultrasharp tip is then sealed 
into a piece of glass tubing, which is manually polished to expose the Pt nanodisk. 
Needle - type Pt - disk nanoelectrode can also be fabricated using this method  [85] .  

   12.5.2 
Mass Transfer near a Nanoelectrode 

 A fundamental understanding of and an ability to control mass transfer behavior 
at nanoelectrodes are critical, especially for applications of trace analysis. Figure 
 12.6  illustrates a new concept of controlling mass transfer behavior at nanoscaled 
electrodes and membranes  [86] . In this experiment, mass transfer is controlled by 
a glass nanopore electrode structure (Figure  12.6 a) and chemically modifi ed 
surface at the orifi ce region (Figure  12.6 b). The mass transfer properties of nano-
scaled devices are highly sensitive to surface features since their surface/volume 
ratio is high. Spiropyran molecules were coupled to the surface amine groups on 
the nanopore interior surface. The transport of charged molecules through the 
sub - 100 nm nanopore electrodes can be controlled by electrostatic interaction by 
the surface electric fi eld, which is imparted by the photochemical reaction of 
spiropyran molecules on the nanopore surface: UV light irradiation converts the 
neutral spiropyran into positive protonated merocyanine form while visible light 
reverses the process. The transport of positively charged species can be switched 
on and off by UV and visible irradiation. The transport of neutral molecules is not 
affected. A photochemical trap can be created by the same concept, in that the 
diffusion through the pore orifi ce of the charged molecules initially inside the 
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nanopore would be limited as well. Similar to the electrochemical response of thin 
layer cell or adsorption process, a symmetric current response was observed after 
UV irradiation (Figure  12.6 c). The disappearance of the steady - state limiting 
current of the nanoelectrode signals the blockage of the redox transfer. Since slow 
scan voltammetry was used, the slow turnover rate limited the sensitivity, as a 
relatively large number of redox molecules ( ∼ 10 million) were required to produce 
an appreciable current (picoamperes).   

 A combined sealing and pulling process has been employed to create a single 
nanotip channel  [87] . Transport of nanoparticles and DNA were monitored by 
conductivity measurements based on the concepts of resistive pulse sensing. As 
a nanoparticle passes through the nanopore it blocks the pore and causes the mass 
transfer resistance, or current signal, to change. The pattern of the current change 
corresponds to single - particle translocation behavior and reveals thermodynamic 
and kinetic information.  

   12.5.3 
Combined Optical and Electrochemical Imaging 

 To collect both electrochemical and optical signals at nanoscale domains, a 
nanosized optical fi ber electrode has been fabricated for SECM and near - fi eld 
optical microscopy imaging (Figure  12.7 )  [14] . The authors reproducibly made 
pencil - shaped and triple - tapered electrodes with nanometer radii by a selective 
chemical etching method. Electrochemical performance of the tip was tested by 

(c)

(b)

(a)

     Figure 12.6     Schematic of a glass nanopore 
electrode (a) with interior and exterior glass 
surfaces modifi ed, respectively, with 
spiropyran and cyanopropyl groups (b); 
(c) electrostatic trapping of   Fe bpy( ) +

3
2  inside 

a 30 - nm - radius, 6.2 -  µ m - deep nanopore 
electrode.  Reprinted with permission from 
Reference  [86] . Copyright 2006 American 
Chemical Society.   
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SECM. In a combined approach with optical and near - fi eld scanning microscopy, 
single - cell SECM imaging and optical information can be measured simultane-
ously. Demaille and coworkers have modifi ed a gold nanoelectrode with PEG 
polymer labeled with the redox molecule ferrocene  [88] . They claimed that local 
electrochemical reactions at nanoscale can be probed in an  atomic force mic-
roscopy  ( AFM ) - SECM mode (Figure  12.8 ). The long fl exible PEG chain reduces 
the size of the tip – substrate interaction area, which allows the AFM/SECM 
to effi ciently probe local electrochemical reactivity of the sample substrate. In 
principle, such modifi ed electrodes can be used to investigate the dynamics 
and heterogeneities of single biomolecule activities and for high - resolution 
electrochemical imaging.     
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     Figure 12.7     Pencil - shaped electrode 
fabricated using an optical fi ber after selective 
chemical etching and coating for simultane-
ous electrochemical and optical measure-
ments. Optical micrograph (a) of a 
differentiated PC12 cell and a nanometer -

 sized electrode used for SECM 3D imaging 
(b) of a differentiated PC12 cell using the 
nanoelectrode.  Reprinted with permission 
from Reference  [14] . Copyright 2006 
American Chemical Society.     
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     Figure 12.8     (a) Surface modifi cation of an 
AFM probe with Fc - PEG disulfi de molecule for 
AFM - SECM experiment; (b) principle of 
AFM - SECM microscopy, showing the reduced 
size of the tip – substrate interaction area 
because of the fl exible Fc - PEG backbone and 

the Fc heads used to effi ciently  “ sense ”  locally 
the electrochemical reactivity of the substrate. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [88] . Copyright 2009 American Chemical 
Society.   
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   12.6 
Electrochemical Detection in Nanodomains of Biological Systems 

 Microelectrodes (e.g., carbon fi bers) have been applied to directly measuring neu-
rotransmitters such as dopamine in the brain (behaving mouse) by voltammetric 
methods  [89, 90] . Single - wall carbon nanotubes have been used to modify the 
carbon - fi ber microelectrode to enhance the detection sensitivity of serotonin, 
another neurotransmitter. Biofouling was found to be suppressed after the nano-
tube modifi cation  [91] . To probe nanoscale biological domains and achieve better 
electrochemical performance (e.g., sensitivity and spatial electrochemical imaging 
resolution) than the microelectrodes alone, the overall dimension of the electrode 
has to be miniaturized to nanometer scale. Kueng  et al .  [92, 93]  have demonstrated 
the integration of nanoelectrodes with AFM for the investigation of laterally 
resolved information on biological activity. Both topographical and electrochemi-
cal information on soft surfaces (e.g., an enzyme - modifi ed micropattern) and poly-
mers can be obtained. Mirkin  et al .  [94]  have used a nanoelectrode in combination 
with the SECM to image cultured human breast cells. The nanoelectrode can 
penetrate a cell and travel inside without causing damage to the cell membrane. 
Therefore, the transmembrane charge transport rate, membrane potential, and 
redox properties can be measured at not only a single cell but also at subcellular 
level. The nanoelectrode - based imaging method needs to be validated for future 
 in vivo  sensing by evaluating such criteria as time resolution, chemical resolution, 
selectivity for the analyte of interest, and sensitivity. Compared to other voltam-
metric methods, fast scan and potential reversal waveforms offer advantages of 
background subtraction and analyte identifi cation. Owing to the complex chemical 
environment in tissues of behaving animal, unequivocal selectivity of a specifi c 
analyte is unlikely for any single method. Therefore, coordinated signal verifi cation 
by multiple methods is essential for  in vivo  sensing at the nanometer scale. 

 Nanoelectrodes could also be used for the electrochemical sensing of biomole-
cule folding and specifi c binding  [95, 96]  with less sample and greater sensitivity 
than macro -  and micro - electrodes or even nanoelectrode arrays. Many biological 
activities such as protein folding and DNA binding are associated with conforma-
tion changes. Various strategies are being developed to probe these features, both 
for fundamental understanding as well as biosensor development. Among these 
strategies, electrochemical methods will enjoy practical advantages such as low 
cost and fi eld - friendly instrumentation.  

   12.7 
Localized Delivery and Imaging by Using Single Nanopipette - Based 
Conductance Techniques 

 The use of nanoelectrodes for trace analysis in biological system is nontrivial. The 
signals or responses in biological system often require a series of trigging events. 
With nanoscopic electrodes and pipettes available, signifi cant advances can be 
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achieved as subcellular or other nanodomains can be selectively activated for 
mechanistic studies. By utilizing a pipette tip with a nanosize opening, Klenerman 
and coworkers have achieved sub - micron local delivery of reagents in a controllable 
fashion  [97] . The experiment was performed with  scanning ion conductance 
microscopy  ( SICM ). SICM belongs to the scanning probe microscopy family, 
distinguishing itself from other methods, including SECM, in that its probe is a 
hollow nanopipette  [98] . The ionic current fl owing through the nanopipette tip is 
monitored continuously while the nanopipette is scanned over the sample surface 
(often biological cells). The current variation refl ects changes in the local ionic fl ux 
and provides noncontact imaging of cell surfaces. In addition to monitoring cell 
responses at subcellular domains, the hollow nanopipette can be used to release 
specifi c reagents at desired location as well  –  a concept similar to dip - pen nanote-
chnology  [99, 100] . Figure  12.9  shows the experimental apparatus. The SICM is 
coupled with  total internal refl ection fl uorescence  ( TIRF ) optical imaging for 
independent quantifi cation of each delivery dose. After the pipette tip – surface 
distance, bias potential, and other factors are calibrated, the delivery dosage is 
driven by a pulsed voltage as short as 10   ms and can affect local areas within a 
radius of 1 – 30   micron.   

 Very impressive proof - of - concept experiments have been presented for the 
melting of individual DNA molecules by localized delivery of H +  ions (Figure 
 12.10 ). In this demonstration, single - stranded DNA was complexed with comple-
mentary DNA bearing a FRET donor. Local delivery of 1   M HCl caused the dis-

     Figure 12.9     Schematic of the apparatus used 
for localized dosing in scanning ion 
conductance microscopy (SICM). The pipets 
with 100 and 320   nm diameter opening were 
prepared by pulling a glass capillary with a 
micropipette puller. A metal wire electrode 

was inserted at the back side of the glass 
pipet to control the bias potential applied. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [97] . Copyright 2008 American Chemical 
Society.   
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sociation of DNA duplexes, thus separating the donor from the acceptor, which 
lowers the FRET effi ciency. The confocal image (Figure  12.10 a) and time - base 
signals (Figure  12.10 b) illustrate that a local dose of 1   M HCl effectively reduced 
the acceptor ’ s signal to background level while adjacent molecules were not 
affected. Photobleaching was ruled out as duplexes spaced microns apart remained 
detectable. While single - molecule resolution was achieved in this case by fl uores-
cence detection instead of electrochemical means, the powerful combination of 
electrochemical nanodomain excitation and optical detection holds promise for 
other applications of nanoelectrochemistry in biology.    

   12.8 
Final Remarks 

 Single - molecule, single - nanoparticle, and single - event electrochemical activities 
have been studied using nanoelectrodes with well - defi ned geometries and single -
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     Figure 12.10     Confocal imaging of single DNA 
molecule dissociation by local unfolding. 
Biotinylated single - strand DNA was immobi-
lized on the surface with FRET donor 
attached. The complementary 12 base - pair 
strand with FRET acceptor was then dosed to 

form DNA duplex. The shutter was briefl y 
opened and then closed to confi rm the 
presence of the DNA molecule with the 
acceptors.  Reprinted with permission from 
Reference  [97] . Copyright 2008 American 
Chemical Society.   
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 molecule spectroelectrochemistry techniques. Rich information can be obtained 
by the combined approaches of optical (e.g., photoluminescence, light scattering, 
ECL, and Raman) and electrochemical methods (e.g., voltammetry, SECM, SICM, 
and patch clamp). These powerful techniques can be applied to study the interac-
tions of macromolecules and their activities in living cells and potentially in behav-
ing animals. Optical methods provide spectroscopic information, allowing one to 
study single - molecule conformation changes, photophysics, and translocation in 
living cells. Electrochemical methods provide a unique platform to facilitate elec-
trochemical reactions of single molecules and single nanoparticles containing 
redox molecules. More importantly, mass transfer at the nanoscale can be manipu-
lated by designed nanoelectrode devices and applied potential waveforms. This 
allows one to actively control the analytical process. The combined approach has 
other merits in addition to high resolution and sensitivity. Conventional electro-
chemical measurements on concentrated samples only provide an ensemble 
average of the properties of interest and provide no means of assessing the 
heterogeneity and local information of a complex system. A combined optical and 
electrochemical approach, in contrast, can provide insight into the behavior of 
each redox molecule and individual nanoparticles in a complex electrochemical 
environment. 

 Recent advances in nanoscience and nanotechnology lead us to believe that 
electrodes with any imaginable geometry and composition could be fabricated to 
seek answers previously unachievable, especially when interfaced with versatile 
techniques such as SECM, SPM, and spectroscopic methods. As yet, single - 
molecule detection using single nanoelectrodes remains a challenging topic due 
to the slow turnover rate of redox molecules and high background signals. This 
problem is expected to be solved by selecting an ideal co - reactant to undergo 
homogeneous catalytic reaction to enhance the turnover rates of single redox 
molecule, and modifying the geometry and/or surface of the nanoelectrode with 
a special functional group to help facilitate effi cient charge transfer. Some other 
technical challenges and scientifi c questions that need to be addressed in this area 
are (i) how to achieve single - molecule ECL using single - molecule electrochemical 
techniques; (ii) how to prepare nanoelectrodes with well - defi ned geometry and 
capable of studying single - molecule electrochemistry when interfaced with 
non - fl uorescent techniques; (iii) how to develop new methodology for ultrasensi-
tive detection of macromolecule interactions and conformation changes using 
nanoelectrodes; and (iv) how to apply these techniques to better understand 
broadly defi ned biological systems.  
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  13 
Analytical Applications of Block Copolymer - Derived 
Nanoporous Membranes  
  Takashi     Ito    and    D.M.     Neluni   ,    T.     Perera     

        13.1 
Introduction 

 Nanoporous media have been widely used for separation and detection methods. 
For example, entangled polymer gels and media have been employed as the sta-
tionary phase in size - exclusion chromatography that has been widely used to sepa-
rate biological and polymer molecules based on size  [1, 2] . Chemically - modifi ed 
electrodes based on charged polymer fi lms offer charge - based selectivity in detec-
tion of small redox - active molecules  [3] . Although these commonly - used nanopo-
rous media can be prepared by simple procedures, their polydisperse and fl exible 
porous structures may limit their separation performance. Additionally, it is chal-
lenging to develop theoretical models of molecular motion within such heteroge-
neous media in order to understand quantitatively experimental mass transport 
behavior. In contrast, monolithic membranes containing arrays of uniform cylin-
drical nanopores have been employed as model systems for quantitative theoretical 
studies of molecular mass transport within nanoporous media because of their 
simpler, well - defi ned structures  [4, 5] . In addition, the uniform diameters and 
well - defi ned pore structures in such membranes make it possible to tune their 
separation effi ciency in a controlled manner  [5, 6] . In this chapter, we will briefl y 
overview previous achievements in investigations of chemical separation and 
detection based on molecular transport through membranes containing cylindrical 
nanopores. Subsequently, we briefl y explain fabrication methods of  block copo-
lymer  ( BCP ) - derived nanoporous monoliths, and describe their applicability for 
trace analysis that takes advantage of well - controlled molecular transport through 
the uniform cylindrical nanopores.  

   13.2 
Monolithic Membranes Containing Arrays of Cylindrical Nanoscale Pores 

 As monolithic membranes containing uniform, cylindrical nanopores, two 
types of commercially available membranes have been widely used:  track - etched 
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polymer membrane s ( TEPM s) and  nanoporous anodic alumina membrane s 
( NAAM s)  [7] . 

 TEPMs (Figure  13.1 a) are fabricated by chemical etching of damage tracks 
created by bombarding a sheet of polycarbonate or polyester fi lm (ca 10    µ m thick) 
with nuclear fi ssion fragments. The distribution of the pores is random and, 
generally, the pore density is relatively low ( ≤ 10 pores per  µ m 2 ). The pore diameter 
can be controlled by varying the etching time, and membranes with several differ-
ent pore diameters (10   nm – 10    µ m) are commercially available. Additionally, the 
pore diameter can be decreased by electroless deposition of gold onto the pore 
surface  [5, 6] . By controlling the bombarding and etching conditions, TEPMs 
containing cone - shaped pores at a controlled density can also be fabricated  [6, 9] . 
The pore surface can be tailored via amidation for polyester - based TEPMs as 
well as via thiolate  self - assembled monolayer  ( SAM ) modifi cation on gold - coated 
nanopores  [5, 6] .   

 NAAMs (Figure  13.1 b) are fabricated by anodization of Al metal (usually, ca 
60    µ m thick Al foils). The hexagonal distribution of nanopores results in very high 
porosity (up to 10 3  pores  µ m  − 2 ). The pore diameter, which is larger than 5   nm, can 
be controlled by changing the anodization conditions, and can be decreased by 

     Figure 13.1     (a) SEM image of a track - etched 
polycarbonate membrane.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [6] . Copyright 2005 
Taylor  &  Francis.  (b) SEM image of a 
nanoporous anodic alumina membrane. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference  [6] . 
Copyright 2005 Taylor  &  Francis.  (c) TEM 

image of a single carbon nanotube channel. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [15] . Copyright 2004 American Chemical 
Society.  (d) AFM image of a 71K PS -  b  - PMMA -
 derived nanoporous fi lm on gold.  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [8] . Copyright 
2008 American Chemical Society.   
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immobilizing sol – gel thin fi lms on the nanopore surface  [6] . The surface pro-
perties of nanopores can be tailored by immobilizing organosilanes on the pore 
surface  [6] . 

 These membranes with controlled molecular - sized diameter and surface func-
tionality exhibited unique selectivity in molecular separation, including distinct 
size - based separation of small molecules and proteins, charge - based molecular 
separation based on permselective transport, hydrophobicity - based separation, and 
enhanced separation of chiral molecules and DNA based on chemical interactions 
 [6] . These membranes when incorporated into microfl uidic devices could be 
used as potential - controlled gates  [10]  and for the electrokinetic preconcentration 
of molecules  [11] . For designing detection methods, these membranes were 
used as templates to fabricate nanodisk electrode arrays that can detect redox - 
active species at much higher sensitivity than a regular disk electrode due to 
the overlapped diffusion layers extended from individual electrodes  [12] . Highly 
sensitive detection of molecules that adsorb onto the nanopore surface was 
possible by measuring the molecular permeability through these nanoporous 
membranes  [6] . 

 More recently, unique mass transport behavior through  carbon nanotube  ( CNT ) 
pores was demonstrated using monolithic membranes incorporating vertically 
aligned CNTs in solution - impermeable matrixes. In contrast to nanopores within 
TEPMs and NAAMs, CNT nanopores are perfectly cylindrical, chemically homo-
geneous, and atomically smooth, and thus will provide ideal model systems for 
understanding molecular mass transport through nanoporous media. In addition, 
these unique characteristics of a CNT nanopore lead to unique mass transport 
behavior that can be applied for trace analysis methods. For example, a monolithic 
polymer membrane containing a single CNT pore (Figure  13.1 c) permitted us 
to simultaneously measure the size and penetration time of individual nano-
particles based on the principle of a Coulter counter  [13 – 16] . Owing to the 
negligible surface charge of a CNT pore, nanoparticles pass through the pore 
via elec trophoresis, making it possible to determine the surface charges of 
individual nanoparticles from their penetration times  [14 – 16] . CNT - array mem-
branes exhibited enhanced fl uid fl ow due to the frictionless molecular transport 
through the atomically - smooth surface of CNT pores  [17 – 19]  in addition to distinct 
size - based molecular separation  [17, 19] . However, these membranes have 
not been studied extensively, probably due to the technical diffi culties in their 
fabrication. 

 The above overview indicates that molecular - sized cylindrical nanopores with 
uniform diameters offer enhanced size - based, charge - based, and interaction - based 
selectivity in chemical separation and detection. Single - pore membranes can be 
uniquely used to detect individual nanoscale objects based on the Coulter counting 
principle, but are not suitable for chemical separation. Multipore membranes with 
high porosity integrate high selectivity with sensitive detection and effi cient 
separation, and thus are suitable for designing novel methods for trace analysis 
of molecular species.  
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   13.3 
 BCP  - Derived Monoliths Containing Arrays of Cylindrical Nanopores 

 Another type of a monolithic membrane containing a vertical array of cylindrical 
nanopores can be prepared using cylinder - forming BCPs (Figure  13.1 d)  [20 – 22] . 
As with the aforementioned nanoporous membranes, the pore diameter and 
surface properties in BCP - derived nanopores are controllable, allowing one to take 
advantage of the unique features based on mass transport through well - defi ned 
nanoscale pores, both for chemical separation and detection. These nanoporous 
monoliths with high porosity can be prepared by simple annealing processes and 
subsequent chemical etching without expensive and sophisticated instruments 
 [21, 22] . In contrast to the above conventional nanoporous membranes with thin 
membrane structures, the geometry of BCP - derived nanoporous monoliths can be 
controlled fl exibly to optimize the size, structure, and performance of the analytical 
devices. We think these characteristics will make BCP - derived nanoporous mono-
liths promising materials to develop novel trace analysis methods. 

 BCP consists of two or more chemically distinct polymer fragments  [20 – 22] . If 
the constituent polymers are immiscible and the volume fraction of the minor 
fragments is around 0.3, the minor fragments form cylindrical domains via self -
 assembly  [20 – 22] . Table  13.1  and Figure  13.2  summarize representative BCPs that 
have been used to fabricate monoliths containing arrays of cylindrical nanopores. 
First, monolithic materials are fabricated as thin fi lms prepared by spin coating, 
or as blocks formed in molds. Subsequently, cylindrical domains are usually 
formed by heating a BCP monolith under an inert atmosphere at a temperature 
higher than the glass transition temperature of the BCP. Finally, the cylindrical 
domains are chemically etched to obtain a nanoporous monolith. For  polystyrene  

  Table 13.1    Representative BCPs (block copolymers) used to fabricate monolithic membranes/
fi lms containing arrays of cylindrical nanopores. 

   Block copolymer     Etched domain     Etching conditions     Reference  

  PS - PMMA (1)    PMMA       1.     UV irradiation (254   nm)  
  2.     Acetic acid     

   [23]   

  PS - PEO (2)    PEO    57% HI, 60    ° C     [24]   

  PS - PE (3)    PS    Fuming nitric acid     [25]   

  PS - PLA (4)    PLA    0.5   M NaOH in water – methanol 
(60   :   40 v/v), heated to 65    ° C  

   [26]   

  PLA - PDMA - PS (5)    PLA    0.5   M NaOH in water – methanol 
(60   :   40 v/v), heated to 65    ° C  

   [27]   

  PS – PI - PLA (6)    PLA    Aqueous solution of 0.1 wt% 
SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate) 
in 0.5   M NaOH at 50    ° C  

   [28]   
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( PS ) - containing BCPs, UV irradiation leads to crosslinking of the PS matrix in 
addition to the decomposition of the minor domains, which improves the mechan-
ical and chemical stability of the monolith  [29, 30] . The diameters of the nanopores 
are uniform (relative standard deviation  ≤ 20%), and can be controlled in the range 
between 10 – 100   nm by changing the molecular weight of the BCP  [31] . The result-
ing nanoporous materials have been used mainly as templates for nanowire syn-
thesis  [32, 33]  and as masks for lithography  [34] .     

 To employ BCP - derived nanoporous monoliths for the aforementioned applica-
tions, the orientation of the cylindrical nanopores in a monolith needs to be 
controlled  [35] . For many analytical applications, cylindrical nanopores should 
vertically penetrate through a monolith from one surface to the other. However, 
it is often challenging to obtain vertically oriented domains in a BCP fi lm sup-
ported on a substrate, because the orientation of cylindrical domains is basically 
determined by interactions at the BCP – substrate interface and at the free surface 
of the BCP fi lm: preferential wetting of one fragment at an interface leads to 

     Figure 13.2     Chemical structures of represent-
ative BCPs (block copolymers) employed to 
prepare monolithic membranes/fi lms 
containing arrays of cylindrical nanopores. 

PS: polystyrene; PMMA: poly(methyl 
methacrylate);  PEO :  poly(ethylene oxide) ; 
 PE :  polyethylene , PLA: polylactide;  PDMA : 
 polydimethylacrylamide ,  PI :  polyisoprene .  
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horizontal domain orientation due to the segregation of the fragment at the inter-
face. Thus, to vertically align cylindrical domains to an underlying substrate, the 
substrate surface has often been chemically tailored with a brush layer of a PS -
  poly(methyl methacrylate)  ( PMMA ) random copolymer having an appropriate 
volume fraction to balance the affi nities of the BCP fragments  [36, 37] . In addition, 
the vertical alignment of cylindrical PMMA domains in a fi lm of PS -  b  - PMMA 
(1 in Figure  13.2 ) can be improved by optimizing fi lm thickness  [38, 39] , by adding 
PMMA homopolymers  [40] , by controlling solvent - evaporation conditions  [41] , and 
by applying an electric fi eld during annealing  [42] . The roughness of an underlying 
substrate induces the vertical orientation of cylindrical domains in a PS -  b  - PMMA 
fi lm, although the orientation is metastable  [43] .  

   13.4 
Surface Functionalization of  BCP  - Derived Cylindrical Nanopores 

 In addition to the domain orientation, the surface chemistry of the cylindrical 
nanopores needs to be controlled for their analytical applications. The surface 
functional groups will make it possible to control mass transport selectivity based 
on electrostatic and more specifi c interactions between nanopore wall and mole-
cules being transported. In addition, nonspecifi c adsorption needs to be reduced 
for separation and detection of biomolecules. 

 One approach to control the nanopore surface chemistry is to design and syn-
thesize new BCPs that offer known surface functional groups upon the formation 
of nanoporous structures. For example, Hillmyer ’ s group have synthesized a series 
of BCPs containing  polylactide  ( PLA ) as the minor component (4 – 6 in Figure  13.2 ) 
 [26 – 28] . Nanoporous structures were formed by the hydrolysis of cylindrical poly-
lactide domains, which simultaneously offered surface  – COOH groups on the 
resulting nanopores. The surface  – COOH groups could be tailored via esterifi cation 
 [26]  and amidation  [27] , which were shown using spectroscopic methods. In addi-
tion, they fabricated nanoporous materials having derivatizable alkene groups from 
PS - polyisoprene (PI) - PLA triblock copolymers  [28] . More recently, Thayumanavan ’ s 
group have synthesized a series of diblock copolymers whose two fragments were 
connected by a disulfi de bond  [44] . The disulfi de moieties in these new types of 
BCPs can be cleaved using a reducing agent under mild conditions to obtain 
nanoporous structures. The sulfi de groups formed on the resulting nanopores will 
allow immobilization of chemical moieties on the nanopore surface. 

 Another approach is to employ surface functional groups produced during 
chemical etching processes for surface functionalization. Recently, using  cyclic 
voltammetry  ( CV ), we showed the presence of surface  – COOH groups on nano-
pores derived from PS -  b  - PMMA  [45] . The  – COOH groups were produced during 
the UV irradiation, probably due to oxidation of the surface of etched PMMA 
domains. The surface  – COOH groups can be further tailored via amidation medi-
ated by  1 - ethyl - 3 - (3 - dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide  ( EDC ) (Figure  13.3 )  [8] . 
The surface modifi cation of PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanoporous monoliths permit-
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ted us to control the surface charge of the nanopores  [8] , to shrink the effective 
pore diameter  [8] , and to reduce the nonspecifi c adsorption of biomolecules  [46] , 
which were shown using CV. These studies showed the potential applicability of 
these materials, as described below.    

   13.5 
Investigation of the Permeation of Molecules through  BCP  - Derived Nanoporous 
Monoliths and their Analytical Applications 

 The molecular permeability of BCP - derived monoliths containing arrays of cylin-
drical nanopores has been investigated to determine their potential applicability 
for chemical separation and detection. So far, most of the results that will be 
explained here have been obtained on nanoporous monoliths derived from PS -  b  -
 PMMA as BCPs, probably because these nanoporous monoliths can be fabricated 
using procedures well - established by Russell  et al.   [23] . In addition to small sol-
vated molecules, larger nanoparticles and biomacromolecules have been employed 
to assess their permeability of the monolith, which demonstrates the analytical 
applicability of these materials for biosensing. 

   13.5.1 
Permeation of Small Molecules through  PS  -  b  -  PMMA  - Derived 
Nanoporous Monoliths 

 The permeation of small solvated molecules through BCP - derived nanoporous 
monoliths, which is essential for chemical separation and detection, has been 
assessed using electrochemical methods and measurements of solution fl ow. 

     Figure 13.3     Schematic illustration of surface functionalization of PS -  b  - PMMA - derived 
nanopores via EDC - mediated amidation.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [8] . 
Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.   
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 CV provides a simple means for assessing the permeability of nanoporous 
media, although it requires nanoporous monoliths to be immobilized on an elec-
trode surface. Since a polymer fi lm is supported on a solid electrode, the fi lm 
should be mechanically stable within a very wide thickness range (e.g.,  ≥ 10   nm). 
Furthermore, analysis of electrochemical data based on theoretical models has 
permitted us to obtain various information  [47, 48] . CV data of ferrocene in ace-
tonitrile solutions showed the formation of a PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanoporous 
fi lm on a gold substrate  [49] . CV measurements of 1,1 ′  - ferroecedimethanol 
[Fc(CH 2 OH) 2 ] in aqueous solution provided a simple means for monitoring the 
extent of the chemical etching of the PMMA domains  [45] . Furthermore, the 
density of nanopores penetrating through a fi lm could be estimated using similar 
CV measurements, which allowed us to discuss the orientation of cylindrical 
PMMA domains within the fi lm  [43] . The permeation of Fc(CH 2 OH) 2  through 
PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanopores decreased upon immobilization of molecules on 
the nanopore surface  [8] , suggesting that it is possible to detect molecules trapped 
within nanopores by electrochemically monitoring the membrane permeability. 

 Measurements of the fl ow of liquid through a stand - alone nanoporous mem-
brane can be used to determine directly the density of open nanopores by analyz-
ing the data using the Hagen – Poiseuille law. The fl ow of water measured for a 
stand - alone nanoporous monolith derived from a PLA - PDMA - PS triblock copoly-
mer made it possible to estimate an average pore diameter  [50] . It was shown 
that the fl ow of water through a stand - alone PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanoporous 
membrane was two orders of magnitude higher than that through a TEPM, which 
could be explained by the much higher porosity of the BCP - derived nanoporous 
membrane in addition to the smaller membrane thickness  [51] . 

 All the results reported so far indicate that the liquid fl ow rate and solute diffu-
sion rate through the BCP - derived nanopores are similar to those expected from 
the bulk parameters of the liquid and solute, suggesting that the nanoporous 
monoliths can be used as effi cient fi lter membranes.  

   13.5.2 
Regulation of Molecular Permeability Based on Electrostatic Interactions 

 Molecular permeability through nanoporous media can be controlled based on 
electrostatic interactions. In particular, permselective transport based on electro-
static repulsion between molecules and nanoporous media plays an essential role 
in various membrane technologies, including separation of charged molecules, 
desalination membranes, and fuel cell membranes. Permselective transport was 
observed through nanopores having radii close to the thickness of the diffuse 
electrical double layer (i.e., on the order of 10   nm or smaller)  [5, 6] , including 
conventional nanoporous membranes described in Section  13.2 . 

 Similarly, PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanoporous fi lms have exhibited pH - dependent 
changes in permeation of charged redox molecules  [8, 45] . Figure  13.4  shows CVs 
of [Fe(CN) 6 ] 3 −   and [Ru(NH 3 ) 6 ] 3+  at different pH on a gold electrode coated with a 
native PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanoporous fi lm (pore diameter  ∼ 20   nm). The redox 
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currents of anionic [Fe(CN) 6 ] 3 −   (Figure  13.4 a) decreased at higher pH, whereas 
those of cationic [Ru(NH 3 ) 6 ] 3+  (Figure  13.4 b) and uncharged Fc(CH 2 OH) 2   [8, 45]  
were very similar regardless of the pH. The pH range that showed the decrease 
in redox current of [Fe(CN) 6 ] 3 −   (pH 4.5 – 6.3) corresponded to the p K  a  of  - COOH 
groups, indicating that the current decreased due to electrostatic interactions 
with deprotonated  - COOH groups on the nanopore surface (Figure  13.4 c)  [45] . In 
addition, the pH - dependent change in the redox reaction was affected by the sup-
porting electrolyte concentration  [45] , as expected for the control of mole cular 
permeation based on electrostatic interactions.   

 The pH - dependent permeability of BCP - derived nanopores can be controlled by 
chemical functionalization of the nanopore surface via amidation. Figure  13.5  

     Figure 13.4     (a) CVs (scan rate: 0.02   V   s  − 1 ) of 
3.0   mM K 3 Fe(CN) 6  in 0.1   M KNO 3  at different 
pH on a gold substrate coated with a native 
57K PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanoporous fi lm 
( ∼ 30   nm thick); (b) CVs (scan rate: 0.02   V   s  − 1 ) 
of 3.0   mM Ru(NH 3 ) 6 Cl 3  in 0.1   M KNO 3  at 

different pH on a gold substrate coated 
with a native 57K PS -  b  - PMMA - derived 
nanoporous fi lm ( ∼ 30   nm thick); the 
geometrical electrode area was 0.34   cm 2 ; 
(c) schematic of the pH - dependent change 
in CV for K 3 Fe(CN) 6 .  
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shows CVs of [Fe(CN) 6 ] 3 −   and [Ru(NH 3 ) 6 ] 3+  at three different pH on a gold electrode 
coated with a native PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanoporous fi lm after EDC - mediated 
amidation with ethylenediamine  [8] . In contrast to CVs in Figure  13.4 , the redox 
current of [Ru(NH 3 ) 6 ] 3+  decreased at lower pH (Figure  13.5 b), whereas a pH -
 dependent change in the redox current of [Fe(CN) 6 ] 3 −   was not observed (Figure 
 13.5 a). Again, the pH - dependent change in the redox current of [Ru(NH 3 ) 6 ] 3+  
refl ects electrostatic repulsion with positively - charged nanopores at lower pH, 
indicating the successful immobilization of terminal  - NH 2  groups on the nanopore 
surface. These results indicate the potential applicability of BCP - derived nano-
porous monoliths for charge - based molecular separation.    

   13.5.3 
Infl uence of Supporting Electrolyte Concentration to Effective Nanopore Diameter 

 We also found that the effective pore diameter of PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanopores 
monoliths was affected by the supporting electrolyte concentration  [45] . Figure 
 13.6  shows CVs of uncharged Fc(CH 2 OH) 2  at three different supporting electrolyte 
concentrations (0.01, 0.1, and 1   M KNO 3 ) on a gold electrode coated with a native 
PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanoporous fi lm. At higher supporting electrolyte concentra-
tion, the redox current was larger, which indicates that the solvated molecules 
could pass through the nanopore more effi ciently. This observation may suggest 
the presence of a thin fl exible layer formed by incomplete degradation of PMMA 
that can stretch and shrink according to the salt concentration like a gel. The 

     Figure 13.5     CVs (scan rate: 0.02   V   s  − 1 ) of 
(a) 3.0   mM K 3 Fe(CN) 6  and (b) 3.0   mM 
Ru(NH 3 ) 6 Cl 3  in 0.1   M KNO 3  at different pH 
on a gold substrate coated with a 57K PS -  b  - 

PMMA - derived nanoporous fi lm ( ∼ 30   nm 
thick) after EDC - mediated amidation with 
ethylenediamine. The geometrical electrode 
area was 0.34   cm 2 .  
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     Figure 13.6     CVs (scan rate: 0.02   V   s  − 1 ) of 3.0   mM 1,1 ′  - ferrocenedimethanol in 0.01   M, 0.1   M 
and 1   M KNO 3  (pH 6.3) on a gold substrate coated with a native 57K PS -  b  - PMMA - derived 
nanoporous fi lm ( ∼ 30   nm thick). The geometrical electrode area was 0.34   cm 2 .  

resulting control of the effective pore diameter may lead to development of 
chemical sensors and chemical valves, which were demonstrated on gel - forming 
BCPs  [52] .    

   13.5.4 
Permeation of Nanoparticles, Polymers, and Biomacromolecules through 
 BCP  - Derived Nanopores 

 BCP - derived nanoporous monoliths contain arrays of cylindrical nanopores with 
relatively large, uniform diameters (5 – 100   nm), and thus allow for the penetration 
of biomolecules and nanoparticles. Indeed, metal and semiconductor nanoparti-
cles were deposited within PS -  b  - PMMA - derived vertical nanopores immobilized 
on supporting material, both when aided by electrophoresis  [53]  and chemical 
interactions with SAMs immobilized at the bottom of the nanopores  [54] . 

 PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanoporous monoliths have also exhibited size - based sepa-
ration capability for biomolecules. For example, we have investigated the size -
 exclusion properties of such nanoporous monoliths (15 and 20   nm in diameter; 
30 – 40   nm thick) immobilized on gold substrates by measuring CVs of the iron -
 storing protein ferritin (12   nm in diameter)  [46] . As shown in Figure  13.7 , the redox 
current of ferritin was observed for 20 - nm nanopores, indicating that ferritin 
passed through the nanopores and then was immobilized on the underlying gold 
electrode. In contrast, no redox current of ferritin was observed for 15 - nm nano-
pores prepared from PS -  b  - PMMA with a smaller molecular weight, indicating that 
ferritin could not reach the underlying electrode because the size of ferritin was 
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too close to the pore diameter. In addition, we showed that nonspecifi c adsorption 
of the biomolecules was decreased upon covalent modifi cation of the nanopores 
with  poly(ethylene glycol)  ( PEG ), suggesting that PEG modifi cation is required to 
use the nanoporous monoliths for fi ltration of biomolecules  [46] .   

 The groups of Kim and Jang have reported the potential applicability of PS -  b  -
 PMMA - derived nanoporous membranes for fi ltration of  human rhino virus  ( HRV ) 
 [51] . Figure  13.8  shows a HRV (30   nm in diameter) trapped by PS -  b  - PMMA - derived 
nanopores ( ∼ 15   nm in diameter) in a stand - alone nanoporous membrane (80   nm 
thick) immobilized on a microporous support. In contrast to HRV, smaller 
protein molecules (bovine serum albumin) could pass through the nanopores. 
Interestingly, the PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanoporous membrane could completely 
capture HRV in contrast to NAAMs containing pores of 20   nm in nominal 
diameter because of the absence of larger nanopores. In addition, the membrane 
has comparable fi ltration effi ciency to TEPMs with higher fl ux. These results 

     Figure 13.7     CVs   (scan rate: 0.1   V   s  − 1 ) on gold 
substrates coated with PS -  b  - PMMA - derived 
nanoporous fi lms in 0.1   M KH 2 PO 4  – K 2 HPO 4  
buffer (pH 7.0) after immersion of a ferritin 
solution (5   mg   mL  − 1 , pH 7) for 2 – 12   h. The 
geometrical electrode area was 0.34   cm 2 , and 
the gold surface was modifi ed with cysteam-
ine. (a) CVs on gold substrates coated with 
PEG - modifi ed nanoporous fi lms derived from 

57K and 71K PS -  b  - PMMA (effective pore 
diameter:  ∼ 15 and  ∼ 20   nm, respectively); (b) 
CVs on gold electrodes coated with nanopo-
rous fi lms derived from 71K PS -  b  - PMMA with 
and without PEG layer (effective pore 
diameter:  ∼ 20   nm and  ∼ 24   nm, respectively). 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [46] . Copyright 2009 American Chemical 
Society.   
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     Figure 13.8     AFM image of a HRV (human rhino virus) deposited at the entrance of a 
PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanopore.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [51] . Copyright 2006 
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.   

indicate that the PS -  b  - PMMA - derived nanoporous membranes incorporate 
the advantageous features of TEPMs (highly selective size - based separation due 
|to the narrow pore size distribution) and NAAMs (high fl ux due to the high 
porosity).   

 Kim  et al.  have also developed more mechanically and chemically robust nano-
porous membranes derived from PS -  b  - PMMA for virus fi ltration  [30] . Crosslinking 
of the PS matrix and mixed nanopore orientation inside the membrane improved 
the stability so that the membrane was not damaged by application of pressure (2 
bar) or by exposure to acidic, basic, and organic solutions. 

 Uehara  et al.  have fabricated mechanically robust, stand - alone nanoporous 
membranes (15 – 30    µ m thick) from PS -  b  - polyethylene (PE), and demonstrated 
size - selective permeability of the membranes  [55] . Nanoporous structures could 
be formed by selective etching of the PS domains in a PS -  b  - PE membrane by 
fuming nitric acid. The average pore size could be controlled in the range of 
5 – 30   nm by varying the etching time. The most unique feature of the nanoporous 
membrane was its very high mechanical robustness and deformability. Figure  13.9  
shows pictures of a 15 -  µ m thick membrane containing 30 - nm diameter nanop-
ores. Even after folding, the monolith was not broken. The high mechanical stabil-
ity may originate from the crystalline nature of the PE moieties. Although the 
nanopores in the membrane were not cylindrical, membranes containing pores 
of 10   nm average diameter exhibited selective diffusion of glucose over bovine 
serum albumin (7.1   nm in diameter). The authors anticipated that the mechani-
cally robust nanoporous membranes could be adapted for a millimeter - size 
implantable glucose sensor.   

 Nuxoll  et al.  have demonstrated that a microfabricated silicon substrate could 
be used as a support of an 80 - nm thick stand - alone nanoporous membrane 
prepared from a BCP  [56] . Using photolithography and reaction ion etching 
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(a)

(b)

     Figure 13.9     Photographs of a stand - alone nanoporous membrane prepared from PS -  b  - PE: (a) 
folded and (b) stretched.  Reprinted with permission from Reference  [55] . Copyright 2009 
American Chemical Society.   

techniques, a PS - PI - PLA - derived membrane containing cylindrical nanopores of 
43   nm in diameter could be successfully fabricated on 20    µ m square holes (Figure 
 13.10 a). The resulting membrane was mechanically robust and exhibited effi cient 
size - exclusion of dextran blue (molecular weight = 2 MDa; Stokes radius = 27   nm) 
without hindering diffusion of small molecules (methyl orange). The permeability 
of methyl orange across the membrane was 1500 times higher than that of dextran 
blue (Figure  13.10 b), whereas the diffusion coeffi cient of methyl orange in solution 
is only 30 times larger than that of dextran blue. In addition to the high size - based 
selectivity, the diffusion of the small molecules across the nanoporous membrane 
was very fast because of the small thickness (80   nm) of the membrane.   
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 Considering the tunability of nanopore diameter by varying the molecular 
weight of a BCP, these results indicate that BCP - derived nanoporous membranes 
can be used to fabricate fi ltration membranes for biomolecules with distinct size -
 based selectivity. The separation speed can be improved by using thinner mem-
branes with higher porosity, as demonstrated by Nuxoll  et al.   [56] .   

   13.6 
Conclusions 

 This chapter has described fabrication of BCP - derived monoliths containing 
an array of cylindrical nanoscale pores and their analytical applicability. The 
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     Figure 13.10     (a) Confocal microscope image 
of a PS - PI - PLA - derived nanoporous fi lm 
supported by a microfabricated 20 -  µ m 
diameter hole in a silicon support structure; 
(b) diffusion of methyl orange and dextran 
blue (ca 27   nm in diameter) across a 

stand - alone nanoporous membrane 
derived from a PS - PI - PLA (pore diameter 
 ∼ 43   nm; thickness  ∼ 80   nm).  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [56] . Copyright 
2009 American Chemical Society.   
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nanoporous monoliths with controlled pore diameters and shapes can be obtained 
by simple and inexpensive processes once the domain orientation can be con-
trolled. They have shown fast fl ow of solution due to their high porosity, charge -
 based control of molecular permeability due to their nanoscale pore diameter, and 
distinct size - based separation selectivity due to their narrow distribution of pore 
diameters in a monolith. Chemical functionalization of the nanopore surface with 
more sophisticated binding moieties  [57, 58]  will make it possible to separate and 
detect biomolecules based on their chemical properties in addition to their size, 
which will make trace analysis of target biomolecules possible. The fl exibility of 
the monolith geometry will permit us to fabricate analytical microdevices that can 
be used for  in vivo  monitoring of bioactive species. Furthermore, the nanoporous 
monoliths may allow us to develop highly - sensitive detection methods, as demon-
strated for conventional nanoporous membranes. We are currently working on 
employing these membranes for developing microfabricated bioanalytical devices.  
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Synthesis and Applications of Gold Nanorods    
  Carrie L.     John   ,    Shuping     Xu   ,    Yuhui     Jin   ,    Shaina L.     Strating   , and    Julia Xiaojun     Zhao     

        14.1 
Introduction 

 The need for sensitive determinations of trace analytes has driven the rapid 
development of various novel photoactive nanomaterials  [1] . Metallic gold nano-
materials are one of the most prominent signaling reagents for achieving highly 
sensitive detection. In fact, gold particles are traditional metallic photoactive mate-
rials that have been used for many years. The advances in nanotechnology have 
greatly increased applications of gold nanomaterials within the past few decades. 
This increase has resulted in the development of new types of gold nanomaterials, 
including  gold nanorod s ( AuNR s). 

 The term nanorod fi rst appeared in a publication on carbide nanorods in 1995 
 [2] . Two years later, AuNRs were developed  [3] . Since then, the syntheses and 
applications of AuNRs have grown tremendously. Various synthesis methods have 
been developed for making AuNRs, including electrochemical, photochemical, 
and seed - mediated growth. These AuNRs have demonstrated great potential for 
the determination of trace analytes, especially biomedical analytes. 

 Biomedical applications of AuNRs are favorable because their absorption wave-
length falls within the  near - infrared  ( NIR ) region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Unlike the visible region, the NIR portion (700 – 1000   nm) has shown two desirable 
advantages for biosamples: low auto - luminescence and absorption of radiation as 
well as low light scattering. These features result in high sensitivity and deep 
penetration of NIR radiation, which allows for retrieval of the innermost structural 
information of biosamples  [4, 5] . 

 Traditional Au nanomaterials, such as gold colloids and gold particles, are 
photoactive in the visible region. Their absorption wavelength is size dependent. 
The larger the size of the nanoparticle, the longer absorption wavelength appears. 
This optical property is the basis for many imaging studies of biological samples 
using gold nanoparticles as labels. However, the wavelength changes of gold nano-
particles are limited to the visible region. 

 The absorption wavelength of AuNRs is adjustable by changing their aspect ratio 
(length to width). In addition to absorption signals, luminescence signals of 
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AuNRs have been recently realized for trace analysis. Employing these two types 
of optical signals, AuNRs have been used directly as labels for analysis of biological 
samples. However, metallic AuNRs are employed more often as a substrate to 
enhance detection signals based on surface plasmon resonance. In both cases, 
surface modifi cation of AuNRs is needed for targeting specifi c biological targets, 
such as cells or proteins. 

 This chapter will fi rst discuss three major AuNR synthesis methods. The 
principles of AuNR enhancement of optical signals and the luminescence of the 
AuNR itself will also be covered. Applications of AuNRs in trace analysis will 
include the fabrication of sensors for optical and electrochemical measurements 
of biological samples. Finally, the applications of AuNRs as electrocatalysts and in 
photothermal therapy will be briefl y discussed.  

   14.2 
 Au  Nanorod Synthesis 

 Three major AuNR synthesis methods are discussed in this section    –    electrochemical, 
photochemical, and seed - mediated growth. Seed - mediated growth is the most com-
monly used pathway. This method can produce AuNRs with desired aspect ratios 
by simply adjusting mild reaction conditions. Photochemical synthesis is simple 
but has not been frequently used. Electrochemical synthesis produces uniform 
sizes and shapes of nanorods, but a template and additional instruments are needed 
for this method. Nanorods can be made from various materials. The methods 
discussed in this section are suitable not only for developing AuNRs but also are 
adaptable to other types of nanorods, including silver  [6] , ZnO  [7, 8] , CdSe  [9] , CdS 
 [10] , and MnO  x    [11]  nanorods as well as ZnS:Mn/ZnS core – shell nanorods  [12] . 

   14.2.1 
Electrochemical Synthesis 

 Electrochemical synthesis is a traditional method for making desired materials. 
Advantages of this method include low cost, simple protocols, and fast reactions. 
Employing these advantages, AuNRs have been synthesized through an elec-
trochemical reduction of aurate ions on a cathode surface. The product of the 
reduction is elemental Au. The Au can be formed into a rod shape when a template 
is placed on the cathode. These templates can be categorized as soft and hard 
templates. The soft templates are micelles in contrast to the solid hard templates 
which are physically coated onto the electrode surface. Here, we introduce the 
electrochemical synthesis of AuNRs using both the hard and soft templates. The 
methods of forming the templates will also be discussed. 

   14.2.1.1    Electrochemical Synthesis Employing a Hard Template 
 AuNRs can be produced by reducing aurate ions and  “ casting ”  gold atoms on a 
nanosized hard template  [13 – 16] . Prior to synthesis, the template is coated onto 
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     Figure 14.1     Synthesis of AuNRs using 
nanoporous alumina templates. (a) Deposi-
tion aluminum membrane onto the substrate; 
(b) and (c) adjusting the thickness of 
aluminum membrane by electrochemical 

etching; (d) and (e) formation of nanoporous 
alumina; (f ) and (g) growth of AuNRs on the 
alumina template.  Reprinted with permission 
from Reference  [18] . Copyright 2003 
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.   

the electrode to provide the porous cylindrical environment for the gold deposition. 
After the deposition, the gold continues growing inside the template pores. The 
template regulates the physical dimension of the AuNRs by confi ning this growth. 
The fi nal size and morphology of AuNRs greatly depend on the quality of template. 
Thus, the preparation of hard templates is the critical step in AuNR synthesis. 

 The classic template is porous alumina, which has been developed by elec-
trochemically etching the aluminum fi lm onto the electrode  [17, 18] . Figure  14.1  
shows the formation of the nanoporous alumina. First, aluminum is deposited on 
the substrate of electrode to form a membrane. The thickness of this alumina 
membrane is manipulated by multistep etching. Second, pores are formed that 
penetrate throughout the aluminum membrane. This process is accomplished by 
a second round of electrochemical etching. The pore size is controlled by a pore -
 widening approach using 5% phosphoric acid. The fi nal depth of nanopore is 
determined by the membrane thickness.   
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 Hard, porous templates have also been prepared by assembling and selectively 
etching a diblock polymer, namely,  polystyrene  ( PS ) and  poly(methyl meth-
acrylate)  ( PMMA ) (Figure  14.2 )  [19] . The two polymers were fi rst arranged into a 
structure as shown in Figure  14.2 a. Ordered hexagonal cylindrical PMMA domains 
were surrounded by a PS matrix. Then, UV irradiation was used to simultaneously 
degrade the PMMA domains and crosslink the PS matrix. This crosslinking 
strengthened the PS matrix. As the PMMA debris was washed away, nanopores 
were formed in the fi rm PS matrix. This hard template method is universal for 
the deposition of many metals and even conductive polymers. If the diameter of 
the pore is smaller and the length of the pore is longer, the template can also be 
used for making nanowires. Figure  14.3  shows a  scanning electron microscopy  
( SEM ) image of blocks of nanowires  [20] .    

   14.2.1.2    Electrochemical Synthesis Employing a Soft Template 
 The electrochemical synthesis of AuNRs using a soft template was fi rst reported 
in 1997 by Wang ’ s group  [3, 21] . Instead of hard templates, a surfactant was used 
to produce micelles that served as soft templates for the shape development of 

Al
(a)

(b)

(c)

Kapton
PS
PMMA

Au
Kapton

Air

Nanowires

     Figure 14.2     Growth of nanowires in a 
nanoporous polymer membrane template. 
(a) Formation of cylindrical array of PMMA 
surrounded by PS; (b) construction of 
nanopores on the membrane through a 

UV - irradiation process; (c) synthesis of 
nanowires in the polymer template.  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [19] . 
Copyright 2000 American Association for the 
Advancement of Science.   
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     Figure 14.3     SEM image of diblock nanowires composed of gold and  polypyrrole  ( Ppy ). 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference  [20] . Copyright 2004 American Association for the 
Advancement of Science.   

gold nanorods. Surfactant molecules, such as  hexadecyltrimethylammonium 
bromide  ( CTAB ) and  tetradodecylammonium bromide  ( TC 12 AB ), usually assem-
ble into micellar structures as soft templates for the synthesis and stabilization 
of AuNRs. In addition, a small amount of acetone is believed to facilitate the 
formation of cylindrical micelles. 

 The function of the soft template is the same as the hard template, which is to 
shape and hold the AuNRs  [3] . However, the confi guration of the electrochemical 
system is different than that of the hard template. With the soft templates, a gold 
anode is scarifi ed to generate aurate ions and feed the platinum cathode for the 
reductive growth of AuNRs. Throughout the synthesis process, continuous sonica-
tion is required to loosen the newly formed gold nanorods from the cathode 
surface and refresh the surface for another cycle of nanorod growth. 

 Aspect ratio is one of the most important structural characteristics of AuNRs. 
Unlike the hard template synthesis, in which the shape and size of AuNRs are 
completely confi ned by the template, the AuNR aspect ratio in soft template 
synthesis can be controlled by the concentration of silver ions. The silver ions are 
produced from a silver plate in the electrochemical system. Both the concentration 
and the rate of silver ions introduced to the solution are signifi cant for controlling 
the aspect ratio of the gold nanorods  [3] . 

 When CTAB is used as a soft - template surfactant, special attention must be 
given to the fi nal condition of the AuNRs. CTAB is toxic to living samples. It has 
been shown that unpurifi ed AuNRs containing CTAB caused a high rate of cell 
death. An appropriate protective layer of  poly(ethylene glycol)  ( PEG ) has been 
found to reduce this toxic effect  [22 – 24] . Thus, to ensure low toxicity of AuNRs, 
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complete washing of AuNRs is needed after the synthesis is complete  [25] . In 
addition, embedding AuNRs within a polymer fi lm or performing a ligand 
exchange can improve the safety of AuNRs in biological applications.   

   14.2.2 
Photochemical Synthesis 

 Photochemical synthesis is an important synthetic approach in chemistry and 
material sciences. Although this synthesis is not widely used for obtaining AuNRs 
at present, it is more straightforward than the electrochemical method  [26] . In 
addition, the photochemical approach can be used to investigate the mechanism 
of AuNR formation. 

 The photochemical reaction occurs in a solution containing surfactants, acetone, 
cyclohexane, aurate, and silver ions, which is quite similar to the soft - template 
electrochemical synthesis. However, differing from other methods, the photo-
chemical approach employs a UV irradiation source to reduce the gold ions and 
generate the nanorods with the assistance of silver. The aspect ratio of the AuNRs 
can be manipulated as the amount of silver ions is adjusted. However, the silver 
is hardly observed in the fi nal nanorod structures. In the absence of silver ions, 
a similar approach forms only spherical gold nanoparticles. This indicates 
that although silver is not incorporated in the nanorods formed, it is of great 
importance in regulating the shape of AuNRs.  

   14.2.3 
Seed - Mediated Growth 

 The seed - mediated growth approach is the most popular synthetic method for 
AuNRs mainly because the aspect ratio is easily adjustable in the reaction process 
 [27 – 31] . The basis of this method is to produce small gold seeds and expose them 
to a growth medium    –    usually containing CTAB or other soft - template surfactants 
 [27]     –    for the anisotropic growth of the seeds into rods. The growth is based on the 
reduction of tetrachloroauric acid onto the surface of the gold seeds in a given 
direction. The type and concentration of the surfactant determines the growth 
direction. 

 In this synthesis pathway, two reactions are needed. The fi rst is the reduction 
of gold ions for the formation of seeds. By adding a strong reducing agent (sodium 
borohydride), this reaction can be completed quickly. To allow the nanorods to 
grow to a designed size and to minimize further nucleation of new gold particles, 
the second reaction should be carried out by employing a weak reducing agent, 
usually ascorbic acid. 

 Seed - mediated growth can produce different aspect ratios of AuNRs as needed 
 [32, 33] . The few factors that usually affect the aspect ratio include growth time 
 [33] , amount of AgNO 3   [28, 29] , type of surfactant  [34] , temperature  [35] , and pH. 
As the aspect ratio increases the longitudinal plasmon wavelength displays a 
redshift into and within the NIR region  [36] . 
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     Figure 14.4     (a) The absorption spectra 
display both a blue - shift and a decrease in 
intensity for increased oxidation times; 
the blue - shift is consistent with the 
shortening of the aspect ratio; (b) the 

increased oxidation time leads to shorter 
AuNRs, as confi rmed by TEM images (c – g). 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [39] . Copyright 2008 The American Chemical 
Society.   

 To further manipulate the size of AuNRs, overgrowth  [37]  and shortening  [38]  of 
the AuNRs are approaches used to change the aspect ratio in a secondary step  [39] . 
Shortening of AuNRs is commonly achieved by oxidation using H 2 O 2 . The extent of 
the oxidation can be controlled by the initial concentration of H 2 O 2  and the exposure 
time (Figure  14.4 ). Longer exposure time and higher concentration of H 2 O 2  result in 
smaller aspect ratios and the greater blue - shift of the absorption wavelengths of 
AuNRs. Another approach for the shortening of AuNRs is the use of O 2  along with 
heating. Overgrowth has been accomplished by blocking the ends of the AuNRs 
using cysteine while adding additional Au precursor to the growth medium. The 
extent of overgrowth is related to the amount of additional Au precursor (Figure  14.5 ).   

 The aspect ratio of AuNRs can also be controlled by the concentration and type 
of additives used. However, the additives usually lead to other anisotropic Au 
structures, including stars, tetrapods, blocks, and cubes  [27, 40] . 
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 Besides size and shape, surface modifi cations play an important role in AuNR 
applications. Several methods for the modifi cation of AuNRs have been reported. 
Replacing the surfactant used in the synthesis process with more desirable and 
biologically favorable ligands has been the focus of several research groups  [22, 
23, 25, 41 – 44] . Electrostatic attraction is a simple and common approach for 
surface modifi cation. For example, the positive charge from the surfactant can 
adsorb a negatively charged component to the surface for further applications  [32] . 

 Characterization of the AuNRs relies on typical instrumentations used for pho-
toactive nanomaterials, including time - resolved spectroscopy  [45] , absorption spec-
troscopy  [33, 36] , and electron microscopy  [32] . In some cases the fi rst test is to 
directly observe the color changes of the synthesis solution, which indicates 
nanorod growth.   

(a)

(b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

     Figure 14.5     Overgrowth of AuNRs produces 
wider NRs when more Au precursor is 
present. (a) The blue - shift of absorption 
spectra shows a decreasing length to width 

ratio confi rmed by TEM images (b – g) when 
additional precursor is added.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [39] . Copyright 
2008 The American Chemical Society.   
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   14.3 
Signal Enhancement 

 Frequently, AuNRs are employed as signal enhancement substrates for obtaining 
high detection sensitivity in trace analysis. In these cases, the detection signal is 
from an additional signaling probe. The signaling probe is linked to the AuNR 
substrate prior to the determination. In this section, two typical enhancement 
techniques will be discussed. One is  surface - enhanced Raman scattering  ( SERS ) 
and the other is the enhancement of the luminescence signal from dyes. In both 
cases, the plasmon resonance of AuNRs plays a key role. Thus, characteristics of 
the plasmon resonance band will be discussed fi rst. 

 AuNRs are also directly employed as signaling probes. Their spectral absorption 
in the visible and NIR regions is a commonly used optical signal. Recently, 
luminescence signals of AuNRs were found to be detectable. With appropriate 
conditions, the luminescence signal can be greatly enhanced for trace analysis  [25] . 
The last part of this section will cover this new fi nding. 

   14.3.1 
Plasmon Resonance 

  Localized surface plasmon resonance  ( LSPR ) is a common phenomenon of metal-
lic materials under light irradiation. Within the nanoscale, collective oscillations 
of metallic free electrons are limited by the nanostructure boundaries and thus 
form surface plasmon waves along the interface. When the nanomaterial interface 
is irradiated by an incident light beam, the surface plasmon wave resonates 
with the optical wave at an optimal wavelength, resulting in the greatest absorption 
of the incident light. As a result, an enlarged localized electromagnetic fi eld 
is manifested around the nanostructures, providing extra energy for signaling 
reagents that may be present within this zone  [1] . 

 LSPR spectra contain abundant information about the metallic nanomaterials 
themselves and their surrounding environments  [46, 47] . The size and shape of 
AuNRs, as well as the refractive index of the surrounding medium, affect the LSPR 
spectrum  [48 – 52] . When targets bind to AuNRs the change in refractive index on 
the AuNR surface results in remarkable shifts in the LSPR signals. Therefore, 
numerous biosensing applications using AuNRs have been based on LSPR 
determinations  [27] . 

 Both simulations and experimental fi ndings demonstrate that the plasmon 
resonance of AuNRs presents two distinctive bands in its absorption spectrum. 
One band with lower intensity appears at about 520   nm, which originates from 
transverse electronic oscillation perpendicular to the long axis of the AuNRs. The 
other, higher intensity band is in the NIR region. This NIR band is produced by 
longitudinal electronic oscillation along the long axis of the AuNRs. Frequently, 
plasmon resonance bands with different wavelengths are obtained by changing 
aspect ratios of AuNRs.  
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   14.3.2 
Surface - Enhanced Raman Scattering 

 One remarkable example of metallic signal enhancement is SERS. Using Au or 
Ag nanomaterials, SERS signals have been enlarged by a factor 10 10   [53 – 57] . The 
energy level of the electromagnetic fi eld strongly depends on the metallic plasmon 
property of the nanomaterial  [48 – 52] . This property is determined by several 
factors, including characteristics of the metal noumenon (size, shape, structure, 
and dielectric constant), the surrounding medium (dielectric constant), and the 
incident light (direction and wavelength). Among these, the shape, size, and struc-
ture of the metal nanomaterials are critical to achieving controllable plasmonic 
materials and powerful surface - enhanced matrices  [58, 59] . 

 Raman scattering spectrometry has been used for many years in trace analysis. 
Several metallic nanomaterials can dramatically enhance Raman scatting signals. 
The pathways by which AuNRs enhance Raman scattering is usually divided 
into two aspects: chemical enhancement and physical (or electromagnetic) 
enhancement. 

 The chemical effect is conveyed by the surface energy of different facets of 
AuNRs  [60] . This surface energy determines the adsorbing ability of an analyte. 
Further, the amount of analyte adsorbed on the AuNRs and the molecular orienta-
tion of the analyte determine the intensity of the SERS signals. Nikoobakht  et al.  
 [61, 62]  have observed an enhancement factor of 10 5  for determination of 2 - 
aminothiophenol by AuNRs while no enhancement was observed by gold nano-
spheres. They believed that four {110} facets along the longitudinal axes of AuNRs 
possessed much higher surface energy than other shaped particles. Thus, the chemi-
cal interaction between the {110} facets of AuNRs and the analyte was stronger. 

 Studies on physical enhancement of SERS by AuNRs have focused on the effec-
tive coupling between the plasmon resonance band and the incident wavelength 
of radiation. When the peak of the plasmon band overlaps with the incident wave-
length, SERS enhancement occurs  [63, 64] . As previously discussed, the plasmon 
resonance band can be adjusted from the visible to NIR range to match the inci-
dent wavelength of radiation. It has been proven that overlapping SPR and the 
excitation line maximized the SERS enhancement of 4 - mercaptobenzoic acid from 
both experiments and theoretical electromagnetic simulation  [63]   . Murphy  et al.  
 [64]  have studied SERS enhancement of AuNRs with different aspect ratios. They 
found the AuNRs with an aspect ratio of 1.7 have given 10 – 10 2  greater SERS signal 
than other aspect ratios. 

 Similar to gold nanoparticles, aggregates of AuNRs generate higher signal 
enhancement for SERS than the contribution of individual AuNRs. For instance, 
Wang and Dong  [65]  have assembled multilayers of AuNRs into a nanostructure 
to evaluate their SERS activity. The results showed that the strong inter - AuNR 
coupling among the closely positioned multilayers contributed signifi cantly to the 
SERS signals. Xu and Zhang  [66]  have proven that the physical enhancement is 
larger than the chemical enhancement by using a two - dimensional standing 
AuNR array as the SERS substrate. Overall, the AuNR - induced SERS is signifi cant 
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in both chemical and physical enhancement. This is the foundation for sensitive 
determination of trace analytes using AuNRs in SERS  [67] .  

   14.3.3 
Luminescence Enhancement of Dye Molecules 

 Several AuNR - dye complexes have been developed as enhanced luminescence 
probes in recent years  [68 – 71] . Unlike a SERS probe directly adsorbing on the 
AuNR surface, a spacer is needed between a dye molecule and AuNR to obtain 
enhanced luminescence of AuNR – dye complexes  [70] . Meso - structured silica fi lms 
 [68]  and biomolecules (e.g., human serum albumin  [69] ) have been employed to 
separate the fl uorophores from AuNRs. Without spacers, the luminescence signal 
would be quenched by the surface plasmon - coupled emission  [72] . Energy transfer 
occurs from the excited dyes to the metal, which causes the quenching of the 
luminescence signals of dye molecules. 

 Several pathways for metal enhancement of dye luminescence have been pro-
posed. Similar to SERS, the occurrence of surface plasmon resonance leads to a 
strongly enhanced absorption of the incident light. Firstly, when the surface 
plasmon resonance band of a metal nanostructure overlaps with the excitation 
wavelength of the fl uorophore, energy is transferred from the metal to the 
fl uorophore molecules, thereby increasing the possibility of excitation of the dye 
molecule. Secondly, the metal nanostructure can change the radiative deactivation 
rate of the dye. Thus, the fl uorescence lifetime and the quantum yield of 
dye molecules are changed  [4, 73] . By shortening the excited - state lifetime, the 
photostability of the dye is improved. Thirdly, the scattering of the metallic nano-
structures affects the coupling effi ciency of the fl uorescence emission in the 
far - fi eld from the metal surface  [74, 75] . In each of these paths, a common require-
ment is coincidence of the plasmon resonance band and the fl uorophore excitation 
or emission band. When this condition is met, luminescence enhancement can 
be obtained  [76] . 

 In general, these three enhancement pathways should be accessible with AuNRs. 
However, due to the limited number of studies in this direction, it is too early to 
draw conclusions about the effect of AuNRs on the luminescence of dye mole-
cules. Nevertheless, some promising results have been reported. Halas  et al.   [69]  
have evaluated the luminescence enhancement ability of AuNRs with short axes 
of 11   nm and long axes of 46   nm. The lifetime of a NIR fl uorophore molecule, 
IR800, was greatly reduced from 563 to 121   ps when AuNRs were linked to the 
IR800. Meanwhile, the luminescence of IR800 was enhanced by ninefold and its 
quantum yield increased from 7% to 74%. Wang  et al.   [68]  have prepared an AuNR -
 silica core – shell structure and doped dye molecules in the silica shell. They found 
that luminescence enhancement occurred only for selective dyes. However, in the 
work presented by Okamoto  et al.   [71] , an individual AuNR showed a quenching 
effect under an aperture - type scanning near - fi eld optical microscope, especially for 
AuNRs with high aspect ratios. Overall, more fundamental studies are needed in 
this area to better understand the effects of AuNRs on molecular luminescence.  
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     Figure 14.6     Relationship between luminescence intensity and the concentration of AuNRs. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference  [79] . Copyright 2005 The Royal Society of Chemistry.   

   14.3.4 
Enhanced Luminescence of  Au  Nanorods 

 Absorption of visible radiation is the most apparent optical property of gold nano-
materials. When gold nanomaterials are used as an optical probe for trace analysis, 
the magnitude of their absorption peak is measured; this is usually proportional 
to the analyte concentration. The luminescence of gold nanomaterials is used 
much less for this purpose. However, AuNRs exhibit luminescent characteristics 
 [77 – 79] . As the aspect ratio increases, the luminescence intensity is increased. The 
enhancement can be as high as 10 6  - fold greater than regular gold metal  [77] . The 
quantum effi ciency of AuNR increases linearly with the square of the length of 
longitudinal axes  [77] . Luong  et al.   [79]  have observed intense luminescence from 
long AuNRs (aspect ratio larger than 13) at 743   nm (stronger) and 793   nm (weaker). 
Similar to dye molecules, the luminescence intensity of AuNRs was concentration -
 dependent (Figure  14.6 ).   

 The luminescence mechanism of gold is similar to that of quantum dots. The 
inter - band recombination between the electron (sp - conduction band) and hole 
(d - valence band) produces luminescence. El - Sayed  et al.  have further discussed 
the mechanism of luminescence enhancement of AuNRs  [78] . The coupling of 
the surface plasmon resonance with the incoming and outgoing electric fi eld 
leads to the enhanced emission. The luminescence power ( P ) can be calculated by 
Equation  (14.1)   [80] :

   P E V L L= ( ) ( )124
0

2 2 2β ω ωex em     (14.1)  

where

    β   1     is a proportionality constant,  
  E  0     is the incident electric fi eld,  
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     Figure 14.7     Two - photon luminescence 
spectra of AuNRs with excitation wavelengths 
of (a) 730, (b) 780, and (c) 830   nm; 
(d) excitation profi le of the intensity of two - 
photon luminescence (right coordinate axes) 

compared with the extinction spectrum 
of AuNRs (left coordinate axes).  Reprinted 
with permission from Reference  [81] . 
Copyright 2005 National Academy of 
Sciences, USA.   

  V     is the volume of the AuNR [equal to (4/3) π  ab  2 , where  a  and  b  are the height and 
radius of the AuNR],  

   ω   ex     and   ω   em  indicate the frequency of excitation and emission, respectively,  
  L (  ω  )    is the   ω   - dependent local fi eld correction factor.    

 According to this equation, longer AuNRs should possess stronger luminescence 
and a redshifted emission band. 

 AuNRs can enhance two - photon luminescence as well  [81] . In two - photon 
luminescence, excitation wavelengths are much longer than emission wavelengths 
due to the two - photon mechanism. As a result, the excitations usually fall 
within the NIR region. Thus, advantages of the NIR region can be fully utilized, 
making AuNRs promising luminescent probes for bioanalysis and bioimag-
ing. Figure  14.7  shows an example of two - photon luminescence measurement 
using AuNRs.     
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   14.4 
Applications of  Au  Nanorods in Trace Analysis 

 AuNRs have a broad range of applications in trace analysis. The detection targets 
are particularly numerous within the biomedical and biological fi elds. Two major 
advantages make AuNRs promising photoactive reagents in bioanalysis. First is 
their high signal enhancement ability. The enhanced signals provide high sensitiv-
ity, making trace analysis possible. The second major advantage is their low toxic-
ity. Gold is known for being biologically compatible. Detailed studies of gold 
nanomaterial toxicity were recently reviewed by Murphy  et al.   [24] . 

 In this section we fi rst discuss methods for fabricating different types of 
sensors employing AuNRs. Then, bioanalysis based on optical and electrochemical 
measurements will be discussed. 

   14.4.1 
Fabrication of  Au  Nanorod - Based Sensors 

   14.4.1.1    Fabrication of  SERS  and  LSPR  Sensors 
 The process of fabricating SERS sensors varies for different applications. However, 
fi lms of AuNRs are usually the key sensing component in most designs. The fi lms 
can be assembled through layer - by - layer deposition on glass substrate  [65] , or 
aggregated at the interface of water and toluene  [29] . This type of sensor is 
not affected by the length or the aspect ratio of AuNRs  [66] . It has been determined 
that the AuNR tip is the active site and the diameter of the rod signifi cantly 
affects sensing ability. The enhancement of the SERS signal using AuNR 
fi lms was about 10 5  - fold, while using the 2D AuNR array the enhancement was 
between 10 7  -  and 10 9  - fold. Several analytes, including small biological molecules, 
not commonly detected using SERS have been detected using these new AuNR 
SERS sensors. 

 Similar to the SERS sensors, AuNRs have been immobilized on a glass sur-
face  [23]  or other type of transparent substrate  [82]  for fabrication of LSPR 
sensors. For these applications the AuNRs are generally labeled with a specifi c 
binding receptor, such as antibody (Figure  14.8 ) for binding targets  [23, 82, 83] . 
The sensors often display a redshift as the target ligand binds. This shift in 
wavelength can be clearly observed with the specifi c target binding in comparison 
to the nonspecifi c targets (Figure  14.9 ). Not only are these sensors selective 
but they also display a high sensitivity  [23] . In one example, a single AuNR 
has been used to obtain a molecular detection limit of 18 streptavidin molecules 
 [82] .    

   14.4.1.2    Fabrication of Luminescence Sensors 
 A major difference in the fabrication of a luminescence sensor, when compared 
with SERS and LSPR sensors, is that a spacer is needed. The luminescence signal 
of dye molecules can be greatly enhanced by proximity to the AuNR surface. 
However, the luminescence is quenched if the distance between the dye molecules 
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and AuNRs is less than 10   nm. Thus, a spacer should be placed between the AuNR 
and the dye. This spacer can be made from proteins  [69]  (Figure  14.10 ), polymers, 
DNA  [79] , or other covalently immobilized molecules. By using nanorods, NIR dye 
signals were enhanced from approximately 7% to 74%, making weak signal NIR 
dyes suitable components for sensors  [69] .     

     Figure 14.8     AuNR - based LSPR (localized 
surface plasmon resonance) sensor for an 
immunoassay. AuNRs are fi xed onto a glass 
surface and coated with a capture antibody. 
As the sensor is exposed to the target 

antigens the LSPR wavelength displays 
a shift.  Reprinted with permission from 
Reference  [23] . Copyright 2008 The American 
Chemical Society.   
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     Figure 14.9     Wavelength shift in the LSPR 
sensor. Step a, a mixture of NHS and EDC 
were added to the NRs, at step c rabbit IgG 
was added. Steps b and d were washing 
steps. Step e was a nonspecifi c antimouse 
IgG. Steps f and h were a buffer rinse. 

Step g was the addition of antirabbit IgG 
where a strong specifi c binding effect 
was observed by the wavelength shift. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [23] . Copyright 2008 The American Chemical 
Society.   
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   14.4.2 
Bioimaging and Bioanalysis Based on Optical Measurements 

 Luminescence imaging is widely used in the analysis of biological samples. 
Usually, these methods are used for qualitative analysis and obtaining structural 
information of specimens. AuNRs can be used as direct signaling probes or 
as enhancement platforms in bioimaging. The detection principles are similar to 
those that employ other luminescence labeling reagents. Figure  14.11  shows 
an example of imaging blood vessels using AuNR probes by two - photon lumi-
nescence. Single AuNRs were observed passing through a blood vessel in a 
mouse  [84] .   

 For quantitative analysis, the absorption spectrometry of AuNRs is more 
appropriate. The absorption magnitude of AuNRs is proportional to the analyte 
concentration after AuNR probes bind to the targets. Owing to the high sensitivity 
provided by the AuNRs, trace amounts of analytes can be determined. 

 The absorption signal is usually very stable. In the rare case of signal variation, 
several surface treatments can improve the stability. PEG is a good candidate for 
coating AuNRs. Results have shown that PEG not only reduced the toxicity of 
AuNRs, it also increased the stability of the AuNRs. Figure  14.12  shows such an 
example. In this detection system, the absorption signal of the AuNRs was highly 
unstable. Surface treatments of AuNRs with  phosphatidylcholine  ( PC ) or CTAB 
had no effect and the signals reduced dramatically as the time passed by (Figure 
 14.12 b and  14.12 c). However, the absorption signal of PEG modifi ed AuNRs 
remained constant for more than 10 min  [22] .   

NSs

NSs

HSA-IR800

HSA-IR800

NSs-HSA-IR800

NSs-HSA-IR800

     Figure 14.10     Schematic diagram of placing a 
spacer in the sensing component of a 
luminescence sensor.  Nanoshell s ( NS s) and 
NRs coated with the HSA - IR800 complex. The 

blue line and red dots represent HSA and 
IR800, respectively.  Reprinted with permission 
from Reference  [69] . Copyright 2009 The 
American Chemical Society.   
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     Figure 14.11     Two - photon luminescence 
image of individual AuNRs (marked with 
arrows) passing through a blood vessel in a 
mouse ear. The blood vessel walls have been 

highlighted for clarity.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [84] . 
Copyright 2006 The Surface Science 
Society of Japan.   

     Figure 14.12     Absorption signals of surface modifi ed AuNRs. (a) PEG - modifi ed, 
(b) PC - modifi ed, and (c) CTAB - modifi ed AuNRs.  Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [22] . Copyright 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.   
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 The signal enhancement provided by AuNRs is signifi cant for improving sen-
sitivity of optical signal - based analysis. A broad array of applications of AuNRs in 
bioanalysis is expected in the near future.  

   14.4.3 
Bioanalysis Based on Electrochemical Measurements 

 Gold is a common material for making electrodes in electrochemical analysis. 
Both gold and glassy carbon electrodes have been modifi ed with AuNRs to fabri-
cate sensing platforms. These AuNR - modifi ed electrodes have led to increased 
detection sensitivity, less fouling of the electrode surface, good reproducibility, and 
long - term stability  [85 – 87] . 

 The electrochemical methods used include  electrochemical impedance spectros-
copy  ( EIS )  [88]  and  cyclic voltammetry  ( CV )  [85] . Both high selectivity and low 
detection limit were obtained for protein detection when AuNR modifi ed gold 
electrodes were used with EIS. This detection was label - free and presented a better 
analytical response than the unmodifi ed electrodes  [88] . By increasing the surface 
area of the electrode with a layer of AuNRs, the reduction peak in the CV curves 
became much more prominent compared to a smooth electrode surface  [85] . 
However, the CV measurements still remained less sensitive than measure-
ments made by EIS studies. These electrochemical reactions have shown good 
reproducibility  [88] . 

 Several biological samples have been detected using the AuNR - based elec-
trochemical methods. In addition to proteins and DNA samples, some small 
molecules such as ascorbic acid and uric acid have also been detected with good 
selectivity  [86] . Figure  14.13  shows a schematic diagram of gold nanowire - based 
sandwich assay for the detection of protein. A fi lm of gold nanowires and ZnO 

(a)

Au NWs, ZnO NRs 
(b)

    AFP (Ab)
(c)

    AFP (Ag)

(d)
HRP-labeled AFP (Ab)

     Figure 14.13     Schematic diagram of stepwise 
immunoassay using Au nanowires. 
(a) Coating of AuNWs and ZnO NRs on 
an electrode; (b) AFP (antibody) loading; 

(c) AFP (antigen) loading; (d) HRP - labeled 
AFP (second antibody) loading. 
 Reprinted with permission from Reference 
 [87] . Copyright 2008 Elsevier.   
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NRs were immobilized on a glassy carbon electrode surface where an antibody/
target protein/labeled antibody sandwich structure was fabricated to determine 
  α  - 1 - fetoprotein  ( AFP ). A detection limit of 0.1   ng   ml  − 1  AFP was obtained  [87] .     

   14.5 
Applications of  Au  Nanorods in Other Fields 

 In addition to trace analysis, AuNRs have also been applied to other research areas. 
Although the number of publications in these areas is less than bioanalysis dis-
cussed above, the applications represent viable directions in which AuNRs will 
have a future impact. In this section we present two examples of such applications: 
catalysis and photothermal therapy. 

   14.5.1 
 A  u  Nanorods as Supporting Material for Electrocatalyts 

 Determination of trace analytes requires not only high sensitivity and selectivity 
but also a fast reaction rate. Catalysts control the rates of chemical reactions and 
thereby control the yields of desired products over undesired by - products. Because 
catalysis is based on the reaction of molecules at specifi c surface sites, a high 
surface area will certainly provide more active sites, and thereby enhance catalytic 
activity. Thus, a high surface area is crucial for improving the effi ciency of a 
catalyst. 

 AuNRs have been used as an effective supporting matrix for catalysts in electro-
chemical analysis. High surface - to - volume ratio is one of the major features of all 
nanomaterials. This feature provides AuNRs with a unique advantage in electro-
chemical reactions. Electrocatalysts can be dispersed onto the highly conductive 
AuNR matrix to speed up the electrochemical analysis. For instance, by depositing 
a sub - monolayer of Pt on AuNRs, the oxidation of formic acid is much faster than 
that using the same amount of Pt dispersed on carbon powder. Meanwhile, 
the formation of intermediate CO, which can poison the catalyst, was greatly 
suppressed due to the presence of AuNRs  [89] . The AuNR array was used as a 
catalyst matrix as well  [90] . An ultrathin layer - by - layer Pt/Ru/Pt or a Pt/Ru co -
 deposition layer was coated on the AuNR array to form an effective catalyst.  

   14.5.2 
 Au  Nanorod - Based Photothermal Therapy 

 Gold nanomaterials have been studied for improving cancer diagnostics and 
therapy  [91 – 93] . In fact, bioimaging and photothermal therapy can be incorporated 
into one application  [25, 92, 93] . In one example  [92] , the AuNRs were fi rst 
covered with a  poly(styrenesulfonate)  ( PSS ) polyelectrolyte that changed the 
surface charge of the AuNRs from positive to negative. Then, an antibody of  anti -
 epidermal growth factor receptor  ( anti - EGFR ) was adsorbed on the AuNR surface. 
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The antibody specifi cally targeted the malignant cells (Figure  14.14 ). Once bound 
to the malignant cells, the AuNRs were heated by laser irradiation for photother-
mal therapy.   

 Occasionally, selectivity is problematic for photothermal therapy of AuNRs. 
Slightly higher nonspecifi c binding occurred with AuNRs than Au nanospheres 
because the negative charge of the PSS on the surface had a higher affi nity to both 
the malignant and nonmalignant cells  [92] . Nevertheless, specifi c binding and 
selective destruction of the malignant cells has been achieved. One example 
showed that deltorphin - labeled AuNRs selectively bound to target cells quickly. 
Once the labeled AuNRs were introduced to a mixture of different cells, the AuNRs 
recognized malignant  δ OR proteins and selectively bound to the cells with  δ OR. 
Then, a laser for the photothermal therapy was applied, resulting in deactivation 
of only the  δ OR cells  [93] .   

   14.6 
Conclusions 

 AuNRs are promising photoactive nanomaterials in trace analysis. Several methods 
for synthesis of AuNRs have been developed. Electrochemical synthesis including 
hard template and soft template methods produce AuNRs with uniform size and 
shape. The seed - mediate growth method is the most popular AuNR synthesis 
approach at present. Photochemical synthesis is used less at this point but has a 
great potential in the future considering its simplicity. 

 As direct optical probes, AuNRs can be used for both luminescence and visible 
absorption sensing applications although the latter method is more frequently 
used. When used as a luminescence probe, its luminescence intensity is 
related to the aspect ratio. A higher aspect ratio gives a much stronger lumi-
nescence signal. The most important use of AuNRs is for signal enhancement. 
Several pathways of signal enhancement are attractive, including SERS, LSPR and 
luminescence enhancement. 

     Figure 14.14     Light scattering images of 
anti - EGFR/AuNRs after incubation with cells 
for 30   min at room temperature. The orange 
to red is the most dominant color of AuNRs, 
corresponding to the surface plasmonic 

enhancement of the longitudinal oscillation 
in the NIR region.  Reprinted with 
permission from Reference  [92] . 
Copyright 2006 The American Chemical 
Society.   
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 The ability to promote high signal enhancement leads to high sensitivity for 
trace analysis. Fabrication of sensors employing AuNRs is a typical way to take 
advantage of these properties for the analysis of targets. In addition, bioanalysis 
with AuNRs can be accomplished with optical -  and electrochemical - based methods. 
Both methods have broad application in biomedical and biological fi elds. 

 In addition to trace analysis, AuNRs have shown advantages in other applica-
tions, including catalysis and photothermal therapy. Owing to unique properties 
of AuNRs, high signaling ability and low toxicity, a broad array of applications of 
AuNRs is expected in the future.  
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a
absorption spectra, gold nanorods 359, 

365, 366
activated carbon 191, 206
– chemically-modifi ed 207–209
“activated gold” 32
adsorption
– carbon monoxide 232
– lead 197, 198
– mercury in groundwater 196, 197
– organic molecules 239
– oxygen 233
– titania 223, 235–237
– water vapor 233, 234
adsorption energy 302, 303
adsorption isotherms 196, 213
affi nity-based electrochemical biosensors 

61, 62
affi nity-based electrophoresis 120, 121
AFM see atomic force microscopy (AFM)
aggregation 270–272
– in porous media 272, 273
– quantum dots 48
alkaline hydrothermal treatment 226
alkylphosphonic acids 143
alloyed quantum dots 35
alloying
– “alloying point” 35
– and electrocatalysis 302, 303
alumina 82, 103
– aggregation 271, 272
– in gold nanorod synthesis 361
– nanoporous anodic membranes 342, 343, 

352, 353
aluminosilicates 212–214
amidation 349, 350
analysis see bioanalysis; electrochemical 

analysis; fl uorescence resonance energy 
transfer (FRET) analysis; trace analysis

anodic stripping voltammetry 66, 67, 69, 
306, 307

anodization, titanium 225, 226
Anthozoa 13
antibacterials 143, 145, 269, 273–275
antibodies
– antigen–antibody immunoreactions 61, 

62
– in displacement immunosensors 

176–179
– α-fetoprotein antibody 80, 81
– gold nanorods 376–378
– quantum dot conjugates 173, 176
antigens 61, 62, 177, 376
apoferritin 75–77
aptamer biosensors 72
aqueous phase colloidal synthesis 41
aqueous samples, titania analysis 

235–240
aqueous systems
– particle aggregation in 270
– trace-metal collection from 191–216
arsenic 305–307
“artifi cial atoms” 31
“artifi cial peroxidase” electrodes 166, 167
arylene-ethynylene tetracycle 171, 172
ascorbic acid 311, 312
aspect ratio 359, 363–365, 368, 370
atomic force microscopy (AFM)
– atmospheric ENPs 276
– electrochemical detection 331–333
– gold nanoparticles 289, 290
– PMMA nanopores 342, 353
atomic layer deposition 226
attachment effi ciency 273
autofl uorescence 13, 46
avalanche photodiode 324
avidin-functionalized silica 80, 81
azobenzene chromophores 22, 23
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b
band gap energy, quantum dots 33, 36, 37, 

172
BCP nanopores see block copolymer (BCP) 

nanopores
benzenethiols 100
bifunctional nanoparticles 259
binding affi nities (Kd) 141, 193–197, 199, 

202
binding properties
– molecularly imprinted polymers 148–152
– rebinding target analytes 140, 141
bioanalysis
– gold nanorods 359, 360, 372
– optical measurements basis of 374–376
– sorbent performance comparisons 

197–200
– using electrochemical detection 333–377
– using micro- and nanofl uidic systems 

111–127
bioimaging
– optical measurements basis of 374–376
– photoswitchable nanoprobes for 3–26
biological analytes, determination 310–313
biomacromolecules 48, 321, 351–355
biometallization 66
biomolecule–nanomaterial labels 63
biopharmaceuticals, molecularly imprinted 

polymers for 143–145
biorecognition module 173, 174
biosamples see bioanalysis
biosensors 103–106 see also electrochemical 

biosensors; immunosensors; sensors
– aptamer 72
– defi nition 61
– electron transport in nanomaterials 

89–107
– enzyme 61, 62, 66, 67
– gold nanorod 372–374
– modular 173–175
– optical 230, 240, 245, 246, 248
– properties 90
– quantum dots 51, 52
– titania applications 240–246
biothiols 51, 52
biotinylated detection probe 66, 67, 77
bismuth 300–302
bisphenol A (BPA) 146, 153
block copolymer (BCP) nanopores 344–346
– gold nanoelectrode fabrication 348–352, 

362, 363
– molecular permeation through 347–355
– surface functionalization 346, 347
bottom-up synthesis, quantum dots 40

bovine serum albumin (BSA) 45, 52, 53
“building-block” approach 263, 264
bulk continuum voltammetry 93–95
bulk detection 161, 163

c
cadmium detection 264
cadmium selenide 32, 33, 35, 37, 38
– fl uorescence detection/quenching 265, 

268
– near-infrared detection 46–48
– synthesis 40
– zinc sulfi de quantum dots 5, 6
cadmium sulfi de 32, 33, 37, 38
– electrochemical analysis 50, 51, 70, 71, 

74, 75
– fl uorescence enhancement and quenching 

42
cadmium telluride 32, 33, 35, 37–39
– chemiluminescence analysis 48–50
– electrochemical immunoassays 73
– near-infrared detection 46–48
– synthesis 40, 41
cancer diagnostics and therapy 377, 378
capacitance (C) 90–93, 107, 320
capacity 193, 196
capillary electrochromatography (CEC) 119, 

120
capillary electrophoresis (CE) 115, 165, 268
capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE) 115, 

120
capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) 119, 

120
carbon fi ber electrodes (CFEs) 327–329
carbon monoxide 231, 232
– annealing 298
– oxidation 296–298
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 305, 306
– as electrochemical biosensors 73–75
– monolithic membranes 342, 343
– multi-walled 165, 233, 308
– single-walled 165, 166, 325, 333
carbon sorbents, nanoporous 206–211
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) 50, 51, 

70, 73
catalysis see electrocatalysis
catalytic-based biosensors 61
catechols 49
cell-to-cell communication 126
cellomics 123, 124
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) 

363–375
chamber stationary PCR devices 112, 113
charging energy 91
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chelation therapy 198
Chelex-100 197, 198
chemical etching 329, 331, 342, 344, 361, 

362
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 228, 

348–352
chemiluminescence (CL) 48–50, 146, 147, 

162, 327
– electrogenerated 167–169, 327
chemiresistors 97–103
chemochromic optical sensor 230
chemosensors
– electron transport in nanomaterials 

89–107
– metal nanoparticle fi lms basis 98–101
– metal oxide nanoparticles basis 101–103
– in nanoparticle assemblies 97
– quantum dots 51, 52
chloramphenicol 145, 146
chloromethylation, activated carbon 208
cholesterol 143
chromium 309
chronoamperometry 307–310
circular wells 111
clean-up 144, 145, 151, 152
“click” chemistry 259, 260
clinoptilolite 212
CNTs see carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
cobalt oxide nanoparticles 305, 306
colloid suspensions, stability 270
colloidal nanoparticles see semiconductor 

nanocrystals
colloidal quantum dots see semiconductor 

nanocrystals
colorimetric detection and sensing 235, 

236, 256–264
colorimetric tests 162, 166
competitive immunoassays 62
compressive strain 302, 303
computational modelling 141–143
condensation nucleus counter 276
conductance, single nanopipette-based 

333–335
conducting polymer fi lms 295, 296, 311
conductive immunosensors 69
confocal imaging 335, 355
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) 

10, 14
convection-driven PCR devices 113, 114
copper salts 32
– colorimetric detection 263
– quantum dots 42, 48
core–shell nanoparticles, hydrophobic–

hydrophilic 7, 8, 15, 16, 20

core–shell quantum dots 31, 32, 34–36, 39
costs, nanostructured materials 216
coulomb blockade effect 91, 92
Coulter counter 343
covalent molecular imprinting 138
cresyl violet 324
critical voltage bias 91, 92
crosslinkers, molecular imprinting 139, 

140
crosslinking precipitation 95
crystal structures, quantum dots 33
CVD see chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
cyclic voltammetry 292, 293, 295, 309, 310, 

312, 313, 346, 376
cylindrical nanopores 341–347

d
d-band theory 302, 303
Debye–Scherrer formula 37
diarylethenes 9–11, 24
diclofenac 150, 151
differential pulse voltammetry 93, 94, 312, 

313
diffraction limit 3
diffusion layer 285
dimercaptosuccinic acid DMSA-Fe3O4 196–

198, 202–204
dimethoate insecticide 141, 142
dipyridamole 146, 147
direct bandgap semiconductors 264, 265
direct fl uorescence response, quantum dots 

42, 43
direct synthesis modifi cation 41
displacement immunosensors 176–179
DNA
– amplifi cation 113, 114
– analysis micro- and nanofl uidic tools 

116–118
– denaturation, annealing and extension 

113
– detection using titania 245, 246
– localized delivery 334, 335
– separation, hybridization and sample 

preparation 115, 116
DNA electrochemical detection
– apoferritin 76
– carbon nanotubes 74
– liposomes 77, 78
– metal nanopraticles 64–68
– nanoparticle assemblies 105, 106
– nanowires 82
– point-of-care diagnosis 83
– quantum dots 70–72
– silica 79, 80
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DNA hybridization 61, 62, 64–68, 71, 
74–76, 82, 115, 116

DNA microarrays 115, 116
DNAzymes 260–263, 265, 266
dopamine 311, 312, 333
double potential-pulse voltammetry 287, 

301, 302
Dronpa 11–13
droplet-based PCR device 114, 115
dual-color fl uorescent nanoprobes 13–19
dummy molecular imprinting polymer 145
dyes see also spiropyrans (SP)
– fl uorescein 19, 124, 262
– luminescence enhancement 369
– luminescence sensors 372–374
– Rhodamine dye 11, 39, 267
– single-chromophore nanoparticles 17–19
dynamic light scattering (DLS) 276, 277

e
E2 see 17β-estradiol (E2)
electric fi eld gradient focusing (EFGF) 121, 

122
electrical/electronic conductivity 96, 97, 99, 

105, 106, 320
– titania 224, 230, 231
“electroactive” silica 80
electroanalysis 285–313
electrocatalysis
– inorganic analyte determination 305–310
– nanoparticle composition dependence 

302–304
– nanoparticle shape dependence 299–302
– nanoparticle size effects 296–299
– organic/biological analyte determination 

310–313
electrocatalysts 68, 377
electrochemical analysis 50–52, 70, 71, 74, 

75 see also DNA electrochemical detection; 
electrochemical immunoassays

– by atomic force microscopy 331–333
– bioanalysis 333–335, 376, 377
– biological systems, nanodomains of 

333–335
– heavy metals 203, 204, 206
– nanoelectrodes for 328–332
– single-nanoparticle 326–328
electrochemical biosensors 61–63
– carbon nanotubes as 73–75
– nanomaterial labels used 63–82
– for point-of-care diagnosis 82–84
– silica nanoparticles in 79–81, 105
electrochemical fl uorimetry 144
electrochemical imaging 330–332

electrochemical immunoassays 62
– apoferritin 76, 77
– liposomes 78
– metal nanoparticle labels 68–70
– point-of-care diagnosis 83, 84
– quantum dot labels 72, 73
– silica 80, 81
electrochemical immunosensors 68–70, 79
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

376
electrochemical oxidation 244, 305, 306
electrochemical reactions 285
electrochemical sensors see also 

electrochemical biosensors; 
electrochemical immunosensors

– explosives 162, 164–167
electrochemiluminescence 49, 50, 52
electrochemistry 320
– single-molecule 321–326
electrodes 320 see also nanoelectrodes
– “artifi cial peroxidase” 166, 167
– magnetic and electromagnetic 203
– metal nanoparticle
– – analytical applications 304–313
– – conducting polymer fi lms 295, 296
– – direct deposition on 289–293
– – geometry 296–304
– – modifi ed 285–313
– – three-dimensional deposition 293–295
– nanomaterial modifi ed 165, 166
– seed-mediated synthesis on 286–289, 

308, 309, 364–366
electrogenerated chemiluminescence (ECL) 

167–169, 327
electrolyte concentration 350, 351
electron hopping 95, 96, 98, 99
electron transfer kinetics 320, 321, 328
electron transport, in nanomaterials 

89–107
electron tunneling 96, 98, 99
electronic energy levels/properties, quantum 

dots 36–38
electrophoresis
– affi nity-based 120, 121
– capillary 115, 165, 268
– capillary gel 115, 120
– capillary zone 119, 120
– gel 115, 118, 120
electrophysiology 126
electroreduction 243
electrospray ionization 122
electrostatic interactions/attraction 348–

350, 366
emission spectra, quantum dots 38, 39
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endocrine-disrupting chemicals (EDCs) 
135, 136, 151

endocytosis 18
energy dispersive X-ray analysis 276
engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) 255, 256
– characterization 276, 277
– environmental detection 275–278
– environmental fate 269–275
– environmental sensing 256–269
enoxacin 46, 47
entropic trapping 116, 117
environmental fate, engineered 

nanoparticles 269–275
environmental samples, sorbent 

performance comparisons 194–197
environmental sensing, using engineered 

nanoparticles 256–269
enzymes 52
– biosensors/bioassays 61, 62, 66, 67
– electrochemical detection 74
EosFP 13–15
17α-estradiol 135
17β-estradiol (E2) 135–137
– continuing development advances 155
– MIP submicron particles binding with 

148–152
estrogens 135–137
estrone (E1) 135, 152
17α-ethynylestradiol (EE2) 135, 137, 149
excitation spectra, quantum dots 38, 39
exciton 265
exciton Bohr radius 34, 37
explosives
– categories 161–163
– structures and abbreviations 164
– trace detection 161–182

f
far-fi eld fl uorescence imaging 3, 4, 19–22
faradaic (redox-induced) current 320–323, 

350, 351
ferritin 75–77, 351
ferrocene 348
α-fetoprotein antibody 80, 81
fi eld detection/screening 166, 181, 191, 

192, 255
fi eld-emission scanning electron microscopy 

(FE-SEM) 287, 291
fi eld-emission transmission electron 

microscopy (FETEM) 292
fi eld fl ow fractionation (FFF) 277
fl ame ionization detector (FID) 100, 101
fl ow-injection analysis 48
fl ow-through PCR devices 113

fl uorescein 19, 124, 262
fl uorescence-based detection 264–267
fl uorescence enhancement 42, 43
fl uorescence (FL) spectroscopy 162, 166, 

169–178
fl uorescence imaging 3, 20, 21, 274, 323, 

324–326 see also confocal laser scanning 
microscopy (CLSM); far-fi eld fl uorescence 
imaging; photoswitchable fl uorescent 
nanoprobes

fl uorescence quenching 42, 43, 169–176, 
267–269

fl uorescence resonance energy transfer 
(FRET) analysis 5, 7, 11, 173, 175, 266–268

– photoswitching 15–17
– single-molecule 323, 326, 334, 335
– using quantum dots 44, 45
fl uorescent nanofi bril fi lms 171, 172
fl uorescent polymer porous fi lms 169–171
fl uorescent semiconductor nanocrystals 

see semiconductor nanocrystals
fl uorophore nanoparticles 4
formic acid oxidation 299, 300
fulvic acid 272
functionalized nanoparticles 24
– magnetic 200–206
– sensor applications 107
– silica 20, 80, 81, 194–200
– thiol 194–200

g
gallium salts 33, 34, 37
gas chromatography (GC) 100, 101, 162, 268
gas-phase samples, analysis 229–234
gas sensors 101–103, 180
gel electrophoresis 115, 118, 120
glass nanopore electrode 330
glassy carbon electrodes (GCEs) 52, 

291–293, 305, 306, 308, 311–313
glucose detection 241, 242
gold nanoelectrodes 322, 376
– block copolymer nanopores 348–352, 

362, 363
gold nanoparticles
– citrate-capped 257, 258, 271, 272, 290, 291
– DNAzyme detectors 260–263
– electrochemical detection of DNA 64, 65, 

68, 105, 106
– electrochemical immunoassays 68–70, 

83, 84
– electron transport in 89, 92–95, 98–100
– environmental detection 257–260
– fl uorescence quenching 267–269
– history 32
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– inorganic analyte determination 307–310
– layer-by-layer assemblies 294, 295
– miniaturized immunosensors 103, 104
– organic/biological analyte determination 

311–313
– single-molecule 324
– two-dimensional arrays 287–292
gold nanorods 359
– applications in trace analysis 372–377
– electrocatalytic supports 377
– electrochemical synthesis 360–364
– luminescence enhancement 370, 371
– photochemical synthesis 364
– photothermal therapy 377, 378
– seed-mediated growth 364–366
– sensors 372–374
– signal enhancement 367–371
green fl uorescent protein (GFP) 11, 13, 39
green to red fl uorescence conversion 13–15
growth overpotential 287
GT-73 196–198

h
hard template 360–362
heavy metal collection 194–200
– functionalized magnetic nanoparticles 

200–206
HEK-293 cells 8, 14, 16, 17, 19
HeLa cells 19, 20
heterogeneous binding models 149, 150
heterogeneous immunoassays 62
hexacyanoferrate(III)-loaded apoferritin 75, 

76
hexamethylene triperoxide diamine (HMTD) 

162, 163, 166, 167
high performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC) 119, 137, 144, 162, 239, 240
– fl uorescence detection (FD) 136, 141, 148
high-resolution imaging, nanoelectrodes for 

328–332
highest occupied molecular orbital–lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO–
LUMO) 89, 93–95

horseradish peroxide (HRP) 66, 80, 167, 
168

human rhino virus (HRV) 352, 353
humic acid 272, 273
humidity, and water vapor adsorption 233, 

234
hybridization 233, 235, 242, 243 see also 

DNA hybridization
hydrodynamic radius 277
hydrogen, sensing 230–232
hydrogen peroxide 49, 50, 243–245

– electrocatalysis 307, 308
– environmental effects 258
– gold nanorod synthesis 365
hydrogen sulfi de 307
hydrophobic–hydrophilic core–shell 

nanoparticles 7, 8, 15, 16, 20

i
ICP-MS see inductively-coupled plasma mass 

spectrometry (ICP-MS)
immobilization
– DNA strands 61, 68, 105, 106
– EosFP 14
– proteins 240, 241
immunoassays see electrochemical 

immunoassays
immunochromatographic strips (ISs) 83, 

84
immunoglobulin G (IgG) 48, 49, 52, 53, 

69, 103, 104
immunosensors
– conductive 69
– displacement immunosensors 176–179
– electrochemical 68–70, 79
– miniaturized 103, 104
imprint step 214
imprinting, molecular recognition 138–143
in vivo optical imaging 8, 9, 34
in vivo sensing 333
indirect bandgap semiconductors 264, 265
indirect sensing 89
indium salts 33, 34
indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode 49, 287, 

288, 290, 291, 308, 309
– single-molecules 324, 325
inductively-coupled plasma mass 

spectrometry (ICP-MS) 199, 202, 205, 
276, 277

inorganic analytes, determination 305–310
inorganic engineered nanoparticles 255
insulin 123
interleukin-6 (IL-6) 68
ion exchangers 191
ion-imprinted polymers 214, 215
ion-sensitive fi eld-effect transistor (ISFET) 

237–239
ionic strength 194, 195, 270, 271
iron oxide nanoparticles
– aggregation 272
– DMSA-modifi ed 196–198, 202–204
– electrocatalysis 310
– heavy metal capture and detection 200, 

201
– photoswitchable fl uorescence 24, 25
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isoelectric focusing (IEF) 118–120
isomerization
– photochromic diarylethenes 9–11
– photochromic spiropyrans 7–9
isotachophoresis (ITP) 121
isotopic labeling 277
isoxicam 136, 137
ITO electrode see indium tin oxide (ITO) 

electrode

k
Kaede 13, 14

l
lab-on-a-chip 122
“lab-on-QDs” 173
label-based/label-free electrochemical 

biosensors 62
laser-induced fl uorescence (LIF) detection 

123, 124
lattice parameters 32, 33
layer-by-layer (LbL) electrostatic assembly 

293–295, 311
leaching step 214
lead salts 33, 34
– adsorption kinetics 197, 198
– colorimetric detection 262, 263
– magnetic nanoparticles collection 204
ligand effect 303
ligands 35, 36, 41, 90, 96, 98, 99
light scattering 46, 48, 49
linear scan voltammograms 301
liposomes 77–79, 124
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry 

(LC-MS) 143, 145
localized delivery and imaging 333–335
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) 

256, 257, 367
– biosensors 372, 373
luminescence
– enhancement 369–371
– imaging 374, 375
– power 370
– sensors 372–374
luminol 167–169
lysis 124, 125
lysosomes 20

m
macroporous gels 155
magnetic beads 153, 167, 168
magnetic nanoparticles
– heavy metal capture and collection 200–206
– photoswitchable 22–25

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 22
maltose binding protein (MBP) 44
manganese-doped zinc sulfi de 46, 47, 175
mass spectrometry (MS) 122, 162
– ICP-MS 199, 202, 205, 276, 277
– LC-MS 143, 145
mass transport, nanoelectrodes 329, 330
matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation 

(MAPLE) 228
MCSP nanoparticles 17–19
mercaptosuccinate 311
mercury 322
mercury salts 33, 51
– adsorption in groundwater 196, 197
– colorimetric detection 235, 236, 260–262, 

264
– fl uorescence detection 266
– fl uorescence quenching 267, 268
merocyanine (MC) 5, 6, 18
– in bioimaging 20, 21
– FRET-based photoswitching 15
– isomerization 7–9
mesoporous carbons, templated 209–211
mesoporous silica, thiol-functionalized 

194–200
mesoporous titania 225, 235–237
metal ion extraction 235–237
metal nanoparticles 63–70 see also 

individual metal nanoparticles

– deposition of three-dimensional fi lms 
293–295

– deposition on bare electrodes 289–293
– electrocatalysis, geometric factors 

296–304
– electrode-modifi ed, analytical applications 

304–313
– electrodes modifi ed with 285–313
– electron transport through 90–97
– in explosives 165
– fi lms, sensors based on 98–101
– titania hybrids 227, 228
– two-dimensional arrays, fabrication 

286–293
– voltammetry in solution 92–95
metal oxide nanoparticles
– chemosensors based on 101–103
– in explosives 165
– gas sensors 180
metallic phosphate-loaded apoferritin 

75–77
methacrylic acid 139
methane 231
methanol oxidation 299, 300, 303, 304
methotrexate 144
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methyl-carbamate pesticides 141
methylthiotriazine herbicides 147
metsulfuronmethyl 146
micellar electrokinetic chromatography 

(MEKC) 119–121
microcantilever sensors 162, 178–180
microchannels 111
microelectrodes, nanoparticle collision 

326, 327
microemulsion copolymerization 7, 9, 15, 

17
microfl uidics 111–127
micro-orifi ce uniform deposition impactor 

(MOUDI) 276
microspheres (microbeads)
– gold nanoparticles 64, 65
– quantum dot conjugations 52–54
military explosives 161, 162
Miller index 301, 302
MIPs see molecularly imprinted polymers 

(MIPs)
MISPE see molecularly imprinted solid-

phase extraction (MISPE)
modular arm 173–175
modular biosensor 173–175
molecular dynamics simulations 142
molecular permeation, block copolymer 

nanopores 347–355
molecular recognition, imprinting 138–143
molecularly imprinted polymeric 

microspheres (MIPMs) 146, 151
molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) 

136, 137, 214
– biopharmaceuticals and toxins, analytical 

applications 143–145
– continuing development advances 

153–156
– current progress 152, 153
– imprinting of 138–143
– submicron particles binding with E2 

148–152
– submicron particles preparation 146–148
molecularly imprinted solid-phase extraction 

(MISPE) 137, 140, 142–144, 151
molecule-like voltammetry 93–96
monolithic cage structures, silica-based 

263, 264
monolithic membranes, carbon nanotubes 

342, 343
monolithic nanoporous membranes see 

nanoporous monolithic membranes
monolithic nanoporous sensors 263, 264
monomers, molecular imprinting 139, 140
MSP nanoparticles 17–19

multi-chamber stationary PCR devices 113
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) 

165, 233, 308
multiple surface functionalities 259
multiplex electrochemical detection 71, 72, 

83, 84
multipore membranes 343
mycotoxin 145, 154
myoglobin 294, 295

n
n-type metal oxides 101, 102
NACs see nitroaromatics (NACs)
“nano-on-micro” assay 52–54
nanoarrays 285–293
nanocluster size 101–103
nanoelectrodes 319–321
– electrochemical detection and high-

resolution imaging 328–332
– fabrication 328, 329
– mass transport near 329, 330
– single-molecule electrochemistry using 

321–323
nanofi bers 155, 156
nanofi bril fi lms, fl uorescent 171, 172
nanofi lms see also solid-state fi lms
– conducting polymer 295, 296, 311
– polymer porous fl uorescent 169–171
– thickness 103, 228
– three-dimensional 293–295
– titania 228, 229, 232, 241, 243, 244
nanofi lter columns 116
nanofl uidics 111–127
nanohybrids, titania-based 226–228
nanomaterial modifi ed electrodes 165, 166
nanomaterials see also engineered 

nanoparticles (ENPs); nanoparticles
– in electrochemical biosensors/bioassays 

61–84
– electron transport 89–107
– titania-based 223–247
– trace detection of high explosives with 

161–182
nanoparticles see also engineered 

nanoparticles (ENPs)
– electrocatalysis
– – composition and 302–304
– – shape and 299–302
– – size and 296–299
– permeation through BCP nanopores 

351–355
– photoswitchable magnetization properties 

22–24
nanopipette-based conductance 333–335
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nanopore diameter/size 342, 350, 351, 
353–355

nanoporous alumina 361
nanoporous anodic alumina membranes 

(NAAMs) 342, 343, 352, 353
nanoporous carbon based sorbents 206–211
nanoporous monolithic membranes 

341–343
– block copolymer-derived 344–346, 

361–363
– molecular permeation 347–355
– surface functionalization 346, 347
nanoporous monolithic sensors 263, 264
nanorods 81, 82, 287 see also gold nanorods
nanotubes see also carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
– titania 225, 226, 230, 241
nanowires 81, 82, 84, 329, 362, 376
near-fi eld optical microscopy 330–332
near-infrared (NIR) emitters 34, 46–48, 

359, 371
nitramines 162–164
nitrate esters 162–164
nitrated explosives 161–166, 169–171 

see also 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene
nitride quantum dots 34
nitroaromatics (NACs) 162–166, 169–172
nitrogen oxides 308, 309
nitrophenol adsorption 137
noble metal nanoparticles 256–260 see also 

gold nanoparticles; silver nanoparticles
non-competitive immunoassays 62
non-faradaic (charging) current 320
non-imprinted polymers (NIPs) 137, 

139–141, 148, 149, 152
noncovalent molecular imprinting 138, 140
nucleic acids
– analysis 112–118
– electrochemical detection 73, 74

o
octanethiols 98, 100
n-octylamine 23
on-chip protein pre-concentration 121, 122
on-off fl uorescent nanoprobes 5–13
optical biosensors 230, 240, 245, 246, 248
optical microscopy 20, 105, 323, 328, 330–

332, 334
optical properties
– engineered nanoparticles 255
– quantum dots 38, 39
organic analytes, determination 310–313
organic compounds
– supernanostructures 175, 176
– titania analysis 237–240

organometallic synthesis, quantum dots 
40, 41

output resistance change 101
overgrowth, gold nanorods 365, 366
oxidative stress 273–275
oxide annealing 298
oxygen, sensing 233, 234
oxygen reduction reaction 296–297, 303

p
p-type metal oxides 101
PAMAM see polyamidoamine (PAMAM)
PANI see polyaniline (PANI)
patch-clamp recording 126, 127
PCR devices see polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) devices
PEDOT see poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 

(PEDOT)
PEG see poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)
pencil graphite electrode (PGE) 73, 74
pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) 163, 

164, 167
performance comparisons
– sorbents for biological samples 197–200
– sorbents for environmental samples 

194–197
permeability, block copolymer nanopores 

347–355
permselective transport 348
peroxide-based explosives 162–164, 166, 167
Perrin equation 266
perylene diimide (PDI) 15, 16
pesticides 141, 153, 154, 239, 266
pH
– and binding affi nity 194–196, 202
– and permeability regulation 348, 349
– and zeta potential 271, 272
phenols 268
phenoxyacetic herbicides 141, 145
phenyl self-assembled monolayer on a 

mesoporous support (phenyl-SAMMSTM) 
197

phosphorescence 45–47, 245
photoactuated unimolecular logical 

switching attained reconstruction 
(PULSAR) microscopy 3, 4, 19–21

photochemical synthesis 364
photochromic diarylethenes 9–11
photochromic spiropyrans see spiropyrans 

(SP)
photoluminescence (PL) 47, 50, 173, 233, 

234, 265, 321
photoswitchable fl uorescent nanoprobes 

4–22
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– for bioimaging 19–22
– dual-color 13–19
– single-color (on-off) 5–13
photoswitchable (fl uorescent) proteins
– green to red conversion 13–15
– sizes 39
– structural conversion 11–13
photoswitchable magnetic nanoparticles 

22–25
photothermal microcantilever technique 

179, 180
photothermal microscopy 276
photothermal therapy, gold nanorod-based 

377, 378
phototoxicity 26
photovoltaic effect 223, 245
piezoelectric quartz crystal microbalance 

(QCM) 154
piezoelectric quartz crystal (PQC) sensor 

153
pirimicarb pesticide 153, 154
PLA-PDMA-PS see polylactide-

polydimethylacrylamide-polystyrene 
(PLA-PDMA-PS)

plastic explosives 162, 163
platinum nanoelectrodes 322, 326, 327
platinum nanoparticles 68, 296–304
– inorganic analyte determination 305, 

306, 308
Plieth model 297
Pluronic copolymer F127 (PEO-PPO-PEO) 

24
PMMA see polystyrene-

poly(methylmethacrylate) (PS-PMMA)
point-of-care diagnosis 82–84
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) 

295, 296, 311, 312
poly(4-aminothiophenol) (PATP) 292
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) 

118
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) 139, 140
polyamidoamine (PAMAM) 288, 294, 295
polyaniline (PANI) 295, 296, 311
polycarbonate membranes 342
polyelectrolyte shells 66
polyester membranes 342
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) 352, 363, 374, 

375
poly(guanine)-functionalized silica 80, 81
polylactide-polydimethylacrylamide-

polystyrene (PLA-PDMA-PS) 344–346, 
348

polymer porous fi lms, fl uorescent 
169–171

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) devices
– miniaturization 112–115
– separation, DNA hybridization and sample 

preparation 115, 116
– in single-cell analysis 125
polymerization step 214
polymers see also block copolymer (BCP) 

nanopores
– conducting polymer fi lms 295, 296, 311
– ion-imprinted 214, 215
– permeation through BCP nanopores 

351–355
– template-specifi c 138
polyoxometalate PMo12 291, 292, 296
polystyrene beads (PSBs) 54, 65, 167–169
poly(styrene)-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) 

(PS-b-P2VP) 288–290
polystyrene-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-PEO) 

344, 345
polystyrene-polyethylene (PS-PE) 344, 345, 

353, 354
polystyrene-polyisoprene-polylactide 

(PS-PI-PLA) 344–346, 355
polystyrene-polylactide (PS-PLA) 344–346
polystyrene-poly(methylmethacrylate) 

(PS-PMMA) 342, 344–347, 362
– nanoparticles/polymers/

biomacromolecules permeation through 
351–353

– permeability regulation 348–350
– small molecules permeation through 

347, 348
– supporting electrolyte concentration 350, 

351
porogen solvents 140, 147
porous media, engineered nanoparticles in 

272, 273
porous silicon (PSi) sensors 170, 171
porphyrin 171, 172
post-synthesis modifi cation 41
potential of zero total charge (PZTC) 297
potentiometric immunoassays 72, 73
potentiometric sensors 154
potentiostatic deposition 288, 309
preconcentration
– molecularly imprinted polymers 144, 

145, 152
– on-chip protein 121, 122
– trace-metal collection 192, 193, 198–200, 

203–205
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proteins
– analysis 118–123
– arrays 122
– electrochemical detection 72–74, 

376, 377
– immobilization 240, 241
– integrated microfl uidics for analysis 122, 

123
– on-chip pre-concentration 121, 122
– protein A 103, 104
– separations 118–121
Prussian Blue 166, 167
PULSAR see photoactuated unimolecular 

logical switching attained reconstruction 
(PULSAR) microscopy

q
quantized double-layer (QDL) charging 

93–96
quantum confi nement 36–38, 172, 224, 

264, 265
quantum dots (QDs) see core–shell quantum 

dots; semiconductor nanocrystals
quartz-crystal microbalance (QCM) 239
quenching effi ciency 171, 172, 175

r
radioactive isotopes 277
Raman spectroscopy see surface-enhanced 

Raman scattering spectroscopy (SERS)
Rayleigh–Bénard PCR device 113, 114
Rayleigh light scattering (RLS) analysis 

48, 49
rebinding, target analytes 140, 141
receptor function 101
redox (faradaic) current 320, 321, 323, 350, 

351
redox molecules 319, 321, 322, 336, 341, 

348, 349
redox probe-loaded apoferritin 75
resazurin 325
restricted access media-molecularly 

imprinted polymer (RAM-MIP) 147, 153
reverse type-I core–shell quantum dots 35
reversibility 15, 90
– titania sensors 247
reversible saturable optically linear 

fl uorescent transitions (RESOLFT) 
microscopy 3, 20

reversible switchable fl uorescent proteins 
(RSFPs) 11–13

Rhodamine dye 11, 39, 267

room-temperature phosphorescence (RTP) 
45–47

ruthenium 304

s
Sauerbrey equation 239
scanning electrochemical microscopy 

(SECM) 321, 322, 326, 327, 329–333
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 139, 

140, 142, 148, 241, 242, 276
– FE-SEM 287, 291
– nanoporous membranes 342, 363
scanning ion conductance microscopy 

(SICM) 334
scanning probe microscopy (SPM) 328
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 91
Scatchard plot analysis 141, 150
seal resistances 127
seed-mediated synthesis 286–289, 308, 309, 

364–366
selectivity
– biosensors 90
– MIPs 144, 150
– titania nanomaterials 232, 239, 243, 244
– trace metal collection 191, 192, 211, 213
self-assembly 66, 67, 74, 95, 228, 344 see 

also thiol self-assembled monolayer on a 
mesoporous support (SH-SAMMSTM)

semiconducting oxide nanoparticles 
101–103

semiconductor nanocrystals 31, 32, 54, 55
– characteristics 35–39
– classifi cations 32–35
– electrochemical detection of DNA 70–72
– fl uorescence detection 265
– fl uorescence modulation 5–7
– fl uorescence quenching 267–269
– fl uoroimmunoassays using 176
– quenching sensors based on 172–175
– synthesis and surface chemistry 40, 41
– trace analysis using 42–54
semi-covalent molecular imprinting 138
sensitivity
– biological sampling 118
– gas sensors 101–103
– titania sensors 231, 233, 246
– trace metal collection 191, 192
sensors see also biosensors; chemosensors; 

electrochemical sensors; immunosensors
– colorimetric 260
– functionalized nanoparticles 107
– gas sensors 101–103, 180
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– gold nanorod 372–374
– microcantilever 162, 178–180
– porous silicon 170, 171
– potentiometric 154
– quenching 172–175
– solid-state fi lms 98–101, 169–171
– surface modifi cation 103, 263, 332
SERS see surface-enhanced Raman 

scattering spectroscopy (SERS)
sewage treatment see wastewater treatment
signal amplifi cation/enhancement 70, 73, 

367–371, 368
silica-based monolithic cage structures 263, 

264
silica nanoparticles
– colorimetric sensor 260
– dye luminescence 369
– in electrochemical biosensors 79–81, 105
– hybrids 228, 245, 275
– mesoporous carbons from 209
– molecularly imprinted 142
– photoswitchable 11, 20
– protein pre-concentration 121
– thiol-functionalized mesoporous 194–200
silicon micro-extraction chip (SMEC) 122
silver nanoparticles 65–67, 69, 105, 258
– in gold nanorod synthesis 363, 364
– inorganic analyte determination 307, 308
– synthesis 287
– toxicity 273, 275
single-cell analysis, microfl uidics for 

123–127
single chamber PCR devices 112
single-chromophore fl uorescent 

nanoparticles 17–19
single-color (on-off ) fl uorescent nanoprobes 

5–13
single electron transfer 91–93
single-molecule electrochemistry 321–326
single-molecule spectroelectrochemistry 

(SMS-EC) 321, 323–326, 328
single-molecule spectroscopy 328
single-nanoparticle electrochemical detection 

326–328
single nanopipette-based conductance 

333–335
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 

65
single-pore membranes 343
single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) 

165, 166, 325, 333
size-exclusion chromatography 341
size-selective purifi cation, quantum dots 

40, 41

“smart” nanoparticles 26
soft template 362–364
soil medium 272, 273
sol–gel systems 155, 172, 225, 307
solid-phase extraction (SPE) 139, 140, 143, 

144, 237, 239
solid-phase extraction (SPE) sorbents 191, 

192, 200 see also thiol self-assembled 
monolayer on a mesoporous support 
(SH-SAMMSTM)

– trace-metal collection and analysis 192, 
193

solid-state fi lms 95–97
– sensors based on 98–101, 169–171
sorbents see also solid-phase extraction (SPE) 

sorbents
– costs 216
– ion-imprinted polymers 214, 215
– nanoporous carbon based 206–211
– performance comparisons for biological 

samples 197–200
– performance comparisons for 

environmental samples 194–197
– zeolites 212–214
spacers 369, 372–374
spin coating 121, 228, 229, 344
spiropyrans (SP) 5, 6, 7, 329, 330
– in bioimaging 19–21
– FRET-based photoswitching 15–17
– isomerization 7–9
– single-chromophore nanoparticles from 

17, 18
square wave voltammetry 69, 70, 307, 310
stable isotopes 277
stepwise self-assembly 67, 95
strain effect 302, 303
supernanostructures, organic 175, 176
superparamagnetism 24, 25, 200, 201, 203, 

310
surface charge 270–272, 275, 277
surface –COOH groups 346, 349
surface dopants 102, 103
surface-enhanced Raman scattering 

spectroscopy (SERS) 162, 180, 181, 304, 
368, 369

– sensors 372
surface functionality 201, 256, 268, 271, 

273, 275
– BCP-derived cylindrical nanopores 346, 

347
surface modifi cation
– gold nanorods 366, 375
– quantum dots 41
– sensors 103, 263, 332
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surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 162, 256, 
257, 323, 367, 369, 370

– spectroscopy 258, 259
surface-to-volume ratio 89, 97, 377
surfactants 31, 227, 228, 300, 362–364, 366
SWCNTs see single-walled carbon nanotubes 

(SWCNTs)
synergistic catalysis 308
syringe fi lters 152

t
target analytes, rebinding 140, 141
TEM see transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM)
templating
– gold nanorods 360–364
– mesoporous carbons 209–211
– mesoporous titania 225
– specifi c polymers 138
– titania nanotubes 226
tensile strain 302, 303
TEPMS see track-etched polymer membranes 

(TEPMs)
terrorists 162
tethering, nanoparticles 291, 292
theophylline 79
thiol self-assembled monolayer on a 

mesoporous support (SH-SAMMSTM) 
194–199

thiols
– biothiols 51, 52
– gold reaction with 289, 290
– mesoporous silica 194–200
– nanoporous carbon 208
– octanethiols 98, 100
– surface chemistry 192, 215
thorium detection 263
three-dimensional nanofi lms 293–295
thymidine-thymidine (T-T) mismatch 

260–262, 266
tin 102, 103, 264, 307
titania nanofi lms 228, 229, 232, 241, 243, 

244
titania nanohybrids 226–228
titania nanomaterials 223–247
– aqueous samples analysis 235–240
– chemical analysis applications 229–246
– synthesis 224–229
– toxicity 273, 274
titania nanoneedles 242
titania nanoparticles 225, 230
titania nanotubes 225, 226, 230, 241
titania sensors 231, 233, 246, 247
TNT see 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT)

toluene 98
top-down synthesis, quantum dots 40
total internal refl ection fl uorescence (TIRF) 

334
toxicity
– engineered nanoparticles 269, 273–275
– surfactants 363
toxins
– molecularly imprinted polymers for 

143–145
– mycotoxin 145, 154
– phenols 268
trace analysis 90
– E2 in wastewater treatment 150–152
– gold nanorods in 372–377
– high explosives with nanomaterials 

161–182
– micro- and nanofl uidic systems using 

111–127
– MIPs for biopharmaceuticals and toxins 

143–145
– titania nanomaterials 229–246
– using quantum dots 42–54
trace-metal collection
– from aqueous systems 191–216
– functionalized magnetic nanoparticles 

200–206
– solid-phase extraction sorbents 192, 193
– thiol functionalized silica 194–200
track-etched polymer membranes (TEPMs) 

341, 342, 348, 352, 353
transducer function 101
transducers 61, 63
– carbon nanotube-based 73
– modifi cation with metal nanoparticles 

68
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

274, 275, 290, 292, 300, 365, 366
triacetone triperoxide (TATP) 162, 163, 

166, 167
triethylamine (TEA) 148, 151, 152
1,3,5-trinitrobenzene (TNB) 45, 174, 175
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) 45, 162–166
– chemiluminescence 167–169
– fl uorescence sensing 169, 170, 172–175, 

178
tris(2,2′-bipyridine)cobalt(III)-doped silica 

79, 80
two-dimensional nanoarrays 286–293
two-photon luminescence 371, 375

u
ultrasonication 150, 151
uranium detection 263
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v
vapor response isotherms 98
vapor sorption 98, 99
voltammetric biosensors 240–245
voltammetry 320, 333 see also anodic 

stripping voltammetry; cyclic voltammetry
– differential pulse voltammetry 93, 94, 

312, 313
– double potential-pulse voltammetry 287, 

301, 302
– metal nanoparticles in solution 92–95
– square wave voltammetry 69, 70, 307, 

310

w
wastewater treatment 136, 137, 144, 206
– continuing development advances 

153–155
– current progress 152, 153
– trace analysis of E2 in 150–152

water contaminants 135–137
water vapor, sensing 233, 234

z
zearalenone (ZON) 154
zeolites 212–214
zero-dimensional materials see 

semiconductor nanocrystals
zeta potential 270–273, 277
zinc selenide 33, 35, 37
zinc sulfi de 33, 35, 37
– cadmium selenide quantum dots 5, 6
– fl uorescence quenching 268
– Mn-doped 46, 47, 175
zinc telluride 33, 37
zwitterionic polymer membranes 121


